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Abstract
I The fifth CERN Accelerator School (CAS) advanced course on Accelerator Physics
was given at the Paradise Hotel, Rhodes, Greece from 20 September to 1 October 1993. Its
syllabus was based on the previous similar courses held at Oxford 1985, Berlin 1987,
Uppsala 1989 and Noordwijkerhout 1991, and whose proceedings were published as
CERN Reports 87-03, 89-01, 90-04 and 92-01, respectively. The present volumes are
intended to replace and to bring up to date all the material in earlier publications. They
contain not only all the lectures given in the Rhodes course but a number of important
contributions to previous courses which are thought to be essential for a complete
understanding of all aspects of the design and construction of particle accelerators at an
advanced level. They include sections on Hamiltonian equations and accelerator optics,
chromaticity and dynamic beam aperture, particle tracking, the kinetic theory,
longitudinal beam optics, coherent instabilities, beam-beam dynamics, intra-beam
scattering, beam cooling, Schottky noise, beam radiation, neutralisation, beam
polarisation, radio-frequency quadrupoles, as well as chapters on space charge,
superconducting magnets, crystal bending, beam-beam measurement and accelerator
medical applications. *
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BEAMSTRAHLUNG AND DISRUPTION
L.Z. Rivkin
Paul Scherrer Institut, CH-5232 Villigen PSI, Switzerland
Abstract
Similar to the case of the storage ring colliders, beam-beam effects in
future linear colliders will limit the maximum achievable luminosity. If
the strong mutual focusing of the beams (high disruption) may lead to
enhancement of the luminosity, the accompanying radiation by the
particles in the collective fields of the opposite bunch (beamstrchlung)
may limit the extent to which this enhancement can be utilised, by
creating a large spread in the center-of-mass collision energies and
producing intolerable levels of backgrounds. An attempt is made to
present a simple qualitative introduction to these phenomena.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The next generation electron-positron colliders are designed to produce a much higher rate of
collisions, or much higher luminosity, than what has been achieved to date.
In case of circular colliders, the demand for higher statistics, higher precision
measurements resulted in the designs of the so-called "factories": <j), t-charm and B meson
colliders. The required luminosity is one to two orders of magnitude higher than the luminosity
attained at those collision energies in the past (e.g. B - meson factories presently under
construction at SLAC [1] and KEK [2] are designed for the peak luminosity of
L ~ 3- 1033cm"2s"1 with the plans to reach the luminosity of lO^cm'V 1 at the later stage of
the projects).
Synchrotron radiation losses limit the collision energies of the storage ring based
colliders, as the radiation power rises very fast with particle energy:
PSR~E*

(1)

On the other hand, linear colliders are considered today the way to higher center-of-mass
collision energies [3]. Because the basic point cross section falls as the square of the energy,
the required luminosity for the 500 to 1000 GeV cm. energy electron-positron colliders has to
be also of the order of 10 cm" s" , in order to insure reasonable event rates.
1.1 Beam-beam effects in linear colliders
The luminosity of a collider, in terms of the number of particles per bunch N, bunch
collision frequency/, and the effective interaction area A at the collision point, can be written as
L= ^

(2)

The collision frequency in the linear collider designs is typically much lower than in the circular
colliders; so is the bunch population N. Thus, to achieve high luminosity, the transverse beam
sizes and the effective interaction area A is planned to be much smaller than in circular colliders
(typically > 100 |im2), leading to very high transverse bunch densities.
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The beam-beam interaction limits the maximum attainable transverse bunch density. In
the context of circular colliders, one speaks of maximum beam-beam tune shift. In the linear
collider context the beam-beam interaction is very strong; one speaks of disruption.
Particles in one bunch passing through the opposite bunch are subject to very strong
transverse focusing forces. The bunches focus each other, resulting in enhancement of the
luminosity (the so-called pinch effect [4]). When this effect is strong, each bunch emerges from
the collision point with a large spread in the angles of the particle trajectories. This disrupted
bunch has to be guided carefully away from the detector to minimise the backgrounds.
When the beams are offset transversely with respect to each other, each of them is
deflected as a whole by the fields of the opposite bunch (one can think of a strong attractive
force between two opposite currents). This deflection of the bunch can be measured by the
downstream beam position monitors and can be used to center the beams at the collision point.
This method has been studied and used successfully at the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) [5].
The benefit of possible luminosity enhancement is offset by the fact that particles radiate in
the strong electromagnetic fields of the opposite bunch. The stronger the fields are and the
higher the energy of the particle, the more energy it can lose during collisions. The probability
that a given particle will lose a substantial portion of its energy to radiation before colliding with
another particle in the opposite beam becomes high. This leads to a large spread in the centerof-mass collision energies. Moreover, hard photons emitted during collisions can create pairs
of low energy electrons and positrons or muons that can result in unacceptable levels of the
backgrounds in the detector.
2.

FIELDS OF A SINGLE BUNCH

Let us first look at the electromagnetic fields created by a single bunch of charged
particles. One of the easiest ways to write down the fields is to consider the bunch in a comoving inertial frame, where the charges are at rest. The Coulomb and Gauss laws then
immediately give us the electric field, and recalling the Lorentz transformations for the fields, it
is easy to write the expressions for the electric and magnetic fields in the laboratory frame.
2.1 Lorentz transformations
The component of the electric field in the lab frame parallel to the bunch velocity remains
unchanged,

while the transverse fields transform as follows:
E

± = 7Ei

and

B

J. = - T E ±
c

where the primed quantities are in the rest frame of the bunch.
2.2 Linear charge density
Consider an infinitely long bunch with a linear charge density X in the lab frame, moving
with velocity v (in the rest frame the charge density is y times smaller). The transverse electric
field a distance r away from the bunch can be easily calculated using the Gauss law (here we are
using cylindrical system of coordinates (r, 9,s) with s taken along the bunch axis):
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X

and since the same bunch represents a current / = vA, using Ampere's law it is also easy to
write down the transverse magnetic field at a distance r away from the bunch:
Bfl =

2zr

2.3 Round beams: uniform distribution
The above expressions are true well outside the bunch, and we are interested in the
collective fields of a bunch inside or near to it. Let us first write the fields for a long bunch of
length / and total number of particles N. The bunch is a cylinder of radius a with uniform
transverse particle distribution. Again, from the Gauss law, we have for the electric fields:
c
eN
Er =
r
27teQl

I

,
,
(r > a)
r v
'

and the magnetic field can be computed from these as in the previous section. The plot of the
fields (normalised to their maximum value at the edge of the bunch) as a function of distance
away from the bunch axis is shown in the figure below.

Fig. 1 Electric and magnetic fields of a bunch with uniform charge distribution. The distance
from the center of the bunch, r, is in units of the transverse bunch radius.
2.4 Round beams:

Gaussian distribution

In the case of a round transverse Gaussian distribution, similar calculation yields the
following result:
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r/G
\

j

where a is the transverse beam size (standard deviation). The bracket in the equation above is
plotted in Fig. 2 as a function of distance from the bunch axis in units of beam size.

4

6

10

r in units of o\
Fig. 2 Electric and magnetic fields of a bunch with Gaussian charge distribution. The
distance from the center of the bunch, r, is in units of the transverse beam size.
2 . 5 Force seen by a test particle
What is the force a particle feels due to the fields that we have just written down? There
are two cases to consider: a particle that belongs to the same bunch and a panicle belonging to
the opposite bunch. In both cases we can simply write down the Lorentz force:
Force =

[vxB])

We can now substitute into the expression above the components of the electric and
magnetic fields v.e have calculated in the previous section. In the case of the co-moving
particle, a "fellow traveller", the result is:

Force = eEr-e\Bg

[ v l
= eEJ 1 — j

1
\~~

and one sees the fine cancellation between the force due to the electric and the force due to the
magnetic fields that occurs for ultra-relativistic particles; the resulting "space charge" force is
suppressed by a very large factor. Thus for high energy particles the space charge force - the
force it feels from all the other particles in its own bunch, or the force due to the collective
electromagnetic fields of its own bunch - can be completely neglected in most cases (can you
think of the circumstances, under which this delicate balance might be destroyed?).
The situation is drastically different for the case of a particle that belongs to the opposite
bunch. For the particle moving in the opposite direction the contributions to the force from the
electric and magnetic fields add:
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v2"
Force = eEr + evBe = eEr\ 1 + — | = 2eE r

and the resulting force becomes independent of the test particle energy. Using the expression
for the electric field generated by a round Gaussian bunch, we have:

f

.2,

7t£Qlr

l-e

As would be expected, the force vanishes inversely proportional to the distance away from the
bunch (for r » a). Moreover, for the test particles passing through the bunch close to its
axis, the force is linear with r!

and it is a. focusing force.
Of course, the reason we have written down the force for the case of a round bunch is
because the "expressions for the general case are much more complicated [6]. Another
comparatively simple case is that of a very flat beam: e.g. when the vertical size much smaller
than the horizontal one.
2.6 Beam-beam kick
We are finally in a position to write down the change in a test panicle trajectory due to the
beam-beam force. The particle transverse momentum is changed by:

Ap±= JFdt
and the change in the slope of the particle trajectory is:
, ADI
r' = —i-i =

P

2e 7rymc J

J

2e „

Errff =

.
Er-At

ymc

The time during which the particle feels the beam-beam force is just

2c

since both the test particle and the bunch (of length /) are moving in opposite directions with
velocities very close to the speed of light.
For our simple case of the round Gaussian bunch, the beam-beam kick experienced by the
bunch is then:
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y

r\

where

I

4n£Qmcz

and near the axis the kick is linear with the distance away from the bunch axis:
A

Nr

e

/

Ar =

§--r
ya2
In the more general case of a Gaussian transverse beam distribution with unequal
transverse beam sizes, near the axis the kick is:
A '

2Nr

Ax =

-,—-—T-X

e

2Nr

A '

A

and

e

Ay =—

These expressions show that near the axis the bunch looks to a test particle like a lens that
focuses in both transverse directions.
3.

DISRUPTION

The bunch, then, looks like a focusing lens to a test panicle that traverses it in the
opposite direction near its axis. It is equivalent to a lens with the focal lengths:
1 _

2Nre

fx,y
And in the linear colliders case, a very strong lens indeed. For the Stanford Linear Collider [5]
parameters (y about 100'00(
lOO'OOO, a about a micron, 5 • 1010 particles per bunch), the focal length is
of the order of a millimeter!
When dealing with such strong lenses, we have to take into account the fact, that not only
the slope of the trajectory of the test particle changes as it crosses the lens, but there is also an
appreciable change in the transverse position, or impact parameter. In other words, we can no
longer treat this lens in thin approximation (a simple kick to the trajectory and no change in
position), but rather take into account the finite bunch length. As is illustrated in Fig. 3, a
particle that traverses a bunch of length cry and whose trajectory slope changes by Ar', also
suffers a change in the impact parameter of

and since
Ar' =

r

=>

Ar' =

L

-r

The relative change in the impact parameter is the quantity that in the context of the linear
colliders is called disruption [7], that is
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f
It is equal to one when the focal length of the beam-beam lens becomes as short as the bunch
length. The disruption is defined as follows [8]:

and it coincides with the expression above for the case of the Gaussian bunches:
(Gaussian distribution)

Fig. 3 Change in the test particle trajectory (both slope and impact parameter change) as it
traverses the opposite bunch.
3 . 1 Connection with the storage ring jargon
In the case of a storage ring collider (see the lectures on the beam-beam dynamics by
E. Keil in these proceedings [6]), the linear part of the beam-beam force (for the particles with
small transverse offsets) can be viewed as an additional focusing lens at the interaction point.
Such a gradient error results in a tune shift:

f
where / is the focal length of the lens and J3* is the value of the beta function at the interaction
point. The beam-beam limit is characterised in the ring colliders by the maximum achievable
beam -beam tune shift (also called beam -beam strength parameter)
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An
where the focal lengths fxy

for a Gaussian bunch, from the previous section, are:
2Nre
Jx,y

y&x v \ ®x "*" ^v )

We can express the focal lengths fx<y in terms of the beam-beam strength parameter,
using the above definitions:
1

I

fx,y

Px,y

The maximum value of the beam-beam strength parameter achieved in the ring colliders has
been limited to below 0.06.
An interesting observation [9] can be made here: a "typical" particle with a transverse
offset of one standard deviation Gr (here r stands for either x or y) will get an angular kick

Comparing it to the spread in angles in the bunch, a'r, we can write:

*L.JL.l.mJL
<K

f K

f

that is, the beam tune shift of £ ~ 0.1 corresponds to the angular kicks or disruption angles
starting to exceed afT.
Both quantities, the beam-beam strength parameter and the disruption, characterise the
strength of the beam-beam interaction and, for Gaussian bunches, we can write down formally:
u

x.y

r
J x,y

*n<DX,y

R*

Px,y

Maximum achievable disruption may be a relevant design parameter in the ring colliders that
operate with values of the beta function at the interaction point that are comparable to the bunch
length [10].
3.2 Disruption and luminosity enhancement
During collisions the bunches focus each other, leading to the increase in luminosity. The
luminosity enhancement factor, HD is defined as the ratio of the luminosity under disruption to
the geometric luminosity (i.e. when the beam-beam effects are ignored):
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„

tin

_ L

=

=

<JxGy

There are very few analytical results on this parameter. Most of the insight is gained with
extensive simulations [8].
3.3 Kink instability
Another important effect that has been studied in the simulations is the behaviour of the
luminosity as a function of transverse beams offset at the collision point. When the beam-beam
effect is weak, the luminosity is degraded simply due to the reduced overlap between the
beams. In the strong beam-beam force regime an offset can lead to the development of the socalled kink instability. As a result, the luminosity enhancement as a function of disruption
saturates [8]. Simulations have been used to estimate the tolerance with which the beams have
to be kept centered with respect to each other. For example, study of the flat beams collisions
indicated that for offsets

simulations show no significant reduction in luminosity. In fact, for small transverse offsets,
the beam-beam force has a beneficial effect on the luminosity, pulling the beams towards each
other.
The luminosity is degraded when the beams are offset in transverse direction, e.g. if the
beams are offset vertically and the beam-beam effects are weak [11]:
L °=exp

An example of simulation taking into account the beam-beam effect is shown in the Fig. 4
below, and demonstrates the expected gain in luminosity from the pinch effect in one of the
designs of a future linear collider final focus system [12].
103

with pinch
O

t/I

O

£

Fig. 4 Luminosity vs. vertical offset. The lower curve is the analytical prediction, the upper
data is the result of simulations, taking into account the beam-beam interaction.
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3 . 4 Beam-beam deflections
One of the most important successes of the Stanford Linear Collider is the development of
the use of the beam-beam deflections as a tool for steering the micron-size beams into collision,
for maintaining collisions and for monitoring and tuning such beam characteristics as the beam
transverse sizes at the interaction point and beams overlap.
The geometry of the beam-beam deflections is shown in Fig. 5 and in Fig. 6 the beambeam deflection angle is plotted as a function of the beams offset. In the formula shown, the
offset in the exponent is normalised by the effective beam spot size at the collisions point (the
two beam sizes added in quadrature), that can be recovered from the measurements.

AX

I

Fig. 5 Geometry of the beam-beam deflections

AX
Fig. 6 Beam-beam deflection angle as a function of the transverse beams offset
4.

BEAMSTRAHLUNG

During collisions the particles experience transverse acceleration by the collective fields of
the opposite bunch (as we have seen, these fields, at the edge of the bunch, can reach very high
values indeed). As a result, particles radiate, and this radiation has been called
"beamstrahlung", by analogy with the term bremsstrahlung.
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Beamstrahlung

Fig. 7 Trajectory of a typical particle incident on the opposite bunch is bent during the passage.
The particle radiates beamstrahlung photons in the process.
In Fig. 7 is shown a trajectory of a typical incident particle as it traverses the opposite
bunch off-axis. The particle's trajectory is bent towards the axis by the focusing action of the
opposite bunch and, taking as an example the case of the Stanford Linear Collider, the magnetic
field that the particle sees can reach B ~ 200 Tesla! Beamstrahlung was first observed at SLC
and was used as a tool to optimise the luminosity, as illustrated in Fig. 8. As the vertical offset
between the beams was changed, the flux of beamstrahlung photons was measured downstrea-Ti
of the collision point. The maximum flux was observed when the beams were separated on the
order of one standard deviation, or when the majority of the particles in one beam saw the
maximum field of the opposite bunch. The dip in the photon flux corresponds to the beams
being centered, as confirmed by the beam deflection signal in the top part of the graph.

-40
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4494A3B

-20

0

Vertical Beam Offset

20

40
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Fig. 8 Beamstrahlung and beam-beam deflection signals. Experimental data from SLC. The
dip in the middle of the beamstrahlung signal corresponds to minimum beams offset.
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It is useful to think of this radiation as synchrotron radiation in the collective electromagnetic fields of the bunch. Under certain conditions, the properties of beamstrahlung can
indeed be estimated using the classical synchrotron radiation formulae. But in the context of the
designs of the future linear colliders, with particle energies and transverse particle densities
reaching very high values, this approximation breaks down and the quantum nature of this
radiation has to be taken into account fully.
4 . 1 Qualitative picture of synchrotron radiation
Let us briefly recall the main features of synchrotron radiation. Consider a charged
particle that is bent by a uniform magnetic field (e.g. in a dipole magnet) and is following a
trajectory with a bending radius p. Because of the Lorentz boost, the radiation is thrown
forward and is contained in a very narrow cone around the tangent to the trajectory. The typical
opening angle of the cone is

where 7is the Lorentz factor. An observer, looking along the tangent to the trajectory, sees
radiation that is emitted from a very short length of the trajectory:

The time interval between the first photons emitted by the particle as it enters this short piece of
the orbit, and the last photons that it emits as it is disappearing from the observer's view, is
equal to the difference in time it takes the particle to traverse this length and the time it takes the
photons to cross this part of the trajectory. The typically ultra relativistic particles, travelling
with the speed very close to the speed of light, stay very close behind the photons they emit,
thus the time duration of the resulting radiation pulse is very short:

7 pc

7 c

ypc

and recalling the definition of the Lorentz factor,
~P r-!z£l=JL
= ^r^ = wjil
l + p ~ ly

l

the typical frequency of the emitted radiation is

The observer sees the radiation coming in very short flashes separated by the revolution time.
In fact, the spectrum of the synchrotron radiation contains frequencies that are harmonics of the
revolution frequency COQ. It extends all the way to the high frequencies of the order of 7 times
the revolution frequency and decays exponentially above these frequencies. Typically one
speaks of the critical frequency or critical photon energy that is chosen such that half of the
power is emitted below this photon energy:
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r=

3 he
2 p

or, in "practical" units,
ec[GeV] = 0.664£2[TeV] • S[Tesla]
4.2 Beamstrahlung parameter T
The above expression for the typical photon energy is only an approximation that fails
when we consider the case of very high particle energies and very high fields. For the typical
parameters of the future linear collider designs it can result in photon energies that exceed the
initial particle energy. The description of beamstrahlung [8] that takes into account the quantum
nature of the process of emission (in particular, the recoil of the particle when it emits a photon)
characterises the spectrum and intensity of the radiation using a new parameter Y:

3 E

r

Bc

where (B) is the average electromagnetic field seen by the particle while traversing the opposite
bunch. It has contributions from both the electric and the magnetic fields of the bunch. The
constant Bc, called the Schwinger critical field strength, is:

The average field, calculated for a Gaussian bunch, results in the following expression for the
beamstrahlung parameter:

Ymean

6ao,(<r.
x

The beamstrahlung parameter is not constant during collision, in particular, with strong
disruption, due to pinch effect, the beam sizes change and it can become much higher than the
value calculated for the parameters of the bunch just before collision.
4.3 Beamstrahlung spectrum
The expressions for the energy of the emitted photons and for average intensity of the
radiation now acquire additional factors dependent on the beamstrahlung parameter that regain
"sanity" and no longer violate energy conservation. For example, the typical photon energy
approaches the particle energy without exceeding it. Thus high values of Y indicate that the
spectrum consists mostly of very hard photons. The spectrum changes from the classical
synchrotron radiation spectrum, as illustrated in Fig. 9, towards almost triangular shape,
dropping sharply at the particle energy.
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Fig. 9 Beamstrahlung power vs. photon energy (log-log scale)
Average photon energy in the quantum regime limit is about a quarter of the particle energy:

M-i

Y when Y « l

M =I

when Y » l

E

4

An important characteristic of the emitted radiation is the average number of photons
emitted, it serves as a measure of backgrounds in the detector. The average number of photons
per crossing [13], emitted by a single panicle, can be written approximately as:

-Y-

1
2/3^2
2/3

(l+Y

)

The expression is valid for Y < 5.
4 . 5 Collision energy spread
With a large amount of beamstrahlung the energy spread of the beams increases. Particles
that have radiated are no longer at the design energy, resulting in the increased spread in the
center-of-mass collision energies.
In quantum regime, the probability to emit very hard photons is high, and the energy
distribution in the bunch becomes rather complicated, bearing little resemblance to a Gaussian
distribution. Thus it is not very useful to characterise the distribution with its second moment
(standard deviation) and energy distribution is obtained from the simulations.
High disruption results in the luminosity enhancement, but due to accompanying high
beamstrahlung, the enhancement occurs mainly for the collisions with lower than the design
center-of-mass energies.
4.6 Backgrounds
Beamstrahlung photons are a source of backgrounds in the detector. One of the most
important processes is pair creation. A photon can convert into low energy pairs (e+e", \L+\r)
in close encounters with individual particles of the opposite bunch, this is called incoherent pair
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creation. There is also a possibility of coherent pair creation by a photon that converts in the
collective electromagnetic field of the oncoming bunch. One of the particles in a pair is
defocused by the opposite bunch and scatters into the detector.
One of the possible ways to try to reduce the backgrounds due to beamstrahlung is to use
flat beams, i.e. when <jy « <JX. This keeps the beamstrahlung parameter low, since
1

also helping with the collisions center-of-mass energy spread.
5.

CONCLUSIONS

The above considerations of the phenomena of disruption and beamstrahlung may help the
reader to understand qualitatively the following implications for future linear collider designs.
In order to avoid excessive backgrounds and collision energy spread due to large
beamstrahlung and to delay the onset of the kink instability (instability to small transverse
offsets of the colliding bunches) disruption should be limited to moderate values. The results of
the simulations then tend to predict limited luminosity enhancement: less than a factor of two in
the case of flat bunches and maybe up to a factor of six for the round beams.
Present linear collider designs tend to schemes where trains of small bunches are collided,
limiting the luminosity per collision and compensating for it by having many bunches per train.
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SINGLE AND MULTIPLE TOUSCHEK EFFECTS
J. he Duff
Laboratoire de 1'Accelerateur Lineaire, Orsay, France
1.

INTRODUCTION

Particles in a circulating bunch execute transverse betatron oscillations around the
equilibrium orbit. Since the transverse velocities are statistically distributed, these particles can
be scattered by collisions so transferring transverse momenta into longitudinal momenta. Such
a change in the direction of the particle's momentum can lead to a strong variation of its energy,
due to a relativistic effect; if the relative energy variation exceeds the energy acceptance of the
machine the particle is lost.
The effect was first recognized by B. Touschek (1963) on the small e + e- storage ring
ADA, by observation of the stored bunch lifetime. The theoretical model was first worked out
be C. Bernadini, B. Touschek and J. Haissinski [1-4] and later on by some others [5,6].
For low and medium energy electron storage rings, operating with flat, dense beams,
only the horizontal betatron motion produces sufficiently high relative transverse velocities for
the energy variations to lead to particle loss. The theory, however, did not predict accurately
experimental lifetime observations in the lowest part of the ADA energy range where measured
values were much better than those calculated. H. Brack first pointed out that this could be due
to an anomalous increase in the transverse beam dimensions. A model was worked out [7,8]
showing that smaller energy transfers, not contributing directly to particle losses, were
responsible for the increase. These small transfers, having a high probability, act like an
additional noise on the quantum radiation and, as a consequence, the balance from the damping
of betatron oscillations leads to a new steady state.
Both the single and multiple Touschek effects appear in H. Bruck's book [9]. The
following presentation follows essentially the original work with, however, some extension to
the case of strong focusing machines. In 1974 the multiple effect theory was generalized by
A. Piwinski [10] to take proton storage rings into account and was renamed 'Intrabeam
Scattering1 [11,12].
For a long time the Touschek effects were almost forgotten since the operating conditions
of e+e" circular colliders, with large emittances to minimize beam-beam effects, made them
negligible. More recently, however, they came back into evidence with the construction and
operation of very small emittance electron (or positron) storage rings dedicated to synchrotron
radiation physics.
2.

SINGLE TOUSCHEK EFFECT

2 . 1 A rough estimate of the effect
Particles in a bunch execute transverse betatron oscillations around the equilibrium orbit
(Fig. la). In the moving frame of the bunch the motion becomes purely transverse, neglecting
the slow synchrotron motion. Coulomb scattering will occur for particles having different
transverse velocities and will result in an energy transfer from the transverse plane to the
longitudinal direction (Fig. lb).
A particle with horizontal betatron amplitude x will have a maximum horizontal velocity
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Fig. 1 Coulomb scattering of two particles inside the bunch, (a) Laboratory system,
(b) Centre-of-mass system.
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where Xx is the betatron wavelength and px the envelope function. It corresponds to a
transverse momentum px = px/ j3x. Consider a typical machine with x ~ 1.10"4 m and fix ~
10 m with an operating energy of 800 MeV. The transverse momentum can be as much as 8
keV.
When transferred into the longitudinal direction it becomes
A£ = Wx ~ 12.5 MeV orAE/E = 1.56% which obviously is of the order of magnitude of a
typical energy acceptance (e.g. RF acceptance). Since the particles have a Gaussian transverse
energy distribution, events with higher energy transfers can occur.
Generally, storage rings operate with flat beams such that the vertical size is at least an
order of magnitude smaller than the horizontal one. Hence the vertical betatron motion will
contribute much less to the losses.
2 . 2 Total cross section for particle losses
It is usual to consider the Coulomb scattering of two particles in their centre-of-mass
(cm.) system in which the particles will have equal but opposite momenta. After the collision
each particle is scattered by an angle 6 as shown in Fig. 2 for one particle. The number of
particles dN which are scattered into the differential solid angle dQ is generally represented by
the formula
dN = do N n dx
where N is the number of test particles with velocity v = dx/dt hitting the target of density n,
and where da is the differential cross section for the physical process: da= odQ. Integration
over all values of interest for the solid angle would give the corresponding total cross section
07-. The rate of events for such a physical process is then
dN
= aT v N n
dt
whereN = ndVsince the test beam and the target are common.
In the present case, the Coulomb scattering differential cross section for electrons (or
positrons) is given by the Moller formula (non-relativistic case)
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Fig. 2 Coulomb scattering in the cm. system
do_
4r02 f 4
dQ (v/c) 4 |_sin 4 0

3 1
sin 2 0j

where v is the relative velocity in the cm. system.
The momentum transfer into the longitudinal direction is

2px being the relative transverse momentum. The particle is lost if yAp ^ eRF where ERF is the
momentum acceptance of the RF (assuming this is the limiting acceptance). Hence the total
cross section for particle losses is obtained by integrating the differential cross section over
angles such that:

Putting \i = eRF I ypx one obtains
|cos *|>

da

and since cos 9 = sin % cos 0
arc cos fi

iylcf

n

J

J

o

o

( l - s i n 2 £ cos 2 ^) 2

cos ^)

The first integral is bounded to zero and arc cos fi knowing that the final state is the same for
the two particles. Performing the integration leads to:

remembering that this formula is valid in the cm. system.
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2.3 Touschek lifetime
The total rate of collisions leading to losses can be written as

dN CaT
2 MT
— = I -42 v nr dV
dt

) y

where V is the bunch volume. The factor y 2 takes account of the Lorentz transformation of the
product Cjv from the cm. to the laboratory system.
Since we are considering only effects which take place in the horizontal plane the
integration is automatically performed in the vertical and longitudinal planes, hence:
dN ^N2

1
2

dt ~ y

r

4KOZGS I

where

is the horizontal phase space distribution function in a strong focusing machine, and where
X\ = X2 in order for the collision to take place. Note that the contribution to the horizontal
transverse velocity from the dispersion function has been neglected.
In the laboratory system the relative velocity is simply:

The integral now becomes
+ OO

2

dN N
Bl
— = —i
T-^J
dt
y2 I6713 o*otos

f

,,
°r(v)

J

TK J

v e

-[Axf+Bxx+C)I2G2 . .
dx1dx1dx2

—oo

where

\fc

J(

) and C = P

Since Ojand v do not depend on the position xi the integration with respect to that variable is
straightforward
•\j27t
dt

y

2
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3
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If we now make the following change to the variables:

such that <Tr(v)v will only depend on ui and the integration on Mi is simplified, then
dN
dt

N2
2

Y2

167T
167T2

v e
X

Z

S

w

Note that M2 = (v / c) lab ; hence one has

where v is the relative velocity in the cm. system. One can then write

4ofy2UJ I /V
/loss

V dt jcouision

7 l67t2Gx<72Gs J

7

But we can also introduce the individual particle momentum px in the cm.
Px =

2

2

where mo is the rest mass. The loss rate then becomes
Px2Px
•dp*

where the first bound means that particles can be lost only if their initial momentum exceeds the
momentum acceptance in the cm.
Using the value aj(v)v as calculated above and introducing the quantity:
_
P

~
which is known to be the r.m.s. of individual transverse particle momenta, one obtains
oo

2 2

dt

3

T

1i

y px - 1 + ln

.

£

RF

e

RF

ypx
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which can be written in the following form, well known in the literature

N dt

r

y2

%naxazos

where tis the lifetime and with the parameter definition:

X-1=(AE/E)RF=eRF/y

and £>(£) being the universal function
3 _g

for which the plot is shown in Fig. 3. Note that this function presents a flat maximum equal to
0.3 in the £ range generally of interest.
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Fig. 3 Plot of £>(§)
The formula shows a dependence of the parameters with the azimuth s. This is true for
the bunch dimensions but it can also be true for A if the vacuum chamber constitutes the real
energy acceptance (this can happen for instance when energy transfer occurs in a region of high
dispersion). The average effect over the whole circumference is

Up to now we have neglected the influence of the dispersion function on the parameters
of the Coulomb scattering. A more precise study would include the assumption that the overall
phase space coordinates of the two particles are:
particle 1 [xx ,x\,Dx£h

particle 2

D'X£Y ]
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where e = A£ / E is the relative energy deviation, and Dx the horizontal dispersion function.
Two particles having the same transverse position are now defined as

and the relative velocity in the laboratory system becomes

vcJiab
All the integrations performed under these more general assumptions, lead to the formula:

1=
T

f

]P

8* CT^cr^l + o i / o - ^ Y

where axp and axs are respectively the r.m.s. horizontal contributions from betatron and
synchrotron motions

The other parameters have the same meaning as before, but with the more general formula
for the r.m.s. relative momentum distribution

„ -UM.
with:

c-JL
1

where a e is the r.m.s. of the relative energy spread.
The derivatives of the optical functions only appear in the argument £. Since the function
D ( | ) has a flat maximum they will not contribute very much to the lifetime. Finally the
correction from the dispersion can only increase the lifetime, at least if the vacuum chamber is
not the momentum aperture.
3.

MULTIPLE TOUSCHEK EFFECT

3.1 Basic idea
Let us now examine the smaller scattering angles which are insufficient to produce
particle losses but which nevertheless disturb the particle statistical distribution (noise source).
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A first obvious consequence of the Coulomb collisions is a statistical change of the particle
energies in the longitudinal phase space, leading to an increase of the energy spread.
A spontaneous energy deviation induces an energy oscillation around the nominal energy
(synchrotron motion) damped by the synchrotron radiation. It is well known that a set of
harmonic oscillators excited by random fluctuations, with r.m.s. \SEj at the rate N will have
a Gaussian distribution with standard deviation

where Tgis the damping time for the synchrotron motion.
A rapid change in the particle energy will give, in addition, a jump Sx of the radial
particle position (8x = DX8E/E), according to the finite dispersion function Dx. This leads to
an induced betatron motion which is then also damped by the synchrotron radiation. The
statistical result is a new steady state for the particle distribution in the horizontal plane of
motion

These r.m.s. values from multiple Coulomb scattering must be added quadratically to r.m.s.
values related to other random effects (such as the quantum radiation) as soon as the noise
sources appear to be independent
^total = 2l( partial •

3.2 Small-angle Coulomb scattering
At small angles the Moller formula for the differential cross section reduces to
do _ 16rg
1
4
dO. ( v / c ) s i n 4 0
where v is the relative velocity in the cm. system that we will assume to be essentially
horizontal. The angular change of the momentum gives a momentum component perpendicular
to the horizontal axis (Fig. 2)
Pi ~ Pxs m 0

dpL = px cos 8d6 ~ -pxd6

with

where mo is the rest mass of the electron since we still assume non-relativistic transverse
motions.
Hence
da
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and since

TdpL

.

Px J PI
This shows that the probability is higher for small perpendicular momentum transfers, and that
the noise will mostly come from these small angle collisions. •
Note that

where b is the impact parameter, po = moc, and q = 2px the relative momentum.
3.3 Energy spread due to multiple scattering
The quantity of interest is, in the laboratory system:

which, from the Lorentz transformation is equivalent to:

where the factor 1/2 takes account of the fact that the probability is the same for transfers
occurring in the vertical and longitudinal directions.
Considering one test particle, the rate of events from multiple scattering with the rest of
the bunch is
N =a v n

and since
n

c.m. = 7 Sab

one can write

The mean quadratic transferred momentum can be obtained from the differential cross
section:

where the integral is performed over all transfers corresponding to a given relative velocity in
the c m .
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and where
Plmax

=

Px •

The minimum momentum transfer is related to the maximum distance which can occur
between two particles. In the original model this was taken as the beam half-height. However,
at long distances, the interaction between two particles is disturbed by the presence of the other
particles (collective effects). Hence a more realistic maximum distance, or maximum impact
parameter for free binary collisions would be:

and the corresponding lower limit for the momentum transfer becomes
_
Klmin

Hence one can write

with

where
Pm = Po

can be considered as a lower limit on the effective initial momentum (this effect comes from the
use of the classical treatment).
Now, in order to take into account all possible relative velocities (or momenta) and all
possible particle locations within the bunch, one needs to average the expression:

However, considering Gaussian distributions and the fact that velocity distribution is
independent of particle location one has

with

k2
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and

where P(px)dpx is the differential probability acting on the variable p*.
Since individual particle momenta have a Gaussian distribution, and since
Px =
then

The transverse momentum being invariant in a Lorentz transformation

°P = Y Po<**
where ox< is given from betatron dynamics considerations:

°v=-^Finally the bracket becomes
Px_ e
fJ i-m
p
x

With a suitable change of variable
EL.

it takes the more convenient form:

em.

with

Zm ~
'PA

^vpdpx
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Now putting all terms together one gets for the r.m.s. energy spread from multiple scattering:

The function f(%m) is tabulated on Fig. 4 for a practical range of Xm values
200 f(Xm)

150

100

Xi

50
10' 9

10"*

10' 7

10"6

10"5

Fig. 4 Plot of the function f(%m)
In practice the total energy spread will be the result of the contributions from the present
effect and the quantum radiation. These two effects are not correlated so they add quadratically
V

L

/total

This formula is self consistent since the bunch volume itself depends on the total energy
spread.
3 . 4 Bunch lengthening and emittance growth
In the longitudinal phase space, energy oscillations are correlated with phase oscillations.
The equilibrium distribution of particles around the synchronous phase is described by the
r.m.s. bunch length directly proportional to the r.m.s. energy spread:

where R is the physical ring radius, cos the angular revolution frequency, Qs the angular
synchrotron frequency, Es the nominal energy, and a the momentum compaction.
Since the multiple Touschek effect corresponds to random energy changes, the horizontal
betatron motion and its equilibrium state will be affected due to finite dispersion

where the invariant Ux is given by the lattice optical functions:
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Note that in this expression the averaging is made in the bending magnets only.
Generally, with no bending in the vertical plane, the r.m.s. vertical beam dimension
comes from residual coupling and is expressed through a coupling coefficient K:

U2=KUX

Hence the effective bunch volume will grow as (aE / £y) total and <Jp as (cr£ / Es)

^

Considering the f(xm) is not a fast varying function of Xm the multiple Touschek effect
will decrease approximately as
Tousch.
total

this behaviour remaining valid for all beam dimensions.
Since the natural bunch volume due to quantum radiation decreases when the energy
decreases, and since the damping time increases rapidly at the same time, it is clear that die
effect increases rapidly with decreasing ring energy. Hence a good starting approach consists
of evaluating the effect in the absence of synchrotron radiation and then trying to locate the
energy threshold for the multiple Touschek effect to occur (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5 Energy threshold for multiple Touschek effect
In that case the practical formulae for the effect become:

(SB.Y

N

{Esj

v-3

Xm ~

V /3 1
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where QS=Ç1S/ œs.
The system is solved by putting

= A f{Xm)

VEsJ

Xm

where xm is the solution of the following equation
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STOCHASTIC COOLING
D. Mohl
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
Abstract
This paper describes the main analytical approaches to stochastic
cooling. The first is the time domain picture in which the beam
is rapidly sampled and a statistical analysis is used to describe the
cooling behaviour. The second is the frequency domain picture,
which is particularly useful since the observations made on the beam
are mainly in this domain. This second picture is developed in detail
to assess ingredients of modern cooling theory like mixing and signal
shielding and to illustrate some of the diagnostic methods. Finally
the use of a distribution function and the Fokker-Plank equation
are discussed, which give the most complete description of the beam
during the cooling.

1

INTRODUCTION

Beam cooling aims at reducing the size and the energy spread of a particle beam
circulating in a storage ring. This reduction of size should not be accompanied by beam
loss; thus the goal is to increase the particle density.
Since the beam size varies with the focusing properties of the storage ring, it is
useful to introduce normalized measures of size and density. Such quantities are the
(horizontal, vertical and longitudinal) emittances and the phase-space density. For our
present purpose they may be regarded as the (squares of the) horizontal and vertical beam
diameters, the energy spread, and the density, normalized by the focusing strength and
the size of the ring to make them independent of the storage ring properties.
Phase-space density is then a general figure of merit of a particle beam, and cooling
improves this figure of merit.
The terms beam temperature and beam cooling have been taken over from the
kinetic theory of gases. Imagine a beam of particles going around in a storage ring.
Particles will oscillate around the beam centre in much the same way that particles of a hot
gas bounce back and forth between the walls of a container. The larger the mean square
of the velocity of these oscillations in a beam the larger the beam size. The mean square
velocity spread is used to define the beam temperature in analogy to the temperature of
the gas which is determined by the kinetic energy 0.5 m ^ of the molecules.
Why do we want beam cooling? The resultant increase of beam quality is very
desirable for at least three reasons:
i) Accumulation of rare particles
Cooling to make space available so that more beam can be stacked into the same
storage ring. The Antiproton Accumulator (AA) at CERN is an example of this (see
Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: The CERN Antiproton Accumulator (AA). Sketch and table of performance
with number of particles, horizontal emittance, vertical emittance and momentum spread
of incoming beam and of stack after 24 h of accumulation (design values).
ii) Improvement of interaction rate and resolution
Cooling to provide sharply collimated and highly mono-energetic beams for precision
experiments with colliding beams or beams interacting with fixed targets. The Low
Energy Antiproton Ring (LEAR) at CERN is an example of this (see Fig. 2).
iii) Preservation of beam quality
Cooling to compensate for various mechanisms leading to growth of beam size and/or
loss of stored beam. Again LEAR is an example of this application.
Several cooling techniques are operative or have been discussed [1]: Electron beams
have a tendency to cool 'by themselves' owing to the emission of radiation as the orbit
is curved. The energy radiated decreases very strongly with increasing rest mass of the
particles. For (anti-)protons and heavier particles, radiation damping is negligible at
energies currently accessible in accelerators. 'Artificial' damping had therefore to be
devised, and two such methods have been successfully put to work during the last decade:
i) cooling of heavier particles by the use of an electron beam — this is the subject of
lectures on electron cooling; and ii) stochastic cooling by the use of a feedback system,
which will be discussed in this chapter.
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Cooled beam from LEAR.
Several 10 s antiprotons/s
Typical beam size 5 x 5 mm2

•* *•* *

300 MeV/c beam from
production target:
200 antiprotons/s +
several 10* contaminants.
Beam size 4 x 4 cm 2

b)

a) Momentum cooling at injection in LEAR; \/dN/dp displayed against momentum; 3 x 109 antiprotons,
before and after 3 minutes of cooling. Ap/p is reduced by a factor 4b) Comparison of the cooled beam extracted from LEAR to the low energy antiproton beams previously
obtained in secondary beam lines.

Figure 2: An example of momentum spread cooling and properties of the cooled beam
from the CERN Low Energy Antipruton Ring (LEAR) compared to a secondary beam
used before 1980.
2 SIMPLIFIED THEORY, TIME-DOMAIN PICTURE
2.1 The basic set-up
The arrangement for cooling of the horizontal beam size is sketched in Fig. 3.
Assume, for the moment, that there is only one particle circulating. Unavoidably, it will
have been injected with some small error in position and angle with respect to the ideal
orbit (centre of the vacuum chamber). As the focusing system continuously tries to restore
the resultant deviation, the particle oscillates around the ideal orbit. Details of these
'betatron oscillations' [2] are given by the focusing structure of the storage ring, namely
by the distribution of quadrupoles and gradient magnets (and higher-order 'magnetic
lenses') which provide a focusing force proportional to the particle deviation (and to
higher-order powers of the deviation).
For the present purpose, we can approximate the betatron oscillation by a purely
sinusoidal motion. The cooling system is designed to damp this oscillation. A pick-up
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electrode senses the horizontal position of the particle on each traversal. The error signal
— ideally a short pulse with a height proportional to the particle's deviation at the pickup — is amplified in a broad-band amplifier and applied on a kicker which deflects the
particle by an angle proportional to its error.
In the simplest case, the pick-up [3] consists of a plate to the left of the beam and
a plate to the right of it. If the particle passes to the left, the current induced on the
left plate exceeds the current on the right one and vice versa. The difference between
the two signals is a measure of the position error. The 'kicker' is, in principle, a similar
arrangement of plates on which a transverse electromagnetic field is created which deflects
the particle [3].
Beam —-*

Kicker

Figure 3: The principle of (horizontal) stochastic cooling. The pick-up measures
horizontal deviation and the kicker corrects angular error. They are spaced by a quarter
of the betatron wavelength \p (plus multiples of A/3/2). A position error at the pick-up
transforms into an error of angle at the kicker, which is corrected.
Since the pick-up detects the position and the kicker corrects the angle, their
separation is chosen to correspond to a quarter of the betatron oscillation (plus an integer
number of half wavelengths if more distance is necessary). A particle passing the pick-up
at the crest of its oscillation will then cross the kicker with zero position error but with
an angle which is proportional to its displacement at the pick-up. If the kicker corrects
just this angle the particle will from thereon move on the nominal orbit. This is the most
favourable situation (sketched as Case 1 in Figs. 4 and 5). A particle not crossing the
pick-up at the crest of its oscillations will receive only a partial correction (Cases 2 and
3 in Figs. 4 and 5). As we shall see later, it will then take several passages to eliminate
the oscillation.
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Figure 4: The importance of betatron phase: Particle 1 crosses the pick-up with maximum
displacement. Its oscillation is (ideally) completely cancelled at the kicker. Particle 2
arrives at an intermediate phase; its oscillation is only partly eliminated. Particle 3
arrives with the most unfavourable phase and is not affected by the system.

Af pick-up

At kicker

Figure 5: Phase space representation of betatron cooling. The same as for Fig. 4
except that a 'polar diagram' x' = f(x) is used to represent the betatron motion
x = x sin [Q(s/R) + ^o], x> = (R/Q) x' = x cos [Q(s/R) + </> + 0]. The undisturbed
motion of a particle is given by a circle with the radius equal to the betatron amplitude x.
Kicks correspond to a jump of x'. The cooling system tries to put particles onto smaller
circles. Particles 1, 2 and 3 are sketched with the most favourable, the intermediate, and
the least favourable initial phase, respectively. As the number of oscillations per turn
is different from an integer or half-integer, particles come back with different phases on
subsequent turns and all particles will be cooled progressively.
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Another particularity of stochastic cooling is easily understood from the single particle model (Fig. 3): the correction signal has to arrive at the kicker at the same time as
the test particle. Since the signal is delayed in the cables and the amplifier, whereas a
high-energy particle moves at a speed close to the velocity of light, the cooling path has
usually to take a short cut across the ring. Only at low and medium energy (v/c< 0.5) is
a parallel path feasible.
We have thus familiarized ourselves with two constraints on the distance pick-up
to kicker: taken along the beam, this distance is fixed, or rather quantized, owing to
the required phase relationship of the betatron oscillation; taken along the cooling path
this length is fixed by the required synchronism between particle and signal. A change
of energy (particle velocity) and/or a change of the betatron wavelength will therefore
require special measures. Incidentally, the first of these two conditions, is due to the
oscillatory nature of the betatron motion. For momentum spread cooling in a coasting
beam, where the momentum deviation of a particle is constant rather than oscillatory, this
constraint does not come into play and a greater freedom in the choice of pick-up-to-kicker
distance exists.
It is now time to leave the one-particle consideration and turn our attention to a
beam of particles which oscillate incoherently i.e. with different amplitudes and with
random, initial phase.
By beam cooling we shall now mean a reduction with time of the amplitude of each
individual particle. To understand stochastic cooling, we will next have a closer look at
the response of the cooling system. This permits us to discern groups of particles — so
called samples — which will receive the same correcting kick during a passage through
the system.
2.2

Notion of b e a m samples
To be able to analyse the response of the cooling system, let us start with an
excursion into elementary pulse and filtering theory [4]. What we would like to take over
is a bandwidth/pulse-length relation known as the Kupfmuller or Nyquist theorem*:
// a signal has a Fourier decomposition of band-width Af = W, then its 'typical'
time duration will be
Ts =
This is illustrated in Fig. 6, where we sketch the Fourier spectrum of a pulse and
the resulting time-domain signal. Clearly the two representations are linked by a Fourier
transformation, and this permits us to check the theorem.
• The bandwidth/pulse length relation was introduced by Nyquist and independently by Kupfmuller in
1928. This theorem is closely-related to the more general sampling theorem of communication theory:
If a function S(t) contains no frequencies higher than W cycles per second, it is completely described
by its value S(mTs) at sampling points spaced by At = T s = 1/2W (i.e. taken at the 'Nyquist rate'
2W; see, for example, J.A. Betts, Signal Processing and Noise, English Universities Press, London,
1970). The Kiipfmiiller theorem is a consequence of Parseval's relation for the Fourier transform. For
the distributions S(t) of interest here it holds if we define T s = ( 1 / S ^ ) / ^ S^t) dt and 2 7rW =
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Figure 6*. Illustration of the Kupfmuller-Nyquist relation: a signal -whose Fourier decomposition S(f) has a bandwidth W, has a typical time duration T s = 1/(2W). Illustration
for a 'low-pass' [case (a)] and a 'band-pass' signal [case (b)].
For curiosity, note the difference between a pulse with a low-frequency and a high
frequency spectrum (both cases are sketched in Fig. 6). In spite of the different shape of
the time-domain signal, the 'typical duration' is in both cases 1/(2W).
A corollary to the theorem is well known to people who design systems for transmitting short pulses:
When a short pulse is filtered by a low-pass or band-pass filter of bandwidth W, the
resulting pulse has a 'typical' time width (see Fig. 7)
(2.1)

Ts =

S(t)

p-

LOW
PASS
FILTER

Sf(t)

Figure 7: Input and output signal S(t) of a low-pass system and 'rectangular' approximation to the output pulse Sf(t).
In this form, the theorem is directly applicable to our cooling problem, to which
we now return. Passing through the pick-up, an off-axis particle induces a short pulse
with a length given by the transit time. Owing to the finite bandwidth (W) of the cooling
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system, the corresponding kicker signal is broadened into a pulse of length T s . To simplify
considerations, we approximate the kicker pulse by a rectangular pulse of total length T s
(Fig. 8).
A test particle passing the system at to will then be affected by the kicks due to all
particles passing during the time interval to ± T s /2. These particles are said to belong
to the sample of the test particle. In a uniform beam of length T (revolution time), there
are £a = T/T s = 2 WT equally spaced samples of length T s with
Ns = N/(2WT) particles per sample .

/^Beam

(2.2)

•

Kt)

Ufl)

Pick-up
Motion of
of
gravity
of sample
Corresponding
B e t a pulse
(di detent scale)

»?U;

Pulse at pickup

Response at kicker

Kicker

Figure 8: Pick-up signal of a particle and corresponding kicker pulse (idealized). The test
particle experiences the kicks of all other particles passing within time —Ts/2 ^ At ^ T s /2
of its arrival at the kicker. These particles are said to belong to the sample of the test
particle. Cooling may be discussed in terms of the centre-of-gravity motion of samples.

Table 1: An example of samples corresponding to cooling at injection in LEAR [5]

No. of particles in the beam
Revolution time
Transit time in one pick-up unit
Cooling system bandwidth
Sample length
No. of samples per turn
No. of particles per sample

2.3

N
T
Tt
W
Ts
4 = T/T s
Ns

109
0.5 fis

0.1 ns
250 MHz
2 ns

250

4 x 106

Coherent and incoherent effects
The model of samples has allowed us to subdivide the beam into a large number
of slices which are treated independently of each other by the cooling system. If the
bandwidth can be made large enough so that there are no other particles in the sample
of the test particle, then the single-particle analysis is still valid. However, to account
for the reality of some million particles per sample, we have to go a step further and do
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some simple algebra. This will permit us to discern two slightly different pictures of the
cooling process. In the 'test particle picture' we shall view cooling as the competition
between: i) the 'coherent effect' of the test particle upon itself via the cooling loop; and
ii) the 'incoherent effect', i.e. the disturbance to the test particle by the other sample
members (see Fig. 9). In the 'sampling picture' we shall understand stochastic cooling
as a process where samples are taken from the beam at a rate £s per turn. By measuring
and reducing the average sample error, the error of each individual particle will (on the
average) slowly decrease.
A few simple equations will illustrate these pictures. Let us denote by x the error of
the test particle and assume that the corresponding correction at the kicker is proportional
to x, say Ax. With no other particles present, the error would be changed from x to a
corrected
Xc = x - Ax
(2.3)
i.e. the test particle receives a correcting kick,
Ax = —Ax.

(2.4)

In reality the kicks — Axi of the other sample members have to be added, and the corrected
error after one turn and the corresponding kick are

'rev

X Jc Ct)

U

n

Figure 9: Cooling system signals for the test particle picture. Signals at the instant of
passage of the test particle are sketched. The upper trace gives the coherent correction
signal due to the test-particle itself. The lower trace sketches the incoherent signal due
to the other particles in the sample. The kick experienced is the sum of coherent and
incoherent effects. If the amplification is not too strong and the sample population is
small, the coherent effect which is systematic will predominate over the random heating
by the incoherent signals.
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L-> incoherent effect
• coherent effect
Ax = —Ax — 2 3 AjXi .

(2.5)

s'

In our rectangular response model, Aj = A is the same for all sample members. Hence, we
can also write
Ax = -Ax - A X) x i •
(2-6)
s'

Equations (2.5) and (2.6) clearly exhibit the 'coherent' and the 'incoherent' effects mentioned above. The sum labelled s' includes all particles in the sample except the test
particle. You may want to rewrite this sum including the test particle (this sum will be
labelled s) and interpret it in terms of the average sample error (the sample centre of
gravity if you like), which is by definition
^ * -

N

iN

S

(2-7)

s

Equations (2.5) and (2.6) then become
xc = x - (AN,) (x)s = x - g(x) s

(2.8a)

Ax = -(AN s )(x) s = -g(x) s .
(2.8b)
This introduces the second picture. What the cooling system does is to measure the average sample error and to apply a correcting kick, proportional to (x)s to the test particle.
Up to now the sample is defined with respect to a specific test particle; however, to the
extent that any beam slice of length T s has the same average error (x)s our considerations
apply to any test particle. This is true on a statistical basis, as will become clear later.
A word about notation. It has become customary to write ANS = g, and to call g
the 'gain'. Remember that this g is proportional to the amplification (the electronic gain)
of the system and proportional to N s . As from Eqs. (2.8), —g = Ax/(x) s , a more precise
(but longer) name is 'fraction of observed sample error corrected per turn'.
Now, we can again separate the coherent and incoherent effects and rewrite
Eq. (2.6), by using the above notation:

Ax=

--f-x -

i
coherent
term
(cooling)

g<x),

(2.9)

T
incoherent
term
(heating)

Clearly, the problem is how to treat the incoherent term. The following approximations
will be discussed:
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First approximation:
Second approximation:
Third approximation:
Fourth approximation:

Neglect the incoherent term
Treat it as a fluctuating random term
Treat it as a fluctuating random term with some
coherence due to imperfect mixing
Include additional coherence due to 'feedback via the
beam'
'

2.3.1 First approximation
Neglecting completely the incoherent term in Eq. (2.9) we get a best performance
estimate
(2.10)
We expect an exponential form, x = xoe~^T for the amplitude of the test particle
which gives the damping rate
1 __
T

1 dx
1 Ax _ 1 Ax per turn
x dt ~ x At ~ x
T
"

(2.11)

Substituting into Eq. (2.11) from Eq. (2.10) gives
r " T

Ns

•

(2.12)

Interpreting g as the fractional correction, we intuitively accept that it is unhealthy
to correct more than the observed sample error, i.e. we assume g ^ 1. Let us put g = 1
to make an estimate of the upper limit.
Finally it is convenient to express Ns in terms of the total number of particles, N,
in the beam and by the system's bandwidth W, i.e. Ns = N(T S /T) = N/2WT) [see
Eq. (2.2)]. We then obtain, a first useful approximation to the cooling rate:
1.
r

2W

(2.13)

Amazingly enough, this simple relation overestimates the optimum cooling rate by
only a factor of 2. However, to gain confidence, we have to justify some of our assumptions,
especially the restriction of g ^ 1 and the neglect of the incoherent term. In fact, an
evaluation of this term will clarify both assumptions and provide guidance on how to
include other adverse effects such as amplifier noise.
2.3.2 Towards a better evaluation of the incoherent term
To be able to deal with the incoherent term, we make a detour into statistics to
recall a few elementary 'sampling relations' [6]. Consider the following problem.
Given a beam of N particles characterized by an average (x) = 0 and a variance
(x2) = x 2 ,^ of some error quantity x, suppose we take a random sample of Ns particles
and do statistics on the sample population — rather than on the whole beam — to
determine
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i) the sample average (x)s;
ii) the sample variance (x2)s;
iii) the square of the sample average [(x)s]2, i.e. the square of (i).
What are the most probable values [the expectation values, denoted by E((x)s), etc.]
of these sample characteristics?
For random samples the most probable values are:
i) sample average —*• beam average;
ii) sample variance —• beam variance;
iii) square of sample average —* beam variance/sample population.
Or, in more mathematical language,
E«x)8) = <x)=0
E((x2)s) = (x2) = x2ms
E[({x)s)2] = x ^ / N s .

(2.14a)
(2.14b)
(2.14c)

Results (2.14a) and (2.14b) are in agreement with common sense, which expects that the
sample characteristics are true approximations of the corresponding population characteristics. This is the basis for sampling procedures. Equation (2.14c) is more subtle as it
specifies the error to be expected when one replaces the population average by the sample
average.
or symbolically
In other words: the larger the beam variance and the smaller the sample size (Ns), the
more imprecise is the sampling. In this form, Eqs. (2.14) are used in statistics to determine
the required sample size for given accuracy and presupposed values for the beam variance
x2
A slightly different interpretation is useful in the present context: suppose we repeat
the process of taking beam samples and working our (x)s many times. Although the beam
has zero (x), the sample average will in general have a finite (positive or negative) (xs).
The sequence of sample averages will fluctuate around zero (around (x) in general) with
a mean-square deviation x ^ / N s . This is the fluctuation (or, if you prefer, the noise) of
the sample average due to the finite particle number.
A simple example to illustrate the sampling relations and to familiarize us further
with (x2)s and ((x)s)2 is given in Table 2. It is amusing to note that in this example 'the
most probable values' 1/3 and 2/3 respectively [which agree.with Eqs. (2.14)] never occur
for any of the possible samples — just another instance of statistics dealing with averages
and being unjust to the individual.
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Table 2: An example of the sampling relations
Assume a discrete distribution such that the values x = — 1, 0, 1 occur with equal probability.
Hence, beam average: (x) = 0, and beam variance: (x2) = x 2 ^ = l / 3 [ ( - l ) 2 + 0 2 + I 2 ] =
2/3. Consider samples of size N s = 2. To work out the most probable values of the sample
characteristics, write down all possible samples of size N s = 2, determine (x) s , ((x) s ) 2 , and
(x 2 ) s , and take the average of these averages to find the expectations.

Sequence

Sample averages
<X>s

-1
-1
-1
0
0
0
1
1
1

-1
0
1
-1
0
1
-1
0
1

Expectation =
average of
above values

-1

-0.5
0

-0.5
0
0.5
0
0.5
1

0=(x)

«x) s ) 2

<x2)s

1
0.25
0
0.25
0
0.25
0
0.25
1

1
0.5
1
0.5
0
0.5
1
0.5
1

l/3=(x 2 >/2

2/3=<x 2 )

To conclude our detour, let us mention that the sampling relations (2.14) are a
consequence of the more general 'central limit theorem' [6] of statistics. For the present
purpose we can quote this theorem as follows:
When a large number of random samples of size Ns are taken from a population
with statistics (x) = 0 and (x2) = x 2 ^ then the distribution of the sample averages is approximately Gaussian with a mean equal to the population mean and a standard deviation
o = x r m s /\/Nl.
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2.3.3 A better approximation of the cooling rate - second approximation
Returning to Eq. (2.8a), but re-expressing (x)s in full we have,
<i .
•"•"s

(2.15)

s

In order to profit from the sampling relations, it is more useful to evaluate the change
A(x 2 ) = x 2 — x 2 of the squared error rather than Ax. Thus we obtain,

The second term in Eq. (2.16) immediately gives

( f £ *) = g2«x>s)2 - j£ *L ,

(2.17)

where we have used the sampling relation (2.14c) to express the expected variance of the
sample average in terms of the beam variance x ^ . To work out the first term we separate
the test particle (once again) from the sum and write
_ 1 _ •<r^1

X

•I's

1N|

s

X
iN

s

s

.^.
s/

Next we apply the sampling relation (2.14a) to the remaining sum, i.e. we take

£

* , ) = E «*>,.) = 0

under the assumption that the sample (labelled s') without the test particle is a random
sample such that Eq. (2.14a) applies. Then

Thus the first term in Eq. (2.16) has non-zero expectation. Clearly this is due to the fact
that the x at the front 'coheres' with the corresponding term inside the sum.
Putting together the terms, the expected change is then
A(x2) -> - ^ x

2

+ | - x2^ .

(2.19)

Equation (2.19) applies to any test particle. Taking as typical a particle with an error
equal to the beam r.m.s. we can write especially:

-i-A(xr2ms)-.-i-(2g-g2).
x

iN

rms

(2.20)

s

This gives the cooling rate (per second) for the beam variance:
rp

..2

TvT r p \ - O

° '

"NT

x

°

° '

V^.^J
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Clearly the term 2g presents the coherent effect already identified. The — g2 term represents the incoherent heating by the other particles. The inclusion of this term is the
improvement obtained in the statistical evaluation of this section.
It emerges quite naturally from Eq. (2.21) that g should not be too large! In fact,
optimum cooling (maximum of 2g —g2) is obtained with g = 1, and antidamping occurs
if g > 2 (see Fig. 10).
It should be remembered that Eq. (2.21) gives the cooling rate 1/r2 for x2; the
rate 1/r for x is half of this, as can be verified by comparing x2 = x2, exp (—t/rxa) and
exp (-t/r)] 2 .
x2 =
Heating
or

cooling
rate
•4

Heating
Pooling

Gain

Gain

Figure 10: Cooling or heating rate when considering the incoherent term as a random
fluctuation.
2.3.4 Alternative derivation
For those who were not pleased with the way in which we separated the test particle
from its sample and regarded the remainder as a random sample of size Ns — 1, we give
yet another derivation of Eq. (2.21) which is due to Hereward (unpublished notes 1976,
see also Ref. [7]).
We restart from Eq. (2.16), which we write as

This is the change for one test particle and one turn. We now take the average of this over
the sample of the test particle (before, we took the average for one particle over many
turns).
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A slight complication arises from the fact that strictly speaking each particle defines
its own sample, as sketched in Fig. 11. We can assume, however, that the long-term
behaviour of any sample (i.e. any beam slice of length Ts) is the same, so that expectation
values are independent of the choice of the sample.

1

Figure 11: Sample of the original test-particle (0) and of a particle passing earlier (i).
Working out the average {XJ(X)S)S of Xi{x)s each particle has to be associated with its own
sample. To the extent that all beam samples have the same statistical properties, all
long-term averages are the same: {xi{x)s)s —»• ((x)s)2 .
Then the only variable on the r.h.s. involved in averaging over the original sample
is the x in the first term, and we obtain
<A(x2))s->-2g«x>s)2

(2.23)

Next we use the sampling relations (2.14b) and (2.14c). We include the fact that the
correction (2.23) is applied to all beam samples once per turn. Thus,
(A(x2)>s - Ax;rms >
((x)s)2 - x ^ / N s ,
and the expected correction of beam variance per turn is
1

vms

i.e. exactly as assumed in Eq. (2.20).
This leads to the same cooling rate as that given by the previous approach, but the
derivation lends itself to the following formulation of the 'sampling picture'.
Take a random beam sample of Ns particles. Measure and correct its average error
(x)s by giving a kick —g(x)s to all particles. Owing to the finite particle number, the
beam variance appears as a fluctuation with 'noise' ((x)s)2 —> x^/Ng of the centre of
gravity (x)s. By correcting (x)s to (1 - g) of its value (i.e. to zero for full g = 1), one
reduces the sample variance (on the average) by 1/NS (2g-g2). Repeat N/Ns times per
turn to reduce the beam variance by the same amount. Repeat for many turns.
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Table 3: 'Simulation1 of a one-turn correction (with g = 1) using the example of Table 2.
We note down all possible samples of size Ns = 2 and reduce the sample errors to zero byapplying the same correction to both sample members. This reduces the beam variance
from 2/3 to 1/3, i.e. A x ^ / x ? ^ = 1/NS = 1/2
Before correction
Sample
Sequence
Variance

(Xs)s

<X 2 )s

-1
-0.5
0
-0.5
0
0.5
0
0.5
1

1
0.5
1
0.5
0
0.5
1
0.5
1

0
0
-0.5 0.5
-1
1
0.5 0.5
0
0
-0.5 0.5
1 -1
0.5 -0.5
0
0

2/3

o o o o o o o o o

-1
-1
-1
0
-1
1
0
-1
0
0
0
1
1
-1
1
0
1
1
'Beam variance'
(average of all
sample variances)

Average

After correction
Sequence
Sample
Average Variance
0
0.25
1
0.25
0
0.25
1
0.25
0
1/3

Thus, rather than treating single particles, one measures and corrects the centres
of gravity of beam samples. It is amusing (but not too surprising) to note that the total
number of measurements, namely the number of turns n = Ns required for reasonable
cooling multiplied by the number £s = N/N s of samples per turn, is N, as if we treated
the N particles individually.
It is easy to test this sampling prescription for simple distributions; in Table 3 we
use the previous example (Table 2) to verify that the full correction (g = 1) reduces the
variance by 1/NS per turn. More generally, the sampling recipe can easily be simulated
on a desk computer using a random number generator.
In the next two sections we will use the test particle and the sampling picture
alternately to introduce two final ingredients, namely electronic noise of the amplifier and
mixing of the samples due to the spread in revolution time.
2.3.5 A refinement to include system noise
A large amplification of the error signals detected by the pick-up is necessary to
give the required kicks to the beam. Electronic noise in the preamplifiers then becomes
important. In Table 4 we anticipate some typical numbers pertaining to transverse cooling
of 109 antiprotons in LEAR. This example should convince us of the necessity to rewrite
the basic equations to include noise. It is convenient [7] to represent noise by an equivalent
sample error (denoted by x n ) as observed at the pick-up. We then regard the system
sketched in Fig. 12 and write
x c = x - g(x)s - gxn

(2.24)
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Table 4: Signal, noise, and amplification of a cooling system; orders of magnitude for 109
particles and 50 s cooling time
Pick-up signal
Preamplifier noise current
Kicker voltage per turn
Corresponding current
(into 50 n)
Power amplification

50 nA
150 nA
IV
20mA
« 2 x 1010

Particle orbit

Pick-up

Kicker

Figure 12: Cooling loop including system noise. The noise is represented as an equivalent
sample error x n (t) as observed at the pick-up.
Going once again through our basic procedure, taking random noise uncorrelated
with the particles we obtain the expected cooling rate
(2.25)

where U = E(xJ;)/E(x)s) is the ratio of the expected noise to the expected signal power**,
called the 'noise-to-signal power ratio' or noise-to-signal ratio for brevity.
This introduces the noise into our pictures: it increases the incoherent term by
(1 + U). System noise and the distrubance caused by the other particles enter in much
the same way; the latter is therefore also called particle noise.
Several things can be observed from Eq. (2.25). Cooling remains possible despite
very poor signal-to-noise ratios (1/U -C 1). All we have to do is to choose g small enough
(g < g0 = 1/(1 + U) « 1/U), which unavoidably means slow cooling (r > NU/2W). In
other words, we have to be patient and give the system a chance to distil a signal out of
the noise.
In the initial cooling experiment (ICE) [8] with 200 circulating antiprotons the
system worked with signal-to-noise ratios as low as 10~6.
Secondly, U has a tendency to increase as cooling proceeds: namely the noise tends
to remain the same, whereas the signal decreases as the beam shrinks. This is the case
** Stochastic cooling of heavy ions is becoming very important so we should note that U —• U / Z 2 where
Z is the charge number of the particle (i.e. the number of electrons stripped off) and U the noise-to-signal
ratio calculated for singly charged particles.
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unless the pick-up plates are mechanically moved to stay close to the beam edge — as
will be done in the new antiproton collector ACOL [9] to be built at CERN.
With changing U, cooling is no longer exponential. Equation (2.25) gives a sort of
instantaneous rate, and cooling stops completely (1/r —* 0) when U has increased such
that (1 + U) = 2/g. In this situation, equilibrium is reached between heating by noise and
the damping effect of the system. To avoid this 'saturation' it is sometimes advantageous
to decrease g during cooling in order to work always close to the optimum gain [maximum
ofEq. (2.25)] go = 1/(1 + U).
In all cases it is important to obtain a good signal-to-noise ratio. Frequently, this
means having a large number of pick-ups as close as possible to the beam, as well as high
quality, low-noise preamplifiers often working at cryogenic temperatures.
2.4

Mixing - t h i r d approximation

So far, all our considerations have been based on the assumption of random samples.
This is a good hypothesis for an undisturbed beam. However, the cooling system is
designed to correct the statistical error of the samples. Just after correction, samples will
no longer be random. For full correction the centre of gravity (x)s will be zero rather than
V^rms/Ns a s expected for random conditions. Cooling will then stop as no error signal is
observable.
Fortunately, owing to momentum spread, particles in a storage ring go round at
slightly different speeeds, and the faster ones continuously overtake the slower ones. Because of this mixing, the sample population changes and the sample error reappears, until
ideally all particles have zero error. The dispersion of revolution time with momentum is
governed by

f =- ^

(2.26)

where the off-momentum funtion [2] rj = j ~ 2 — 7t~2 is given by the distance of the working
energy (7) from transition (71,).
If mixing is fast so that complete re-randomization has occured on the way from
kicker to pick-up then the assumption of random samples made in the previous sections
is valid. If however, mixing is incomplete, cooling is slower. In fact, if it takes M turns
for a particle of typical momentum error to move by one sample length with respect to
the nominal particle (Ap/p = 0), then intuitively one expects an M times slower cooling
rate.
A slightly different way of looking at imperfect re-randomization suggests itself in
the frame of the test particle picture: bad mixing means that a particle stays too long —
namely M rather than 1 turns — together with the same noisy neighbours. This increases
the incoherent heating by the other particles by a factor M.
We thus generalize the basic Eq. (2.25) (a rigorous derivation will be given later)
^

(2.27)

and call M js 1 the mixing factor.
M is defined as the number of turns for a particle with one standard deviation in
momentum to migrate by one sample length T s .
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Equation (2.27) has the optimum,
g = go =
^ M + U).

(2.28)

This underlines the importance of having good mixing — M —»• 1 — on the way from
correction to the next observation, but ...
What about mixing between observation and correction? Surely if the sample as
observed is very different from the sample as corrected, then adverse effects can happen.
Let us again resort to the test particle description and try to imagine how the coherent
and the incoherent effects change. As to the latter, we expect that it is to first order not
affected. We can just assume that the perturbing kicks are due to a new sample which
has the same statistical properties as the original beam 'slice'.
The coherent effect will, however, change because the system will be adjusted in such
a way that the correction pulse will be synchronous with the nominal particle (Ap/p =
0). Particles that are too slow or too fast on the way from pick-up to kicker will therefore
slip with respect to their self-induced correction (Fig. 13). In fact, in the rectangular
response model used above, the coherent effect will be completely zero if the particle slips
by more than half the sample length (|ATPK|)T S /2). At this stage, it is more realistic to
use a parabolic response model of the form 1 —(AT/TC)2, where Tc, the useful width of
the corection pulse, is about equal to the sample length Ts for a low-pass system. But Tc
is shorter than Ts for a high-frequency band-pass system with fmjn ^ W, with a response
as sketched in Fig. 6(b); AT is the time-of-flight error of the particle between pick-up and
kicker. Introducing the typicajusrror ATPK and calling ATPK/T C = 1/M, we can modify
the coherent term g —» g[l —M~2] to account for unwanted mixing between observation
and correction. In a regular lattice the flight time from pick-up to kickerjs a fixed fraction
of the time from kicker_to pick-up, and the two mixing factors M and M are proportional
to each other, M = a M , with a being the ratio of the corresponding distances — hence
the interest in having a short beam path from pick-up to kicker.

L

J
i

Figure 13: Synchronism between particles and their correcting pulse on their way from
pick-up to kicker. The response of the cooling system to a particle (the 'coherent effect') is
approximated by a 'parabola' s(t) = 1 — (At/Tc)2 of width ±TC instead of the 'rectangle'
used in Figs. 7 and 8. A nominal particle (0) arrives at the kicker simultaneously with
the correction kick. The particle f is much too fast and advances its correction pulse.
The particle s is slightly too slow. Thus, the three particles receive full correction, no
correction, or partial correction, respectively.
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The reduced correction becomes,

Ax, = -2g [l - ( ^ P ) ] x = -2g[l - M"2]x .

(2.29)

This will give us a slightly different form for the basic equation,
^

= ^[2g(l-M-2)

-

Coherent
(cooling)

g2(M + U ) ] .

(2.30)

Incoherent
(heating)

By a clever choice of the bending and focusing properties of the storage ring it is possible,
in principle, to make A T P K —>• 0 independent of momentum, and A T K P large to approach
the desired situation of M~2 = 0 and M = 1. But this complicates the storage ring
lattice. The compromise adopted in existing rings is to sacrifice some of the desired
re-randomisation in order to avoid too much unwanted mixing.
Then the unwanted mixing imposes a limit on the bandwidth or, more precisely, on
the upper frequency of the cooling band. In fact if the time of flight error A T P K is bigger
than T c , cooling becomes ineffective. For a bandpass with fiat response from fmjn to
the time response (Fourier transform of the frequency characterist) has the form

The useful width (given in this case by the first zero crossing) is
-

T

4- f

1 ~ 2f

To relate this to the momentum spread, we express the trime of flight error:
Ap
Ap
p
p
Here 77PK is the 'local off-momentum function PU to K' of the ring, TPK the nominal local
flight time, T = l/frev the revolution period and a = T P K / T . For a 'regular lattice'
is equal to the 77 =1 —^
9 I of the whole ring.
72
7t
Thus the condition AT P K < T c yields
1

Ap
p ~

Ap
p

Taking as an example:
(distance PU to K/circumference) = a = 0.5,
frev = I1 = 1.5 MHz,

TJPK

= v = 0.01 ,

^ = 2 x 10~2
P

(corresponding in round numbers to the Antiproton Accumulator Ring AA at CERN) we
obtain
fmax<7.5GHz.
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This is close to the band limit used (fmaX = 8 GHz) although the limit in the AA
is not strictly applicable because the different cooling systems cover only parts of the
aperture and do not 'see' the full Ap/p of 2%. In any case a small value of Q^PK (short
distance PU - K, operation close to transition energy and/or special optics) is essential
to be able to work with large bandwidth.
We now return to the cooling rate which following convention we write for x rather
than x 2 using 1/r = (1/2) l/r x 2- Including both mixing effects as well as amplifier noise,
we write
(2.31)

(for factors of 2 see Appendix 3).
Equation (2.31) is the main result of our simple analysis. It exhibits some of the
fundamental limitations of stochastic cooling. We first note that 1/r has a maximum
characterized by
____

(2>33)
7b " N ^ M + U ) •
As an example of relatively straightforward technology, we take W = 250 MHz. Then, in
the best of all cases (M —• 1, U -> 0, M~2 —»• 0) this gives

1/r = W/N = 2.5 x 108/N [sec"1]

(2.34)

i.e r = 1 s at 2.5 x 108 p or r « 1 day at 1013 p.
To include mixing, we assume that the time-of-fiight dispersion between pick-up and
kicker and between kicker and pick-up and the system response are such that the unwanted
mixing is one half of the wanted mixing, i.e. we put (as an example) M" 1 = 0.5 M" 1 .
We further assume that the sensitivity and the number of pick-ups are such that U = 1
(little is gained in this example in going to more pick-ups, such that U < 1). Then the
best cooling, obtained with M « 1.4, is
1/r « 0.32W/N .

(2.35)

This is about three times slower than the rate (2.34) with M~2 —» 0, U -> 0.
We retain that over a wide range of parameters 1/r = ao W/N. Prom Fig. 14 we
conclude that 'classical' cooling systems follow a 'working line' with 1/r « 0.1 to 0.3 W/N,
i.e. ao = 0.1-0.3. A bandwidth of 250 to 500 MHz was standard in the 'first generation
cooling experiments'; 1 to 8 GHz is used in the CERN-ACOL and the Fermilab antiproton
sources. Bands of 10 GHz and higher have been contemplated for sources accumulating
1013 antiprotons in a few hours [10], as desirable for multi-TeV colliders (see Table 5).
Most recent proposals of 'optical stochastic cooling' discuss a bandwidth of 1013 - 1 0 1 4 Hz
(!) but then the problem of mixing between observation and correction requires a time
spread A T P K < 10~13 - 1 0 " 1 4 sec. Even with special lattice insertions this is a formidable
task.
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.

Q TRANSVERSE
A TRANSVERSE

10*

tSR

Figure 14: Normalized cooling time versus intensity. The inclined lines represent the
mixing limit. For low intensity the cooling time levels off because of noise. The points
represent initial cooling in various machines. These points roughly follow a line with r «
10 N/W. During cooling, noise and/or mixing tend to become more important and the
cooling time longer. Note that the vertical scale is normalized for 100 MHz bandwidth.
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Table 5: Parameters of past, present, and 'ultimate' cooling systems. The quantity ao,
defined by l/r = ao W/N describes the efficiency of solving the noise and mixing problems
Machine

Date

W
GHz
0.1
0.25

0.03
0.1

4
4

0.25
0.25

1/(1

X

V(l

X

ao

r[s]/N
(theoretical)
1/(3 X 10 b )
1/(2 X 10 7 )

First generation

ICE
AA (precooling)

1976
1980

Second generation

Fermilab
ACOL

1986

Fermilab and
ACOL upgrade

1990

8

0.25

1/(2 X 10 9 )

Ultimate

?

15

0.5

1/(7 X 10 9 )

'Futuristic'

?

105

0.5

1/(5 X 10 13 )

Present

10 9 )
10 9 )

2.5

Practical details
So far we have, in a general way, discussed a system for correcting 'some error x'.
In practice cooling is used to reduce the horizontal and/or vertical betatron oscillation and the momentum spread of the beam. Table 6 gives a summary of the corresponding
hardware.
The simple time-domain approach can be directly applied to momentum cooling
by the Palmer-Hereward method. This will be discussed in the next subsection. A
discussion of the other momentum cooling methods and of betatron oscillation cooling
will be deferred to later sections.
Table 6: Stochastic cooling systems in use or proposed
Type
Betatron cooling,
horizontal or vertical
Momentum cooling,
Palmer-Hereward type
Momentum cooling,
filter method
Momentum cooling,
transit time method

Pick-up
Difference pick-up

Corrector
Transverse kicker

Horizontal
difference pick-up
Longitudinal (sum)
pick-up + comb filter
Longitudinal pick-up
+ differentiator or
two longitudinal
pick-ups

Longitudinal kicker
Longitudinal kicker
Longitudinal kicker
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2.6

Palmer cooling

A horizontal position pick-up is used to detect the horizontal orbit displacement
x = D(A p/p) a concurrent with the momentum error of the sample; D (also denoted
by atp or x p ) is the value of the orbit 'dispersion function' at the pick-up as determined
by the focusing properties of the storage ring. In addition to the momentum dependent
displacement there are further contributions to the position error, especially the betatron
oscillation (x^j) of the particles. We shall neglect this contribution, assuming that the
pick-up is placed in a region of large dispersion so that (D(Ap/p)) s dominates (x^)s.
We are then in a situation where momentum cooling as envisaged by R. Pahner (private
communication to L. Thorndahl and H.G. Hereward in 1975) is possible. At the RF gap
the particle receives a 'kick' of momentum and hence a change of x proportional to the
detected error.
The basic one-passage equation (including noise) is written as
Xc = x - g[D(Ap/p) s + xn] .
This is completely equivalent to Eq. (2.15), thus leading to the cooling rate [Eq. (2.16)]
for the momentum deviation
^[2(l

M- 2 ) - g2(M + U)] ,

(2.36)

where U = E(x 2 )/E[(D(Ap/p) s ) 2 ] is the noise-to-signal ratio; x n is the system noise expressed as the equivalent pick-up signal D(Ap/p), and E(x2) the expectation (i.e. the
long-term average) of x 2 . Above we assumed that the orbit dispersion x = D (Ap/p)
dominates at the pick-up so that the betatron oscillation x/j is negligible there. We also
implied that at the kicker the dispersion function Dk, as well as its derivative, D k , are
zero. Otherwise the momentum correction leads to an excitation of horizontal betatron
oscillations. The effect is that the momentum kick introduces an abrupt change of the
equilibrium orbit and the particle starts to oscillate around this new displaced orbit.
The more realistic case where both x and X/j are present at the pick-up and where
Dk is non-zero at the kicker was analysed by Hereward. He showed [11] the mutual
heating and at the same time the possibility of using the Palmer system for simulteneous
longitudinal and horizontal cooling by a suitable choice of the pick-up to kicker distance.

3

A MORE DETAILED PRESENTATION OF BETATRON COOLING,
FREQUENCY DOMAIN PICTURE
3.1 Betatron equation
Before entering into details, it is worth trying to establish a simple picture of betatron cooling in which the various phenomena can be identified.
Consider first the smooth sinusoidal approximation for the betatron motion [2] of a
single particle (subscript i) in a storage ring, with forcing terms on the right-hand side
arising from its proper motion, the motion of other particles (subscript j) and system noise.
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Xi(t)+ft2Q2Xj(t) = GiiXi(t - t p )

+

Z ) GijXj(t-tp)

+

'system noise'

Coherent effect
Incoherent effect
Additional incoherent effect
—Mixing PU —> K —Mixing K —* PU —Enhancement of cooling
-Betatron phase —Signal shielding
errors
(3.1)
We interpret the left-hand side as the motion on entering the cooling kicker (K) and
the forcing terms on the right-hand side as being derived from the motion seen earlier (i.e.
at t-tp) in the pick-up (PU). The characteristics of the pick-up, amplifier, transmission
system and kicker enter into both the coefficient Gy and the 'system noise', fi is the
revolution frequency and Q the tune of the storage ring.
3.2

Simplified coherent effect
If we neglect the incoherent terms in Eq. (3.1) and make Ga = constant, we obtain
a single-particle cooling equation,
x(t) + wjx(t) = GH x(t - t p )

(3.2)

putting up = f2Q.
For a weak perturbation term, we can expect a solution of the form:
x(t) = xe i w t
x(t - t p ) = x e1"*-"1 .
Substituting into Eq. (3.2) gives,

(4 - u2 = GH e- j "
« Gii e"1'"
Aw = ^
e-* .
2o>

(3.3)

This is the expected response of a feedback system. The real part of AUJ is the frequency shift of the perturbed oscillation and the imaginary part of AUJ gives the damping
(or heating) of the oscillation.

i = Im(Aw) = ReF^jL JU>-*m\ .

(3.4)

Equation (3.4) would be exact if the observation and feedback on the beam were
continuous, and Ga constant, which are manifestly not the case. We must now, therefore,
investigate the effects of periodic observation and correction.
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3.3

Orbit equation for a constant localized kick

The orbit in a storage ring with constant kicks can be regarded as a betatron oscillation which closes onto itself by virtue of the angular discontinuities at the kicks. The
closed orbit is given for any distribution of kicks by the well-known equation [2],
(3.5)

where:
E x is the transverse electric field [V/m]
ABZ is the transverse magnetic field [T] error (vertical field for horizontal orbit
deformation and vice versa)
Bopo is the magnetic rigidity [T-m] = 3.3356 • 10~9 p [eV/c]
p is the particle momentum [eV/c] and j3 = v/c
s = pet is the distance along the orbit.
The Eq. (3.5) is good for numerical calculations, but is inconvenient for analytical
work, since it is defined piecewise in s as one proceeds around the machine through the
various elements.
Using the well known Courant and Snyder transformation [2] the equation can be
rewritten as a 'driven harmonic oscillator' with fixed frequency Q rather than with azimuthally varying K(s) as in Eq. (3.5):
= Q2&3/2(s)F(s)

(3.6)

where 77 = x(s)(3~V2(s) is the normalised displacement, d<p = ds/Q/?x defines the Courant
and Snyder angle which increase by 2ir per turn, /3X is the betatron function of the storage
ring and ' now indicates differentiation with respect to (f>.
Equation (3.6) is quite general, but we are especially interested by a single narrow
kick, which we can represent by a delta function, or rather by a periodic delta function
(5) with the revolution frequency (see Fig. 15).
Kick

6TIR

3T

-ArtR
-2T

-2nR
-T

0

2rtR
T

ArfR
2T

6nR
3T

s
t

Figure 15: For a single narrow kick in a storage ring the particle sees a periodic influence.
The kick as seen by a circulating particle is represented by,
F(s) = (F0As)6(s - n27rR) = (FoAs) f )

<5(s-n27rR)

n=co

(accepting that high frequency components, i.e. f > c/As are not required).

(3.7)
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Equation (3.7) is a good representation of a short kicker with a constant kick, but
analytically it would be easier to manipulate if we could replace the discontinuous delta
functions with continuous functions. This can readily be done by making a Fourier analysis
of the quantities /?£ F(s) which appears on the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.6).

(s)F(s) = £

W)e^

(3.8)

£=-oo

where,

4 > 4 r i

Since F is a delta function the integral (3.8) simply leads to Fourier coefficients which
are all equal. (This is the advantage of the complex formulation, which avoids the fo/2
coefficient of the real expansion.)
f - f, fo

FoA

V / 2 - _®_ a1'2

f

" < ~ ^rQ"^

"2TTQ^

a Q\

K

(3 9)

-

where fa is the value of the beta function at the kicker (s = 0) and

e= ( £ • + * ) A,
VB

PJ

is the kick strength.
We can now rewrite Eq. (3.6) in terms of continuous functions
eie*

5 £

(3.10)

This is in fact all we really need, but we can make two variable changes, which will
make the equation more familiar. Firstly, since we prefer to think in terms of the time, we
can introduce a 'time-like' variable <j)/£l i.e. the Courant and Synder normalised phase,
(j), scaled by the revolution angular frequency, ft. Rather loosely we will still refer to this
variable as t. In fact, this lack of rigour is not too serious, since t will coincide with the
true time at least once every revolution at the kicker (s = 0), which is the one point where
true time is important. In any case, in most lattices <£/ft will not stray far from true time
at any point in the ring. Secondly, we like to think in the transverse deviation x, so we
undo the normalisation of the variable 77, but again we are only really interested in true
deviations at the pickup, so we define a quasi-position variable r/Pp^ which gives true
position once per turn at the pick-up and again we loosely call it x
t = — a true time ,

x = TJ/VU — t r u e position .

(3.11)

Using (3.11) in (3.10), we find,
x(t) + Q2ft2x =

O_^

K P

" © £
&=—00

eimt .

(3.
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Thus the betatron motion is driven by an infinite set of Fourier harmonics of equal
amplitude and separated in frequency, one from the other, by the revolution frequency fi
(see Fig. 16).
Fourier amplitude

Frequency

Figure 16: Fourier spectrum of the single constant kick of Fig. 15.
3.4

Transverse R F knockout
In the previous section we analysed the equation of betatron motion with a constant
kick. If we now modulate this excitation we can still use the expansion (3.8) of the kick
(3.7). We simply have to make the kick strength 0 of Eq. (3.9) a function of time. Just
imagine F(s) in Eq. (3.7) multiplied by some modulation factor, say eiwt. You can keep
this factor separate, expand the rest as before and then multiply with the modulation
factor. The result is that all Fourier coefficients U (Eq. 3.9) are modulated by the same
factor. This leads to the phenomenon known as transverse RF knockout. Let us rewrite
Eq. (3.12) as:
CO

— v _ a ia/t ~

£

"-•

(3.13)

t=-oo

where
Vo =
0O being the amplitude of the kick, 0 = 9o eiu;t.
Note that Vo eiwt uses true time i.e. the time at the kicker. Equation (3.13) may
also be written as

£

e i(€n+lj)t .

(3.14)

Equation (3.14) is expressed with negative and positive frequencies, which correspond to the slow and fast waves set up by the disturbing kick. Those not familiar with
complex voltages and currents as used by electrical engineers may wonder about the significance of negative frequencies. In fact above we assumed a complex excitation 9 = 9Q eiwt
of the kicker as this greatly simplifies the algebra. In real life we deal with cosine- rather
than eiwt-type of kicker fields. It is easy to go from the complex to the real world by
taking the real parts of Eq. (3.14). Then the r.h.s. contains terms which can be written
in the form cos (m fit + wt), cos (mi fit - ut) and — if u > fi also cos (ut —
with positive frequencies only (m: any integer ^ w/fi and m2 any integer 0 < m2 <
Thus the particle 'sees' the frequencies mfi ± w, i.e. two sidebands spaced by the
kicker excitation frequncy u left and right of each revolution harmonic mfi. This is
illustrated in Fig. 17 where the spectrum of the complex excitation [r.h.s. of Eq. (3.14)]
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and its reflection into the real world are sketched. Taking the real part simply corresponds
to reflecting the negative frequencies into the positive f-plane.
The revolution sidebands at mQ±u are very similar to the sidebands at uosc±ujmod
of an amplitude modulated oscillator. For this simpler example the complex and the real
analysis are once again summarized in Table 7.

Amplitude

Frequency
Spoctrim of excitation

Positive frequencies

Negative frequencies

-3Xl\

-2fl\

-Jl\

0

/

.fl

/

2Cl

y^/I Frequency

Spectrum seen by the Ivan using negative and positive frequencies (complex notation)

J Slow waves
| Fast waves

:1E

3fl Frequency

Reflection of negative frequencies onto positive frequency side gives the true spectrum seen by the
bean

Figure 17: Simple harmonic excitation on a short kicker, spectrum of excitation waveform
and of waves seen by a particle.

Table 7: The spectrum of an amplitude modulated oscillator (a>Rp)u;m)
Complex notation
Modulated amplitude

a_A e

'Real world'
A
a = cos w m t

Carrier

c = 0.5(e iu>RFt +e- iu>RFt )

c = COS

Position of spectral
lines of modulated
signal a x e

&U>RP +

l^RF + u m and WRF — u)m

lk)mt

wm)

and

—(WRF — k'm)

WRpt
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Returning to Eq. (3.14), clearly if the driving term has a harmonic at the natural
frequency of response, u>p, then the beam will behave resonantly.
For resonance, (£0. ± u)2 = u;|
i.e.

u±-m±up=

(e±\\Q\\±q)n

(3.15)

n
= (n

(3.16)

where q is the fractional part and ||Q|| the integer part of the tune. Hence n = £± ||Q||
is also an integer.
Equation (3.16) shows that the beam will respond resonantly at the 'betatron sidebands' (n±q)ft centred on the revolution frequency harmonics. Take as an example LEAR
at 600 MeV/c with f0 ~ 1 MHz, q ~ 0.3. Resonant beam response ('RF - knockout') will
occur when the kicker is excited at: 0.3 MHz [= (0 + q)fo], or 0.7 MHz [= (1— q)f0] or
1.3 MHz ....
Figure 18 sketches how two voltages of different frequency (u and UJ + Q. respectively) on a short kicker can produce the same series of kicks as seen by a particle. Note
the analogy to an RF accelerating cavity which can in principle work at any revolution
harmonic.
Having established the beam response to a kicker we shall next analyse the reciprocal
problem of the signal response of the pick-up to the betatron oscillation of a particle.

vmrHighl
YU

' I <-Low f frequency kicker excitation

/> :|NA A A '£

-_

Kicks

Time

t

Figure 18: Example of how a beam can be driven in the same way by different frequencies
applied from a short kicker. The bars are the kicker voltages at the moment the particle
passes, i.e. the kick experienced. The low frequency (u>) and the higher frequency (u+£Q.)
excitation produce the same apparent kick.
3.5

Signals from a circulating particle
A circulating particle passes once per turn through the pick-up and induces a short
pulse. This can be represented by a periodic delta function and we have this, now rather
familiar, picture in Fig. 19.
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I(t)=e&(t-tp*nT)

'•ft
-3T

-2T

At
-T

2T

3T

Time

Figure 19: Representation of the pick-up signal from a single circulating particle.
The induced signal is given by,

= e6(t-tp

5(t-t p

(3.17)

n=—oo

accepting that frequency components comparable to or higher than the inverse of the
transit time through the pick-up, i.e. f > 1/At, are not required. Here e is the charge per
turn /0T I(t) dt passing the pick-up, i.e. the charge of the particle.
As before we Fourier analyse the signal in order to replace the discontinuous delta
functions by continuous functions
Is(t)=

(3.18)

where

The Fourier harmonic amplitudes are constant. (In practice as the harmonic frequency approaches I / A t the amplitudes will decrease.)
The pick-up we use for a betatron cooling system will need to be sensitive to the
transverse beam position. This is achieved by placing electrodes on either side of the beam.
Each plate will have a signal induced of the form of Eq. (3.18) and its amplitude will
be proportional to the distance of the beam particle from, the plate. From the difference
signal between the two plates the particle's transverse position (x) is obtained. We write
the difference signal as I(t) = I s • S p -x/h, where I s (t) is the sum signal Eq. (3.18), h is
the half aperture of the pick-up and S p a factor of the order of unity. This factor as well
as the assumed linearity depend very much on the construction of the pick-up. For a
particle performing betatron oscillations we obtain an induced signal modulated by the
transverse betatron motion
x = xe i(Qnt- P0 ) #

( 3 1 9 )

This signal is:
O

Is(t) =
ft X

P

UJ

(3.20)
imn(t-tp)-i/io
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Since only the real part of the betatron motion (3.19) and hence of the current (3.20)
interests us, we way write Eq. (3.20) as
I s (t) = Sp

HI
'2TT

(3.21)

h m=0

Looking at the exponent we find again that the particle induces signals at the sidebands,

= (m ±

= (n ± q)Q .

(3.22)

These are the same as the beam response frequencies (3.16). Thus the beam 'responds'
and 'talks' at the same frequencies.
Figure 20 shows the time and frequency domain picture of the pick-up signal of a
single particle. This signal [Eq. (3.20)] will be used in calculating the coherent effect
of the test particle upon itself. The incoherent effect due to the other particles can be
obtained by adding up their currents (3.20) with a proper distribution in amplitude and
phase.
In a coasting beam of N particles with random initial betatron phase and random
time of arrival these induced currents add in square to give noise like signals at the
frequencies (3.22).

time

k-T—,

1

• df.
frequency]
•
(m»Q)f o

(m-0)fo

Figure 20: Time and frequency domain signal of a particle performing a betatron oscillation. A position sensitive pick-up records a short pulse at each traversal modulated in
amplitude by the betatron oscillation. The frequency spectrum contains lines at the two
sideband frequencies (m ± Q)fo of each revolution harmonic mfoAs different particles have slightly different revolution and betatron frequencies,
these signals occur in bands with a spectral power density
Sp

e xrms\

dN

TlT j dw

(3.23)

where dN/do; is the fraction of particles with sideband frequencies in a range of width dw
around u> = (n ± q)f2. These are the Schottky noise bands discussed e.g. in [3]. With a
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dispersion of revolution and betatron frequencies (A£2 and Aq respectively) the width of
the band at (n ± q)ft is (n ± q)A£2± ftAq. A spectrum analyser usually records current,
i.e. the square root of the signal (3.23). A practical example is given in Fig. 21, where the
spectrum analyser picture of the signal from a horizontal pick-up is shown. The frequency
band of this 'Schottky scan' is centered around a revolution harmonic nfo and contains
the two sidebands (n ± q)f0. Note that the height of these sidebands [root of Eq. (3.23)]
is proportional to the r.m.s. betatron amplitude Xrms and thus decreases during cooling.
All pick-up currents discussed here are the 'induced currents'. To obtain the true
output signal one has to include the response functions of the pick-up structure and
the acquisition system. Usually one aims at making these response functions as flat as
possible.

Figure 21: Example of a horizontal Schottky scan in LEAR at 600 MeV/c. The central
band, the harmonic n = 100 of the revolution frequency, is visible as the beam is not
completely centred at the position pick-up. The right and left bands are the sidebands
(98 + Q)fo and (103-Q)fo where Q « 2.3. During emittance cooling the sidebands
decrease. The difference between the base line of the trace and the bottom line (zero
signal) is given by the noise of the pick-up system. The span covers (approximately) half
a revolution interval f0. During horizontal cooling the height of the sidebands decreases.
3.6

Coherent effect
We can now have a fresh look at the motion of particle i, retaining for the moment
only its 'self-terms'. We take a kicker voltage on the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.13) which is
proportional to the pick-up signal [Eq. (3.20)] of the circulating particle. As before we
refer to all signals at their time of arrival at the kicker.
The particle takes a nominal time t p and the cooling signal a time t c to travel from
pick-up to kicker. The electronic delay tc is in general frequency dependent. We include
this by a phase factor ip(um) = mfttc(wm) in the development (3.20) of the pick-up signal.
The frequencies ut contained in this signal are the (n ± q)ft betatron sidebands (3.22).
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In our complex notation (including positive and negative frequencies) they simply appear
as
wb = (m + Q)fi ; m = - o o to cc .
(3.24)
The point to retain is that all signal transmission occurs at the frequencies of
Eq. (3.24).
In addition to the initial phase no [Eq. (3.19)], we have to include the phase-advance
\i = ujptp of the betatron oscillation of the particle on its way from pick-up to kicker. Hence
the exponential factor in Eq. (3.20) referred to the kicker is written as,

To complete the driving term in the betatron equation (3.13) we introduce a transfer
function G(um). It has to include the pick-up response Zp(a>) [i.e. the voltage output
for the induced current (3.21)], the transfer function of the cooling loop between pick-up
and kicker (with cables, amplifiers, filters, etc. taken into account) as well as the kicker
response. Let us for simplicity also absorb the constant factors

of Eq. (2.13) and the factor

of Eq. (3.20) into this transfer function but keep Xj = Xj e^1^0^
rewrite Eq. (3.14) as

Xi + ^ x ^ X i

f)
m=—oo

G ii (o; m )-e- i ' J+imnt+i ^'» ) - imnt p-

separate. Hence we

f)

eimt

(3.25)

£=—oo

We take Gji(a;m) as entirely real and include all phase shifts in ^)(wm). Note that the
second sum in Eq. (3.25) is the 'sampling term' — appearing already in Eq. (3.13) —
due to the fact that the particle passes the short kicker once per turn. The first sum
clearly is due to the localised nature of the pick-up.
Equation (3.25) is almost the same as Eq. (3.2) except that we include frequency
dependent 'gain' Gu(a;) • el<p^ and localised pick-up and kicker. The product of the two
sums can readily be converted into a double sum
(3-26)
m

noting that in general

Equation (3.25) may now be interpreted as an oscillator with a frequency shift that
varies in time. An approximate solution to such equations is obtained by taking the time
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average of the frequency shift only, i.e. if we retain terms with t = —m in Eq. (3.26) and
drop the rapidly oscillating frequency shifts. Using this approximation (3.25) becomes:

£

(327)

This defines a change of betatron frequency:

Aw, « ^-A(wJ) = ^

Gn^Je- 1 ^^-)-^" .

£

As we assumed x = xe'"^ the damping rate is
Ga(wm) • e ^ ^ ) - * - " ^ .

(3.28)

m=-oo

Optimum cooh*ng is given by

and obtained for all m, if the phase factor is properly chosen such that —Im(e'-) = 1.
This requires
V^m) — P- — mfitp = ——/modulo 2TT .
(3.29)
Usually Eq. (3.29) is satisfied by putting the kicker at the 'proper' betatron phase advance
from the pick-up, i.e.
7T

/x = — ,

.

3?T

or

—

.

.

.

5

.

with signal inversion,

or

-7r...

and designing </?(wm) to be as close as possible to m£2tp:
ip(um) - mQtp = mfi[tc - t p ] = 0 .

(3.30)

Ideally this requires a signal delay of the cooling loop, t c (w m ), equal to t p , the particle
travelling time pick-up to kicker, independent of frequency. If the optimum spacing pickup to kicker (fx = TT/2 mod. 7r) is not possible one can in principle include filters (as
proposed by Thorndahl) with a time delay characteristic tc(u>) such that Eq. (3.29) is
still satisfied. This requires however 'steep' filters with a phase delay (p(u) varying by
2([x — 7r/2) from the n + q to the n - q betatron band. In fact denoting the deviation
from the optimum phase advance \x = — by 6/x we can write Eq. (3.29) in the form
¥>(Wm)

-

As for any network <p{—w) = —<p(u) we need for positive m (corresponding to the n + q
sidebands):
and for negative m (corresponding to the n - q bands)
<p(u) — |m|fitp = —5/x
thus requiring a phase difference 28fx between neighbouring bands.
Other effects can be identified from Eq. (3.28):
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The time-of-flight error At p of a particle ('mixing between pick-up and kicker1) as
well as improper delay At c of the cooling loop or improper pick-up to kicker betatron
phase advance 5fi = fj, — TT/2 appear as a phase factor in Eq. (3.28) which may be
rewritten as
E Ga(afe») • c r a f t s - 6fx)
(3.28b)
where 8tpm = ip(um) - mfitp = mf2(tc - t p ).
- The fall-off of the pick-up-current spectrum at high frequency can be included in the
expansion (3.21) and absorbed into the transfer function. The similar effect of the
finite kicker length can be included in much the same manner via the expansion of
the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.13). Finally we remark that Eq. (3.28) can be written in various
other forms involving sums over positive m only which clearly reveal the (n ± q)
bands. This is left as an exercise to those interested.
Having established the interaction of the particle with itself we next include the
noise due to the other particles and the electronic system.
3.7

Noise
Noise is treated in detail in G. Dome's chapter in the Proceedings of the Oxford
course (CERN 87-03 p. 110), see also [12]. For convenience we repeat the essentials
here, which are useful to include the incoherent effect in the frequency-domain analysis
of stochastic cooling.
Look at an oscilloscope picture like Fig. 22 which displays a pick-up signal u(t)
when 'no beam is in the machine', i.e. the electronic noise of the system. It is customary
to represent the mean square (averaged over a long enough time T) of such noisy voltages
by a pseudo Fourier transformation

Figure 22: Noise signal on a pick-up.
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The 'spectral power density function' </>(u) is closely related to a Fourier development
of u(t). In all practical applications the noisy voltage has been 'switched on' at some time
t = 0 and we regard it up to t = T. Outside this range the waveform is irrelevant, so, for
the purpose of computation we can periodically continue it (Fig. 23). We then deal with
a periodic function u(t ± nT) = u(t) which we can Fourier-expand in the usual way
u(t)=

(3.31)

0/0 = 27T/T
m=-co

2T

i1

Periodic
i Range of
continuation) interest for
u(t)

i

Periodic
i
continuation1

Figure 23: A noisy voltage u(t) observed from time t = 0 to t = T and its periodic
continuation outside this range to permit a Fourier development.
The Fourier amplitudes:

um = ^ I u(t)e-te"«tdt

(3.32)

are in genera) complex but for real u(t) u_m is the conjugate of um. The mean square of
Eq. (3.31) over the observation time T is by definition
(3.33)

which yields after some calculation (transforming the square of the sum into a double
sum similar to the analysis in conjunction with Eq. (3.26) and noting that averaged over
a period all eikwot terms vanish except for k = 0)

u2(t) = X) u

(3.34)

u_ m =
m=—oo

This is known as Parseval's equation in the theory of Fourier series; it applies to any
Fourier development! Equation (3.34) presents the 'average noise power' u2(t) as the sum
of its spectral contributions at frequencies u0 = n2vr/T. Analysed over shorter or longer
time T the spectra are as sketched in Fig. 24.
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*-2

As T increases
u^ decreases

-r-

XAS

T increased fourfold
Figure 24: The power spectrum |u 2 (w)| of a noisy voltage which is observed for a time
interval T and periodically continued outside this interval. Increasing T the height of the
spectral lines decrease proportionally to their spacing Uo = 2TT/T SO that the quantity
\U2(OJ)\/UJO remains the same. In the limit T —»• oo one has a continuous spectrum where
u2(u;)/u;o —*• <t>(u) is the spectral power density function of Eq. (3.30).
As the sum of the rays ('height x number') is u 2 (t) in both cases their height scales
proportional to their spacing (for large T), i.e. V^/UJQ = const.
For very large observation time T—»• oo the spectrum is practically continuous and
the sum Eq. (3.34) is approximated by an integral of the form of Eq. (3.30):
—T7—

V' "*

11
—
(t)

7
11
Z—4 Iu m |

I-

lO

—

do; .

(3.35)

Hence we identify for T —* oo
(3.36)

This interpretation permits us to calculate (at least in simple cases) <f>(u) and to
establish the following important theorem:
When noise with a spectral power density $i(w) is transmitted through a linear system
with a (complex) transfer function H(w) then the power spectrum at the output is
(j>2((j) = |H(o;)|20i(u;) .

(3.37)

This follows immediately from the preceding noting that each of the components of the
r.h.s. of Eq. (3.31) when transmitted through the network transforms according to
Eq. (3.36):
um2 = H(mo;o) • u mi .
An example of the theorem (3.37) is the transformation of 'broadband noise' into
band limited noise by a band pass filter (Fig. 25).
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Figure 25: An example of the theorem [Eq. (3.37)]: broadband noise transmitted through
an ideal band pass filter is converted into a band-limited noise.
This is as much as we need about noise for the purpose of this chapter.
3.8

Beam response to a noisy kicker
Consider a linear oscillator driven by a noisy excitation u(t) with power density
x + ^ x = u(t).

(3.38)

This problem was treated (in a more general context) in a classical paper by Hereward
and Johnsen [12].
Their result, the 'Hereward-Johnsen theorem' may — in our present case — be
stated as follows:
For a particle injected at t = 0, the square of the amplitude x of x, Eq. (3.38)
expected (Fig. 26) at time t (t large) is
x2 =

(3.39)

t.

In words: the amplitude grows in a diffusion-like manner (x oc y/l) at a rate which is
determinated by the spectral density of the noise at the resonance frequency up.

xa(t)

Time

t

Figure 26: Amplitude x of betatron oscillation of a particle driven by a noisy kicker. The
expectation value (i.e. the average) of x2 grows linearly in time at a rate given by the
spectral density of the noise at the resonance frequency. In addition to this average growth
there is a fluctuating motion which is of little importance for the long term behaviour.
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Equation (3.39) is for a simple harmonic oscillator. If we inject noise into the cooling
loop (or directly onto the kicker) we have again to include the 'sampling factor' £ eunt of
Eq. (3.13) because we use a short localized kicker. Thus we use

x + a;2x = u(t) f ) ei£n^-^ .

(3.40)

t=-oo

The effect of each component, e l£nt , is to 'shift' the frequency content of the driving force
u> —* u + ££l. In this sense we may interpret the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.40) as a sum of noisy
driving forces with frequencies
Ud = w + £0, .

We can apply the Hereward-Johnsen result to each of these bands (noting that in working
out x 2 (t) cross-terms between bands average to zero), hence the response of Eq. (3.40) to
a noise u(t) is:

5c2 = ^ t f ) <f>{u0 + m).

(3.41)

Equivalently if you prefer to work with positive frequencies only you may write
[using ^(-w) = 4>(w)], Eq. (3.41) as

*2 = ^ * f l ) W + q)fi + £ W ~ q)w]l •

(3-42)

This clearly presents the amplitude growth in terms of the spectral density of the noise
at the betatron sidebands.
In working out the long term average of x 2 (t) leading to Eq. (3.41) and Eq. (3.42)
we have assumed that cross terms between different bands £ average to zero and also that
4>(—UJ) = 0(w). A justification [which can be carried through, e.g. using an expansion of
the type (3.31) for u(t) and the definition (3.36) of 0(w)] is left as an exercise to those
interested.
3.9

Back to b e a m Schottky noise and amplifier noise
Returning to a test-particle: apart from its self-term it will experience the 'beam
Schottky noise' due to the presence of the other particles and the electronic noise of
the preamplifier etc. The spectral density <f){<jj) = dl^/dw inside a Schottky band is
determined by Eq. (3.23) and may be rewritten here (see D. Boussard's chapter on
Schottky noise [3]):
&CM
wt
0

) _ / ^Fiffi ~ &
\

1

= &M(w<)
= (£±q)Q,
£=1,2,3...
2
2
2
N e ft x ^ S
,
h2
if

& bands

are

(3.43)

separated, i.e. Aut < 2qQ

for complete band overlap, i.e. Aw^ > f2 .

Here x 2 ^ is the mean-square betatron amplitude of particles with a sideband frequency
near ui, dN/dw^ is the number of particles with frequency in a range of width du> near
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The dimensionless quantity M(w) is closely related to mixing as will become clear
later. It is customary to approximate dN/dw by a rectangular distribution N/Ao> of total
width
Aw(£) = A[(|£| ± q)fi] = (|£| ± q)AO ± QAq « |£|AO
(3.44)
where ACJ(^) is the width of the sidebands at the £-th harmonic. This leads to the
approximations for M(we) indicated under Eq. (3.43) and sketched in Fig. 27.
Separated
bands

1-1

l-q

l

I

1= -ft-

S3

0

I

Lq

1.1

Partial
overlap

0(iv)=0o

Full
overlap

\\^^^^^

Figure 27: Transverse beam Schottky noise for separated bands (low frequency), partial
overlap (intermediate frequency) and complete band overlap.
For high frequencies, bands completely overlap and the noise has a continuous power
spectrum with density <j>(u) = <f>0 as given by Eq. (3.43) with M = 1. Note that in this
limit Eq. (3.43) is just the classical Schottky formula for the noise of a 'DC-current'
Io. Defining the noise density <p = dl2/dcu with respect to angular frequency u as we
consistently do in the present chapter, this formula writes as:
<p{v) = e

IO/TT

.

(3.45)

In our case the circulating current is Io = Neft/27r and 0.5 (SpX^/h) 2 enters as we take
the betatron oscillation signal from a difference pick-up.
The noise is transmitted through the cooling loop in the same way as the 'self-signal' of
the test-particle. Hence the transfer function is the same except for phase factors due to
the different arrival times of particles and due to different betatron phase. We denote this
transfer function, which has the same modulus as Gu(u;) and Gjj(u;), by G(w).
By virtue of Eq. (3.37) the noise density on the kicker is therefore

6' - ^ x 2
T\J

/"\

rms
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Here <fJQ is the same as <p0, Eq. (3.43) except for the factor (Spefi/27rh)2 which was
absorbed into G2(w) as before, see the discussion preceding Eq. (3.25).
We now turn to the electronic noise and assume that — referred to at the entrance
of the cooling loop (exit of the pick-up) — it has a power spectrum 0a(u>). Let the transfer
function from this point to the kicker be H(u;). Clearly this H(u;) is the same as G(u)
except for the pick-up response function. The noise seen by the test particle (j) (Fig. 28)
is then

b'M)
Schottky noise
seen by particle

(3-47)

amplifier noise
seen by particle

Here <j>'a = 0 a /(S p efi/27rh) 2 is the electronic noise reduced by the same factor 4>o
as for
consistency. To recover previous results it is useful to rewrite Eq. (3.47) as
(3.47a)
|HM|2

Clearly U(w) is the ratio of amplifier to beam noise (the latter in the high frequency limit
where bands overlap) including the ratio of the two transfer functions | H(w) | 2 / \G(u>) | 2 .
Using Eq. (3.41) we can write down the expectation value for the amplitude of the test
particle as driven by the noise Eq. (3.47)
-2/L\

x

^i.

J.I

(3.48)

j 00 = 7 ^ $0

with 4>'o as given under Eq. (3.46), M(w) as given under Eq. (3.43), U(cjj) as given under
Eq. (3.47a) and u>e= (£ + qj)ftj the sideband frequency of particle j .
Equation (3.48) determines the 'incoherent effect' as experienced by the test particle.

Schottky bands

Continuous
Schottky
spectrum

Amplifier noiseN

\\\\\\\\\\\Y^
Low frequency
bad mixing M>1

High frequency
good mixing M= 1

Figure 28: The noise seen by a test particle is the Schottky noise due to the other particles
and the electronic noise of the amplifier etc. At low frequency the Schottky noise occurs
in bands with a density M times higher than in the situation of complete overlap. This
increase of noise density corresponds to enhanced 'heating of the test particle due to bad
mixing'.
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3.10

Cooling rate
We can now calculate the expected amplitude x2j(t) of the test particle (j) by adding
up the coherent and the incoherent effects. To use Eq. (3.28) for d(x2)/dt we note that
in general
x2 dt = x d t = ~ r '
Hence we have from Eq. (3.28) for the coherent (damping) effect:

= -*?— E Re [G(ue) £«£

(3.49)

For the incoherent (heating) effect we rewrite Eq. (3.48) substituting <f>'Q form Eq. (3.46):
-2
dt

7T N

°°

\"~*

\Of,

i M2

\Ti/t(, , \

i

TT// • M

f"3 Kn^

incoh

The resultant cooling equation is:
d(x?)/dt = d(xj)/dt|coh + d(x?)/dt|incoh .

(3.51)

Equations (3.49) to (3.51) represent cooling as a sum of the contributions at the sideband
frequency ut = (£ + qjftj of the particle. In this form all frequency characteristics of
the cooling loop can readily be included. This is especially handy for those who like
to measure and calculate in the frequency domain. In addition we can rediscover and
re-interpret the effects discussed before:
1. The influence of imperfect synchronisation of particle and cooling signal ('mixing
pick-up to kicker'), 6<p ^ 0. It enters as a phase error in the coherent term.
2. The influence of betatron phase errors (imperfect spacing) pick-up to kicker, 6pL ^ 0.
It enters as another phase error in the coherent term.
3. Imperfect mixing on the way kicker to pick-up; expressed here as enhancement
(M > 1) of the heating by Schottky noise which is concentrated in bands and hence
increased in density. Good mixing (M = 1) corresponds to overlap of Schottky bands.
4. Amplifier (and other electronic) noise, U ^ 0.
Equation (3.49) so far is for any test particle. To obtain the damping rate for the
mean square amplitude x ^ . we have to average Eq. (3.49) and Eq. (3.50) over the
frequency distribution of the beam particles. In the simple case of perfect 6<p = 0, <5/z = 0,
M = 1 and constant G(a>) = G, V(u) = U inside the passband you can rediscover the
familiar
= ^ [ 2 g ~ g 2 ( l + U)]
(3.52)
N
by calling
(3.53)
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To work out the sums over £, note that with a passband of width Af = W in the positive
frequency plane the number of betatron lines contributing is 2 • 27rW/fi as sketched in
Fig. 29, namely 2irW/Q, for positive £ (the n + q bands) and the same number again for
negative £ (the n-q bands).
CKf)
v//i0 - betatron bands
with negative I

w/f0

passband
w

- betatron b a n d s
with positive I

passband
w

Negative frequency

Positive' frequency, f

Figure 29: Passband of cooling system in the f = —oo to f = oo frequency plane. There
are 27rW/f2 = W/fo lines UJI = (£ + g)f2 in the passband at negative frequencies (negative
£) and the same number in the passband at positive frequency (positive £).
You can generalise Eq. (3.52) to include mixing factors, betatron phase errors and
frequency dependence in G and U by interpreting the sums in Eq. (3.49) as averages
over the passband. With this interpretation you may write Eq. (3.52) in various different
forms useful for comparison with previous results, for instance:

x 2 ms <|g 2 (u,)l[MM + U(o;)]) passband )
(3.52a)
with

O/2TT

\-../

_

passband —

3.11

Feedback via the beam and signal shielding
We shall now attempt to introduce a final ingredient of cooling theory known as
'feedback via the beam' or 'signal shielding'. Although this refinement will change our
previous results by at most a factor of 2, the change of the beam Schottky signals when
the cooling loop is closed has become an important diagnostics tool [13].
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Where did we miss out this effect in our treatment so far? In fact considering the
test-particle equation
Xj +

GjjXj

-h

2^ GUxi

H h system noise'

(3.54)

i

effect of
particle upon
itself: coherent
term
O.K.

effect of other
particles :
Schottky noise,
fluctuating term
with zero average
Not O.K.

amplifier
noise etc.
fluctuating
with zero
average
O.K.

We have described the effect of the other particles — Y, GyXj — as Schottky noise of an
undisturbed beam, i.e. as a fluctuating term with zero time average. This assumption
is not generally correct. F. Sacherer [14] has pointed out that — in the case of poor
mixing — £ GyXi does lead to a coherent oscillation with finite average amplitude. The
fluctuation occurs around this average amplitude and not around zero as it would be
case in an undisturbed beam. The reason is that part of the 'modulation' imposed at
the kicker is still present at the pick-up and re-enters the loop as sketched in Fig. 30.
particle orbit
PICK-UP^/xt,

KICKER

A (Xb+%+««)

KICKER

PU
beam

Figure 30: Cooling system including the coherent beam modulation Xb imposed at the
kicker and partially preserved up to the pick-up due to imperfect mixing. The lower
diagram shows Sacherer's equivalent feedback loop. Amplifier noise (xn) and Schottky
noise (xs) are random noises whereas the coherent modulation is fed back via the beam
from kicker to the pick-up. This feedback changes the open loop response to xn + x s by
a complex transfer function T(a/) which depends on the amplification (cooling strength)
and the degree of mixing between kicker and pick-up.
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Thus the noise on a beam subject to cooling is different from the free beam noise. The
feedback of the cooling signals via the beam changes all ingredients of the analysis, namely
beam noise as well as the influence of the coherent term and the amplifier noise.
Fortunately F. Sacherer has also shown the road to rescue our previous results. The
way out he provides is a beautiful piece of accelerator theory.
As a pre-exercise: consider a system of N oscillators with a harmonic driving force
and a 'collective force' proportional to the average displacement of the oscillators. Take
for the g-th particle — sorry — oscillator

*j + ^ X j =

2f^£!

+

harmonic
driving force

^k(^)x k )

(3.55)

collective force

Here the term (G k x k ) may be interpreted as the weighted contribution of particle k to the
average

A 'mechanical' and an 'electrical' analog of Eq. (3.55) are sketched in Figs. 31 and 32.
To solve Eq. (3.55) we insert a trial solution
XJ

= %"•* ;

<Gk(u;)xk) = (Gk(u;)xk)eiwt .

To find
(3.56)
multiply with Gj and average both sides. Call:

and solve for the average

to find

<Gkxk) = - ^ l • V(w) .

(3.58)

Thus we do have a finite coherent amplitude (x). We can now use Eq. (3.58) to eliminate
the 'collective force' term from Eq. (3.55). We find
Xj -f- w/xj = V(u) elwt

1+

1 -

shielding factor

(3.55a)
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N

Figure 31: A 'mechanical analog' of Eq. (3.55). Person V tries to excite a system of
oscillators (masses on springs) by shaking their point of suspension. Person G tries to
damp the motion by observing the average displacement (x) of the oscillators and applying
a damping force G(x).

U = GI

TT TT
O

C3

©

§

3

T

Array of resonators

T
Figure 32: An electrical analog of Eq. (3.55). A group of LC-resonators is driven by
a voltage V eiwt. The sum I = £ I k of the currents through the resonators is fed back
through an amplifier with gain G to add an input voltage G]T)Ik-
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Instead of treating the original Eq. (3.55) with a
r.h.s. = [driving force] + [weighted average displacement]
we can therefore treat the same equation with the more convenient:
r.h.s. = [driving force] x [shielding factor] .
This is the essence of 'Sacherer's trick'. In the cooling equation we shall want to replace
for each of the betatron bands involved:
r.h.s. = [coherent term] + N • [weighted average displacement] + [Schottky noise] +
[amplifier noise]
by
r.h.s. = [coherent term + Schottky noise + amplifier noise] x [shielding factor] .
A quantity of key importance is the 'dispersion function' S(u) entering into the shielding
factor

TM^l + 1A- Sl ^ A l

1-S:

.

(3.59)

For large N we have
— U)2

i f£hM d
2UJ

J

u>j — u

Here n(u;j)dujj is the fraction of particles with eigenfrequencies in a band of width

(3.60)

j near

Uy

Dispersion integrals of the type (3.60) are treated in H.G. Hereward's chapter on
Landau damping [15]. For convenience some features are repeated in Appendix 2. Due
to the pole, the integral has an imaginary part even if G(a>j) is real. Details depend on
the distribution n(wj) of eigenfrequencies and on G(o;). A typical behaviour of S(u>) is
sketched in Fig. 33.

Re(iS/G)

Driving
frequency

Particle eigenfrequency
Im(iS/G)

Figure 33: Frequency distribution and typical behaviour of the dispersion function
Eq. (3.60) for a given function G(w) which is constant (or slowly varying) near the beam
response frequency up. This behaviour of G(u) is required for betatron cooling.
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A useful approximation is

average eigenfrequency
To go one step further we now analyse a problem which is of some practical importance namely beam excitation by a single harmonic driving force on a kicker when the
cooling loop is closed. We write the equation of motion of particle j as
ik)

Xj + o;2xj =
Lk

-" J k x k e i v ' m ( u ' ) +Ve i" 1

m

J

£=-«>

Here the first sum (k) is over the N beam particles, the sum over m is the 'sampling
term' due to the localized pick-up and the sum over £ represents the harmonics of the
localized kick, t k is the arrival time of particle k at the pick-up, Xk —>• Xk e~IWt presents the
transformation of its oscillation from pick-up to kicker, <£m(a>) = mfitd(o;) is the signal
delay of the cooling loop, t p is the travelling time of particle j from pick-up to kicker,
hence its arrival time at the kicker is tj + t p , V elwt is the external driving force, the term
proportional to G(w) is the corresponding 'driving force' given by the response of the
cooling loop to the beam oscillation.
Once again we drop all rapidly varying 'frequency shifts', i.e. we only take harmonics
with m = £ in the first term on the r.h.s. of Eq. (3.62).
In the second term we only retain frequencies u>±£$l&uj0tt Uj close to resonance.
We assume that all bands are well separated so that only one £ leads to resonance. Thus
we simplify Eq. (3.62) to
Xj

+ o;?Xj =

fc>kG(w)eimk(t-tk)-iw'ei^

+ Ve^j •e-««j(t-tj-tp) .

(3.62a)

As response to the driving term V eIU)t we expect a solution of the form

for any particle j .
Upon substitution [using the corresponding expression for x^ on the r.h.s. of
Eq. (3.62a)] we find:

*->f-(M1-«,)'(W-<ite)+v)
where we define

iN

k=l

Gk(w) = G(a;)e

(3 63)

-
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The quantity Sip^ = (p(u) — £Qktp is the synchronisation error between particle k and the
cooling signal. Let us denote the resonant driving frequency — as introduced already in
Eq. (3.24)—by
and use uf - (w - £fl)2 « 2WJ[O$ - (w Prom the preceding analysis we can now define a shielding factor for the present
situation

._ . a u j £
+ £fij) — a;

(3.64)

: beam average of betatron frequency.
Using this shielding factor we can rewrite Eq. (3.62a) as
Xj + w?Xj = f fa) • V • e ^ - " *
(3.62b)
where we use ote = -£fij(tj + t p ) to denote the phase factor due to the arrival time of
particle j at the kicker. Thus when the cooling loop is closed, the response of Eq. (3.62)
to V eiwt changes by T(o;). In this way T(w) can be observed and G(w) can be deduced
from it. Usually these measurements are done using a network analyser to display the
beam response to a swept sine wave (beam transfer function measurement) as sketched in
Fig. 34. This permits us to adjust the characteristics of the cooling loop band by band.
To complete our analysis we return to Eq. (3.62) but now assume a general driving
force represented by a Fourier series (or a Fourier integral) with a spectral density function
V(o;). We invoke superposition and resonant behaviour of the betatron equation at the
frequencies Ui. Thus we rewrite Eq. (3.62b) as

Cooling loop

Kicker

Pickup

•Beam
Network analyzer
t IH

-•. I

\Amptifler

flnput

Figure 34: Arrangement to measure beam transfer function. The frequency sweep of the
network analyser is set to cover one or several betatron sidebands. The difference in beam
response with cooling loop open and closed can be used to optimize the loop again.

+ ufxi = £ f ( o ^ V M e ^ 1 - ^

(3.62b)
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which presents the effect as the sum of the interaction at the sidebands u)t = (£+Q)Q,. As
a consequence of the beam feedback each band now has its proper shielding factor T(ue),
Eq. (3.64) (well separated band, i.e. poor mixing assumed). The effect of the shielding
factor is fully equivalent to introducing a transfer function T(o;) between the driver and
the kicker.
We can now generalize the cooling rate in Eqs. (3.49) and Eq. (3.50) to include
shielding. We can interpret V(t), Eq. (3.65) as the cooling signals discussed before
(namely the self-effect of the test particle, the Schottky noise due to the other particles
and the amplifier noise). Since the beam feedback acts like a transfer function we simply
include this into Eqs. (3.49) and Eq. (3.50) by substituting
\j(uj£j

—• x[u)£jG(oj£j .

(3.65)

A typical behaviour of the shielding function is sketched in Fig. 35. Note that for small
'gain' (N.G. small) and small S(u>) the shielding factor is close to 1.

T(G))

Im(T[co])

IT (oo)l

0
CO

CO

Figure 35: Typical behaviour of the shielding factor T(o>) near a resonance frequency of
the beam.
To gain further insight we only look at particles near the centre of the distribution (a/£ « (WJ + £ty) = up + ££l) and assume perfect betatron phase and perfect signal delay pick-up to kicker (6M = 0,<5v?(wf) = 0). Then the gain function G(u^) =
\G(u>e)\e~m/2~s>l+s'p~'~^G(Ut^ becomes purely imaginary and S(u^) and T(ut) real in the
centre of the band. Let us introduce the 'reduced gain'
- =&

(3.53b)

in analogy to Eq. (3.53) and recall the definition of the mixing factor M^ « ft/2Au^ for
well separated bands [see under Eq. (3.43)].
Using the simplification Eq. (3.61) for the dispersion integral and Eq. (3.64) for
T(UJ£) we have
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The cooling rate equation for any particle is obtained from the expressions of section 3.10
by replacing G(u>) —> T(UJ)G(U>), Eq. (3.65). We obtain in the present case:
1__ fl/27T

r ~

2ft

g?

r(Me + U£)

(3.67)

-*i5-

(3 68)

2N
passband

This is formally the same as Eq. (3.52) if we substitute

Optimum cooling is obtained from Eq. (3.67) when:

i.e. when for all bands

"-iw+w,''

fc

-

The limiting case (—*) is for negligible amplifier noise, U* <C M*/2. Ths optimum shielding
factor corresponding to Eq. (3.68) is:

and the optimum damping rate

2N
Thus in the situation of negligible amplifier noise, optimum cooling is obtained
when the gain (at all bands involved) leads to signal reduction by a factor of about 2. By
comparing open and closed loop signals (either Schottky noise or driven-beam response)
the gain can thus be optimized band by band. An example of Schottky signal shielding
of a band is given in Fig. 36. Note that the optimum gain Eq. (3.68) for U = 0 is
twice the optimum Eq. (2.28) calculated without beam feedback. When the amplifier
noise becomes important (U » M) then Eq. (3.68) and Eq. (3.69) yield the optimum
g —> 1/U, T - » 1 as in the case without shielding.
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Cooling loop open
Closed

Figure 36: Reduction of a Schottky noise band when the cooling loop is closed. With
negligible amplifier noise and well separated bands optimum gain of the cooling loop
corresponds to a signal amplitude reduction by about 2 in the centre of the bands.
Thus the inclusion of beam shielding (which was done in an approximate manner
here) leads to an improved expression for the cooling rate and — more importantly — to
an adjustment criterion for the cooling system.
The analysis done here for betatron cooling can be repeated for momentum spread
damping where similar gain adjustment criteria apply.
4

DISTRIBUTION FUNCTION EQUATIONS (FOKKER-PLANCK) AND
MOMENTUM SCALING
4.1 Distribution functions and particle flux
To follow the details of the cooling process, we (may) want to know more than the
evaluation of the mean-square beam size and the r.m.s momentum spread — the only
quantities used up to now to characterize cooling. In fact, a beam profile monitor records
the particle distribution with respect to transverse position (see Fig. 37 as an example),
and a longitudinal Schottky scan such as Fig. 2 gives the (square root of the) momentum
distribution. These pictures are rich in fine information on peak densities, densities in
the tails, asymmetries, and other practical details which are overlooked if only r.m.s. is
regarded.
It is therefore challenging to find an equation which describes all that can be observed
and that is of practical importance. Such an equation does in fact exist!
For stochastic cooling the problem was (to my knowledge) first tackled by
Thorndahl [16] who already in 1976 worked with a Fokker-Planck type of equation for
the particle density. This line was followed by virtually all subsequent workers [17], and
computer codes for solving the distribution function equations are extensively used in the
design of stochastic cooling and stacking systems.
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The basic ideas behind this 'distribution function analysis' are simple, so that also
the beginner can get — hopefully without too much pain — some first degree of familiarity
with this powerful tool of cooling theory. I will first give the recipe and then try to justify
it.

b)
Figure 37: Evolution of beam profile (number of particles vs. vertical position) during
stochastic cooling test in 'ICE'. The scans were obtained with a profile monitor which
records the position of electrons liberated by beam particles through collisions with the
residual gas. a) Before cooling; b) after 4 min of cooling.
Let ^)(x) (Fig. 38) be the particle distribution with respect to the error x (e.g. x =
Ap/p). Define tp(x) = dN/dx so that ip(x) dx gives the number of particles with an error
in the range x to x + dx. During cooling we find different distributions ip(x), taking
snapshots at different times (see Fig. 2 as an example). We characterize this by letting
ip — ipfa, t) be a function of time also. The partial differential equation which describes
the dynamics of ^(x,t) can be written in the following form:
(4.1)
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Area = N

Figure 38: A particle distribution function ^(x) defining the number of particles dN =
with an error in the interval from x to x + dx.
The cooling process is completely characterized by the two coefficients F and D
(which describe the cooling system) and the initial conditions tp{x,t = 0) (which describe
the distribution at the start). Particle loss due to walls or influx during stacking can be
included via appropriate boundary conditions ^>(xi) = 0, (dtj)/8x)(xi) = const., etc. Two
representative examples of results obtainable with Eq. (4.1) are given in Fig. 39, taken
from Ref. [18], and Fig. 20 from Ref. [13].
To analyse a given system we have to find its coefficient F and D. These quantities
are closely related to the coherent and incoherent effect, respectively, which we have
identified before. In fact
F/fo = (Ax)t
(4.2)
l.J

Momenttm cooling
(longitudinal density
versus / )

IJ

....I'

.."

" .

• ! '

«*•••*«•••**•>•«,*•••!•.,.!!!

c02

«

Figure 39: Momentum cooling at 600 MeV/c in LEAR computed using Eq. (8.1). (Curves
taken from Ref. [18]).
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Dinsity profile of the AA stack
for a constant particle Sux
towards the stack bottom

Normalised distance
from stack bottom

Figure 40: Evolution of the stack in the AA during stochastic accumulation. Curves computed using the distribution function equation with the boundary condition of constant
particle influx simulating the new p added every 2.6 sec. (Curves taken from Ref. [19]).
is the expectation value (long-term average) of the coherent change Ax per turn of the
error, and
2D/f0 = <(Ax)2)t
(4.3)
is the expectation of the square of this change. The quantities F and 2D alone are
corresponding average changes per second. Note the difference between (Ax)2 = (xc — x) 2
used here, and A(x 2 ) = x 2 — x 2 as frequently used before!
The important thing is that a distribution function Eq. (4.1) — similar to the
Fokker-Planck equation used in a variety of fields — exists and that relatively simple
prescriptions (4.2) and (4.3) permit us to establish the two coefficients F and D for any
given stochastic cooling system. Incidentally, an equation similar to Eq. (4.1) had long
been used (before 1976!) by the Novosibirsk Group to study the dynamics of electron
cooling. Also the kinetic equations in plasma physics closely resemble our distribution
equation.
Let us now try to follow a simple derivation of Eqs. (4.1)—(4.3). This derivation is
due to Thorndahl [16]. It proceeds along the lines used in textbooks to derive the diffusion
— or heat transfer — equations which resemble Eq. (4.1). Imagine a distribution function
if)(x) and calculate, for a particular value xi of x, the number of particles per turn which
are transferred from x-values below xi to values above xi (Fig. 16). If the correction
per turn at the kicker is Ax, then particles with an error between xi and xo = xi — Ax
(cross-hatched area in Fig. 41) pass through Xj. Their number is

AN = r 7/>(x)dx .
J

(4.4)
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Expanding ip at xi,
(4.5)

* • *

Figure 41: A look at the distribution function Fig. 38 through a magnifying glass. When
the error for particles with a value near xi is changed by Ax, particles in the dark shaded
area have the error value changed from values below to values above x1( Eq. (4.6) expresses
this area as the difference between the rectangle and the triangle sketched in the figure.
the integration yields
(4.6)

The first and second terms can be interpreted as the area of the rectangle and the triangle,
respectively, sketched in Fig. 41.
We now define the (average) particle flux

as the expected number of particles per second passing a given error value. Clearly, then,
from Eq. (4.6), the instantaneous flux is:
tfx) = fo(Ax)t V(x)- |((Ax) 2 ) t ^
F

'

.

D

This gives the flux in terms of F and D as defined by Eqs. (4.2) and (.4.3). The assumption
has tacitely been made that the change Ax per turn at the kicker is small and ^(x) smooth,
so that higher expansion terms in Eq. (4.5) can be neglected.
Having found the flux we can immediately obtain Eq. (4.1) from the continuity
equation

d(f> + —
dl r- = n
-!-

(4.7)

dx dt
It states that the change per second of the density is given by the 'gradient'—d(f>/dx of
the flux. This is similar to continuity considerations in other fields like, for instance, the
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charge conservation law of electrodynamics:
(4.8)

dx' at
'
relating current density j and charge density p.
Like other continuity equations, Eq. (4.7) can be obtained by looking at the flux
going into and coming out of an element of width dx in tp, x-space (Fig. 42):
Incoming flux per second: <j>\
Outgoing flux per second: fa *** <£i + f£dx
Surplus per second: A 0 = (f>\ — fa = — ffdx .
The resulting densisty increase (per second) in the element is thus
dx

dx '

and conservation of the particle number requires a d<f>/dt equal to this.

Figure 42: The flux into and out of a narrow element of width dx in tp-x space. An excess
of incoming over outgoing flux leads to an increase with time of the density IJJ = AN/dx
of particles in the element.
This completes the derivation. The resulting equation (4.1) agrees with observations
made in the ISR and all subsequent machines using stochastic cooling. The reader who
might have had some difficulty in appreciating the derivation may now be pleased to learn
that the exact form of Eq. (4.1) has been a subject of discussion for quite some time.
Looking at the derivation of the Fokker-Planck equation in textbooks [20], one is tempted
to put the coefficient D under the second derivative as is correct for a variety of other
stochastic processes. In 1977 a machine experiment [21] was performed at the ISR to
clear up this question for cooling and diffusion problems in storage rings. The experiment
clearly indicated that in the present case the diffusion term should be (d/'dx)[D(dip/'dx)}
as in Eq. (4.1) and not (d2/dx2){Dip).
4.2

Example of asymptotic distributions and Palmer cooling
We may conclude from the preceding sections that it is relatively simple to determine
the distribution equation pertaining to a given cooling problem. It is usually much more
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difficult to solve the equation. This is because in general the coefficients F and D are
functions of x, t, and ip itself. Analytical solutions have therefore only been obtained in
a few simple cases.
As an example, let us briefly look at Palmer cooling with the following simplifying
assumption: No unwanted mixing, and Schottky noise negligible compared with amplifier
noise. Denoting x = (Ap/p), the correction per turn is
A x = - g [ ( x ) s + xn]
as given by Eq. (2.24) in Section 2. In analogy to Eq. (2.18) in Section 2.3.3, we assume
that the long-term average of (x)s = (1/NS) £ x , is zero except for the contribution x/N s
of the test particle upon itself. The noise xn har zero average. Hence
...
x
2W
<Ax)t = - g - = - g — - x .
In a similar way (using the assumption that (x 2 ) t ^> {(x)2)t), i.e. amplifier noise dominating over Schottky noise)
((Ax)2>t = g2(x2)t = gV nirms = const.
Hence in this simple case F = F{,x and D = D°, where F o = (2W/N)g and 2D0 = fog2x2>rms
are constants. In this case, Eq. (4.1) is amenable to an analytic solution. Try
j , = -7i_exp[-x2/2<r(t)2]
V27rcr(t)
i.e. a Gaussian with a changing in time. Upon substitution, one obtains an ordinary
differential equation for the width, a, of the Gaussian:
a /a = - F o + Do/a2 .
Special cases:
Do = 0 :
Fd = 0 :

a2 = a^e'2^
a2 = a2 + 2Dot

(continuous cooling) ,
(diffusion) .

General solution:
This describes cooling towards an asymptotic (Gaussian) distribution with o-TO = A / D 0 / F 0 .
In this situation an equilibrium between heating and cooling is reached. A similar result
is arrived at from the simple cooling equations [e.g. Eq. (25), Section 2] which suggest
1/r —*• 0 when the signal ((x)s)2 has decreased so much that gU = g[x2/((x)s)2] —»• 2.
The new information obtained from Eq. (4.1) is that the asymptotic ip is Gaussian in the
simple case considered.
The existence of asymptotic equilibrium distribution is a common feature also in
more complicated cases of Eq. (4.1). The final distribution ip^ can be obtained putting
dip/dt = 0, which converts Eq. (4.1) into a simpler ordinary differential equation:
- Fwoo + D-^2. = const.

(4.9)

The constant is frequently zero (e.g. when F(x) = 0 and dip/dx = 0 for x = 0 as can
often be inferred from the symmetry of the problem). Equation (4.9) is important as it
indicates the limiting density which can be reached.
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4.3

Momentum cooling by filter and transit time methods

These methods measure the revolution frequency of particles or the time of flight
between pick-up and kicker in order to detect the momentum error. The filter method of
Carron and Thorndahl [22] (Fig. 43) uses a notch filter between the preamplifier and the
power amplifier, with notches at all revolution harmonics in the passband (Fig. 44). In
the simplest case the filter is a transmission line shorted at the far end (Fig. 44), with a
length corresponding to half the revolution time of the particles in the storage ring. The
notches are produced by A/2 resonances, where ideally the input impedance is zero and
the phase changes sign. Because of these phase and amplitude characteristics, particles
with a wrong revolution frequency are accelerated or decelerated until ideally all have
'fallen into the notches'. The filter method is important for the cooling of low-intensity
beams, and in fact the whole antiproton complex at CERN would probably not have
worked with stochastic cooling had this technique not been invented in due time. Sum
pick-ups are used, and these produce a much larger signal than the difference devices that
are necessary with other methods. The filter reduces not only the particle signals but
also the preamplifier noise at the critical frequencies. This feature is important for fast
cooling at low intensity. The price to pay for this is that all the Schottky bands used
have to be well separated, so that particles 'know' the notches into which they have to
fall. This means unavoidably imperfect mixing. However, this slight disadvantage could
probably be circumvented by using the signal from a second pick-up — rather than the
reflection of the previous turn pulse via a cable — to cancel signals of a particle with the
correct time of flight between the two pick-ups and to accelerate/decelerate others [23].
beam.

RF GAP-

SUM PU
pre-amplifier

periodic
power
nofch filter amplifier

Figure 43: The basic set up for momentum cooling by the filter method. An advantage of
this method is that a sum pick-up is used which is sensitive even to small beam signals.
Secondly, Schottky and preamplifier noise are reduced by the filter.
Yes another time-of-flight method has been discussed at Fermilab [24]. Essentially,
the idea is to differentiate the pick-up pulse and apply this signal on the kicker with a
delay so that particles with the correct time of flight between pick-up and kicker are not
affected, whereas slow or fast ones get a correction.
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to power amplifier
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Figure 44: A simple periodic notch filter namely a half-wave, low-less transmission line
(used as a stub resonator). The (idealized) gain and phase characteristics are given by the
half-wave resonances at the multiples of the revolution frequency. Additional elements
are usually added to reduce the gain between the harmonics.
Both variants of the filter method are less efficient in noise suppression and have,
therefore, not found applications so far.
We shall return to the time domain for a short moment to suggest slightly different
explanations of the filter method: the pulse sent into the cooling system by a particle of
nominal frequency will be cancelled by its pulse from the previous revolution reflected at
the end of the line. For particles that axe too slow or too fast, the cancellation is imperfect
and acceleration or deceleration will result.
The filter method is usually analysed using the distribution Eq. (4.1). The coefficients F and D can be worked out theoretically and/or by measurements on the system.
Usually, measurements and calculations are done harmonic by harmonic, including various ingredients such as imperfect mixing and signal suppression. All we want to do here
is to write down the general form of the relevant coefficients F and D which, expanding
up to second order in the error quantity x = AE/E take the following form:
F = -G o x
D = G ^ ( x 2 + «0) + G ^ ( E 2 + Ki),
where x is the relative energy error; Go (proportional to the 'gain' g), G2(oc g2), and
G|(oc g2) are given by the ideal filter, KQ and m by the losses; and /x relates to the
amplifier noise. The first term of D (which is proportional to the density ijj) gives the
Schottky noise filtered by the notches, and the second term the filtered preamplifier noise.
For more details, the reader should consult the specialized literature.
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APPENDIX 1
HISTORY
For a long time the principle of stochastic cooling was regarded as too far-fetched
to be practical. A first experimental demonstration was tried only seven years after its
invention and three years after the first publication of the idea (Table Al). The inventor,
S. van der Meer, and the early workers had (mainly) emittance cooling of high-intensity
beams in mind with a view to improving the luminosity in the CERN ISR. The proof of
principle in the ISR was an important achievement of this early period.
A new era began in 1975 when P. Strolin, coming back from a visit to Novosibirsk,
and L. Thorndahl realized the interest of stochastic cooling — for both emittance and
momentum — of low-intensity p beams for the purpose of stacking. Stochastic cooling
at low intensity is different from the original van der Meer cooling. The extension of the
theory first done by H. Hereward and L. Thorndahl, and the design of the momentum
cooling hardware (L. Thorndahl, G. Carron et al.), are perhaps as fundamental as the
original invention and the earlier feasibility studies by S. van der Meer and W. Schnell.
Following upon this broadening of the field of application, in 1975 P. Strolin et al.
worked out p collection schemes for the ISR using stacking in momentum space, and
C. Rubbia et al. made their first proposals of the pp scheme for the SPS using similar
techniques of stochastic cooling and accumulation. This work gave new life to the idea
at a time when the ISR was routinely stacking such high currents that proton beamcooling became unnecessary — or even impossible. Further milestones between 1975 and
1980 were the invention of the filter method of momentum cooling, the refinement of the
stochastic stacking schemes, the results of the initial cooling experiment (ICE), and last,
but not least, the success of the A A. The ICE ring was used to make a careful comparison
of cooling theory with reality, including bunched beam cooling. By the middle of 1978 all
systems worked so well that beam lifetimes at 2 GeV/c of the order of a week were reached,
compared with lifetimes of a few hours without cooling. This permitted a measurement
of the stability of the antiproton, and this experiment improved the lower limit in one go
from 120 /is to 80 h.
One essential ingredient in this experiment was the technique developed at ICE to
observe as few as 50 circulating particles in a non-destructive manner. This was made
possible by stochastic cooling which reduced the momentum spread to 10~5 so that a
resonant Schottky noise pick-up with the corresponding quality factor could be used.
Running-in of the AA started in the summer of 1980, and since 1981/82, stacks of
several 10 u p were routinely accumulated from batches of a few 106 p per second. The
AA used a total of seven cooling systems for longitudinal cooling of different 'regions'
of the beam and for horizontal and vertical emittance cooling. Time constants were of
the order of a second at up to 5 x 106 p or 30 minutes for 5 • 1011 p, thus nearing
design specifications. The AA was at the heart of CERN's antiproton programme, which
culminated with the observation in the SppS collider of the Intermediate Vector Bosons
predicted by the unifying electroweak theory.
In the ISR stochastic 'post-cooling' of antiprotons from the AA was used (amongst
other applications) to improve the beam lifetime and the resolution in conjunction with
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an internal hydrogen jet target. In this way charmonium states formed in proton antiproton interactions could be observed with high precision. This was another important
achievement of the ISR just prior to its final shutdown. In fact the very last ISR beam
was such an antiproton beam circulating in ring 2. It was finally dumped at 6.00 h on
25 June 1984 thus bringing to a definite end the glamorous career of a unique machine.
The use of an internal target in conjunction with phase-space cooling of the circulating
beam — as proposed by the Novosibirsk group many years before — had thus been put
to work for the first time. This arrangement has stimulated much interest as an option
for LEAR and as one of the basic techniques for the new ion cooling rings.
The low-energy antiproton ring LEAR, which after ISR and SPS became the third
customer of the AA, has given high quality p beams to more than 20 user groups on an
operational basis since 1983. One particularity of LEAR is an 'adjustable' system which
allows stochastic cooling at many different energies. In 1985 alone, beam was extracted
at momenta between 60 MeV/c (corresponding to 2 MeV kinetic energy) and 2 GeV/c
(~ 1.3 GeV). Relatively fast cooling with time constants of 1 to 3 minutes for typically
5 x 109 p, works at different strategic energies; slow cooling with time constants of 10-20
minutes can be used at practically all momenta to keep the beam in shape during the
one to five hour extraction. Since the stop of the SPS antiproton programme, end of
1991, LEAR is the only customer of the antiprotons. Since 1990 an internal gas target
together with an advanced detector ('JETSET') is installed in straight section 2 of LEAR.
JETSET, which runs typically with fills of 4 x 1010 p, relies heavily on stochastic cooling
to obtain a high luminosity (1030 cm" 2 sec"1) and long luminosity lifetime ( « 15 h).
From about 1978 onwards, other laboratories, especially the Novosibirsk group, who
had pioneered electron cooling before, an ANL-LBL-Fermilab collaboration and, more
recently, a group at the INS Tokyo, have done work (both experimental and theoretical)
on stochastic cooling. This work has placed emphasis on various important aspects such
as low-noise cryogenic amplifiers, very high frequency systems, cooling of heavy ions, or
cooling of bunches.
In 1983 the Tevatron-1 project at Fermilab and the p collector AC to be added to
the AA at CERN were approved. Both systems use stochastic cooling and stacking of
antiprotons at a rate of several 107 p per second. New features are cryogenically cooled
components on the low-level side (amplifiers, terminating resistors and to some extent
even cables and the pick-up plates themselves) to improve the signal-to-noise ratio. In
addition bandwidths well in the Gigaherz range are used. The Fermilab antiproton source
consists (presently) of two rings, a debunching ring and accumulator ring. Like the CERN
collector ring, the 8 GeV debuncher uses fast emittance cooling (r « 2 sec at 7 x 107
particles) of the p-pulse from the production target. The accumulator ring combines
stochastic cooling for stacking in momentum space with emittance cooling to improve the
transverse density of the stack. In the accumulator alone there is a total of six specific
cooling systems working in the 1 to 2, 2 to 4 and partially in the 4-8 GHz range, each of
them combining a large number of pick-up and kicker loops. The system for momentum
cooling of the stack tail — which is the largest system — uses more than 100 pick-up and
kicker units.
The AC ring at CERN came into operation 1987. Together with the AA, which was
modified to work in cascade with the AC, it improved the p flux by an order of magnitude
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compared to that available with the AA alone. The number and the complexity of the
cooling systems of AA-AC is as impressive as in the Fermilab case.
There has thus been a rapid development of stochastic cooling during the decade
from 1975-1985 and roughly one order of magnitude has been gained every four years in the
cooling power, i.e. in the number of particles which can be cooled with a time constant of
1 s. This has become possible by making larger and larger bandwidths available. Probably
an 'absolute' limit in the range of 109 to 1O10 particles per second is reached with the
'conventional' technology which cannot use frequencies much higher than 10 GHz. At
these frequencies (most) vacuum chambers transmit waveguide modes and the beam size
becomes comparable to the RF-wavelength. Recent proposals discuss stochastic cooling
at optical frequencies and bandwidths ( A f ~ 1014 Hz!). This requires a completely new
pick-up, kicker, waveguide and amplifier technology and is also hurt by serious problems
of 'mixing' between observation and correction.
Since about 1980, interest in cooling of heavy ion beams developed rapidly, and
the combination of stochastic 'pre-cooling' with post-cooling by electrons looks attractive
for some applications. A number of ion cooling rings with some resemblance to LEAR
have come into operation in the USA, Japan and Europe. All of them foresee electron
cooling and many plan to use both electron- and stochastic damping. Three ion coolers:
TARN II at the INS Tokyo; the IUCF-cooler at Bloomington Indiana and CELSIUS at
Uppsala came into operation in 1988. Five others, TSR at the MPI Heidelberg, ESR at
GSI Darmstadt, ASTRID at Aarhus, CRYRING at Stockholm, and COSY at KfK Jiilich,
followed. Thus in the recent years phase space cooling is used to a large extent at low
and medium energy.
For the very highest energies, ideas on bunched beam cooling are being followed
up. Studies have been carried out on stochastic cooling of bunches in the SPS collider
and more recently for the TEVATRON at Fermilab as well as for the HERA proton
ring at DESY and for the relativistic heavy ion collider (RHIC) at BNL. Experiments
at the TEVATRON, the Fermilab accumulator ring and at the A AC- and LEAR rings
at CERN all seem to indicate that 'RF activity' at frequencies much higher than the
bunch frequency is present which poses a problem for the cooling of bunched beams. This
is now being actively investigated. Early in 1995 the observation of the top quark at
the Fermilab Tevatron was announced which is then another important discovery made
possible by stochastic cooling.
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Table Al
History
Liouville
Schottky
MURA group (Lichtenberg,
Mills, Sessler, Stahle,
Symon)

1838
1918
1956-58

Prehistory
Invariance of phase space area
Noise in d.c. electron beams
Liouville's theorem applied to particle storage rings

van der Meer
ISR staff (Borer, Bramham,
Hereward, Hubner, Schnell
Thorndahl)
van der Meer
Schnell
Hereward
Bramham, Carron,
Here ward, Hubner, Schnell
Thorndahl
Palmer (BNL), Thorndahl
Strolin, Thorndahl, Mohl
Rubbia
Thorndahl, Carron
Thorndahl, Carron
Sacherer, Thorndahl,
van der Meer
ICE team
Herr, Mohl
AA team

1968
1972

History
Idea of stochastic cooling
Observation of proton beam Schottky noise in the ISR

1972
1972
1972-74
1975

Theory of emittance cooling
Engineering studies
Refined theory, low-intensity cooling
First experimental demonstration of emittance cooling

1975
1975
1975
1976
1977
1977-78

LEAR team

1982

Kilian, Mohl
Novosibirsk group
ANL-LBL-Fermilab group

1982
1980-82
1979-83

TARN group at INS Tokoyo
Fermilab group

1983-84
1983

AA team

1983

Berkeley group

1983

SPS p team
Fermilab group
AA-AC team
Croups in several
different labs
AA-AC team
Fermilab group

1983
1985-86
1986-87
1986-93

Idea of low-intensity momentum cooling
p accumulation, schemes for the ISR using stochastic cooling
p accumulation, schemes for the SPS
Experimental demonstration of momentum cooling
Filter method of momentum cooling
Refinement of theory; imperfect mixing, Fokker-Planck
equations
Detailed experimental verification
Demonstration of bunched beam cooling
Accumulation of several 1011 p from batches of several
10 s , cooling times close to design specifications
Stochastic cooling to permit loss-free deceleration of p.
Interest in combining stochastic and electron cooling.
Stochastic cooling of heavy ions (proposal)
Stochastic cooling experiments, work on cooling theory
Theoretical and hardware studies, stochastic cooling
experiments at FNAL
Stochastic cooling experiments in the TARN ring
Design report of the Tevatron-1 project using a debuncher
ring and an accumulator ring for fast stochastic cooling
and stacking of 4 x 107 p per second.
Design report of the p collector ACOL using fast momentum
and emittance cooling and stacking of 4 x 107 p per second.
p collection scheme for 20 TeV colliders. Collection of 5 x 108 p
per second
Feasibility study of bunched beam cooling in the SPS collider
Construction and running in of P source
Construction of the AC
Commissioning of 8 different (heavy) ion cooling rings

Several groups

1993

Mikhailichenko, Zohlents,
Zolotorev
Fermilab

1993-94

Record stacking rate of 6.13 x 10 10 p/h
Upgrading of the p-source.
Record stacking rate of 6.8 x 1010 p/h (1994).
Bunched beam stochastic cooling in large colliders (studies)
(Tevatron, RHIC, HERA...)
Stochastic cooling at optical frequencies (proposal!)

1995

Observation of the top quark

1978
1978
1981-82

1990
1990-94
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APPENDIX 2
DISPERSION INTEGRALS
In this appendix we wish to have a brief look at the dispersion integral Eq. (3.60)
as required for the 'signal shielding' calculations. A more general discussion is given by
H.G: Hereward [15] in the context of Landau damping.
To deal with the singularity of the integrand we assume that the eigenfrequency wj
of the test particle has a small imaginary part, i.e. we take u] —* u + ia such that the
free oscillation a • e""jt corresponding to Eq. (3.55) is damped. Later we go for the limit
a - * 0.
With a complex eigenfrequency Eq. (3.60) becomes
~
S(W) =

1

"to

We are especially interested in the contribution due to the damping term a:

The main contribution to this integral comes from the range O;J = u ± a, near the pole.
For small a we can usually assume that G(WJ) and n(u>j) are constant in this range and
thus take the weighting function G(wj)n(wj) cz G(w)n(o;) out of the integral. Integrating
the rest from a minimum Wj < u to a maximum eigenfrequency &j > w
Si w — r— G(u))n(u) arctan I

2o»

v v /

L

\

I — arctan (

a J

\

]

a

)

and in the limit a —»• 0
Sj w - 7 7 - G(w)n(o;) • n .
Clearly this is the residuum due to the pole of the integrand. Due to the physics of the
problem the value -m has to be retained.
The remaining part of the integral is the principal value. It can be expressed in
terms of the Hilpert transform (see Erdelyi et a i , Tables of integral transforms Vol. 2,
MacGraw Hill N.Y. 1954) defined by

This transform has been tabulated for a large collection of functions. In terms of the
Hilpert transform the principal value of Eq. (3.60) may be written as

Further details depend on n(a>j) and G(WJ). For betatron cooling G(o>j) is ideally constant
(and purely imaginary and negative) whereas n(wj) is 'bell shaped' around the average
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betatron frequency ujp (the centre of the Schottky band). It is therefore convenient to
work in terms of the deviation from u>0 denoting x = u>j — up, y = u — up. Then
§(y) =

^ ~ i Q W 'n(y) + H(5(x) *n(x)] *

Two distributions can serve as models and permit the construction of approximations like
Eq. (3.61) above:
1) The semi-circular distribution (which models a distribution with a sharp cutt-off)
n (vx ) =

'

(( ^
10

/

^

|x| < A
elsewhere

For constant G one obtains
-G

2) The Lorentzian distribution (which models a distribution with important tails):
n(x)

which for constant G yields

=
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APPENDIX 3
THE FACTORS OF TWO
There may be some confusion about a factor of 2 in the simple equation (2.31) etc.
For momentum spread cooling the assumptions underlying this equation are fulfilled, thus
TAp

N

For betatron oscillation cooling a factor of | enters due to the phase relationship as
sketched in Figs. 4 and 5. Therefore the amplitudes (and the r.m.s. beam radius) are
cooled according to

It is customary to quote the cooling rates for Ap and <rx and cry.
If however one uses the cooling rate for the transverse emittance e, then (as eaa2)
all three rates are described by the same relation
1

=

- = - [ • • • ) •

All rates are 'instantaneous cooling decrements' defined by ^ *jf (t) etc. Only in special
cases is this rate independent of time and only then the cooling is purely exponential.
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ELECTRON COOLING

/. Bosser
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

ABSTRACT
The aim of any cooling process is to reduce the emittances of an ion
beam as quickly as possible. Amongst the few processes in use, the
one using cold electron beams and called Electron Cooling is efficient
when applied to low-energy ion beams. After a short reminder of the
principles and of some essential definitions, a more descriptive than
mathematical explanation of the cooling forces will be given. A full
section will be devoted to the diagnostics while another will aim to
emphasise the technological aspects. Finally, the secondary effects on
the ion beam and a short review of the present and future coolers are
presented.
1.

INTRODUCTION, PRINCIPLE OF ELECTRON COOLING

Electron cooling was first proposed by Prof. G. Budker in the late sixties as a method of
improving the properties of stored ion beams. Its experimental confirmation was performed at
Novosibirsk and later at CERN and Fermilab. Due to the high energy of the production
maximum for antiprotons, stochastic cooling, proposed by S. van der Meer, was the most
appropriate choice of the cooling technique for their accumulation. In spite of that, the use of
Electron Cooling in low energy ion rings, in order to improve the beam lifetime and properties,
has had spectacular results and will open the way to better resolutions in nuclear and atomic
physics experiments with stored beams.
Let us consider an ion beam circulating in a storage ring at average velocity v0 = (30c
along the theoretical trajectory (Fig. 1.1). In an orthogonal frame ^Ko moving at velocity v0
most of the ions will not be at rest. Their relative velocity can be pictured as in Fig. 1.1b).

Laboratory frame

Moving frame

Fig. 1.1 Illustration of electron cooling of an ion beam:
a) Schematic of the ion velocity in the lab frame
b) The ion beam velocity in the moving frame where the electrons
are at rest
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More precisely the relative velocity of each individual ion can be expressed as the sum of a
longitudinal and a transverse component (Fig. 1.2); such that:
v, =

where the symbol »means relative to the axis_ cplinear or parallel to v0, i to the plane
orthogonal to v0, and the vectors («„, u±) and (i,J,/c) form an orthonormal basis of the 3i0
space.
i>Z

u,, = k
'

I

Fig. 1.2 Description of the velocity components in the moving frame
The rms (^(v 2 )) velocities are closely related to the emittances. We will have to be more
precise on that subject but at the level of this introduction we can say that the emittance e (in
each plane) is proportional to (v 2 ). The cloud or gas of ions has therefore, in Sl0, a kineticenergy which can be compared to the definition of the temperature T of a dilute gas in
thermodynamics using the classical relation

where k is the Boltzmann constant, and m; tne ion mass.
We can thus associate for each individual rms velocity component a temperature

or:
In fact many processes will contribute to an increase of the ion mis velocities. Amongst
the most important are the collisions with the residual gas molecules within the beam pipe and
the intrabeam scattering. These effects become significant for low-momentum ions. Their
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emittance will continuously increase until they reach the machine acceptance and be lost. The
ion-beam lifetime is then relatively short.
The goal of any cooling process is to reduce each temperature component and thus the
corresponding emittances or at least to counteract the diffusion effects mentioned above. Asa
result the emittances will be reduced and the ion-beam lifetime increased. Figure 1.3
represents the effect of cooling on the size (1.3a) and on the momentum spread (1.3b) of a
stored ion beam.
Vacuum chamber

after

before cooling

cooling

Fig. 1.3a) Schematic effect of ion beam cooling on beam size
• Momentum acceptance of storage ring
Number of ions

After cooling

Before cooling

Momentum of ions

Fig. 1.3b) Schematic effect of cooling on momentum spread
Amongst many cooling processes the one using cold electrons and named Electron
Cooling or e-cool offers the possibility of obtaining relatively small emittances in shon cooling
times. This is mainly efficient for non-relativistic ion beams which will be the case in this
lecture.
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The principle consists of immersing the ion beam in a very cold (in the moving frame 3?0)
electron beam over a given length. If we suppose, at first, that the electron beam has no
velocity and therefore no energy in 9?0, due to Coulomb interaction the ions will undergo
"collisions" with electrons (binary collision model). As a result the ions will give up some of
their energy to the electrons which will therefore be heated. As a consequence the electrons
must be renewed in order to obtain a very cold (in each plane) ion beam.
In practice the electrons, produced by a cathode and accelerated under a voltage Uo such
that e • Uo = 1 / 2 (me • v 0 2 ), are not motionless in SR0. We will see that they have a flattened
velocity distribution such that (vl) « (v^). The goal of an efficient electron gun is to obtain
transverse electron velocities (or (v^)) as small as possible.
According to our didactic explanations we can understand that electron cooling will
proceed until the ion and the electron relative energies (always in 9?0) become equal. That
means that:
k-7>k-7;.

or
1/2

v,. = v t

and since the ion mass m; is much greater than the electron mass mt, the ion velocity will
become very small. The cooling time is usually of the order of 10 ms to 10 s after which the
ions are at very low temperature and therefore the ion beam has very small emittances.
We can sketch the principle as in Fig. 1.4. The electrons are produced continuously by a
cathode heated to Tc They are accelerated to velocity v0 = (30 • c by a gun and directed into the
drift or cooling region where they overlap the ion beam over a length lc. At the end of this
section the electrons are steered away from the ions and recuperated by a collector. On their
way from the gun to the collector the electrons are usually submitted to a longitudinal magnetic
field which has two purposes:
Collector

Cathode

Gun

-7 Beam

Magnetic field lines

Cooling space

i
I

Fig. 1.4 Principle of electron cooling
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- First, the potential due to the electron space charge inside the beam is not constant.
This will be explained later but, as a consequence, a radial electric field exists which
will tend to make the e-beam diverge. The magnetic force will counteract this effect
and keep the e-beam cylindrical.
- Second, we will see (section 5) that the fact that electrons are "magnetised" improves
drastically, at relative low ion speed, the cooling effect. The cooling time is
appreciably reduced.
We can leave electron cooling for the moment and look at two didactic examples:
a) One may take some analogy from thermodynamics where the entropy S1 = K£n[(Q)]
(Q. the number of microstates) is a measure of the disorder. For a quasi-static
transformation dS = dQ/T where dQ represents the quantity of heat received at
absolute temperature T. If a small body (representing the ions) of mass m and
specific heat cp at initial temperature Tx is immersed in a large quantity of water
(representing the electrons) at constant temperature T2<T,, it will cool down to T2
and its change in entropy will be:
AS =

mcp£n(T2/Tl)<0.

A negative change of entropy results in a reduction of the disorder (and by analogy
more orderly ions).
b) Another example could be that of a ball traversing a "sand wall" or, more explicit for
our purpose, that of a moving foilJFig. 1.5). One may then consider the electrons as
a foil moving with velocity vo = poc. Ions moving faster than the foil (electrons)
penetrate it and lose energy (dE / dx) along the direction of their momentum during
each passage, until all transverse component are diminished and their longitudinal
velocity is equal to the foil velocity. Slower ions traverses the foil from the opposite
side. Ideally at the end all ions will have the same longitudinal velocity as the foil and
no transverse component.
Electron (oil

3. Passage

Fig. 1.5 Illustration of cooling as an energy loss in a moving foil
The energy loss can be calculated from the Bohr equation:

dE _
dx~

4nZ2nte*

where Z is the charge on the ion, nt the electron density and a x is a material constant.

(l.D
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Due to multiple scattering, the beam will blow up as it passes a foil of thickness x0. This
will also cause a smearing of the longitudinal energy, known as energy straggle. The rms
width &„; of the angular distribution is given by:
_ 2nZ2e4ne
^~(47ieo)2Ei2Xo°C2
2

d.2)

where £,- is the kinetic energy of the ion and a2 is another material constant. We therefore
distinguish two effects:
i) the energy loss (friction);
ii) the multiple scattering (diffusion).
The first effect results in cooling, the second one corresponds to heating. The diffusion is
characterised by the coefficient D, defined as:

where p,- is the momentum of the ion). The energy loss and the diffusion coefficient are related
through:
dE
dx

1
lme

dD

(for ct. = a2, ) .
'

Coming back to the electron-cooling process itself, one sees that the production of a cold
electron beam by the gun is of importance. On the other hand the efficiency of the e-beam
recuperation by the collector will influence the vacuum pressure and indirectly the cooling
process.
2.

LIST OF CONSTANTS AND TYPICAL PARAMETERS OF AN
ACCELERATOR

Most of the constants which will be used in this chapter are listed below. The accelerator
parameters listed will be mainly used for numerical examples to get a feeling of the electron
cooling process. At the end are given some fundamental relations between the laboratory
frame and the moving frame components.
2.1 Usual constants
Boltzmann constant k

1.38066-l(r 3 J-K- I =8.618-10" 5 eV-K"

Speed of light c

3 108ms-'

Elementary charge e

1.602-10- 19 C(ors-A)

Permeability of free space Ho

An • 10"7 H • m"1 (or m • kg • s'2 • A"2)

Permitivity constant of free space s0

8.854• 10"12 F-m"1 (or m"3- kg"1 -s4 • A2)
1

!

=9109

A, Z ion atomic mass, charge
Proton mass mp

938.28 McV / c2 = 1.672 • l(r27kg
(e/m p ) = 9.579-10 7 C/kg
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0.511 MeV/c 2 = 9.109-10~31 kg
(eIme) = 1.758-10n C/ kg

Electron mass m.
Plasma frequency

co2pl = ^ - = An-ne-re- c2;

Q)pl = 56.5(ne)m = 2nfp,, s"s1

mte0

(ne is the number of electrons in nr3).
Classical radius

re = 2.818-10~15 m for electron
r =

4ne0 me7- me2

1 r = 1.547 • 10"18 m for proton

= 2.3• 10"28 m3 • kg• s'2.
The subscript"/" will refer to ions while "e" will refer to electrons. Cylindrical coordinates are
defined in Fig. 2.1 where (0,s) shows the beam direction. An element of volume dv is given

by: dv= rdrddds.
As

Fig. 2.1 Cylindrical coordinates
rms: If the symbol <X> represents the average or expectation of a random variable X
then the rms value of X is expressed by -\/<X2> .
2.2 Typical accelerator and electron cooler (LEAR) parameters
The ions will be protons (Z = 1)
Dispersion in cooler D
Vertical betatron function in cooler j3v
Horizontal betatron function in cooler (3h
Horizontal tune Qh
Vertical tune Qv
Accelerator circumference
Off-momentum function 77 = • ' •- = —
Proton momentum p0
Proton energy To

3.58 m
5.3 m
1.9 m
2.305
2.730
78.59 m
-

y]r

0.938
308.6 MeV/c
44.446 MeV
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Proton velocity J30 = v0/ c
0.3124 (y 0 = 1.0527 ; /3 0 yo= 0.3288)
Nominal revolution frequency f0
1.192 MHz
Current for 109 p circulating in the machine
0.191 mA
Vacuum pressure
10"n Torr [N2 equivalent for scattering]
Electron energy Uo
26929 eV = (27 keV)
Electron beam intensity Ib
2.3 A
Perveance pg
0.52-10-6 A.V 3/2
Electron beam radius r0
2.5 cm
3
Electron beam density (in the lab. frame) n'e
8.27-1013 m2
Current density J'c
0.13 A/cm
455 Gauss
Longitudinal magnetic field Bo
R t = 1.05 m
Toroid angle and radius
1.5
m
Length of cooling section ic
1.9-10-2
T]c = length of cooling section/circumference
5-109
Number of protons N
For numerical examples
2, £h = £, = 1 7t-mm-mrad, &p/po= 104.
3
case 1, £/, = £, = 10 7t-mm-mrad, Ap/p0 = 10" , case
2 . 3 Change of frame (Fig. 2.2)
The symbol * denotes the lab. frame. The moving frame moves at speed v0 = /}„ • c
along the (0,s) axis, "II" is related to a component parallel to the (0,s) axis, for example v,, or vs
are colinear with v0 , " 1 " is related to a component in the plane (0,x,z) orthogonal to the (0,s)
axis.
f* = f
(Newtons)

{

Time
Electron density
Velocities

t =-]/Q - l '

(s)
(m" 3 )

n = Yo- n
-v0
v
n=-

v
0
1

i

J

' v x =-

. vn

" c

a Z*

x»

->-s*
Fig. 2.2 Fixed and moving coordinates

3. EMITTANCES, TEMPERATURES
Emittances are important parameters of any accelerator. Since electron cooling makes use
of temperatures, it is worth establishing the relations which exist between emittances and
temperatures. When an electron is accelerated under a voltage U0(U0of the order of a few kV)
its longitudinal initial temperature is drastically reduced. We will calculate the scale of this
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effect. Finally, some approximate formula for the processes which usually increase the
emittance of low energy storage rings are given.
3 . 1 Emittances
In Fig. 3.1, we consider the observerJTrame (0*, x*, z*, s*) or rest frame and a moving
frame (0, x, z, s) moving at velocity v0 = /?0 • c along the (0, s) axis (y0 = 1 / (1 - fil)1/2). We
will also consider almost non-relativistic particles; this is particularly the case in the moving
frame. When necessary, we will use the symbol y to define either x (horizontal plane) or z
(vertical plane).

*, Z* (Vertical)

S

s»

(Longitudinal)

X» (Horizontal)

Fig. 3.1 Fixed and moving frame
An important parameter of any particle beam is the rms emittance ey related to the beam
width oy=My2^
or to its divergence 6y = M(dyI ds)2) such that (we consider
d(3hv(s) /ds = 0 in the cooler section)

oh = ax =

* ) ' " U

= 9,

PhiV(s) being the betatron amplitude function (in meters), while £y, oy and Gy are usually
given in 7r-mm-mrad, mm and mrad respectively. The normalized emittance e n , when
expressing the emittance as [7re] = n • mm • mrad,

remains constant in the absence of cooling and heating.
For circular accelerators the mean value of the betatron function is approximately given
by:
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where Qh, Qv are the tunes in the two planes and R the accelerator radius.
3.2 Temperatures
It is well known, in thermodynamics, that the internal energy U of a gas is related to its
absolute temperature T by:
U=

-k-T.
2
For a dilute gas its internal energy is related to the rms velocity v by:
U = -k • T = -m • v2 = -m lf< vx2 > + < vz 2 > + < sv2 >]
J
2
2
2
or, by definition: k-Tp = m-v2p = 2- Ecp (Ecp is the kinetic energy, and the subscript p
refers to each plane).
Note: vp is the rms velocity spread in each plane, -\/3 / 2 • vp is the total rms velocity spread
when one assumes an isotopic distribution of the velocities. 1 / 2 m v2 is the kinetic energy
spread per plane. It is sometimes convenient to express T in eV, (the reader must remember
that 1 eV ~ 11000 K) and later omit k.
3.2.1 Ion transverse temperature
We can apply these considerations to a beam by working in the particle rest frame 9^
which moves around with the nominal particle velocity. The beam temperatures are then given
by the velocity spreads in this frame. Under these conditions it is easy to show that the
temperature is, in the moving frame, given by:
k • Th = m.t • c2 • /J02 • yl • 6l horizontally and k • Tv = m-, • c2 • ft • y\ • 92 vertically.
The transverse temperature k • Tx = k(Th +TV) will be, according to our simplifications:

k-71 = m.t -c2-P2 • rl \Qh + ( 2 V ] | when £h = ev = e.
Thus the reduction of TL corresponds to a reduction of the transverse emittance and vice versa.
3.2.2 Ion longitudinal temperature
The particle may have a small velocity spread difference dv* around v0 = p0 • c. We
know that p0 = m,- • 70 • v- so that Ap = m;(70Av* + v0Ay). In the moving frame then:

A reduction of the momentum spread Ap results in a reduction of the longitudinal temperature
Tn and vice versa.
3.2.3 Electron temperatures
The temperature Tc of the electrons at the output of a cathode is defined as:
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where Tcll and T^ are respectively the longitudinal and transverse rms electron temperature
spreads and k • Tc is about 0.1 eV. Let us apply to the electron beam emitted by the cathode, an
accelerating voltage Uo such that e-U0= (l/2)mevl,
v0 being the velocity of the moving
frame.
In the fixed, or laboratory frame, the transverse electron temperature remains unchanged
after acceleration: k • Tt'x = k • Tc (with k • Tc of the order of 0.1 to 0.5 eV). Therefore in the
moving frame:

The longitudinal temperature is, however, drastically reduced after acceleration to the
nominal kinetic energy Ec = (1 / 2)mevl. Let us look carefully, in the non relativistic case, at
this phenomenon in order to get an estimate of the longitudinal temperature rms spread Ten in
the moving frame. We can write, in the laboratory frame, that the kinetic energy £,.after the
electron beam has been accelerated under a voltage Uo is:
E

_ (m«v«*n) 2 _

rr

k

.

7

_w

+ k

.

T

2

Let us write: v*, = v0 + Av't (with Av't « v0) and —f-2- = Wo;
Av* is then the rms electron beam longitudinal velocity spread we are looking for. Thus:

-£-[v20 + 2v0 • Av, + Av, ) = -£v] +k • r ell ,

k-T
mev0
If we use the equality k • Ten = m^Av,.,,)2 then:

If for example we take k-T.. — 0.1 eV and since according to our typical accelerator table
Uo = 27 kV:
k-7;,, = 1.7-10" 7 eV«k-7;=2k-r, J L .
This is called the kinematic contraction or flattened distribution effect of the electron beam. It
shows that in the next sections of this lecture, we can use the inequality k • 7*r)l « k • Ttl.
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On the other hand, if the accelerating voltage Uo has a ripple of about 1 V, this can be
considered as an effective cathode longitudinal temperature spread k • Tcn = 1 eV such that:

and again, in the moving frame, the equivalent electron temperature spread is much smaller in
the longitudinal plane than in the transverse one.
Numerical example
It is left as an exercise to compute the ion and electron transverse and longitudinal
velocities in 9l0. For that purpose cases 1 and 2 of section 2.2 have to be used and for the
electron one should take kT c = 0.5 eV and 1 eV. Then compare vell , v;, veL.
Exercise
Show that in the relativistic case: k • Ttli = (k • 7dl)2 / Poyl>nec2.
3.3 Natural heating of the ion beam
Secondary effects will run counter to cooling and, without cooling, will lead to an
emittance growth so that the circulating ion beam will be lost after several minutes. Among all
these heating phenomena, we will only mention the effect of the residual gas and the intrabeam
scattering.
3.3.1 Residual gas disturbance
Repeated small-angle scattering of stored ions by residual gas molecules leads to:
a)

Emittance growth. The angular spread can be calculated with Eq. (1.2):

lrl
Plrl
where we replaced 0C2 by the Coulomb logarithm responsible for this scattering
{Lrts = 10), x0 by poc• t and £. = (y / 2)mt. • v?.
The transverse emittance growth is then:

«

PoYl
ngas= 3.5-10 16 Torr 1

2'
cm^-Pgas.

where the factor 1/2 comes from averaging over the betatron phase.
When the emittance equals the machine acceptance Ax or Az, the ions begin to be lost.
b)

Energy loss which can be calculated from Eq. (1.1) after including the effects of the
residual gas molecules:

dx

ft
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where we put ax — a2 = Lrts. Again, when the particles have been decelerated down to
the inner side of the machine longitudinal acceptance the beam is lost.
We can compare the emittance growth rate with the energy loss:

dEldt

k,

m.

More detailed explanations are given in the lecture on "Beam Interactions with Residual
Gas" in this course [4].
3.3.2 Intrabeam scattering
An elaborate description of this process is given in the lecture on "Intrabeam scattering"
in these proceedings [5], from where the reader can find out the emittance growth time tibs and
how it evolves when the ion emittance or temperature decreases. Other phenomena have to be
taken into account. Some of them will be explained later but, of course, physics experiments
using internal targets [6] will contribute to a fast degradation of the emittances. This motivates
the use of cooling techniques (stochastic, electronic or other) which aim to counteract these
diffusion processes and consequently improve the ion beam quality and lifetime.
4.

DEFINITIONS OF THE COOLING FORCES AND TIMES

The cooling process can be explained in terms of plasma physics (Refs. [1 to 3]).
Explanations, however, become more difficult in the case of magnetised electrons. We will
therefore use a classical explanation, using electromagnetic laws, after a brief reminder of a
few plasma definitions. Except for an elementary, and in consequence, approximate
demonstration, electron cooling requires tedious and difficult computations which are out of
the scope of this lecture. We give here just a few parameters and definitions which will be of
some use in the section on cooling forces.
4.1 Reminder of plasma physics
Imagine a positive ion embedded in the electron cloud. The neighbouring electrons will
rearrange themselves to shield the ion Coulomb field. The electric fie'.u decays exponentially
and the shielding radius is called the Debye length Xd, (see Fig. 4.1).

A-d

Fig. 4.1 Debye radius
e2

ne

n, •Z2

•k-rl
Ad —~\\ ° 2
£

A

1/2
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when ne»

«,- and where Te is the electron beam temperature in K.

The Debye length can be compared to the average radius between the electrons:

[

l/3

~

3

A

4 • nthemselves
• nt j
The time it takes for the perturbed electrons to rearrange
around the ion is about one
period of the plasma frequency:
2

fpl

'

n

~ (tpf

If the electron gas has a very low temperature and if the ion moves at relative velocity v; the
screening length £s is about (Fig. 4.2):

Fig. 4.2 Screening length
One can thus, empirically, understand that the ion while moving will create an electric
field in its wake. The force due to this electric field will try to slow down the ion itself. The
energy consumed in the electron disturbance will be lost by the ion.
4 . 2 Relation between cooling force and time
We have seen that the objective of electron cooling is to decrease the ion velocity spread
V;, in the moving frame. This implies a reduction of the ion energy and therefore the existence
of a friction or cooling force. The cooling time will depend on the cooling force intensity.
Let us consider a single panicle at velocity v,-. For an exponential decrease of the ion velocity
we can write:

Then the cooling time variable rvi (in s) is given by:

_L-_±^i- L
v, dt

m-v.v ' dt
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where F is the cooling force and p-t the ion momentum.
The friction rate is therefore given by:
1

F

It shows that an understanding of the cooling (or friction) force is essential for determining the
cooling time. Section 5 will be devoted to this subject where it will be shown that F depends
on V,- and vt
and so TV. = (v,,vt). The computation of the cooling
Ar(. = t[v: = v; final] - r[v; = v; initial] is thus not straightforward.
In the laboratory frame, the cooling time variable will then be (see Section 2.3):

where r\c is the ratio of the cooling section length to the accelerator circumference.
What is observed by an experimentalist is the average cooling time At = <Ar,->.

5.

ESTIMATION OF COOLING FORCES

Although most electron coolers make use of a longitudinal magnetic field, it is worth
considering the case of non-magnetic cooling forces. Firstly, it is an elegant didactic approach
to the cooling process and secondly, for large relative ion velocities v^, the magnetised forces
are relatively weak with respect to the non-magnetised forces. The exact explanations are out
of the scope of this lecture (consult Bibliography). All the computations take place in the
moving frame.
5.1 Without magnetic field
y

k

on

b

1 u
d^

T
^©

—V0
(«-)

—)u

«

Fig. 5.1 Geometry of the collision
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As a first, but illustrative approach, we use the single electron-ion interaction represented
by Fig. 5.1. The ion initially at position («», b) with a velocity v, = v{ • i3j, will interact with an
electron at rest at (0,0). Due to the Coulomb force exerted between the two particles the ion
will be deviated by an angle which is supposed to be small. The deviation \fr is given by:

COtg|y | = -

Ze2

Let us estimate the exchange in energy, due to this interaction, when the time runs from
to + oo. The Coulomb force / will induce a change in momentum dp / dt given by:

Ze2

2J_- = ^

J__

rf2

' dlU'
Ap= ]fdt=Ze2]

Approximately:

J

where

J

.

2_

<fr '

-= 5-dr = Ap i : ^, + A p j i .
s +b
-b

-s

B-X-

~

_
2

For small-angle scattering the longitudinal component of the force, being the integral of an odd
function, A puis zero, while for the transverse component we get:
DO

&px=-Zt2bj

and since s = v.-t,

dt

-2Z(2

A p. = — 5 — lim

—A

where, as usual, b is called the impact parameter.
Due to the electrical field compression, the effective time of interaction or collision time is
rather short and is of the order of:

f
7 V;
( 7 ' = 1 since we work in

(Fig. 5.2)
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Fig. 5.2 Approximate collision length
The energy lost by the ion, which is that gained by the electron is then:

2m.

my: b

(5.1)

It is useful to notice the dependence on v,-.
Up to now we have considered a single collision. Of course we must take into account
multiple collisions with all possible impact parameters b. If ne is the electron beam density
then the number of electrons in the volume K b2 ds will be n = n b2 ne ds while (Fig. 5.3)
dn = 2n b neds db is the number of electrons between b and b + db over the length ds. The
energy lost by the ion per unit of length is then:
b max

dE
r
— = 2TT J \bntAE{b)db
ds
. .
omin

dE 4nZY
ds

my?

, fbmx'
[b^

Fig. 5.3 Ion moving in the electron cloud with different impact parameters
An estimation of the Coulomb Logarithm Le(v,.) = in (bmiX I bmin) has to be found.
Concerning bmin, it can be estimated by the maximum momentum transfer to the electron
(classical head-on collision):
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rn v

ti

For bmi} we take bmtx = min (Aj, r0). Of course bmix » b^a. Usually Lc, of the order of 10,
is logarithmically dependent on v,. and is taken as constant. •
In fact, the electrons are not quite mono-energetic and therefore the friction force must be
weighted by the electron speed distribution/(yt) which can be expressed in a Gaussian form:

= J/(v.)d3v.
me

mt

We have shown in section 3.2 uVt Ten « T e l . The friction force is then:
F= -

(5.2)

where (see Fig. 5.4):

Vertical component

\
v

ill

LongttudFnal
component

Horizontal
component

Fig. 5.4 Electron and ion relative velocities in
Lc is considered to be independent of the velocity. This has to be numerically integrated.
At this level it is important to notice the analogy between the expression of the force F
and that of an electrical field E, at a point P due to a distribution of charge p (Fig. 5.5).
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Fig. 5.5 Analogy with an electrical field

where r=rp-rv
p=—

•Lc-f(rv)

m.

F is similar to E in the velocity space.
In the real case of a Maxwell distribution of the electron speed for which Atll « AtX
computations have been made [1]. The following gives the asymptotic expressions of the
forces.
In the longitudinal direction (v a = 0) (Fig. 5.6)
1

(5.3a)
(5.3b)

•ne-Le

m.
V;,,

(5.3c)

where:
and

= min\

"V

(Opt the plasma pulsation, T the ion time in the electron beam.

, T<|vi-vJ>,r0
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AF..CV,-,,)

Fig. 5.6 Shape of the "non-magnetised" longitudinal cooling force

In the transverse direction (v;il = 0) (Fig. 5.7)

4-

; KX|»A el

(5.4a)

ne-Lj
m.

%

8

(5.4b)

The transverse force is maximum when the ion speed is the same as the electron transversal
rms speed.

Fig. 5.7 Shape of the "non-magnetised" transverse cooling force
We observe that:
- the forces are not independent of the ion relative velocities
- for large ion velocities the forces scale as l/(v(-2), suggesting that a beam with a
relatively large emittance will have a large cooling time
- for small velocities the forces are proportional to v,-.
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Numerical example
Let us simplify and take a mono-energetic electron beam
f(ve) =

5(yen,vel).

Then, using Eq. (5.2) and considering one single particle at speed v,-:

I

• r -~Fl v'" - r - ~Fl v"

I |3

'

hi

r

il ~

I |3

hi

»

M. —

lv.-l

I |3

with:
'"

mt

~

c -

Yo

Fo , m k g s

yo

since:
n

'~ Yo'

With v,.(| = v a , the cooling time variable for that particular velocities will be (see section 4.2)
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In the laboratory frame (Z = 1 = A) and taking into account the cooling length
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Using the numbers of our typical accelerator (section 2.2) with

gives T* = 2.726 s.
When expressed in practical units T *°zfil y5 6l/lb = $ yo (e^, / y3Av)
We see that as r* « J3Q yl, electron cooling for relativistic particles appears to be less efficient.
Exercise
Starting from Eq. (5.2), derive Eqs. (5.3a) to (5.3c). Use the Gauss theorem and Eq. (5.4a)
5 . 2 Friction force with magnetised electrons
The magnetic field limits the transverse motion of the electrons which appear to be frozen
in this plane. The electrons rotate around their axis at the cyclotron frequency ft with a radius
equal to rt. If the impact parameter b is much larger than rt and if the collision time At = b / v(is larger than 1 / ft then, since the transverse motion is "frozen", the electron cooling efficiency
is determined by the electron longitudinal temperature which is a few orders of magnitude
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lower than the transverse one. Cooling is highly improved. This type of collision is often
called adiabatic collision (rt < b).
The case where bBia <b<rt, is called a fast collision and looks like the case previously
studied (without magnetisation of electrons). We can explain it in the following way (see
Fig. 5.8). If the ion is motionless and the electron rotates at angular frequency (Ot on a circle
of radius rt the force exerted on the electron is
f = Cstl/£*

(Cst is a constant).

Ion

Electron

Fig. 5.8 Illustration of the Coulomb force exerted between a fixed ion and an electron
moving on a circle of cyclotron radius over one full cyclotron period
1 = —rt sin 6 i + (b - r,cos0)k

dl = [-/} cos 91 + rt sin 8 kj<20.
The work of the force dW = f-d£ over one turn, which is equivalent to the exchange in
energy between the ion and the electron, is zero:
0=2*

W=
e=o

There is no exchange of energy in the transverse plane (in the adiabatic case).
If now the ion moves very quickly with respect to the electron then the interaction time is
shorter than the cyclotron period. The electron will move on a part of the circle during this
time and (Fig. 5.9):
"a

W= jf-dl^O.
e=o

We are now in the previous situation (no magnetic field) where the electron is considered as
"free".
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Fig. 5.9 Illustration of the Coulomb force exerted between a fixed ion and an electron
moving on a circle of cyclotron radius over part of one period
We can also make a comparison with the energy transfer of an ion to a harmonically
bounded electron (see Classical Electro dynamics: J.D. Jackson; chapter on collision between
charged particles [Bibliography]). In this case the electron is considered to be bounded in an
atom and executes an orbital trajectory at angular frequency cot. The collision time is again
given by:
7 v(.
If the collision is shorter than 1 / Q)t the electron is assumed to be free and the previous
results apply. If on the other hand the collision time is very long compared to the orbital
period, the electron will make many cycles of motion as the incident particle passes slowly by
and will be influenced adiabatically by the field. We can define a threshold impact parameter b,
given, since:

(Ot

The exact energy transfer to harmonically bound charge is given by:
2ZV
OT.V,

(5.5)

&2

with

and Kl0 the modified Bessel functions. The term between square brackets behaves
asymptotically as:
1

[] = '

for

£=-
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We see that for b « b, the energy transfer is essentially the result given for a free
electron, since then (5.5) equals (5.1), while for b » b, (and therefore small ion velocity
spread) it falls exponentially to zero thus showing that there is no transfer of energy.
The same type of argument can be applied to the cooling process with magnetised
electrons where, for low velocity ions, there is no energy transfer with the electrons'
transverse movement whereas the exchange in energy occurs mainly with the electrons'
longitudinal degree of liberty. Since the electron longitudinal velocity spread is very small the
magnetisation will significantly enhance the cooling force in the case of low velocity ions.
A third explanation (I. Meshkov, private communication) can be given with the help of
Fig. 5.10. Here again we have to takejnto account only the longitudinal displacement of an
electron along the magnetic field lines Bo which are crossed by the ion at angle 6.

(2)

Bo
"II

Fig. 5.10 Description of the third explanation for magnetised cooling
Starting from position (1), the ion and electron will interact. After a time t, when in
position (2), the electron will have executed a small displacement A « b such that:
A=

acceleration • t2

j_
m.

2

2m. b

2m. vf

This gives a small change in the impact parameter and it is easily shown that Ab = A.
This small difference will result in a change in the drag force depending on whether the
ion is on the first (1) or second (2) half of its trajectory. The momentum transfer induced by
the collision is:
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with A p n « Apx since the phenomenon is the same as for a collision of a gas molecule with a
hard wall.
The result is:
Aft = Apj, sin 9 + Apu cos 9 = Apx sin 9
Ap, = Apx cosg - Apu sin 6 = Apx cos 0 .
To get an estimate of Apx we can write (see section 5.1):

? f2<?2

I U

2

Zi1 )ds_ 4Z? No _ 2 2 V sin9

2
mevf b
(6 + AZ>)J2 Jv22 -- vv; b2~mvf
b2

since the integration is effective over the distance b only.
We then come to the simplified form:
2 Z V . 2/» *
2ZVsin0
2
Ap, =
5-sin 9; Ap. =
r 5m,v,3
mev/ b2
The friction force resulting from the electron cloud is:

V

Ftit = - J

AptJntVi2nbdb

such that:
4^ZV
sin 2 0
4^Z2(>4
sin 0- cos g
F < S ~ — ntLc—;F,z—— neLc .
When comparing Flt to (5.3) or (5.4), it is important to notice that there is no influence
of the electron transverse velocity spread A e± , keeping in mind that our explanation is valid for
an ion velocity which scales to about v,. > 100 A,,,.
In consequence, to the non-magnetic case determined before, a magneric force Fad has to
be added to the previous force. Again numerical computation must be used [1]. We give the
asymptotic expressions of the forces and define:
a) A relative velocity:

b) A threshold impact parameter bl =vifcoe to distinguish between the two impact
parameter regions:
- inner impact, or fast collision region bmin< b <b, where the formula given in (5.1)
applies,
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- outer impact, or adiabatic region b,<b < bmn where the following formula apply and
for which the Coulomb logarithm:

For IvJ » A<u, we first set:
•

2.4

— n t - L e = 4nZ

-t-Lc-m

-rt-r

n

-c

;

m -kg-s

.

Then:

where s means II or 1. If f(ve) = ^(v^) and | v ; | » AM, the evaluation of the integral leads
to:
v; v;
Z
v V.2Z - 2 vo..2

1

F (v) = ~—F • lf^(u

)

V

•
i

i

Using a similar procedure when I v J « A,,, one obtains:

The longitudinal force component for both regions (v; « Atn and v ; » A,,,) can
approximately expressed by:
ad
= _ Q . F • Fad
(u

V 1 V
V

\

'

be

'"

6||
As mentioned above the magnetic effect appears mainly when the relative ion velocity v,is small. This is of course doubly true, since, the transverse rms speed of the magnetised
electron, with respect to the ion, is rather small. On the other hand, once the cooling process
has started, and therefore the relative ion speed is lowered, the cooling effect is enhanced more
and more resulting in much shorter cooling times.
If we analyse the practical case where v,. » Atll we can deduce from the formula that:
- The individual forces Ff* or F^ depend both on the longitudinal and transverse
components of the ion velocity. This can provoke a coupling of the motion in the
different planes,
- The transverse force cancels when v a = V2 • v£11 corresponding to an angle <f> = 54.7°.
For larger angles the ion beam is transversally heated,
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- Even when v,. <10A €ll , the forces go approximately as 1/v? which is quite an
improvement when compared to the non-magnetic case.
Figure 5.11 illustrates the shape
p of the two transverse cooling forces (remember that
A
)
h
F
°
f
h
i case.
Aell « Ael) where.F ° refers to the non-magnetic

ad

Fig. 5.11 Shape of the transverse cooling force with and without magnetisation
Equilibrium distribution of the ion beam
Theoretical equilibrium is reached when the ion temperature equals that of the electrons:

T..T.

or , = v,(^)

which is quite favourable for the ion due to the small mass ratio (mt I m;). However, several
other diffusion processes mentioned before such as interaction with residual gas molecules,
intra-beam scattering etc., lead to much larger values. Typically one can say that transverse
emittances of the order of In mm-mrad and (Ap/p 0 ) = 10"5 are currently obtained in cooling
times of the order of a second. However, the longitudinal cooling time is about five times
shorter than the transverse cooling time.
It is not very useful to analyse how these limit values are distributed in the longitudinal
and transverse planes. For that purpose, it is left as an exercise to compute, for a very cooled
proton beam, the longitudinal proton temperature when A/?//?o = 10~5 and the transverse
proton temperature when ey = l;rmm • mrad; and then to compare these values with that of the
electron beam when k^,, = 10"* eV and kTe± = 0.5 eV.
It is easily understood that the electron beam must be well aligned with the axis defined
by the theoretical closed ion orbit. Any inclination with respect to this axis will induce a
"transverse electron velocity" as seen by the ions and therefore come to larger final emittances.
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6.

DIAGNOSTICS
Many parameters have to be measured amongst which are:
- the longitudinal and transverse emittances. The rate at which the emittances are
reduced gives the cooling time. Emittances can be determined in an indirect way by
the observation of the so-called Schottky signals [7] and in a more straightforward
way with scrapers and ionisation beam profile monitors.
- the beam position. Since the ion and electron beams must be perfectly aligned it is
important to have an accurate measurement of their position in the drift space.
- the cooling times and forces.

6.1 Longitudinal and transverse emittance measurement
6.1.1.Schottky signals
One of the easiest ways to measure the cooling effects on the emittances, in a relative
manner at least, is to make use of the so-called Schottky pickups. These are mainly wide-band
electromagnetic detectors which measure the statistical properties of the ion beam. We will
give a brief explanation of the principle applied to unbunched beams.
a) Longitudinal Schottky signal
For a single ion circulating in a circular machine (charge Z- e, revolution period Tp = Mfp;
fp is near/o but not necessarily equal to/0) the beam current seen by a sum pickup (Fig. 6.1a)
at a given location in the ring is composed of an infinite train of Dirac pulses separated by
time Tp (Fig. 6.1b):

where Qt is referred to time t = 0.

Kt)

Fig. 6.1a) Longitudinal Schottky signal: explanation of symbols
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AKt)

(b)

Tp

Fig. 6.1b) Time domain Dirac pulses
In the frequency domain:

= Z-e-fp
k=—

Looking at the positive frequencies only (Fig. 6. lc)
n=l

A Iff)

(c)

2ZefD -

Zefp-,

fp

2fp

Fig. 6.1c) Positive frequency domain
For Np particles moving with the same frequency,^,, when looking at the nth harmonic,
the average will be 0 except for a DC term if the 0, (z = l,...Np) are randomly distributed.
The rms current however
< I2 > = < [2• Z• e• / p (cosn0! +cosnd2 +...+cosndNf)] >
does not vanish because < cos 92 > = 1 / 2. We thus obtain:
/rms = V< I2 > = 2Z • e • fp J - ^ - .
In fact particles have slightly different frequencies resulting from the relative momentum
spread:
A / = nAfD = n-f0T] ——; 77 the off-momentum function
A
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Displaying the power spectrum density <I2>/A/ on a spectrum analyser, at harmonic n, gives
a measurement of Ap/p0- During longitudinal cooling, the decrease in A/can be observed to
deduce the ratio Ap/p0 and therefore the longitudinal emittance. This is represented in
Fig. 6.2a) and in practice by Fig. 6.2b).

after cooling
(a)

before
cooling

n.fo

Fig. 6.2a) Evolution of the power spectrum during cooling

Fig. 6.2b) Display of the power spectrum for 10 0
In the case of strong cooling the phases 6>- are no longer random, the Schottky signals are
strongly enhanced and their shape is modified (see Refs. [8, 11]). Then a different
interpretation is necessary to deduce Ap/p0 and the emittances. The same applies to the next
paragraph b) on transverse Schottky signals.
b) Transverse Schottky signal
For a single particle the beam current I(f) must be replaced by the dipole moment
(Fig. 6.3a):
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where a it) is the transverse displacement. This displacement can be measured by taking the
difference of the signals measured on the two plates of the pickup. The pth particle executes a
sinusoidal betatron oscillation of amplitude ap which can be written:

Here, qp-fp is the observed frequency at a fixed location in the ring, qp being the non-integer
part of the betatron tune.

\

Tp

X

it-L*-t

Fig. 6.3a) Transverse oscillation versus time of a single particle

qpfp
-2fp+qpfp

fp + qpfp
2fp+qpfp

Fig. 6.3b) Frequency domain representation of the single-particle transverse oscillation
In the frequency domain (Fig. 6.3b)
=

apcos(qp(Opt+(pi)Zefp

t) = apZe
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The spectrum is again a series of lines spaced by the revolution frequency of the particle but
shifted by qp-fp. Looking at positive frequencies only (Fig. 6.3b) one obtains two betatron
lines per revolution frequency band.
For A^, particles in the beam, at the same/, and qp, but randomly distributed in azimuth
and in betatron phase, averaging gives <d > = 0 but:

where a^ is the rms oscillation amplitude, which is closely related to the emittance.
Each Schottky band has a finite width which results from the spread of the revolution
frequency:
A/

Ap

/o

Po

but now, to first order, we must also consider the spread of the betatron frequency related to
the chroman'city £ since Aq = Q0£ Ap/ p0. Consequently

f0

Po

A difference Schottky pickup (Fig. 6.4a) will display the two side bands (Fig. 6.4b).
As the beam is cooled, the amplitude observed on the spectrum analyser firstly increases (curve
2) since the longitudinal cooling is faster (Ap decreases) and secondly the amplitude is reduced
(curve 3) owing to the transverse cooling. The real case is illustrated by Fig. 6.4c).

(o)

Fig. 6.4a) Implementation of a transverse Schottky pickup
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(b)

/
(3)

->- f

n.fo

Fig. 6.4b) Evolution in time of the transverse Schottky power spectrum

Center frequenccy: 119.2 MHz; Span: 1.2 MHz
Fig. 6.4.c) Practical measurement on a spectrum analyser with 5 • 109 p
6.1.2. The scraper (Fig. 6.5)
Suppose that the transverse ion-beam distribution is Gaussian (though the procedure
applies to any distribution) of variance o and that we have a means to measure the beam
intensity. We introduce a metallic block progressively into the vacuum chamber until the beam
intensity is reduced by 2.5%. Then a second block opposite to the first one is introduced until
another 2.5% of the beam intensity is removed. The distance d between the two blocks is
equal to Ac or more precisely 95% of the initial particles are inside 4 a . Since
ahv = Jehv f3hv(s)/ K, knowledge of j3hv allows us to determine the horizontal eh or vertical
e, emittances depending5 on the movement of the blocks.
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1
Fig. 6.5 Principle of the scraper method
6.1.3 Ionisation beam profile monitor (Fig. 6.6)

Beam

MCP

Fig. 6.6 Principle of the ionisation beam profile monitor
The ion beam when passing through the residual molecular gas, or an artificial molecular
gas curtain, will ionise the molecules. The positive ions are then accelerated toward a microchannel plate (MCP). Each ion will produce 103 to 10s electrons at the MCP output. These
secondary electrons are collected on metallic strips or on a phosphor screen. The beam profile
(H or V) is thus obtained. If the profile can be measured in a few ms the cooling rate can also
be estimated.
6 . 2 Beam position monitors
Beam position monitors are usually of the electrostatic type. Since this type of detector
cannot measure unbunched beams:
- the ions must be bunched by the RF cavities. The bunch duration is of the order of a
micro second.
- the electron beam is modulated in density. Its current intensity is related to the
acceleration voltage by / = PgU^2 (see section 7.1); one can therefore modulate the
high voltage power supply at frequencies of the order of a few kHz.
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In consequence the PU electronic systems must have a large bandwidth (1 kHz to several
MHz). Synchronous demodulation is sometimes used and the absolute accuracy is about
0.1 mm.
6.3 Measurement of the longitudinal cooling time and force
6.3.1 Longitudinal cooling time
Two methods have been used though both are quite difficult and marred by significant
errors.
The first method consists in stepping away the electron beam energy via the high voltage
power supply and then resetting the supply to the operational value. By observing on a
spectrum analyser which is triggered at the same time as the voltage step, the longitudinal
spectral Schottky density in a narrow bandwidth around a harmonic of the revolution
frequency, the cooling time can be determined. Figure 6.7 illustrates this method.

Center frequency: 24.236 MHz; Span: 0 Hz; Sweep time: 10 s
Fig. 6.7 Longitudinal cooling time measurement using first method. The curve gives the
noise density (which is proportional to the square root of the particle density) at the nominal
momentum. Horizontal scale is 1 s/div. At t = 0 the cooling is stepped away and the beam
density decreases due to the various diffusion mechanisms. At t = 3 s, the cooling is reset and
the beam recooled to equilibrium in about 0.7 s.
The second method uses the spectrum analyser in the same way, but instead of stepping
away from the operational voltage, radio-frequency noise at a different harmonic of the
revolution frequency is put on a longitudinal gap with bandwidth and power adjusted to blow
up the beam's momentum spread by about 10 . When this noise is switched off the spectrum
analyser is triggered and the spectral density evolution is observed. An example of the signal
observed is shown in Fig. 6.8.
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Center frequency: 24.236 MHz; Span: 0 Hz; Sweep time: 1 s
Fig. 6.8 Longitudinal cooling time measurement using second method. The curve shows the
increase in noise density as the heating noise is switched off. Horizontal scale is 0.1 s/div. At
t = 0.3 s, the heating is switched off and the beam reaches a new equilibrium density after
about 0.4 s.
6.3.2 Longitudinal friction force
Two methods can be used to measure this force:
a) First method
The frictional force at low relative velocities is determined by analysing the distribution in
equilibrium between a constant stochastic heating power, as mentioned in section 6.3.1 and the
cooling force itself (Fig. 6.9). In order to obtain the velocity dependence of the frictional force
F(v) from the equilibrium distribution p (v), one has to solve the one-dimensional FokkerPlanck equation for a diffusion constant D(v):

In the equilibrium case dp/dt = 0, the shape of the frictional force is determined by the
normalised slope of the distribution function:
F(v) = D(v)

dp/dv
P(v)

The diffusion constant D is derived experimentally from an independent measurement.
Figure 6.10 shows the results of two measurements made with 50MeVp (on our standard
machine), one with aligned beams and the other with misaligned beams (angle of about
1 mrad).
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Fig. 6.9 Principle of the longitudinal frictional force measurement
Friction force • velocity (MeV/s)
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Fig. 6.10 The longitudinal frictional force F(v) as a function of v for 50 MeV p. The filled
triangles correspond to the measurement made with aligned beams, the unfilled triangles to
misaligned beams
b) Second method [9]
This uses the principle of the Betatron. A large coil is powered by a variable current and
since
rot E = - — dt
a longitudinal electric field is induced which results in a force on the ions. Equilibrium occurs
when the electric force is equal to that of the electron cooling drag force.
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7.

COMPONENTS OF THE ELECTRON COOLER

All the components of an e-cooler must be designed with care. The cathode together with
its gun has to provide a quasi-monokinetic electron beam whereas the collector efficiency must
be almost equal to unity. On the other hand, the guiding solenoidal magnetic field must be free
of any error since it may influence the electron rms transverse temperature. Firstly, we will
consider the electrical arrangement of Fig. 7.1 which concerns only the e-beam.
Solenoid

Collector coll

Cathode

Fig. 7.1 Electron beam electrical arrangement
The electron beam, having a diameter of a few cm, emitted from a cathode is accelerated
by a set of anodes (Al, A2,...) forming the gun. When the beam enters the drift tube it has an
energy of about e.Uo eV. At the output of the drift tube the e-beam Ib is decelerated by an
electrode at a potential Ur with respect to the cathode. Ur is of the order of 1.5 kV, relative to
the cathode so that, in a very simplified approach, the e-beam energy is about e.Ur. The beam
enters the collector at potential Uc> Ur (Uc is also relative to the cathode) and therefore it
reaches the collector wall at energy e.Uc. The dissipated power on the collector is thus
Pc = Ib. Uc (5 to 10 kW) necessitating a cooling of the collector walls (usually by water).
Except for the collector, the cooler is surrounded by a solenoid giving a longitudinal
magnetic field. This magnetic field ends near the collector entrance since one wants the e-beam
to diverge in order to be spread over a large area of the collector. When optimising the
trajectories, the presence of at least one coil at the collector entrance is of some help. Some of
the electrons may be lost. They are represented on Fig. 7.1 by It .
7.1 Electron gun
7.1.1 Cathode
The current density J emitted by a cathode at temperature Tc is given by the RichardsonDushmann equation:
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J = Constant -T?-e k'r<
where W^ is the extraction work. More interesting in our case is the energetic distribution of
the emerging electrons. It follows a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. The mean energy of
the electrons is equal to 2 kTe. The distribution is, however, not isotropic. The energy carried
by the longitudinal component (orthogonal to the cathode surface) is k r c the velocity
component in the two other orthogonal directions has a mean energy 0.5 k-Tc. Therefore Tc =
1000 K and kTc = 0.0862 eV, which is equal to the longitudinal temperature Tn and
transverse temperature T±=TX + TZ.
One sees the importance of having a thermoemissive cathode which operates at low
temperature while having a long life time. The use of cold cathodes is of course interesting.
7.1.2 Gun
The gun itself consist of a Pierce electrode surrounding the cathode and several (two or
more) accelerating electrodes all operating in the space-charge regime which means that a
virtual cathode is formed near the cathode. If -<£m is the potential-minimum plane, only those
electrons with velocity normal to the cathode greater than (2q • 4>m / me)112 pass through the
potential and proceed to the anodes. Electrons which are emitted with a velocity normal to the
cathode less than this value return to the cathode.
The current Ib at the gun output is given by:

where p g is the so-called gun perveance, of the order of 10 A.V3/2, and UQ the accelerating
The overall device (cathode + gun) is usually embedded in a longitudinal magnetic field.
The goal of the gun is to provide an essentially monokinen'c cylindrical electron beam having a
diameter of a few cm. Since one has to take into account the space charge effects, these are
usually simulated by computer. The accelerating electrodes will induce a transverse electric
field and even with careful adjustment of the magnetic field (resonant optics) the transverse
energy dispersion may rise to 0.5 eV or indeed 1 eV. That is an important deviation from the
ideal case mentioned previously and needed in order to produce efficient cooling. Presently
studies are underway which aim to get very "cold" electron guns and cathodes.
Two types of gun are mainly used: the resonant or the adiabatic type,
a) Resonant gun in a simplified form (Fig. 7.2)
Submitted to a longitudinal magnetic field Bo, the electron will describe in the transverse
plane a circle Cj of radius rt = peX /]e\B0 and move longitudinally by Xt = 2np t / |e|B0 each
cyclotron period. When the electron passes at time tj the first anode A, at potential V, then,
due to the radial electrical field Erl, it will be submitted to a transverse kick and follow,
transversally, the path C2. At time t2 when it passes the anode A2 at potential V2 it will receive
a second kick due to the transverse electrical field Er2. If an appropriate relation or resonance is
founded between {V2-V}), (t2-t,) and Bo the electron may come, at the output of A2, to its
initial trajectory Ct. In this case the initial transverse energy remains unchanged.
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Fig. 7.2 Principle of the resonant gun
b) Adiabatic gun
If the transverse electric field varies slowly so that:

ds

Xt

the condition of adiabatic motion is satisfied which means that the perturbations due to
transverse fields are negligible. This, usually, needs higher magnetic fields (small Xt) than for
a resonant gun.
7.2 Drift space
7.2.1 Transversal and longitudinal temperature spread
During acceleration the transverse energy spread should theoretically remain constant, of
the order of 0.2 to 0.5 eV as mentioned before. The longitudinal velocity spread, with respect
to the moving frame is subject to an important reduction as seen in section 3. The electron
velocity distribution is thus flattened.
7.2.2 Effect of the space charge on the longitudinal velocity
The electron beam is assumed to be circular with a radius r0, and to travel along the axis
of a circular tube of radius rc, at ground potential. The electron beam density is then (Fig. 7.3):
n. = —

D

U3/2
° —

m~3.
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Vacuum Chamber

Fig. 7.3 Geometry of the drift tube
Due to the electron space charge a transverse radial electrical field Er will exist within the
e-beam. It can be computed using the Gauss theorem. The expressions of the electric field
and potential are:
For 0 < r < rn

u. = =^4e

2£o

v ro.

en

C

e

E=
r

For ro<r<re

—^2-^/lpn

'-r
2en

Uffr=O)
Fig. 7.4 Potential distribution versus radius in the drift tube
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This means that even at the centre of the beam (r = 0) there exists a negative potential
(Fig. 7.4):
\

U

so that the kinetic energy of the electrons at the centre of the beam is:

Ec = eUJ

l-^-?—91.849

L A)

Example:
At 309 MeV/c, Uo = 27-10 kV, po = 0.312, pg = 0.52-10'6, rc= 70 mm gives Uf (r = 0)
= - 676 V. Therefore the theoretical accelerating voltage must be corrected by this amount in
order to obtain the requested velocity v0.
More important is the fact that electrons having a radius 0 < r <r0 will undergo different
acceleration voltages and will not move at the same longitudinal velocity as the electron on
axis. The electron beam is far from being monokinetic. The longitudinal rms velocity spread
remains however unchanged.
7.2.3 Effect of the space charge on the transverse velocity
The Ampere theorem can be used to get the magnetic field due to the electron beam itself
at radius 0 < r < r0-

The total force which acts on an electron of the beam with no initial transverse velocity, due to
the space charge effect of the beam alone will be:

2en
The ratio of the electrical force to the magnetic force is 1//3Q- Hence the electron would
acquire a radial velocity and therefore increase its transverse temperature.
The effects of the space charge explain the necessity for an additional guiding field, given
by the main solenoid and toroids 50_= Bo k so that at least / will cancel (Brillouin flow). The
guiding field will exert a force fb=-e-r-Bg-6-Ur.
The movement will become rather
complex but we see that, even with no transverse energy at the cathode output, an angular
velocity v = r • 6 will exist which introduces an additional transverse temperature (Numerical
example: 0.1 eV). In order to reduce these space-charge effects one may trap the ions,
resulting from the collisions between the e-beam and the residual gas molecules in the drift
region, so as to neutralise the electron space charge and therefore cancel the electric field. In
this respect it is clear that the uncontrolled occurrence of such ions will modify the above
expression.
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7.2.4 Effect of the space charge on the cooling process
We consider,
a) The parabolic potential shape mentioned before which gives a parabolic electron
longitudinal velocity
b) The longitudinal cooling force component on ions
c) The influence of the dispersion function D(s) which gives the ion horizontal
deviation rt from the nominal orbit:

Therefore the ion horizontal position is:

Fig. 7.5 Ion and electron velocity distribution, versus radius, in the drift space
We have plotted on Fig. 7.5 the velocity distributions as a function of the radius. If we
neglect the betatron oscillation dx we see that:
- an ion at 5 j will be submitted to a strong cooling force and will therefore rapidly
converge to the centre 0,
- an ion initially at B2 will also converge to 0, but more slowly since the cooling force
(proportional to 1 / |v( - ve\ ) is rather weak,
- an ion at Bz will diverge and be lost.
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At this point, it is important to see that the two beams have to be well aligned and the average
velocities of the two beams well equalised. In the case of a misalignment (dashed curve of
Fig. 7.5) a large part of the ion beam may be lost.
In the vertical plane such a process does not occur.
7.3 The collector
The task of this device is to collect the incoming electrons with a maximum efficiency.
Here again many types of collector have been proposed. The simplest one consists of a
Faraday cup. The electrons impinging on the collector surface will:
- dissipate power on the collector walls which have to be cooled
- create secondary electrons.
The primary electrons which do not enter the collector, or the secondary electrons which
escape from the collector volume, are reaccelerated toward the drift tube and the cathode.
Nearby the cathode they are reflected at the virtual cathode level. They bounce back and forth
in the cooler, are heated transversally, and eventually hit the vacuum wall. This current loss
It imposes a load for the high voltage power supply and upon impact with the vacuum
chamber surface the electrons liberate gas and deteriorate the vacuum. The ratio:

e-beam

b

determines the collector inefficiency. Good collectors have an inefficiency of the order of 104.
In order to reduce the dissipated power and the maximum energy of the secondary
electrons it is essential to reduce Uc. According to the negative space-charge potential due to
the e-beam, Uc must be of the order of a few kV. An important characteristic of the collector is
its perveance pc = Ic/Ucm. It must be such that:

pg being the gun perveance. Therefore in order to have small dissipation (JJC small) pc must be
large.
Computer codes have to be used to calculate the correct dimensions, potentials and
magnetic field. However the influence of the secondary electrons and of the ionised ions is
very difficult to simulate.
7.4 Magnetic field
We have seen that the presence of a longitudinal field enhances the cooling forces and
therefore reduces the cooling time (the field is of the order of 3-10'2 to 1.5-10'1 Tesla). We
will see (section 8) that the vertical component of the magnetic field in the toroids creates a
horizontal kick where the ion beam enters and leaves the toroids. On the other hand, for
resonant type electron guns, the magnetic field must be set at well defined values to get very
small transverse velocities.
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Fig. 7.6 Geometry of an imperfect magnetic field
Since the electron and ion beams must be well aligned it is very important that the
magnetic field lines are strictly colinear with the theoretical electron trajectory. If the solenoid
field makes an angle (Fig. 7.6) with respect to the theoretical trajectory over a length I which
is larger than

the electron trajectory will follow the magnetic lines and will therefore acquire a transverse
velocity
Its transverse temperature will in consequence be increased. Therefore all the magnetic system
must be built within well specified tolerances. Additional coils are used to correct the eventual
imperfections. We must also mention that some small horizontal and vertical dipoles are
needed to perform the e-beam steering.
7.5 Vacuum system
Storage rings in general operate under ultra-high vacuum conditions (<10"10 Torr). This
is of course valid for the cooler itself which must be bakeable in situ at 300 °C and make use of
high vacuum materials and technology. A carefully estimated vacuum budget has to be
established in order to evaluate the necessary pumping speeds. Pressure bumps mainly occur
at the level of the hot cathode, in the drift tube where some high energy electrons are lost, and
at the collector.
Suitable pumps are non-evaporable getters (NEG). Titanium sublimation pumps are
sometimes used for special applications and for short periods. The NEG-pumps are activated
during the system bake-out
7.6

Controls

Operation of a cooler requires quite an elaborate control system with some of the
electronics placed at the terminal potential. Figure 7.7 gives a synoptic diagram.
Communication with the system at ground potential is made via a fibre-optic link. For
data acquisition, standard electronic components (ADC, DAC, etc..) are used in conjunction
with systems such as CAMAC or VME. With the advent of workstations (WS) many
processes may run in parallel for the control of the apparatus. Programs to control the cooler
can be run from different WS simultaneously accessing parameters that may be on different
CAMAC loops via an Ethernet link. The Jll microprocessor situated in the system crate of
each CAMAC loop acts as the CAMAC/ETHERNET interface.
If energy ramping of the cooler is needed, the use of function generators is imperative in
order to perturb the machine as little as possible.
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Fig. 7.7 Control synoptic diagram
8.

EFFECTS ON THE ION BEAM

The interaction between the electrons and the ions is not without some disturbances. The
ions will be submitted to a tune shift due either to their own space charge, which increases
when cooling proceeds, or to the electron beam which acts as a lens. The solenoid will also
twist the ion-beam trajectory and therefore induce a coupling between the transverse planes.
When passing through the toroids, the ions will be influenced by the venical component of the
e-beam guiding field and will therefore receive a horizontal kick. As in many other
accelerators, when reaching a given density threshold, the ion beam becomes unstable
transversally. These coherent instabilities have to be damped. Lastly when the ion velocity
comes close to that of the electron beam (the goal of any e-cooler) one can foresee nuclear
interactions, which may deteriorate the ion beam lifetime. Let us now look at some details of
all these phenomena.
8.1 Tune shifts
A tune shift is introduced on the ion beam due to the ion-beam space charge and to the
electron beam. The ion-space charge effect is given by:

~2-n-eyP20frr Bf
where Bf is the bunching factor (Bf = 1 for coasting beam). It will influence the stability at
low energies when /30 is small and when the beam is strongly cooled, £y small. The electron
beam acts as a lens giving a tune shift:

-nl-rrte-<py>.
For a fixed perveance electron gun, since nt °= /3Q , AQ4 should remain constant:
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Numerical example &Qsp = 1.08 • 10~3for case 1, 1.08 • 10"2for case 2, and &Qe = 4.2 • 10"3.
In experiments A<2 = 0.01 was achieved.
This effect must be carefully taken into consideration mainly for variable energy storage
rings and even at fixed energy due to the change in ion density. This is true since for any
triplet (m,n,k) of integer the inequality n • Qx + m • Qt & k must be fulfilled to keep the ion beam
stable.
8.2 Coupling of transverse phase-space plane
The solenoid longitudinal magnetic field causes the ion beam to execute a cyclotron
rotation around the longitudinal axis at frequency
Z •e • B o
CO: =

~ •

Therefore, at each passage, the solenoid magnetic field will twist the ion beam by
SB = Ze'B°
™i

L =Z ' g ' g ° £ c
Vo

(Numerical example 6.63 • 10"2 rad).

pQ

This will induce a coupling between the horizontal and vertical planes and eventually depolarise
polarised beams. It may also affect the cooling if there are different betatron functions in the
two directions. To compensate this drawback, a solenoid producing a field in the opposite
sense must be installed in the accelerator (usually near the cooler itself). Skew quadrupoles
may also be used.
8.3 Effects on the closed orbit
The transverse component (vertical) of the guiding magnetic field in the toroids of the
cooler gives a horizontal kick to the ion beam. The deflection angle is
\B

dt

\Pje)

n

R

{pje)

and the displacement of the ion beam is

2

where 3>0 and Rt are the bending angle and radius of the toroid. Numerically
Ax = 2.72 • 10"3m. Two vertical dipoles, positioned at each end of the cooler, correct to a first
approximation for this displacement. For a fixed magnetic field the displacement increases as
the ion energy is decreased.
8.4 Transverse instabilities of the ion beam
One may refer to the lecture [10] and [11] on this subject.
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8.4.1 Observation of instabilities
If as a result of the cooling, the density NI £hevet becomes larger than a given threshold,
the ion beam becomes unstable. Roughly speaking, for our standard machine this happens
when N, the number of circulating particles, exceeds 109. This phenomenon is observed with:
- Schottky transverse pickups. Figure 8.1 shows this measurement with a spectrum
analyser set at a fixed frequency (frequency span = 0) at one of the betatron sidebands
(n ±Q)-fo- More explicitly, at the time where the threshold occurs one sees an abrupt
change of the transverse Schottky signal followed by a cooling period of about 10s
until the density threshold is again reached. In Fig. 8.1a) the height of the transverse
Schottky signal near 40 MHz is displayed. The horizontal scale is 1 s/div. The
instability occurring at this frequency causes a large coherent oscillation which smears
out and leads to an emittance growth during 0.2 s. This blow-up is then compensated
during 0.8 s by the cooling before the next burst of instabilities occurs.

b)

a)

a) Center frequency: 49.82 MHz, Span: 0 Hz, Sweep time: 10 s
b) Center frequency: 159.60 kHz, Span: 20 kHz, Sweep time: 1 s
Fig. 8.1 Observation of transverse instabilities on (a) the Schottky pickup and (b) on the
position pickup
- Transverse position pickups. It is well known that in the case of instability the beam
centre is represented by a travelling wave pattern described by:
(8.1)
where n, an integer, is named the mode of oscillation. At a fixed azimuth s the
pickup will see the mode frequency:
on =

(n±Q)(D0.

(8.2)

In most cases the instabilities are observed for lower order (Qh = 2.3, Qv = 2.7, modes
are n = 3, 4, 5) slow waves corresponding to the minus sign in Eq. (8.2). In Fig. 8.1b) the
spectral density at low frequency near one of the bands where the instability occurs is
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displayed. The spike representing the beam oscillation jumps up with each burst of the
instability. Usually, when the instability occurs, part of the beam is lost until N < 109 ions.
These instabilities are also observed in many other situations.
8.4.2 Causes of instabilities
Normal beams tend to resist coherent instabilities by virtue of Landau damping. A small
difference between the oscillation frequency prevents the ensemble responding coherently to
the driving force exerted by the beam induced fields. On the other hand, cooled beams become
susceptible responding coherently for at least two reasons:
- The tune spread due to non-linearities and the momentum dependence decreases.
- Some of the induced fields, such as the direct space-charge field, increase as the beam
cools down.
When differentiating formula (8.2) one can define
- a mode frequency shift:

Acon = ± A Q • coQ

- a mode frequency spread: Scon = (n ± Q) • 8co0 - coQ- 5Q.
If the mode frequency shift has an imaginary part, see section 8.4.1, we can see that the
oscillation pattern can self amplify.
As a rule of thumb stabilisation of transverse instabilities by Landau damping requires
that

\Acon\<±-\(n±Q)8w0-Wo-5Q\.
To stay within the scope of this lecture we can not go deeper into this subject. One can
just mention the Keil-Schnell criteria which states that at low energy the space-charge
contribution to the longitudinal stability is obtained when (see lecture on impedances and
Landau damping these proceedings [6-7]):

e

h

\Po J
where /,- is the ion-beam intensity, and
Znsc _ 377

n ~ 2p0yl
is the longitudinal impedance in Q, and

beam height J
(Numerically g is 5.9 Q. for cooled beams, 3.5 Q for normal beams). Other contributions to
the impedance come from the changes in the wall resistivities of chamber sizes, RF cavities,
ferrites and dielectric structures seen by the beam. So, to a first approximation:
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1/2

[A,7o]'N1/2
where A/' is the number of particles expressed in units of 109. For W = 1 one obtains:

Momentum
MeV/c

Ap

i)

309

200

100

60

5 • lO"5

8 • 10"5

1.6 • 10 4

2.63 • lO"3

On the other hand, the transverse stability criterion is given by the following inequality:
<

\n-Q\~G

e

l,R2

Po

where F, G are form factors of the order of 1, & is the vacuum chamber height (35 mm for our
standard machine), R is the mean radius of the accelerator (=12.5 m), Q the tune {Qh~ 2.305,
Qv = 2.73),
7? = —=•

=- = 1 at our standard machine

and C is the chromaticity. Z x / \n - Q\ is the transverse impedance converted into longitudinal
units via:

n

R n-Q

This is valid for simple structures but not for the space-charge contribution to the transverse
impedance, which in the transverse coasting beam case is:
Zi _ 377 (b2

^

a being the beam height. In consequence transverse stability requires that:
LR2
Po
If one takes:

we come to:

1

2-Q-b

2

1
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(W

Po
For iV'= 1 one obtains:

Momentum
McV/c

M

309

200

100

50

7.85 • lO"5

1.25 • 10"4

2.57 • lO"4

4.18 - 10"4

The above tables show that for a beam of a few 109 particles the loss of Landau damping
occurs (with our standard machine) approximately when the longitudinal cooling reaches the
ratio Ap//? 0 = 10"4. This is directly linked to the double-peaked spectrum signal observed
with strong cooling. Of course, many other phenomena may induce instabilities, such as the
interaction of electrons from the residual gas trapped in the proton beam. By the way, the
impedances (Z/n) have to be measured rather than estimated.
It is worth mentioning that coherent motion gives signals, on a spectrum analyser, which
are proportional to N, the number of particles, while for Schottky (random) signals the
amplitudes are proportional to -v/N.
8.4.3 Partial cure of transverse instabilities
In order to suppress the transverse coherent instability a damper is an important electronic
device for stabilising dense beams. A simple damper (Fig. 8.2) consists mainly of:
- a horizontal and vertical electrostatic pickup,
- a horizontal and vertical kicker placed at a given distance So from the pickups.

Beam

Fig. 8.2 Principle of the damper
The transverse position signal, taken from the position pickup is linearly amplified,
appropriately delayed then applied to the kicker plates. If we take the phase from Eq. (8.1):
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0 = {n-Q).to0-t~.
K

s = So is chosen such that the phase of the particle has increased by an odd multiple of K/2
between the pickup and the kicker (usually named X/4 advance). The amplifier bandwidth is
directly related to the mode n of oscillations to be covered and to its time response to the
growth rate of the instability. With such a damper high intensity beams with large densities
can be obtained which are very useful for physics experiments.
8.5 Other electron-ion interactions
At the beginning of this lecture, we mentioned that in order to explain the cooling process
the electron beam may be considered as a target. There are some other reactions that should be
considered. The most dominant are:
Az+ + e~ —> /4(Z~1)+ + hv

spontaneous radiative recombination

Az+ + e~ -» [J4 (Z ~ 1)+ *] -» Aa~i)+ + hv

dielectronic recombination

A z + + e~ - » ( A z + ) ' + e~
A z + + e~ - > A(Z+1)' + e~ + e~

ion excitation
ionisation.

These are processes which should be taken into account near thermal equilibrium and therefore
may influence the cold ion-beam lifetime.
Spontaneous recombination
When positive ions are cooled by electrons, occasionally cooling electrons are radiatevely
captured by beam ions into atomic states with main quantum number n. If N is the number of
stored ions, we can define
Ndt

T

~ N'

Therefore the number of lost ions per unit of time is
Ra =

N-Ve-ocr-n:.

^

= 9 3.10-i9Z2(m3s-ieVi/2)(k7Tw2

7o
Ra=2537.
a

In the case of protons (ions) the detection of these neutral atoms (recharged ions) is an
indirect way to adjust the cooler parameters, until one obtains the maximum Ho rate, and to
measure the ion beam transverse emittance.
Dielectronic recombination
This reaction will come into play if the circulating ions are not fully stripped. An electron
is captured in an auto-ionising state, and the energy gained is used to lift one of the core
electrons to an excited state. The auto-ionising states decay either back into the original channel
or into a lower state.
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The phenomenon is of resonant type and so will depend on the ion particular state. When
the resonant condition is fulfilled, the cross-section attains very high values of the order of
106 mBarn.
We will not comment on the other two phenomena which are more relevant to nuclear
physics (see lecture [4]).
9.

PRESENT AND FUTURE ELECTRON COOLER RINGS

Table 9.1 shows the design parameters of the present and near future electron-cooling
rings. Most of them are dedicated to atomic physics experiments. The pioneer coolers built at
INP Novosibirsk, Fermilab and at CERN (ICE) are no longer operational. The CERN-LEAR
cooler is not represented in this list since it is already mentioned in section 2 as a typical
accelerator. The numerical applications refer to data and numbers which have been physically
measured. COSY will be the next electron cooler to go into operation while classical cooler
projects are underway in USSR (Dubna, Kiev). A study of a 6 MeV electron energy cooler is
underway at Bloomington (U.S.A.) and the results are awaited with interest.
Figure 9.1 shows the layout of five of the machines mentioned in Table 9.1. It is easy to
recognise the fundamental components mentioned in this lecture. Also worth mentioning is the
fact that, except for COSY and Dubna K4 - K10, they have reached their design parameters.

42 toroid
Ion- pumps
(tSOO l/s)

collector- sole
Tl- pumps (2500 l/s)
(0.01-0.25
48° toroid
2500 mm

ION BEAM

Fig. 9.1a) Cross-sectional view of the ESR electron cooler
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1 gun

2 NEC module
3 magnet coil
titanium »ub!imalion wire

Fig. 9. lb) Layout of the TSR electron cooler

11

1
2
3
U
5
6

Electron gun
Acceleration tube
Solenoid
NEG pumps
Toroid
Beam position monitor

11

1m
7
8
9
10
11

Deceleration tube
Collector
Ion pump
Correction coil
Steering magnet

Fig. 9.1c) Layout of the.TARN II electron cooler device
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Occ. 90

Fig. 9. Id) Longitudinal section of the COSY electron cooler
6500

Fig. 9.1e) Electron cooling system of the ring K10:1 and 10 = electron gun and collector
(respectively) in their tanks; 2 and 11 = solenoids of the electron gun and collector
(respectively); 3,5 and 9 = vacuum pumps; 4,8 = toroid magnets, 6,7 = the
winding and the body of the main solenoid, 12,13 = power supplies; 14 = platform

Table 9.1
Cooling Ring Characteristics
Name of Ring

Circumference (m)
Magnetic rigidity (T-m)
Energy range (MeV/A)
T y p of ions:
- highest charge
- highest A
- lowest Q/M
Expected ion intensity
Average ring vacuum (Torr)
Horizontal acceptance (n mm-mrad)
Vertical acceptance (it mm-mrad)
Longitudinal acceptance for e = 0 (%)
Length of cooling section (m)
Typical working point:
-Qh
-Qv

Average horizontal^ function (m)
Ph in cooling section (m)
ft in cooling section (m)
Dispersion in cooling section (rn)
Transition y,
Internal target type:
- density (atoms/cm2)
- nuclear mass
First circulating beam
Cathode/beam diameter (cm)
Electron energy range (keV)
Electron current (A)
Nominal gun perveance (|iP)
Magnetic field (kG):
- at electron energy (kcV)
Toroidal angle (°)
Gun-collector voltage (k V):
- at electron-energy (keV)
- and current (A)
Vacuum in cooler (Ton)
lilcctroii losses (collector)

IUCF COOLER

TSR

CELSIUS

TARN II

ESR

Bloomington

Heidelberg

Uppsala

Tokyo

Darmstadt

K4

86.8
3.6
500

55.4
1.5
5-30

81.8

77.8
6.1
100,400 (for p)

108.4
10
30-560

83.12
4.0/0.7
170

3
7
0.5
10 mA
< 3x10-9
25
25

47
127
0.5
10 mA
<10"
500
120

10

10" (p)
10"
120
120

260
15

92
238
0.5
up to 1 0 "
10"
450
150

+ 0.2

±3

±0.3

±0.1

2.8

1.5

2.5

4.15
5.15

2.75
2.825
3.15
5.5
5.7

1.68

2.7
2.3
4
0
4.85
Jet/dust fibre
1-100 ng/cm2

0-1
2.96
Storage cell
10 14

7
1360 (for p)
18
40

1.9

7.75
8.14
5.04
1.48
2.605
Cluster/C fibre

20
0.5

108

io-i'

60
2-7

1989
5
3-20
1

1.7
0.55
45
1.2-2
7
1

lxlO" 9

<io-"

IO- 6 -K)-3

< IO"

1989
2
10-300
0-2.8
0.36 (40 kV)
0.5-2
90

CRYRING

COSY

K10

Stockholm

Jiilich

146.24
10.0/0.7
830

51.6
1.44
0.3-24

184
11

92

1

238
0.2

0.5

3xl0 7 -8xl0"

10^

2x10-'"

10-"

1
1

S lxlO 10
S 1x10-1"
180

25
25

200
100

±2

2.0

±1.7

36
±0.5

1.5

2.5

3

3

1.1

2

1.75
1.8
8
10
4
4.7
1.88

2.1-2.45
2.1-2.45
8-10
8
8-10
0-6
2.7
Jet
10'"
1-129
1990
5
10-320
0.5-5
1.85
0.1-2.5

2.3
2.27

3.38
3.38
4.5
10
10
0

1989

5

< 120
< 10
1
1.2
120
45

90

5
310
10
10""

io-4

< 10"'"
< 10-3

50

40-2500

50
1.0

HT
1988
2.54
10-270
0-4.8
0.7
1-1.5

DUl 3NA

2.4

2.8
3.3
5.5
8.3
10.9
5.6
6.3
5.8
0
0
5.26
2.26
Jet / cluster/ "microclusters"
10"-1014
1 -238
1996
1997
3
3
15-100
100-250

2.8

0.8-5

5

0.44 - 0.16
1-2
15-100
90
2

0.16-0.04

lxlO 8
<io- 4

2

4

2.3
2.9
1.6
2.23

1-4

Cluster
10>4

1992
4

2-20
0.001-3
0.1-5
2.5

1992
2.54
20-30(100)
1.5-2.7
0.1-0.6
0.8

13

22

53
3
22
2

lxlO" 8

50
1.5
13
1
10"

io-4

1x10'°

io-"

1x10-"

100-200
90
2

M
CO
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10. CONCLUSION
Though we have chosen an approach which is more didactic then rigourous, we hope that
the usefulness of electron cooling, for low-energy storage rings, has been sufficiently
explained.
Amongst all the cooling processes (at least for accelerators operating at momenta lower
than about 600 MeV/c) electron cooling is presently the only one which makes it possible to
reach very small emittances in very short times. However, it involves a broad knowledge of
many physical domains and needs good engineering of almost all the components in order to
reach the required performances.
The cooler itself is only part of the process. A careful study must be made, and many
precautions must be taken, concerning the insertion of this device into the storage ring. This
is particularly true for variable energy accelerators, where the effects on the ion beam (Q shifts,
closed orbit, instabilities) must be minimised.
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LASER COOLING
Ejvind Bonderup
Institute of Physics, Aarhus University, Aarhus, Denmark
Abstract
The velocity distribution of an ionic or atomic beam may be modified
through interaction with a laser field with a frequency close to a
transition frequency in the ion or atom. Efficient longitudinal cooling
may be achieved in an intense field forming a standing wave in a
reference frame moving with the average particle velocity. The chapter
concentrates on the theoretical description of this effect, and
experimental results are presented only briefly towards the end. The
origin of the force on an atom from a light wave is first explained in
terms of the Lorentz force. In a strong field, quantitative evaluations
may conveniently be performed within the dressed-atom picture, based
on the eigenstates for the atom-laser system. At low velocities of the
particle relative to the standing wave, the force may be interpreted in
terms of motion on potential curves with occasional interruptions owing
to spontaneous emission. The final section contains a summary of how
the force depends on laser detuning and intensity and on relative
velocity, and typical numerical values are given for key quantities.
1.

INTRODUCTION

This chapter deals with the possibility of decreasing the longitudinal velocity spread of a
beam of atoms or ions through the interaction of the particles with a strong laser field with a
frequency close to a transition frequency in the atom or ion. The experimental investigation of
this method of modifying particle beams has just begun, and at present it is not clear to what
extent laser cooling may become a supplement to electron cooling and stochastic cooling in the
future. Towards the end of the chapter, the results of two experiments will be mentioned but
the emphasis will be on the description of the mechanism behind the effect.
Laser cooling can be applied only to selected atoms and ions since the states involved in
the laser induced transitions must form a so-called closed system, i.e. spontaneous transitions
to other states should be negligible. To obtain a symmetric compression of the longitudinal
velocity distribution of a particle beam, one must apply two laser waves, travelling in the
directions parallel and antiparallel to the particles. In the laboratory, the frequencies of the two
travelling waves should differ by such an amount that the Doppler-shifted frequencies become
equal in a reference frame moving with the average particle velocity. In the moving frame, the
superposition of the travelling waves with the same frequency leads to a standing wave, and the
basic problem is therefore to understand the influence of a standing laser field on particles
moving with velocities of the order of the velocity spread in the beam. The laser affects only
particles moving sufficiently slowly with respect to the standing wave. The velocity region
accessible to laser cooling increases with the detuning of the radiation frequency away from the
atomic transition frequency, provided the increase in detuning is accompanied by a sufficient
increase in light intensity. Typically, velocities of 103 m/sec may be damped out during an
interaction time of 10 3 seconds.
We first consider an atom at rest, and the origin and direction of the force from a light
wave are explained within a simple classical model with an electron bound in a harmonic
oscillator. For weak fields, the transition to quantum mechanics then corresponds to the
replacement of the binding frequency by a transition frequency and the introduction of an
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oscillator strength, as in the theory of atomic polarizability. The difference between the forces
from a travelling wave and a standing wave of the same strength is illustrated. A transparent
description of the force on an atom moving through a strong standing laser field may be given
in terms of the so-called dressed-atom states which are eigenstates of the interacting atom-laser
system, and this picture will be introduced and discussed in some detail. Finally, we
summarize how the direction and strength of the force depend on the particle velocity with
respect to the standing wave, on the light intensity, and on the detuning of the laser frequency.
2.

ORIGIN OF FORCES

2.1 Classical model
Consider an electron with charge -e and mass m bound in a harmonic oscillator with
frequency coo and damping constant F. In addition to the elastic force, the electron experiences
the electric and magnetic fields from a light wave. Assuming a linearly polarized plane wave,
we may write the electric field in the form

E(z,t) = ex \{E{z)e-i(* + E * (z)eiox) = ex Re{E(z>T'<*} ,

(1)

where ex denotes a unit vector in the x direction. The two cases E(Z)=EQ COS(£Z) and
£(z) = EQ exp(zfcz), with EQ real, correspond to a standing wave and a travelling wave,
respectively. The wavelength of the light is assumed to be long compared to the displacement
of the electron from its equilibrium position (0,0, z), such that the fields may be evaluated at
this fixed point in space. For nonrelativistic particle motion, the magnetic force is much weaker
than the electric force, and we therefore at first neglect it. To this approximation, the electron
displacement x satisfies the equation of motion
x -i-Tx + calx = --RclE(z)e-i0X\
.
J
m L
After the disappearance of transients, we obtain for

(2)
the

dipole

moment

d(t) = -ex(t) = Re{a((D)E(z)e-i(* } ,

(3)

where the complex polarizability a(co) is given by the expression
^

(

4

)

The time average of the electric force on an electron vanishes. This is in contrast to the
magnetic part of the Lorentz force which results from the interaction of the induced oscillating
dipole with the magnetic field from the light wave. According to the Maxwell equation
curl E = -c~ldB I dt, the electric field in Eq. (1) is accompanied by the magnetic field

Denoting a time average by the symbol < >, we then obtain the force
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F = -~ <xexxB(z,t)> = l R e J a ( f i ) ) £ ( z ) ^ - ^ k •
c

2

[

dz

(6)

)

2.2 Transition to quantum mechanics in weak fields
A quantal treatment of an atom, perturbed by a weak field of the form in Eq. (1), leads to
a very similar polarizability [1],
2

r

e v —
a(Q)) = —Y
0

JTr,n
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,

m r tfQ-co2-icorn

where con0 is the transition frequency from the ground state I 0 > to the excited state I n > of
linewidth HFn, and where the quantity fnQ, proportional to the square of a dipole matrix
element, is the dipole oscillator strength,
^ ; | O > |
n

2

.

(8)

7=1

Here Xj,j = 1,2, ..Z denotes a coordinate of the/th electron, and the oscillator strengths fulfil
the sum rule
(9)
2.3 Scattering force in travelling wave
In a travelling wave, with E(z)= Eo expO'&z), Eq. (6) leads to the scattering force or
radiation pressure
Fsc=±E$k

\ma{(o)ez .

(10)

As the names indicate, this force is related to the momentum transfer resulting from the
scattering of the light wave by the atom. Energy and momentum are flowing in the direction of
motion of the travelling wave, indicated by the unit vector ez, and an energy transfer AE to the
atom is accompanied by a momentum transfer (AE/c) e2. In a weak field, the energy absorbed
by the atom is reemitted in spontaneous decays but since this emission is of equal strength in
opposite directions, there is, on the average, no momentum change associated with these
processes. The magnitude of the force on the atom therefore equals P/c, where P denotes the
power transfer from the light when the electric field drives the oscillating dipole, i.e.,
Fsc = l- P ez=±(-eE{z,t)x)ez

.

(11)

From this formula we immediately retrieve Eq. (10).
For a one-electron atom, we now introduce the expressions (7) and (8) into Eq. (10). If
the light frequency co is close to the transition frequency (OnQ for a closed two-state system, we
find the approximate formula
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4fic5z + r ^ / 4

where the constant e2lhc equals the fine-structure constant, and where we have introduced the
detuning
8 = Q)-O)n0 .

(13)

On the average, a momentum transfer from a travelling wave to an atom occurs only if the
absorption is followed by spontaneous and not by induced emission since the induced radiation
is emitted in the direction ez. As a result, the scattering force in Eq. (12) must saturate when
the absorption rate FsJifico^lc) becomes of the order of the spontaneous emission rate Fn, i.e.,
when the Rabi frequency COR = eEo\xno\/fr becomes of the order
(14)
At this electric field strength, we are at the limit of the perturbation treatment since the
population of the excited state becomes significant. With the numerical factor 21/2 in Eq. (14), a
combination of the equations (12) and (14) leads to the correct value of the saturated scattering
force,
r

sc

~~2~~7~

n

'

^

'

where the factor 1/2 accounts for the population of the upper level at saturation.
At this point it may be appropriate to give the order of magnitude of important quantities.
With a photon energy ftco = 2 eV and a lifetime f^1 =10-8 sec we obtain Fssf ~ 0.5-10~19
Newton. For a projectile of mass number A, the corresponding acceleration is -0.3 • A"1 • 108
m/sec 2 , such that within a microsecond a neon atom experiences a velocity change of
~1.5 m/sec. For a two-state system we have a relation between the matrix element xno and the
line width Fn in Eq. (14), Fn = (4 / 3)ao) 3 |x n0 | 2 / c2 where a is the fine-structure constant. In
the case considered, we then find that at resonance (5= 0), saturation is obtained at an electric
field strength of ~ 260 V/m. This again corresponds to an energy flux of 0.9 • 10"4 Watt/mm2.
2.4 Dipole force in standing wave
We now turn to a standing wave, and with E(z) = EQ cos(fcz) we obtain from the general
formula (6) the so-called dipole force

Fd = ^{Re a(co)}j-(E0 cos(kz)fez .

(16)

Since this force is proportional to the real part of the polarizability, the interpretation in terms of
absorption and emission is quite different from the one given in connection with the scattering
force. If the standing wave is considered as the superposition of two waves travelling in
opposite directions, i.e., E(z) = Eo[exp(ikz)+exp(-ikz)]/2, the force in Eq. (6) results from the
cross terms whereas the two direct contributions cancel. This indicates that the dipole force is
associated with the momentum change in processes where absorption from one of the waves is
followed by induced emission into the other one.
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When the frequency CO is close to the atomic transition frequency 0)no in a closed twostate system, the dipole force may be expressed as

The sign of the dipole force thus depends on the sign of the detuning: For blue detuning,
the force is in the direction out of the strong electric field intensity. A comparison of the
magnitudes of the dipole force in a standing wave and the scattering force in a travelling wave
of equal amplitude and at equal detuning may be obtained from the Eqs. (12) and (17), and
replacing the derivative d/dz by the wave number k of the light wave, we find
Fd/Fsc~\S\/Tn.

(18)

The scattering force from a travelling wave saturates at the value in Eq. (15), and if the detuning
is large compared to the line width, this occurs when the Rabi frequency becomes of order 151.
As we shall see later, from Eq. (51), the dipole force has also reached saturation in the situation
(OR > 151 > Fn, and the large factor 15 l/JTn in Eq. (18) then represents the ratio of the saturated
dipole force ~ 1517z©/(2c) and the saturated scattering force (15).
Although the dipole force can become strong, one might not expect it to cool a beam of
particles travelling through the standing wave since the expression (17) is periodic as a function
of position, with vanishing average value. The reason why cooling does occur is that the
forces become velocity dependerii. The motion of the particle may only be disregarded as long
as the spatial variation of the fields is negligible during the time necessary for the disappearance
of transients, i.e., for the attainment of local statistical equilibrium. In strong fields, this time is
of order ^ F^ 1 , and in Section 4 we shall find an appreciable dipole force on an atom moving
through a strong standing laser field already at velocities quite low compared to FJk,
corresponding to motion through a distance k -1 during the time F ^ .
3.

ATOM IN RADIATION FIELD

3 . 1 Quantization of radiation field
As an introduction to the dressed-atom picture, we briefly recall the quantization of the
radiation field in the absence of charges [2]. In Coulomb gauge, div A = 0, the electric and
magnetic fields may be expressed in terms of the vector potential,
and

E(r,r)

B(r,t)= curl A(r,t) .

(19)
(20)

Introducing a spatial Fourier decomposition of the vector potential within the quantization
volume V,
Ak(t)eikr ,
we obtain for the energy in the radiation field,

k-Ak(t) = 0,

(21)
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This expression simplifies if we introduce the function
(23)

Since the vector potential A{r, t) is Teal, the Fourier coefficients Ak fulfil the Telation
A.k = Ak, and for the energy Hr we therefore have

The vector Ak is perpendicular to it, and thus it may be written in the form
1 /O

O

where {e*i, 6^2, k/k} is an orthonormal set, and where q^ a n d p ^ are real. They fulfil very
simple equations of motion which are obtained from the wave equation satisfied by the vector
potential,
0.

(26)

C" 0t~
••

0

0

The equivalent equation Ak - —kcAk

gives for the function/in Eq. (23),
fk=~ikc

fk

,

(27)

and this relation may immediately be rewritten in terms of the quantities q^ and p^,
(28)

As is easily verified, these equations of motion are reproduced by the canonical equations with
the Hamiltonian equal to the field energy //,., written as a function of the canonical variables
and conjugate momenta p^,
(29)
To make the transition to quantum mechanics, we introduce the canonical commutation relations

Finally we define photon annihilation operators
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(31)
and in terms of these operators and their adjoints a^ the Hamiltonian takes the form
(32)

To describe the interaction of an atom with the radiation field, we also need the expression for
the vector potential A in terms of creation and annihilation operators. From the relation
A*k =Ak we find that Ak equals (fk +/.**)/2, and the equations (21), (25), and (3.1) then
yield

(33>

a/2

3.2 Dressed atoms
A canonical description of an electron moving in a potential V(r) and interacting with the
radiation field is based on the Hamiltonian
2

+ V(r) + Hr ,

(34)

where p denotes the canonical momentum of the particle, and where the Hamiltonian Hr for the
radiation field is given in Eq. (29), and in quantized form in Eq. (32). Neglecting a very small
term proportional to A2, we may, in Coulomb gauge, rewrite the operator H for a one-electron
system in the form
' \uP

•

(35)

We now specialize to an atom interacting with a laser field in a single mode. At first,
spontaneous emission is neglected such that only a single term need be retained in the
summation in Eq. (35), and for brevity we drop the indices k\i. The eigenstates of the
Hamiltonian H are then linear combinations of product states of the type I a > I n >, where the
first factor is an eigenstate of the atomic Hamiltonian Ha=p 2/2m+V, and where I n> is the
state describing the presence of n laser photons. Let the laser frequency be close to the
transition frequency (Ee-Eg)/h in a closed atomic two-state system with upper and lower states
I e > and I g >. The energies of the coupled atom-laser system may then be obtained from
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian H within the two-dimensional sub-spaces spanned by the
nearly degenerate product states l g > l / z + l > a n d l e > l n > , i.e., from diagonalization of the
2 x 2 matrices
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(36)
, + hco\n+-\
Here the interaction matrix element Mn is given by the expression

=m\V(O)
r^r

JkR

*"<KMt>*>*i.

(37)

where the vector!? indicates the position of the atomic nucleus. In Eq. (35) the variation of the
exponential over atomic distances has been neglected (dipole approximation). The commutator
relation [x, Ha] = ihpx/m leads to a simple connection between matrix elements of the
momentum operator and of the position operator,
<e\p\g>=imco0<e\r\g> ,

(38)

where o>o is the transition frequency, ftao = Ee-Eg. Applying this equation in the expression
for the off-diagonal element Mn, we may write the eigenvalues of the matrix ^n in the form
(39)
The detuning 5 is defined as in Eq. (13), with cono replaced by coo, and the Rabi frequency (OR
is given by the formula
.,

J27tfUO\V2

hcoR=2\e-d\\—^-J

(40)

where the dipole matrix element d equals -e < e I rl g >. In Eq. (40) no distinction is made
between the frequencies 0) and (OQ.
To make the connection to the Rabi frequency defined in Eq. (14), we first show that in
the classical limit the single-mode laser field under consideration corresponds to a travelling
wave of the type leading to Eq. (14). In fact, from the Eqs. (19), (33), (27), and (25) we find,
omitting the fixed values of the indices kji,
E(r,t) = -V-mk
(41)

Kill

[p( 0 ) cos (k • r - cot) + q(0) sin (it • r - cot)] .
For the travelling wave discussed previously, E(r, t) = ExEocos(kz-G)t), the energy density,
averaged in space and time, equals Eo2/S%. If this value is identified with the quantal result
nhco/V, corresponding to the presence of n photons, the Rabi frequencies introduced in the
Eqs. (14) and (40) indeed become equal.
As expected, the dressed-atom picture may be developed for any kind of laser mode, and not
only for travelling plane waves. The classical fields are then expanded in another orthonormal
system than the complex exponentials in Eq. (21) but the transformation of the equations of
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motion to canonical form with a Hamiltonian describing a set of uncoupled harmonic oscillators
may be carried through with any set of orthonormal basis functions [3]. The dressed-atom
energies are obtained through an appropriate replacement of the function V~U2exp(ik-R) in
Eq. (37). In the case of a standing wave, the function is of the form (2/V)l'2cos(fc'22), and the
right-hand side of Eq. (40) is multiplied by the factor V2cos(fc-JR). A classical field
E(r,t) = £XEO cos {k • r) cos (cot)

(42)

corresponds to an average energy density EQ2/16K, and it therefore leads to the Rabi frequency
coR (R) = h~x\d • sx\E0 cos (k-R) .

(43)

Strictly speaking, the Rabi frequency depends on the number of photons present but in
laser fields the average number n is very large, e.g., n-10 , and the corresponding relative
fluctuation (/z)
is therefore so small that this dependence may be •neglected. For an atom in
the standing wave (42), with wave vector k in the z direction, we then obtain the dressed-atom
energies, setting the energy Eg H—hco equal to zero, [4]
-h5 +
2

(44)

Here, Z denotes the z coordinate of the atomic position, and Q(Z) the generalized Rabi
frequency
1 /O

Q(Z) = (s2+\d-£x\2El;cos2(kZ)/h2)J

.

(45)

With an appropriate choice of the relative phase of the atomic states I e > and I g >, the offdiagonal elements in the matrix #„ in Eq. (36) become real with the value Mn = 1I(OR{Z)I2, and
the eigenstates of ^ rt are then given by the expressions
\l,n;Z>= C(Z)\e>\n> +S(Z)\g>\n + l> ,
\2,n;Z) = -S(Z)\e>\n> +C{Z)\g>\n +1 > ,
with

(46)
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4.

COOLING IN STANDING WAVE

4 . 1 Application of the dressed-atom picture
The dipole force acting on an atom in a standing laser field has a very simple
interpretation within the dressed-atom picture [4]. The energies E\n and i?2n in Eq. (44) depend
on atomic position, and therefore the atom experiences a force in the z direction
Fin = (-ljhdQ/dZ

,

i = l,2.

(48)

The sign, but not the magnitude of the force, depends on whether the system is in the upper
state 1 or in the lower state 2. So far, we have neglected spontaneous emission. The transition
amplitude for such an event is proportional to a dipole matrix element < j , ri; Z \r I i, n; Z >,
and since the process always involves an atomic transition I e > —> I g > and does not affect the
number of laser photons present, a dressed state I/, n; Z > can only decay to a state I/, n-\; Z >.
The level indices i andy can differ or be equal, and from the expressions (46) we find for the
corresponding transition rates J),-

r 12 =rs 4 (z),
where W denotes the line width of the upper atomic state. In statistical equilibrium, the
populations TI\ and Th of the upper and lower levels are determined by the relation iTiJ^i =
/I2A2, and one obtains

n! = i - n 2 = s 4 (z)/(c 4 (z)+5 4 (z)).

(50)

The implicit assumption that populations do not couple to off-diagonal elements of the density
matrix is valid for generalized Rabi frequencies Q(Z) large compared to F[5].
For positive detuning, 8 > 0, the ratio S/C is larger than unity, according to the
expressions (47), and levels of type 1 are more heavily populated than levels of type 2. As a
result, the average force obtained from the equation (48) is in the direction away from regions
of high electric field intensity, in agreement with Eq. (17). The average force is given by the
formulas

In the weak field limit, (OR(0) = e£ol*nol / ft < I 51, Eq. (51) reduces to Eq. (17), with the
oscillator strength/no given by Eq. (8), when we insert the condition I 81 > Fn. In the opposite
limit of strong fields, \O)R(Z)\ > I 81, the force saturates at the value ^hkS sin(2£Z) / cos2(£Z).
If the atom moves infinitely slowly in the z direction, local statistical equilibrium results at
every position. According to the Eqs. (45) and (51), the force F then becomes antisymmetric
around the maxima and minima in the electric field energy, and the average value over half a
wavelength of the field vanishes. At finite particle velocities v, however, the system does not
have time to relax to local equilibrium, and the populations f7/(Z, v) must be determined from
the differential equation
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(52)

The symmetry with respect to the extrema of the electric field energy is now broken, and an
average force results. If the wavelength of the field is long compared to the distance travelled
by the projectile during the lifetime P 1 of the upper atomic state, i.e., v < F/k, the populations
only differ from the equilibrium values in Eq. (50) by small terms proportional to v. The
average force then also becomes proportional to velocity, and it is straightforward to show that
it is retarding (accelerating) for blue (red) detuning.
The spontaneous events determine the populations of the dressed states and thereby the
average force. The transitions do not in themselves lead to extraction of kinetic energy from the
atom since the energy of an emitted photon is balanced by the decrease in dressed-state energy
from Ein to £/(«-i)« At sufficiently high velocities, nonradiative transitions between dressed
states, corresponding to the same value of n, also become important. Such a process results in
changes in both populations and in kinetic energy. These non-adiabatic transitions will be
briefly discussed in Section 4.2.
As regards the direction of the average dipole force on a slowly moving atom, we shall
give another argument which is based on the simple pictorial representation of the dressed-atom
description [6]. In Fig. 1, the energy levels in Eq. (44) are sketched as functions of position for
consecutive values of n. When spontaneous emission is neglected, the system evolves along a
single curve. The energy required to climb a hill is taken from the kinetic energy of the atom,
but this kinetic energy is fully regained on the way down the other side of the hill. Apart from
modulations, the particle therefore maintains its velocity as it travels through the standing wave.

Fig. 1 Two sets of dressed-state energies as functions of position. The relative values
indicated for the transition rates F2i and F ^ at various positions correspond to a positive
detuning 5, in the limit COR(0) » 5.
This situation is changed when spontaneous processes are introduced. A decay from a
level £,-nto a level £,-(B-i) does not affect the force but a change of level type, from 1 to 2 or vice
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versa, leads to a reversal of its direction. Let us consider a positive detuning, 8 > 0. As is
observed from the expressions (46) and (47), a system travelling along the upper level £i n is in
the pure product state I g > I n+1 > at the field nodes where Q equals 8, and therefore no decay
can occur at these positions. The probability of decaying to the energy level E2(n-i) is
proportional to the quantity C*(Z) which attains its maximum at the hill tops. Here, a decay to a
level of type 2 brings the system from an energy maximum to an energy minimum. This does
not only prevent the atom from rolling down the back-side of the hill just climbed and thereby
from recovering its kinetic energy. It has to climb yet another hill, to boot! The fate of the
particle is analogous to the punishment of Sisyphus [6]. For an atom following a level of type
2, the situation is similar: When the probability for a transition to a level of type 1 is a
maximum, now at field nodes, the decay brings the system from a hill top to a valley bottom.
The repeated transitions, predominantly from higher to lower positions on the energy curves,
are compensated by a gradual decrease in kinetic energy of the atom.
A change of sign on the detuning 5 leads to an interchange of the functions C and S in
Eq. (47). For negative detuning, the spontaneous events therefore, in the main, bring the
system upwards on the energy curves, and the atom is accelerated.
In the high velocity limit, v > F/k, the system on the average follows an energy curve
over a large number of wavelengths of the laser field before decaying. This number is
proportional to v, and the average force, equal to the energy change per unit path length,
therefore becomes inversely proportional to v. Since the average force was found to be velocity
proportional in the opposite limit v < F/k, we expect a maximum at velocities of the order of
F/k. This expectation is borne out by the results in Fig. 2 which shows the magnitude of the
average dipole force,
|

Z

>

£

z

.

(53)

Here, the brackets indicate an average over position. The populations were obtained from
numerical solution of Eq. (52) under steady state conditions, i.e., corresponding to populations
which have attained the periodicity of the field energy. With the parameter values applied,
O)R(0)/F= 1000 and I 8\/F= 200, the maximum average force equals 33 MF, which may be
compared with the maximum scattering force MF/2 in a travelling wave. At a fixed value of
the ratio 8/CQR(0), the dipole force is proportional to the Rabi frequency COR(0) in the high
velocity region, v > F/k.
Figure 3 shows the result of a Monte Carlo simulation of longitudinal cooling of a
velocity distribution with a similar width as in an experiment (Ref. [12]) to be discussed below
[7]. The dressed atom was allowed to jump back and forth between upper and lower energy
levels according to the position dependent transition probabilities. The detuning and the
strength of the standing laser field had similar values as in Fig. 2, and the interaction time was
17.2 p.s, corresponding to the passage of a neon atom with an energy of 200 eV through a
distance of 75 cm. In the experiment, linearly polarized light induced transitions between
lower and upper atomic states with angular momenta Jg = 2 and Je = 3 and it was therefore
necessary to generalize the dressed-atom description from a two-level system to a multilevel
system, in which the different members of a Zeemann multiplet give rise to different Rabi
frequencies. The field strength applied in the calculation corresponded to a standing wave of
cross sectional area 4.2 • 10*3 cm2, maintained in a resonator by means of two 0.5 W cw lasers.
The loss per round trip for a light beam in the resonator was assumed to be 5%. From Fig. 3,
very significant cooling is expected under these conditions.
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vk/r

Fig. 2 Absolute value of the average dipole force, in units of HkF, as a function of velocity, in
units of rik, at a Rabi frequency CDR(0) = lOOOr and a detuning 151= 200r. The force is
retarding for 8> 0 and accelerating for 5< 0.
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Fig. 3 Monte Carlo calculation of the transformation of an initial Gaussian distribution in
atomic velocity as a result of interaction with a standing laser field during a time 886P 1 .
Linearly polarized light induced transitions between lower and upper atomic states with angular
momenta Jg = 2 and Je = 3. Quite similar results would be obtained for a two-level system with
Rabi frequency O)R(0) = 800F and a positive detuning 8 = 200F. In the experiment in Ref.
[12] the velocity F/k equals 5.3 m/sec.
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4.2 Nonidiabatic transitions
Spontaneous emission leads to transitions between dressed-atom states \i, n; Z > and
\j, n-l; Z >. At finite atomic velocity, transitions can also occur between the different dressed
states belonging to the same value of n. These nonadiabatic processes are analogous to
Landau-Zener transitions between molecular states applied in the treatment of colliding atoms.
The dressed system is described by a Hamiltonian of the type shown in Eq. (35), with
only a single value for the indices kfi and with the electron coordinates inside the square
brackets replaced by the atomic position, as in Eq. (37). When the atom moves along a
classical trajectory, the Hamiltonian becomes a function of time. To solve the corresponding
time-dependent Schrodinger equation, it is convenient to expand the wave function XjKf) for the
dressed system in the eigenstate? \i, n\t>oi the total Hamiltonian, corresponding to the atomic
position at time t. The transitions to be discussed do not change the quantum number n, and we
may therefore limit ourselves to functions of the form

(54)

where the explicit reference to the fixed value n has been omitted in the symbols for the dressed
states and the corresponding energies. For simplicity, we again consider a two-state atom.
Inserting Eq. (54) into the time-dependent Schrodinger equation, we find for the expansion
coefficients ()

j;t>aJ{t)

e

(55)

where the frequency (On{t) = (E\(t) - £"2(0) / # equals the generalized Rabi frequency Q(t).
Both this quantity and the matrix element < k; 11 dldt \j;t> are essentially unchanged during a
time interval At short compared to the time -(jfcv)-1 required for travelling a quarter of a
wavelength. If the product QAt is large compared to unity, we then obtain for the probability
of finding the system in state j at time t+At, provided it was in state i at time t [4]

At<{kv) - i

ht>

(56)

Here, a factor sin2(^24r /2) has been replaced by its average value 1/2. At very high velocities,
kv > Q, the exponential in Eq. (55) may be approximated by unity, and the formula (56)
represents an upper limit since the time &1 should be replaced by the shorter time interval At.
To evaluate the time derivative of a dressed state in Eq. (56), we first note that according to
their definitions in Eq. (47), the expansion coefficients C and 5 in Eq. (46) may be written in
the form [4]
C = cos 0 and
S = sin 0 ,

(57)

where the angle @is given by the expression
cos 2 0 = -81Q

.

(58)
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The dressed states therefore fulfil the equations
—|l;r>
|l;r> = |2
|2;r>-^- and
dt
dt

(59)

The derivative d& /dt is determined through differentiation of Eq. (58). The generalized Rabi
frequency is of the form

G(r) = (d2 + col(t)f2 = (<52 + fl)J(O) cos2(kvt)f2 ,

(60)

and we find for the probability in Eq. (56),

As expected, the probability for a nonadiabatic transition is largest around the electric field
nodes where the distance between the dressed energy levels is a minimum. The condition for
neglecting the nonadiabatic transitions in the evaluation of the average dipole force is that the
maximum value in Eq. (61) be small compared to the probability for spontaneous emission
during the passage of half a wavelength of the laser field. Since this probability is of the order
of fX/(2v), the velocity of the atom should be lower than the critical value [4]

vc = (2TTS4 /(TcoR{0)ff2T/k

.

(62)

Nonadiabatic transitions become more important for decreasing minimum distance ffld between
energy levels of type 1 and type 2 and for increasing rate of change of the dressed states \j;t >,
i.e., for increasing value of the ratio G)/?(0)/l5l. In the examples shown in Figs. 2 and 3, the
velocity vc is ~20 F/k.
When nonadiabatic transitions must be included, together with spontaneous events, the
evaluation of the average force is normally based on the solution of the so-called Optical Bloch
Equations which govern the time evolution of the density matrix connected with the atomic
states \g> and \e>, and not with the dressed states [8]. However, also at these higher velocities,
the force may be obtained within the dressed-atom picture [9], [10]. The populations and the
off-diagonal elements of the density matrix in the basis of dressed-atom states are now coupled,
and the interpretation of the average force becomes somewhat less straightforward than in the
adiabatic case. We therefore only indicate the results. From Fig. 4 it is observed that as a
function of velocity, the average force changes sign after the passage of a transition region in
the vicinity of vc with strong and rapid oscillations. These features result from interference
between amplitudes for nonadiabatic transitions at successive field nodes. Beyond the critical
velocity v c , the force again becomes quite appreciable, provided the Rabi frequency exceeds
the detuning, corresponding to saturation of the atomic transition. In fact, in the entire velocity
range vc<v<|<5|//: it is stronger than the saturated scattering force, and it is given by the
expression -MT\8\/{kv),

apart from modulations.
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Fig. 4 Average force, in units of fikF, as a function of velocity, in units of F/k, at a Rabi
frequency <0/?(0) = lOOOrand a positive detuning 6 = 200F. The critical velocity vc is given
by Eq. (62).
30-119-66

2000
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-500

-20
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15
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Fig. 5 Measured longitudinal velocity distribution for 1 keV neon atoms before and after
interaction with a standing laser field during 6.5 |isec = 330F"1. The atomic states have angular
momenta Jg = 2 and Je = 3 and the light is linearly polarized and has a positive detuning of
60.T. A closely equivalent two-level system has a Rabi frequency of COR(0) = 275F. The
velocity vc/2 equals 5.1 F/k, where F/k = 5.3 m/sec. The distributions are inferred from the
Doppler shift of a transition induced by a probe laser, and the resolution is ~ - 2F/k. The
yield refers to spontaneous emission following the excitation. Published with kind permission
of the author of Re/. [12],
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4.3 Experiments
The change in direction of the force in a strong standing wave above the velocity vc has
been verified in two very recent experiments. The first measurement [11] was on a thermal
beam of sodium atoms with an average velocity of ~500 m/sec and a velocity spread of
~ ± 200 m/sec. The field was standing in the laboratory frame and virtually all of the particles
had an initial velocity higher than v c . The detuning was negative, and after penetration of the
wave over a distance of 27 cm, the width of the distribution in longitudinal velocity had, in one
case, diminished to 12 m/sec (FWHM). The laser power applied was 0.2 Watt.
In the second experiment one was directly concerned with the problems associated with
laser cooling of a fast beam [12]. The laser field must now be standing in a frame moving with
the average particle velocity. To obtain significant velocity changes in a single-pass experiment
with an interaction time two orders of magnitude shorter then in Ref. [11], it was necessary to
increase the energy density in the laser wave by means of a resonator. In the neon beam
applied, the longitudinal velocity spread was on the order of the critical velocity vc, owing to
the velocity compression upon acceleration to an energy of 1 keV. In Fig. 5 are shown the
velocity distributions before, and after interaction with the field, as well as the difference
between the two. Since the detuning is now positive, low and high velocity particles are forced
towards the centre and towards the tails, respectively. The changes observed are in qualitative
agreement with estimates based on a transformation of the initial distribution according to the
calculated velocity-dependent average force. The intention is to carry the experiment to
somewhat higher field strengths for a constant value of the ratio 5/6)^(0). For a positive
detuning, this will lead to longitudinal cooling of essentially the entire beam, as in the
calculation presented in Fig. 3.

5.

SUMMARY

For atoms or ions in a beam, we have discussed the force from a strong collinear laser
beam which forms a standing wave in a reference frame moving with the average velocity of the
particles. In an experiment, the standing wave in the moving frame is obtained as the
superposition of two travelling waves which are propagating in opposite directions and which
have different frequencies in the laboratory.
When the Rabi frequency Ofy?(0) becomes large compared to the detuning 151, 0)R(0) >
151 > F, the laser intensity is sufficient to saturate the atomic transition under consideration. In
these circumstances, particles with velocities relative to the standing wave in the range
0<v<|5|/& experience a force which is stronger than the maximum scattering force from a
travelling wave. As an example, we may choose the detuning 5 such that the upper velocity
limit \5\lk equals 1000 m/sec. In a typical case with a photon energy fi© = 2 eV and an atomic
lifetime P 1 = 10"8 sec, saturation is then obtained when the two travelling waves composing the
standing wave have intensities of the order of 1 Watt/mm2.
The average force changes sign with the detuning, and for given values of the detuning
and the field strength, the force directions are opposite in the two velocity regimes below and
above a complicated transition region around the critical velocity vc, given in Eq. (62). For red
detuning, the force is retarding above vc which is of the order of 100 m/sec in the example
considered above, provided the saturation is not too strong. Apart from modulations, the force
equals ifir|5|/v in the velocity region vc<v<\5\/k, and the time required for the average
force to bring an atom of mass M from one end of the velocity region to the other is therefore
approximately equal to MI 8 \/(firk2). In the example, we obtain a time of 0.3 msec for atomic
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mass 20. After the change of direction around vc, the average force again becomes inversely
proportional to velocity, and it increases linearly with the Rabi frequency when the ratio
5/COR(0) remains constant. As is observed from Fig. 2, the maximum force, attained at a
velocity less than F/k, becomes quite strong for realistic field strengths.
In conclusion it would appear that for ions circulating in a storage ring, a strong standing
laser field might be useful in a second cooling stage when a very accurate definition of
longitudinal velocity is desired. First, electron cooling and/or stochastic cooling should reduce
the velocity spread to a value of the order of a thousand meters per second. Then a millisecond
of interaction with a laser field with red detuning could transform the velocity distribution into
two peaks around the velocities ± vc with respect to the standing wave. Finally, a change of
sign of the detuning together with a moderate increase in its absolute magnitude would bring the
particles into the low velocity region with a strong dipole force, and a rapid cooling to
essentially vanishing velocity spread would result.
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Abstract
Following the analysis of Schottky signals for the unbunched and the
bunched beam cases, a general study of electromagnetic detectors is
presented. Here the image-current approach and the Lorentz reciprocity
theorem will be used to evaluate the detector (or pick-up) performance
for several typical examples. Then, signal-processing techniques,
which play an important role in the Schottky signal analysis, will be
reviewed. The beam transfer function which relates the beam response
to an external excitation also provides very useful information about the
accelerator behaviour. It requires an element to excite the beam (kicker)
which will be shown to be equivalent to a detector working in reverse.
With beam-transfer-function measurements an assessment of beam
stability limits can be made, leading to the determination of the overall
ring impedance.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The noise generated in an old fashioned electron tube is governed by the Schottky
formula which simply reflects the fact that the anode current is composed of individual electrons
randomly emitted by the cathode. Very similarly, the beam current in a circular particle
accelerator, also exhibits a random component, called the Schottky noise, which results from
the large, but finite, number of particles in the beam. In the absence of random quantum
emissions (i.e. for hadron machines) the analysis of Schottky noise signals (or Schottky
signals, for brevity) is a very powerful tool to study the accelerator behaviour. Historically,
Schottky signals have been observed first on unbunched beam machines (CERN ISR) [1,2],
leading to the development of the very successful stochastic cooling technique. For bunched
beams, the presence of strong "macroscopic" beam signals renders the observation of the tiny
Schottky signals more difficult. However improved signal processing techniques have recently
made their observation possible.
Following the analysis of Schottky signals for the unbunched and the bunched beam
cases, a general study of electromagnetic detectors is presented. Here the image-current
approach and the Lorentz reciprocity theorem will be used to evaluate the detector (or pick-up)
performance for several typical examples. Then, signal-processing techniques, which play an
important role in the Schottky signal analysis, will be reviewed.
The beam transfer function which relates the beam response to an external excitation also
provides very useful information about the accelerator behaviour. It requires an element to
excite the beam (kicker) which will be shown to be equivalent to a detector working in reverse.
With beam-transfer-function measurements an assessment of beam stability limits can be made,
leading to the determination of the overall ring impedance.
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2.

SCHOTTKY SIGNALS

2 . 1 Unbunched beam, longitudinal
For a single particle circulating in the machine (charge e, revolution period 7/ = lift), the
beam current, at a given location in the ring, is composed of an infinite train of delta pulses
(Fig. la) separated in time by T/. In frequency domain, this periodic waveform is represented
by a line spectrum (Fig. lb), the distance between lines being/; = on/In.

(1)

ii(.t) = efi>zxpjncoit
Looking at positive frequencies only:

(2)
n=\

The first term represents the DC component, the others are simply the successive harmonics of
the revolution frequency.
Li

ef,,

Ti

nf:

Fig. 1 a) Time domain 8 pulses

b) Frequency domain: line spectrum

For N particles, randomly distributed in azimuth along the ring circumference (debunched
beam case) and having slightly different G)/, each line at frequency nfc which is infinitely
narrow in the case of a single particle, will be replaced by a band of frequencies (Schottky
band) whose width is simply:

Af = n

—
P

(3)

Afi is the spread in particle's revolution frequencies resulting from the relative momentum
spread Ap/p and the machine parameter T) = (l / y} -1 / y 2 ). /Q is the average revolution
frequency.
When averaging equation (2) over N particles, only the DC terms remain iioc = /o)>
the other components cancel due to the random azimuth phase factor. However, the r.m.s.
current per band which is given by the sum:
/2) = [2e/0(cos 0,+cos 62+ ... +cos 0, + ... +cos0w)]

(4)
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does not vanish because of the cos 92 terms. One obtains:
(5)
(6)
The r.m.s. current per band (Schottky current) is independent of n (harmonic number)
and proportional to the square root of the number of particles N.
As indicated on Fig. 2, the power spectral density, proportional to (i2)/ Af, decreases
with n un'dl overlap occurs (A/ > / 0 ) . For a given band the local power density is obviously
proportional to the number of particles per unit frequency. If the parameter 77 is known (77 may
be frequency dependent), the measurement of the power spectral density, in one particular
Schottky band gives directly the Ap/p distribution of the beam.

Af

Fig. 2 Power spectral density of Schottky lines with increasing n
This fonns the basis of Ap/p beam distribution measurements in DC coasting machines
(cooling and accumulation rings in particular).
Note that the noise signals pertaining to successive Schottky bands are not correlated
because the random azimuthal phase factor is multiplied by n in Eq. (4).
2.2 Unbunched beam, transverse
For a single particle, the beam current t/(r) must be replaced by the dipole moment:
di(t) = ai{t).i[(t), where a,(r) is the transverse displacement. The ilh particle executes a
sinusoidal betatron oscillation, of amplitude ah which can be written:
= a/ cos (qiO)^

(7)

Here q-Ji is the observed frequency, at a fixed location in the ring, qi being the noninteger part of die betatron tune (Fig. 3a).
In frequency domain:
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(a)

Fig. 3 Time (a) and frequency (b) domain representations of a single-particle transverse
oscillation
= a,- cos

ft)

(8)

(9)
The spectrum is again a series of lines spaced by the revolution frequency of the Ith particle, but
shifted in frequency by q-J-t. Looking at positive frequencies only (Fig. 3b) one obtains two
betatron lines per revolution frequency band as in the case of an amplitude-modulated carrier
which exhibits two symmetrical sidebands.
For N particles in the beam, again randomly distributed in azimuth and in betatron
phases, averaging equation (9), for a given value of n + q, gives:
(10)

drms =

(11)

Again, the total power per Schottky band is independent of its location in the frequency
spectrum; it is proportional to the number of particles in the beam and to the square of the
r.m.s. oscillation amplitude.
Each Schottky band has now a finite width which results from the spread of revolution
frequencies A/,- / f0 = rj Ap / p and from the spread of betatron frequencies Aft. The latter
usually comes from the machine chromaticity £: Aqt = Q£&p IP, but may also result from
space charge, beam-beam or nonlinear effects.
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The line width of two adjacent Schottky bands (n ± q) is given by:

Af = {n±q)Afi±27rf0&qi

(12)
(13)

if only chromaticity contributes to the betatron frequency spread.
Equation (13) shows that the width of the two Schottky bands is not the same, due to the
machine chromaticity. However, by comparing the two bands n ±q, one can determine the
Aqi of the beam. Even more, if one can identify similar points on the distribution (resonances,
for instance), their q can be determined by the formula:

Afc being the measured frequency difference between them. This technique was extensively
used in the ISR to monitor the working line of the machine distribution in transverse tunes.
Comparing equations (10) and (6) gives a direct measure of the r.m.s. betatron amplitude:
®rms _ &rms

hms

("1 ^

2

Equation (15) can be used to measure directly the transverse beam emittance, if the beam
distribution is known. This obviously requires well calibrated longitudinal and transverse
detectors to measure accurately dTms and inns unless only relative measurements are sought
(evolution of AA transverse emittance, for instance).
2.3 Bunched beam, longitudinal
In the bunched beam case, every individual particle executes synchrotron oscillations at
the frequency Qs 12n. The time of passage of the particle in front of the detector is modulated
according to:
T/(r)=T; sin(Q s r+v/i)

(16)

?i(t) is the time difference with respect to the synchronous particle (frequency/o) and T,- is the
amplitude of the synchrotron oscillation, assumed to be linear. In time domain, the beam
current is represented in Fig. 4, as a series of delta pulses, with a modulated time of passage. It
can be written:

•2ef0Re\ > exp jn O)0(r + T; sin (Clj + yf.))} .
n=l

Using the relation:

(17)
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i
-i

Fig. 4 Time domain representation of a single-particle current in a bunched beam

exp(y(z sin

(18)

where Jp is the Bessel function of order p, one can expand the nth harmonic in equation (17)
and obtain:

(19)

,) exp j{nco0t

in =

Each revolution frequency line (nfy) now splits into an infinity of synchrotron satellites,
spaced by Qs 12n, the amplitudes of which being proportional to the Bessel functions of
argument ncoQti as shown in Fig. 5.
The amplitudes of the synchrotron satellites become negligible beyond a certain value of
p. This is because Jp(x) = 0 forp > x if x is large. Therefore, the synchrotron satellites are,
in practice, confined into a limited bandwidth:
2pQs = In co0 T.Q, .

(20)

The spread in the instantaneous revolution frequency of the / lh particle due to the
synchrotron oscillation is simply:
,- = 2QS

kl.

(21)

J o (nw o f,)
Ji

.

1

1

nUi
As
f*

Significant

bandwidth

Fig. 5 Decomposition of each revolution line into synchrotron satellites
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Consequently, for large values of n, the significant bandwidth around line n is the same
as that of a beam of many particles having the same A©,- and therefore the same Ap I p.
Consider now the case of many particles, with randomly distributed synchrotron phases
iffi and Tf ranging from 0 to xm (2im being the total bunch length).
For a given n, the central line (p = 0) shows the same phase factor (exp jncoQt) for all
particles: the current in the central line is therefore proportional to N and not v/V; this is simply
the macroscopic RF current of the bunch. On the contrary, the synchrotron satellites (p * 0)
add r.m.s. wise because of the random phase factor exp j(nco0t + p£ls + py^) (Fig. 6).
Each line is infinitely narrow if the synchrotron oscillation is purely linear (Qs is the same
for all particles) and if the machine has no imperfections. However, magnet and RF
fluctuations broaden in practice each individual line. In addition a spread in synchrotron
frequency within the bunch AQ.S transforms each satellite (p * 0) into a band of width pACls.
For large values of n, overlap between successive synchrotron satellites (pAQs >QS) can
occur within the significant width of the Schottky band of order n. (Fig. 6b).
H

overlap

„ J,~/»f

nu,
a .Small n

U)

nu.

U)

significanl-bandwidth

2nUoftiT

b_ Large n

Fig. 6 Longitudinal Schottky spectrum of a bunched beam

Steady

signal

I

J (nu T. )

Fluctuating signal I I J p
n M*

fluctuation

Fig. 7 Time domain of representation of bunched beam Schottky signal
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If we consider two Schottky bands with different values of n, their corresponding
synchrotron satellites (of order/?) are correlated. This results from Eq. (19), where the random
phase factor /?y/,- is the same, even for different values of n.
Another way to look at the coherence between successive Schottky bands is to examine
the bunch signal in time domain (Fig. 7). It is composed of a steady component (macroscopic
signal resulting from the terms: S ^ o l " 6 ^ ; ) ) and a fluctuating Schottky signal
n

Z ^Jp(nCOo^i)
\np*0

•• The fluctuating signal extends in time over 2r m , and can be Fourier
)

decomposed into components at multiples of the fundamental bunch frequency ft, = 1 / 2r m .
All information concerning the Schottky signal is contained into those components (in the limit
Qs « coo). In other words significant information about the Schottky signal only appears
every fy frequency interval, the other spectral lines in (19) (every /o) simply give redundant
information, i.e., they are correlated.
As a consequence, sampling of Schottky signals at/o, which folds many nfo bands on
top of each other and only gives one Schottky signal, does not introduce any loss of
information, if the bandwidth before sampling is limited to ±fb 12.
2.4 Bunched beam, transverse
Here we have to combine the amplitude modulation (betatron oscillation) and the time
modulation (synchrotron oscillation). One obtains:

d.t ( 0 = a,. cos(<7,-Q>or + (pt)efQ Rej ^ T exp jnco0 (t + T; sin(Q,r + Yi)) | •

(22)

J

U=-~
If qt is independent of CO[, the n t h sum becomes:

dn = ef^ Rej | Jp{{n± <?KT,.)exp j[((n± q)coo + pQs)t + pi/A + <p] 1 .

(23)

Again, each betatron line splits into an infinite number of synchrotron satellites (Fig. 8). The
significant bandwidth, as in the longitudinal case, approaches that of coasting beams with the
same Ap I p, for large values of n. On the contrary, for small values, of n, most of the energy
is concentrated in the p =0 line.

1
At

Fig. 8 Decomposition of each betatron line into synchrotron satellites
For a non-zero chromaticity, the argument of the Bessel function (n ± q)caoii should be
replaced by [(n±q)-Q% I 77]COOT,-. In this case, the relative amplitudes of the synchrotron
satellites also depend on the chromaticity. In particular, for the chromatic frequency:
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t

CQ*=Q2-CO0

(24)

only the term Jo is significant: all the energy of the nth Schottky band is concentrated in the
central line.
With many particles, we should average over the two random variables <p-t and y^-.
Unlike the longitudinal case, the central lines (p = 0) add up r.m.s. wise due to the random
betatron phase factor <p,-, the consequence being that there is no transverse macroscopic signal.
Successive bands are correlated as in the longitudinal case, again, because all the signal is
concentrated in the time interval 2TOT and not To = 1 / / 0 as if the beam were unbunched.
The width of the central line is determined by RF and magnetic field fluctuations, but also
by transverse nonlinearities (tune spread due to octupole fields, beam-beam or space charge
forces). In addition, the synchrotron satellites are broadened by the spread in synchrotron
frequencies within the bunch (width pAQs as in Fig. 6).
The total power per band (for a given n) is given by:

222

/ ( >f
P

With the identity:

(26)
one obtains

' "

l

)lT-

(27)

The total power per band is the same as in the coasting beam case, for the same total
number of particles and the same transverse oscillation amplitude (Fig. 9).

Fig. 9 Horizontal Schottky signals in the SPS.
Top: debunched beam, bottom: bunched beam
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3.

BEAM DETECTORS

3 . 1 The image-current approach
Consider the very simple geometry of Fig. 10a, where a round beam circulates in the
centre of a cylindrical smooth vacuum chamber. This is a two-dimensional problem, and it is
well known that the electromagnetic fields are purely transverse, as in a coaxial line, in the limit
v = c. It follows that for all frequencies the beam and wall currents are opposite:
*i = ~hv

(28)

Equation (28) is only valid up to some upper frequency, depending on the particle
relativistic factor /and the transverse dimensions of the vacuum chamber. However, for most
practical cases (high energy storage rings) this is not a limitation.

Vv

L

\

71

V
Fig. 10 The beam is equivalent to a current source flowing into the detector impedance
If now we cut a gap in the circular wall we introduce a coupling between the inside and
the outside of the vacuum pipe. The latter is characterised by the impedance Z which we can
measure between the two sides of the gap. As the energy lost by the beam when passing
through the detector is much smaller than the particle's energy, the current z&, and hence iw is
independent of the gap voltage: it means that the wall current iw which flows through Z can be
represented by a pure current source (Fig. 10b).
The detector, which seen from the gap appears like an impedance Z, delivers its output
signal in the load RQ (Fig. 10a). The sensitivity of the detector (longitudinal in this case) is
defined by:
5 ^V 0 U t in

Ro

h
For a lossless network between gap and Ro, one can easily obtain, from power
considerations:

The following examples will illustrate the image current approach for the evaluation of
beam detectors (or beam pick-ups).
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a)

The resistive-gap kick-up

In this case the load resistor RQ is simply connected to the vacuum chamber gap.
However, to provide a low impedance DC return path for the wall current, a short-circuited
coaxial line is built around the vacuum chamber, as shown on Fig. 11. The line is filled with
lossy matenal (ferrites) such that, for the operating frequency of the pick-up, it appears as a
terminated line. This introduces a high-pass characteristic in the detector response.
The upper frequency limit is determined by the parasitic capacitance at the gap. Making
i?0 small (several parallel resistors) will increase the upper frequency limit, at the expense of
sensitivity.

— beam

L
absorbing material

it

high frequency I territe!

Fig. 11 Resistive-gap pick-up
The SPS wide-band longitudinal detector [3] uses eight parallel 50 Q strip lines
symmetrically connected to the gap, and a ferrite loaded coaxial line with 25 Q. characteristic
impedance. This arrangement gives Z = 5Q. The eight gap signals are combined in an eightport power combiner giving an overall sensitivity, in a 50 Q. load:

instead of the maximum S = V6.25 x 50 = 17.6Q if no power would be lost in the ferrites (very
high impedance coaxial line).
The bandwidth extends from 4 MHz to 4 GHz with almost no resonances. To improve
the low-frequency response the inductance of the short-circuited line can be increased by
lossless ferrites, but high-frequency resonances may be difficult to suppress.
b)

The directional-coupler pick-up

As shown on Fig. 12a, there are two gaps in this detector, joined together by a piece of
coaxial line of characteristic impedance RQ, surrounding the vacuum chamber, With the two
load resistors Ro which are connected to each gap, one can draw the equivalent circuit of
Fig. 12b. The two beam current sources, at each gap, are in opposite direction, and are shifted
in phase by the beam transit time.
The current flowing in the load Ro on the right is the sum of the contributions from the
two current sources:
-~zxp(-jco£ I V(p)
—-exp(-;ct^ / u p )
2

left source
right

source
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u<p and vp being the wave and particle velocities and I the distance between gaps. The total
current:

( .at)

( .ae^

(30)

vanishes if vp and v^ are equal.
a)

A
\

T)

btim

J

b)

Fig. 12 Directional-coupler pick-up, a) Schematic, b) equivalent circuit
For the load RQ on the left, one finds easily the current:

(31)
and the corresponding sensitivity:
(32)

for v p = u^ = u.
If this synchronous condition is fulfilled, for instance if vp = c and the coaxial line is in
vacuum, this detector is directional: the signal only appears at the upstream port (with respect
to beam velocity). With counter rotating beams (p and pbars for instance) the directional pickup can separate the signals from the two types of particles. In practice the directivity is of the
order of 30 to 35 dB. Note that directivity can, in principle, be obtained also by combining the
signals of several identical detectors.
The sensitivity of the.detector, given by Eq. (32) is frequency dependent (Fig. 13). It
shows a succession of zeros and maxima corresponding to:
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the sensitivity being simply RQ at the maxima.
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Fig. 13 Transfer functions of the directional-coupler pick-up
The transient response of the detector can be obtained by making the inverse Fourier
transform of Eq. (32), but it is obvious from the equivalent circuit of Fig. 12b that it is
composed of two opposite delta pulses separated in time by twice the transit time {11 / c)
(Fig. 14a).
Several identical pick-ups can be combined to increase the, overall sensitivity. With
power combiners, the output signals are added power wise giving an overall sensitivity
S = RQ-Jn for n identical detectors, and the same frequency response. One can also combine
several directional coupler detectors in cascade and obtain, with the proper delays, a transient
response as in Fig. 14b. There the maximum sensitivity is proportional to n, but the frequency
response now shows a sin f/f curve peaked at I' = X / 4. In other words, the higher sensitivity
(proportional to n) results in a narrower bandwidth.

b)

Fig. 14 Transient response of directional coupler, a) single, b) multiple (with the associated
frequency response)
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Directional coupler pick-ups are in fact mostly used as transverse detectors. With several
strips symmetrically arranged in the vacuum chamber, as in Fig. 15a, the total wall current iw
should be replaced by 1^61 In for each strip, provided the beam is in the centre. For a noncentred beam the problem is truly three dimensional near the gaps. By approximating the
electromagnetic field by that of a pure TEM wave one can obtain the wall current distribution
along the vacuum chamber azimuth which obviously depends on the beam position. For small
beam displacement, Ax, the difference of the signals of two opposite strip lines is proportional
to Ax:
(33)

5A being defined by Eq. (33) as the transverse sensitivity of the detector (in ohms/meter).

,Zo

©

b)
Fig. 15 Cross section of transverse directional-coupler pick-up, a) circular, b) rectangular.
In the case of a rectangular geometry, often used in wide-aperture cooling rings for
instance, the maximum sensitivity 5A is given by:
(34)

The form factor tanh(mv/ h) simply reflects the fact that some fraction of the wall current
flows outside the strip-line gaps.
This type of pick-up (sometimes called loop coupler) is widely used in cooling systems.
It offers a good compromise between bandwidth (of the order of one octave) and sensitivity.
The signals of many couplers are often added power wise on a combiner board, inside vacuum,
to increase the overall sensitivity. If only one type of particle is present, the downstream
resistor RQ, where no current flows, can be replaced by a short circuit (hence the name of loop
coupler), but microwave resonances may be harmful in this case.
c)

The electrostatic pick-up

If the coaxial line of Fig. 12a is much shorter than the wavelength (£ « X), it can be
represented by a simple capacitor C-il Rov9 (Fig. 16a). For a very high load resistor, the
equivalent circuit of Fig. 16b represents the electrostatic detector, with the two current sources
phase shifted by co£/ vp.
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Fig. 16 The electrostatic pick-up

The voltage developed on the line (or the electrode) is simply:
(35)

JCco

j

vD

(36)

The quantity £ib / vp is the beam charge q contained in the detector length, (assuming a slowly
varying charge distribution with respect to the electrode length). It follows:
(37)

as the electrostatic theory would have given immediately.
For vv = vp and in the approximation of a high load resistor, Eq. (36) combined with
= £/ RQV(p leads to the very simple result:

The sensitivity is independent of the frequency and of the length of the detector. Of course this
is only true at medium frequencies. The non-infinite load resistor (usually an amplifier with
high input impedance) introduces a low frequency cut off whereas at high frequencies the
approximation £ « X is no longer valid.
The transverse version of the electrostatic pick-up can be obtained by splitting the
electrode cylinder in two halves along a linear cut (Fig. 17). Electrostatic theory shows that the
difference in voltage between the two plates is a linear function of the beam displacement.
Many versions of the transverse electrostatic pick-up with various shapes could be found in the
literature (circular, rectangular, elliptical) [4]. They are mostly used for closed orbit
measurements (sometimes horizontal and vertical pick-ups are combined in a single unit).

Fig. 17 Transverse electrostatic pick-up linearly cut
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If the linearity requirement is less important, the linear cut could be abandoned, for
instance in the so-called "buttons" used in LEP (Fig. 18). There, only the high-frequency
response is important, and consequently the load resistor is a 50 Q cable. The linearity can be
restored by a proper algorithm at the signal processing level.

Button
electrode

Fig. 18 Cross section of the LEP position detector
The electrostatic detector can be made resonant, with a coil (or transformer) connected to
the electrode. A transverse version is sketched in Fig. 19a, with the equivalent
circuit of
H
Fig. 19b.

RO= son

a)

b)

Fig. 19 a) Resonant electrostatic pick-up, b) Equivalent circuit
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At resonance the voltage across the plates V is given by:
.v=JC0
. .

RI n12Ax.

(38)

vp — >

which is transformed in the output load into:
(39)
for a lossless transformer.
Taking into account the ohmic losses of the coil (Qo = quality factor of the resonant
circuit, QL = loaded quality factor), one obtains:

d\

(40)

C

This technique has been used in the CERN SPS, for a dedicated, very sensitive Schottky
detector [5] (sensitivity: 75 fi/mm),
2.2 Pick-up evaluation using the reciprocity theorem
The reciprocity theorem, well known in antenna theory, results from Maxwell equations
applied to a linear, isotropic system. If we have two sets of current sources in the system J'
and J" which produce the electric fields E' and E" and the magnetic fields H' and //", the
following relation is valid:

I

UE"xH'-ExH")•nds=\\\(E-r-E"-J')dv

(41)

where the volume v is enclosed by the surface 5 (n is the unity vector on that surface).
For the application of the reciprocity theorem (Fig. 20), we take ./' = /&, (^ is the beam
current along the detector axis), and J" = I\ (I\ is a pure current source applied across the load
resistor RQ).

beam

I
Vout

Fig. 20 Application of the reciprocity theorem to a beam detector
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We consider an integration volume limited by the metallic enclosure of the pick-up, where
the electric fields are normal to the surface, which makes the left side of Eq. (41) vanish and
leads to:
"•ih dv

/,-v, out

•J

E2-ib dz

(42)

(43)

where Vout is the output voltage of the detector when excited by it>, and E2 is the on axis
component of the field in the pick-up structure when excited by I\. For a given geometry and a
given field configuration, Ez can be related to I\, from power considerations. Then application
of Eq. (43) directly gives the detector sensitivity 5 = Vout / ib, for cases where the image
current approach would fail (e.g. microwave structures).
Note that the reciprocity theorem, transposed in circuit theory, simply states that, for a
passive quadrupole, the determinant of its transfer matrix is unity.
Application of the reciprocity theorem will be illustrated in the following by two
examples: the slow-wave and the slot-line pick-ups.
The slow-wave pick-up is essentially an electromagnetic wave guide in which the phase
velocity has been slowed down to match the velocity of the particles. Dielectric slabs (Fig. 21a)
or corrugations (Fig. 21b) have been considered for this purpose [6]. A description of the field
in the structure will be given by standard wave guide theory. With respect to the transverse
dimension, the Ez field configuration is either symmetrical (even mode) or antisymmetrical (odd
mode), leading to a longitudinal or a transverse detector respectively.

Besm
displacement'

a)

b)

Fig. 21 Slow-wave pick-ups, a) dielectric slab, b) corrugated wall.
In the case of a pure travelling-wave structure, terminated at both ends by resistors RQ via
matched transitions, the power flow PQ in the waveguide is related to I\ by:
(44)

Note that only /i/2 flows towards the waveguide, the rest being dissipated in the load resistor
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The sensitivity is given by:

rr
E2ib exp (;V/Pp)dz = h^t

•

(45)

It is found to be proportional to the transit time factor:

. . ( 1 1V
\T~T 2

smko

(46)

^o> Pq» Pp- propagation constants in free space, waveguide and beam respectively.
The sensitivity is optimum for (5p = /?„ (synchronism condition) as expected. For a
given frequency, optimum dimensions of the waveguides are given by the synchronism
condition (as in Fig. 14b). Making the detector longer increases the sensitivity (proportional to
I) but reduces its bandwidth according to (46).
The slot-line pick-up [7,8] offers another interesting example, in which the waves
propagate in a direction perpendicular to that of the beam (Fig. 22). A thin slot in a metallic
plane on a dielectric substrate can support quasi TEM waves in the upper region. The electric
field, not too close to the slot, is purely tangential: its amplitude is given by:

^?{)

(47)

with:

Vo is the voltage across the slot, A1 the wavelength along the slot and H[^ the Hankel function
of first order.
The longitudinal field Ez, along the beam (at a distance d from the metallic plane) is
simply:
Ez=-E$.

(49)

For A' ~ A (er not too large) one can replace kcH[l\kcr) by 2/ %r, which gives:

Es=—A

(50)

2

it r

Vo is related to the power flow Po along the gap by the slot-line impedance Z: P0=V$
Combined with (44) and (45), one obtains:

/2Z.
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Fig. 22 Schematics of slot-line pick-up
1 d
2nz ,
—r-cos—— dz

exp

2itd\

X )

(51)

(52)

Equation (52) can be shown to be valid also even if X and X' are not very close: X should
then be replaced by X in (52).
It is interesting to remark that in the limit d « X, Eq. (52) reduces to S = -\JRQZ / 2
which is the result given by the image current approach. With the reciprocity theorem,
transverse propagation which was previously neglected can be taken into account.
If the signals of two symmetrical plates with two slots are combined, a transverse detector
can be built. Its sensitivity would be:
1

h

sinh{nh/X')

(53)

h being the distance between plates.
Slot-line pick-ups would be interesting, because they can be easily produced by standard
printed-circuit techniques, even in the microwave region. Their bandwidth is only limited by
that of the slot-line to strip-line transitions (the wave on the slot is coupled to outside via a strip
line deposited on the opposite side of the dielectric). Because of the transverse propagation, the
inherent delay of the detector depends on the transverse beam position. This could be useful
for some stochastic cooling schemes.

3.3 Impulse response
Consider again a travelling wave detector like, for instance, the corrugated wall
waveguide, where a number of cells (or individual rectangular boxes) are coupled together via
the beam pipe. When excited by a short beam pulse, the response of the detector is, in first
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approximation, an RF burst (Fig. 23) of amplitude Vout and duration t. After the time t, all the
energy deposited in the detector has been transported with the group velocity vg to the end of
the structure and then to the terminating resistor RQ.

Fig. 23 Impulse response of a travelling-wave detector
What is the relation between the detector sensitivity S and its output voltage VOut in this
case? If we assume a periodic train of short beam pulses (charge q), separated in time by x, the
RF component of the beam current if, at the central frequency of the pick-up is simply
ib—2qlx. Obviously the output amplitude Vout is constant, with that particular beam input,
which gives:
V0Ut = S ib = 2Sq/x

(54)

for the longitudinal case and:
(55)

for the transverse case.
The energy W deposited by the charge q in the detector is related to the geometry of the
structure via its "loss parameter" defined by:
= k q2
1
The k factor is also the R/Q of the structure (& = — coc R/Q,

(56)
coc: frequency of the mode

considered).
Combining (54), (56) and the relation:

w = --

(57)

2
valid for a lossless detector one finds:
(58)

and a similar equation for the transverse case.
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The loss parameter k depends essentially upon the cell geometry, and can be calculated
analytically in some simple cases (neglecting the effect of the beam hole) or evaluated by
computer codes like SUPERFISH for instance. On the other hand r characterises the cell-tocell coupling via Vg.
From Eq. (58), the maximum sensitivity is again proportional to £ (detector length) as
both k and x are themselves proportional to t. Of course the bandwidth decreases
correspondingly as was shown in the example of the multiple directional coupler (Fig. 14b).
Note that this multiple directional coupler can be considered as a backward-travelling wave
structure with Vg = c.
In the following example, we shall evaluate the k factor for the simple geometry of
Fig. 24: a chain of coupled cylindrical cavities. We consider the mode £oil (transverse
detector) where the electric field is only longitudinal:
Ex =

/ A)cos

=0

(59)

The energy lost by charge q is given by:
£ 2 exp

w-

j——dz

(60)

The factor 1/2 simply reflects the fact that the charge q only sees one half of its own induced
voltage (fundamental theorem of beam loading). W is also obtained by integrating E} over the
whole cavity volume:
(61)
Eliminating EQ between (59), (60) and (61) finally gives:

W

-

(

4W2.38U

q

(62)

Fig. 24 A chain of coupled cylindrical cavities as transverse detector
Equation (62) shows the interest of high-frequency detectors as far as sensitivity is
concerned (factors a>\ and 1/A2). But the influence of the beam hole which has been neglected
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in this simplified analysis will become- more and more important. An example of this type of
detector, using the first transverse mode of the accelerating cavities in the CERN SPS is given
in Ref. 9.
4.

OBSERVATION OF SCHOTTKY SIGNALS

4.1 Spectral analysis
As already mentioned in section 2 the measurement of the power spectral density of the
Schottky signals gives the particle distribution in either momentum or betatron tune (or a
combination of both). Therefore, spectral analysis is the natural technique for observing
Schottky signals.
The frequency span of interest is of the order of the revolution frequency, or even less (in
most cases below 100 kHz). Consequently, the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) or, more
precisely, the Digital Fourier Transform (DFT) techniques which operate at low frequencies,
can be used to evaluate in real time the signal spectrum. The Schottky band to be analysed must
be translated at low frequency prior to EFT analysis, as in a conventional spectrum analyser.
This may require a careful prefiltering to reject the unwanted image frequencies.
In the DFT technique, the signal is sampled and digitised at frequency fs. Each digital
word is stored in a memory with M locations (typically 2 1 0 = 1024 locations): the duration of
the signal sample to be analysed is then T = M/fs. The frequency content (frequency span) of
the sampled signal extends only up to fs/2 (Nyquist theorem), and the resolution of the
frequency analysis is of the order of l/T (Fig. 25). Depending on the choice of the signal
processing "windowing", the resolution varies a little: l/T for the rectangular window; 1.4/T
for the "Hamming window", better optimised for noise signals.

Resolution~'/T

,.

Fig. 25 Spectral analysis (DFT) of Schottky signals
For a given resolution of the beam distribution measurement (in Ap/p, or AQIQ), T is
minimum for the largest width of the Schottky band. For instance, in the longitudinal,
debunched beam case, one would minimise T by looking at the highest frequency Schottky
bands (width nAf) limited by either fs/2, the detector sensitivity, or the overlap condition. This
is of particular interest for the observation of "pseudo" Schottky signals in pulsed machines to
measure the beam momentum spread during debunching. {T is there strictly limited by the
duration of the magnetic cycle flat top.) The beam develops, during debunching at high
intensity, a very complicated structure which is more or less equivalent to random noise, but of
macroscopic nature ("pseudo" Schottky signal). Its spectrum analysis provides an estimate of
the momentum spread of the beam during debunching.
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Even if T can be made very long, the result of the DFT on a noise signal does not give a
good estimate of its spectral density. This is because the variance of the power measurement is
comparable to its mean value: it does not decrease when T is made longer.
A better "estimation" of the true power density is obtained by averaging several spectra
taken at different time intervals. The "degree of confidence" of the measurement increases with
the number of averaged spectra (Fig. 26), at the expense of the total analysis time (which may
be distributed over several machine cycles in the previous example).
4.2 Parasitic signals of the Schottky spectrum
Due to the very low level of the Schottky signals, many sources of disturbance can be
harmful and should be eliminated whenever possible.
Parasitic signals may come from the beam itself; if there is a coherent excitation (i.e.
transverse) it will appear as a betatron signal, but with an amplitude proportional to N and not
*<lN as for the Schottky signal. The longitudinal line in a transverse Schottky scan can be
suppressed by careful centering of the pick-up on the beam axis. In the bunched beam case,
additional sharp filtering with a crystal filter is necessary [5].

true
valut
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32

64

128

256

Number

avtraged

of

spectra

Fig. 26 90% confidence level of the noise spectral density measurement
The line-related components are reduced by a careful design of the amplifiers, power
supplies and earth connections. If this is not sufficient, narrow-band synchronous filtering
(locked to the mains frequency) can also be employed.
Of more fundamental nature is the disturbance due to the thermal noise of the first
preamplifier, after the detector. The amplifier is characterised by its noise factor F (excess
noise with respect to a simple resistor Ro)- The available noise spectral density resulting from
the amplifier and which is given by: F ^ o ^ o (ko: Boltzmann constant, ro: temperature) must
be considerably smaller than the Schottky noise spectral density. One possibility is to cool the
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preamplifier and the terminating resistors of the pick-ups (ACOL). From Fig. 2, it is clear that
the best signal-to-noise ratio is obtained at low frequencies (for the case of unbunched beams).
Unfortunately, observation of Schottky signals at high frequency is more favourable as far as
sensitivity and analysis time are concerned.
4.3 Bunched-beam signal processing
As all Schottky lines in a frequency interval fb are correlated (see section 2), it is
interesting to sample the beam signal at the revolution frequency. All lines will be folded in the
base band giving a much better signal-to-noise ratio as will be shown in the following.
In the case of a detector with a bandwidth larger than/i,, the Schottky signal appears like
a noise burst of length 2r m . Its peak power is the same as that of an unbunched beam having
the same line density, i.e. with a total number of particles Neff = N/2rm/0.
Therefore, when
sampling the Schottky signal at the revolution frequency the resulting signal-to-noise is the
same as if it were given by an unbunched beam of Neff[Ntjf » /v) particles.
With a detector having a slower response like a travelling wave pick-up, the output RF
burst (Fig. 23) can be much longer than the bunch itself (T » 2r m ), but nevertheless very
short comapred to 1/fo- Take, for instance a transverse detector giving an output voltage:
t

(63)

for a single panicle which performs a betatron oscillation x cos ( a y + *?). copu is the centre
frequency of the detector.
The average power, per particle is therefore:
T2

and for//particles:
(64)
The thermal noise power of the amplifier, referred to the input, for an amplifier bandwidth B
can be written as:

The power signal-to-noise ratio, during the time interval ris therefore:

1 = N « 2 3(* 2 >
U

(65)

F T*koototRoR
o oB

This is also the signal-to-noise ratio after sampling. We can select B[B = Bopt) to
optimise \/U. £ ? pt is the minimum bandwidth for which the useful signal is not reduced
significantly. This happens if the rise time of the band limited RF burst is of the order of its
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length: 1/S = T, as illustrated in Fig. 27. More precisely BOpt is that of the so-called "optimum
fiiter" (radar terminology) for which the impulse response is the time reversed image of the RF
burst. With that condition (65) becomes:
1
U

(66)

which is the same as for the debunched beam case, except for the enhancement factor 1/tfo
which can be much larger than unity [10].
The overall signal processing system for a bunched beam transverse Schottky signal is
displayed on Fig. 28. Frequency translation down to the base band frequency can be done by
peak detection, as indicated, or with a synchronous detector driven by the sum signal of the
pick-up. In this case, it is interesting to remark that the odd synchrotron satellites are rejected
for an in-phase detection (like for a peak detection), whereas for a quadrature detection, it is the
even synchrotron satellites which are rejected. This feature may be useful if one wants to
isolate the central JQ line of the Schottky band.

1 < X

i~-z

Fig. 27 Optimum filtering of an RF burst from a beam detector
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Fig. 28 Bunched beam signal processing system
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Although the thermal noise of the preamplifier is of less importance for bunched beam
signal processing, the effect of spurious coherent excitation of the beam may be more of a
problem. This is because, even a low frequency excitation, near the first betatron line, appears
everywhere in the spectrum, contrary to the debunched beam case, and may spoil even a high
frequency Schottky system. A solution to that problem is to reject that part of the detector
signal which is coherent from one bunch to the next [9].
5.

BEAM TRANSFER FUNCTIONS

5.1 Principle of beam transfer functions
The name of beam transfer function almost speaks for itself: it relates the response of the
beam (amplitude and phase) to a known excitation. In the case of a transverse excitation by a
deflector (or kicker), the beam response is measured by a transverse pick-up as indicated on
Fig. 29a, whereas Fig. 29b shows the arrangement for the measurement of a longitudinal
transfer function [11].
longitudina I

Transverse
kicker

Pu

--Network
Analyser

Network
Analyser

excitation
excitation

b)
Fig. 29 Principle of beam transfer function measurement
To minimise the analysis time and the disturbance to the beam, it is interesting to excite
the beam with a white noise spectrum (all frequencies are present in the band of interest). There
the output will also be a noise signal, similar to the Schottky noise, and for which similar
processing techniques can be applied. To extract the phase information spectral density
measurements are not sufficient and a dual channel DFT instrument is needed. Again averaging
many transfer functions reduces the variance of the estimate (Fig. 26). In Fig. 29a and b, a
new element appears, namely the kicker (either transverse or longitudinal) which will be
examined more in detail in the following.
5.2

Kickers

A longitudinal kicker is a fairly straightforward device in which a longitudinal electric
field £ z is produced. The particle gains an energy AW, when crossing the kicker (or cavity),
which is simply given by:
AW

•I

e £, dz .

(67)

The application of the reciprocity theorem to a longitudinal beam detector has led us to Eq. (43),
which combined with (67) results in:
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(68)

=e S

showing that the energy gain of the kicker and the sensitivity of the pick-up are simply
proportional. In other words a longitudinal kicker is nothing but a longitudinal detector
working in reverse. This is almost obvious for cavity like detectors, but is also true for a
directional coupler type of pick-up for instance, where a quasi TEM wave propagates. There,
only the field at the ends of the coupler are useful for beam excitation.
Consider now the case of a transverse deflection produced by the Lorentz force:
i = — \e(E + v xfi) dz
P
vpJzK
'

(69)

which projected on the x axis (Fig. 30) can be written:

//

"

Fig. 30 Application of the induction law to the evaluation of the transverse force
dz.

(70)

To evaluate the quantity Ex + v • By, we apply the induction law to a small rectangle in the
xOz plane:

i

(71)

§B being the flux of the magnetic field B on the contour C. One obtains
—-dx dz + —-dz dx = -j(O By dx dz
}
dx
dz
dx

(72)

(73)

dz

With:

dL=dL±
dz

dt dz

=jco

ExL
x

vp

(74)
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(73) becomes:
(75)

dx

Equation (75) shows that only the longitudinal field Ez (more precisely dEz/dx) is
important for transverse deflection. This is a well known result (linac theory for instance)
which has a few interesting corollaries. For instance, one cannot deflect a beam neither with a
pure TEM wave nor with a pure H mode in a cavity if the end effects are neglected. A
transverse kicker must show a longitudinal electric field, in the same way as a transverse pickup extracts energy from the longitudinal velocity of the particles. There is complete equivalence
between pick-ups and kickers even in the transverse plane. This will be illustrated in the
following example.
The "TEM" travelling-wave kicker has the same geometry as the transverse directional
coupler pick-up (Fig. 31a). The field is that of a TEM wave along the two lines, except at the
two ends where a longitudinal component Ez exists (Fig. 31b). Assume, for simplicity
vp = v9: the particles receive successively two opposite transverse kicks at either end of the
kicker, the result being a zero deflection (another way of saying the same thing is that the
electric and magnetic deflections along the line exactly cancel each other). On the contrary, for
vp = —Vy (beam in the opposite direction) the two kicks add exactly if they are separated by
half a period of the RF wave (•£ = X14). This gives a variation of the type sin 2n £IX.
More generally the transverse kicker sensitivity defined by:
(76)
where V/c is the voltage applied to the kicker, can be related to the pick-up sensitivity 5A of the
same structure.
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2

Fig. 31 "TEM" travelling-wave kicker
Combining Eqs. (70) and (75), gives:

7*.

) dx

(77)
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When applying the reciprocity theorem to a transverse pick-up, we already obtained (Eq. (43),
modified for the transverse case):
(78)

I\ being the current source producing the field Ez. For a matched pick-up or kicker, I\ is split
equally between the structure and the load resistor, which gives:
VWi*o/2.

(79)

Combining Eqs. (77), (78), (79) and (33) one obtains:
(80)

coR0
which relates pick-up and kicker sensitivities.

For the "TEM" travelling wave kicker, which is the same structure as the one shown in
Fig. 15b, combining Eqs. (32), (34) and (80) gives:

K\-2j—
1

tanh

— .

J

(81)
K J

h
\ h ) 2% i / X
5.3 Debunched beam transfer function

The beam is composed of a collection of particles, each having its own transverse
oscillation frequency <&©,•, submitted to a common driving force F(a>). The equation of
motion, for each individual particle is, in linear approximation:
Xi+facOi) x = F{co)

(82)

with a forced solution of the form:
Xi = Xt exp jcot
x

__

F(co)

(qco)

_ 1

— co

2

F(co)

.

(83)

2(0 (Diqt —co

The average beam response (X,) / F(co) is given by the integral:

F(co) 2co '

- —

(84)

where p(^-G),-) is the normalised distribution of the betatron frequencies within the beam,
i and ^2^2 ^ " S ^ e

tw0

extreme frequencies).
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This is a singular integral because of the pole at q^co^ = co. It can be decomposed into its
Cauchy principal value, which is real, and its residue at the pole (imaginary):

F(a,)=^[PrinC-Value-y7rp(£y)]-

(85)

We now replace <X{> by jco^X;) to obtain a real transfer function B{(o) when energy is
absorbed (force and displacement in quadrature) and obtain:
B(co) = — (np(co) + j Princ. Value) .

(86)

The real part of the transfer function gives the particle distribution in tune like the spectral
power density of the Schottky signal. Outside the frequency band (q^ ,^2^2) t n e rea ^ P a r t °f
B(co) vanishes (pure imaginary response). The fact that a collection of lossless oscillators
responds like a damped resonator is the basis of Landau damping and is illustrated in Fig. 32.

'

Phase

A mplitude

Fig. 32 Response of a large number of lossless resonators.
— individual particles,
average
The evaluation of the stability of the beam certainly corresponds to the most interesting
application of beam transfer function measurements. Collective effects (and in particular beam
instabilities) result from the presence of parasitic impedances in the machine which generate a
deflecting force (in the transverse case), when excited by a collective displacement of the beam.
In other words the excitation F(co) in Eq. (82) should be combined with a term proportional to
the beam response jco(Xi). This leads to the well known feedback loop of Fig. 33, where
H(ja>) is linked to machine parameters and is proportional to the impedance of the machine
Z(co). For instance in the transverse case:
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27m0cy

(87)

mo is the rest mass of the particle.
From Fig. 33 the new transfer function becomes:
(88)

B(u>)

H(u>)
Fig. 33 Feedback loop due to the machine impedance
1

1

E

B{CO)

-H(co) .

(89)

By plotting the curve 1/5(6)) for different beam intensities if, one obtains a family of
curves shifted in the complex plane by the quantity H(o)) (Fig. 34). This shift being
proportional to Z(G)), the machine impedance can be directly measured at any frequency [11].

\

Stability
Limit

=0

Fig. 34 Evaluation of the beam stability with transfer function measurements
When the shifted \/B(co) curve reaches the complex plane origin, stability of the beam is
lost (B(CQ) —»°°), this means that the distance of the curve to the origin is a measure of beam
stability. If a feedback system is employed to stabilise the beam, its effect which should be to
shift the curve towards the right side of the complex plane could also be evaluated.
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With very sensitive detectors and provided long analysis times are available (DC storage
rings), beam transfer function is a very powerful technique, almost non-disturbing to the beam;
it can also be used in a similar way for the longitudinal plane.
5.4 Bunched-beam transfer function
The main difference with respect to the unbunched beam case is that an excitation of the
beam at a given frequency co, not only results in a beam response at co, but also at all
frequencies nco0 + co. (This is because the bunched beam samples the co waveform at the
revolution frequency coo.) The process is therefore fundamentally nonlinear, and as a
consequence, the beam transfer function is not defined in general, unless additional conditions
are imposed [12]. For instance, if bunch-to-bunch coupling can be neglected, one can define
unambiguously the beam transfer function of a single bunch, for a given mode of oscillation
(dipole, quadrupole, etc.), i.e. within an fb frequency interval. Another interesting case is
when the bunched beam behaves like an unbunched beam: many equal bunches, frequency
range from DC up to^RF/2 and negligible effects beyond.
In the transverse plane, the measurement of the machine tune is nothing but a beam
transfer function measurement. Many descriptions of tune measurement systems exist in the
literature; excitation can be sinusoidal or random (band-limited noise) near a betatron line, or
pulsed; beam measurement could be at the same or at different frequency. In general the
machine impedance Z(co) cannot be measured directly, as a function of frequency; on the other
hand if the shape of Z(co) is known (e.g. resistive wall) one can determine its magnitude by
measuring the tune shift as a function of beam intensity.
The RF system and its associated feedback loops strongly perturbs the longitudinal
transfer function of a bunched beam. This is particularly true for the dipole mode; fortunately
the quadrupole mode is easier to analyse and can provide meaningful measurements of the
machine impedance. Amplitude modulation of the RF waveform at around twice the
synchrotron frequency excites the quadrupole mode of a single bunch; the quadrupole
oscillation can be observed in a very simple way by peak detecting the bunch signal from a
wide-band longitudinal detector.
The measured beam transfer function, at low intensity shows a sharp phase discontinuity,
at the bunch centre, where the particle density is maximum, and a smooth phase curve near the
bunch edge (Fig. 35a). This corresponds to the 1/5(0)) plot in Fig. 35b and provides a direct
measurement of the center synchrotron frequency. At higher intensities, the inductive wall
effect shifts the 1/B(co) curve along the imaginary axis (real frequency shift) and the phase
curve of Fig. 35a shows a sharper transition. From those measurements, the magnitude of
Z(co)/n for the inductive-wall case can be determined over a frequency interval of the order of
fb-
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Fig. 35 Quadrupole-mode transfer function (bunched beam)
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SYNCHROTRON
SIZES

RADIATION

AND EQUILIBRIUM
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A. Ropert
ESRF, Grenoble, France
Abstract
Synchrotron radiation is one of the specific features of electron
accelerators and storage rings. The main properties of this radiation such
as radiated power, spectrum of the radiation, photon distribution, can be
derived from the calculation of the electromagnetic fields from moving
particles using classical theory. The main consequences of the
synchrotron radiation energy losses on the dynamics of charged
particles (radiation damping, equilibrium beam dimensions...) are
outlined. The impact of synchrotron radiation on machine design is also
discussed.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Charged particles emit an electromagnetic radiation when they are accelerated
transversally in a magnetic field. This radiation is known as synchrotron radiation. This
radiation depends on the angle between the field and the particle's velocity.
The main difference between electrons and protons (or other heavy particles) is related to
the synchrotron radiation energy loss since the lighter are the particles the more intense is the
radiation. This means that this phenomena is negligible for protons up to the 100 GeV range but
that it is an essential mechanism for electrons or positrons.
Synchrotron radiation has a significant impact on the dynamics of particles. Longitudinal
or transverse oscillations are damped or antidarnped. The energy is emitted as quanta of discrete
energy and generates a kind of stochastic excitation in the beam, which leads to a diffusion
phenomenon. The equilibrium beam dimensions depend on the two previous processes.
The effects of radiation also have significant consequences on the design of the machine
and its components, in particular influencing the size of the accelerator. The following figures
(5 MeV energy loss per turn for the 6 GeV ESRF and 260 MeV for LEP at 55 GeV) show the
importance of the losses. The design of the RF system required to compensate for the energy
loss might also give a limitation on the maximum energy attainable. On the engineering side, the
vacuum system must be designed to cope with the gas desorption due to the impinging
photons. The evacuation of the heat load deposited by the radiation in the vacuum chamber is
also a major concern.
Synchrotron radiation was observed for the first time in an electron synchrotron and
considered as a parasitic effect by the high energy users up to the 1975's. It has now a wide
range of applications: basic research in atomic, molecular, solid state fields as well as in biology
and other fields. Dedicated synchrotron radiation sources are now being built in many places
all around the world for exploiting this domain of reserach. Beam diagnostics in accelerators
often use the properties of the synchrotron radiation.
In the first part of this paper, the basic properties of synchrotron radiation are derived,
using the classical electromagnetic theory. Then some of the relevant effects on the dynamics of
particles will be considered.
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Numerous reports and textbooks deal with the theory of synchrotron radiation. Most of
the material used in this lecture can be found in the following list of references [1,8]. This list
is by far non-exhaustive.
2.

LIENARD-WIECHERT POTENTIALS

2 . 1 Basic principles of the calculations
The objective is to compute the electromagnetic fields and potentials of a moving charge.
Fields E and H are measured in the laboratory frame and are therefore time dependent. The
particle is moving in this frame. For simplicity, it is convenient to compute the fields in a frame
which is fixed with respect to the particle but moves with time.
We therefore consider two referentials:
i)
the laboratory frame in which the observer P observes the electromagnetic fields at
the time t. The position of the observer is given by r-p (Fig. 1).
ii) the one of the moving particle q which emitted the radiation at the time t'. The
position of the charge is given by the vector R. The distance between the point of emission and
the observer is given by the vector r, which fulfils the relation:
R (t') + r (t') = rD

(1)

Fig.l Geometry of the observer and the particle
The time difference t -1' between emission and observation is the time it takes the
radiation to travel the distance between the point of emission and the charge:

t-t' = ~^-

withr(r' ) = rP-R (t)

(2)

The motion of the charge q and its velocity v at time t' are given by:

R{t) and v (0 = 0(0 c =

dR{i)
dt

(3)

Since the observer does not move, rP = C te - Therefore, by differentiating Eq. (1), one
gets:
dt'

dt'

(4)
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In order to get the time derivative of r (t'), we define the unit vector pointing to the
observer and we write:
=
v ••*=-« v
(5)
=r-±r ==-77 v
(}
dt'
'dt'
df
2 dt'
dt'
'dt'
The relation between the time at the observer and the time of emission is then derived:

?s

? = il-np)dt

(6)

To illustrate the importance of this formula, let's take the example of the radiation emitted
by a relativistic particle in the forward direction. Two photons received by the observer within a
small time interval Ar have been emitted within a much longer interval Ar\
2.2 Calculations of the fields
In order to calculate the electric and magnetic fields E(t) and B(t) of the radiation received
by the observer, we will start from Maxwell equations:
c2rotB = ±- + —
S> dt

(7)

The fields are deriving from scalar and vector potentials (p and A through:
~B = rotA

(8)

—
3 E = -grad (p- 3 - A
at
When cp and A are given, E and B are determined in a unique way; however different
potentials could correspond to a unique field. Therefore, we must introduce an extra condition,
by using the Lorentz convention:

c

We obtain the wave equations:

-±tl=.±.l
c 2 dt2

c 2 £0

and A<p.±2
c

In the case of a stationary charge distribution with a charge density p (x, y, z), the
resulting electrostatic potential is simply given by Coulomb's law and the vector potential A is
obtained in the same way:

4--^-

dxdydz

(11)
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A(x)

=Jf

dxxydz

where r is the distance between die charge and the observer. If the charge moves, the charge
density p becomes a function of time. In order to compute the potentials of the moving charge,
we need to evaluate the charge density at the earlier time t' such that the potential created by the
charge reaches the observer at the time t. By using the Green's function of the wave equations,
we obtain:
(12)

dz di

4n

Equations (12) are called the retarded potentials. In order to obtain the Lienard - Wiechert
potentials, we will use the approximation that, in the domain occupied by the charge, the
distance r between the charge and the observer can be considered as a constant, which makes
the integration with respect to the spatial variables easier. We then introduce:

e (n = t+ alp

(13)

as a new variable and we integrate the two Eqs (12):

(14)

*<*'O = TT*

Aneac

ret

[ ] r e t has to be evaluated at the time t' in order to get the potential at the later time
r (t")
~*
t = r" + v '. For a non relativistic particle (1 - n. ft --> 1 ), Eq. (14) yields the classical
c
non-relativistic results.
The fields of the moving charge at the observer location are obtained by introducing Eq.
(14) into Eq. (1):

B (x , 0 =

Aneoc rot

(15)
ret
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ret

ret

An electron with a trajectory R(t') which is observed at a time t has emitted an
electromagnetic wave at the former time t' which depends on the position of the observer r.
Rather tedious calculations are necessary to establish the relationships which enable the
quantities in brackets (computed at time t1) to be evaluated and expressed at the time / of the
observer. The detailed derivation is beyond the scope of this lecture. The final results are as
follows:

gff.p.
4

**

r c

Some important properties can be drawn from Eq. (16):
i)
B = - M n A £ ) , which shows that the fields E and B are perpendicular to each other
and to the the unit vector n pointing to the observer
ii)

for a stationary charge, /3 = f5 = 0 and we find again Coulomb's law E = • e

iii) the general expression given in Eq. (16) has two terms. The first one is
proportional to 1/r2 and characterizes the acceleration independent part of the field. The second
term depends on 1/r. At large distances (which is the typical case of observation of synchrotron
radiation), the second term will dominate and the field can be approximated as:

The remaining term is proportional to the acceleration j3 and perpendicular to the direction
of the unit vector n pointing from the charge to the observer. From now on we will consider
only this field which is often called the "far field".
3.

POWER RADIATED BY AN ACCELERATED CHARGE

3.1 Definitions
The power lost by a charged and moving particle is radiated in the whole space. The
energy radiated by unit time and by unit surface is characterized by the Poynting's vector 5:
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ds

(18)

dsdt

Using the previously established relation B = ^ (~n A E), we get
(19)
In the case of the "far field", the electric field is perpendicular to the unit vector n and we
therefore obtain:
(20)

1*0 C

The Poynting vector is parallel to the vector n. By integrating the Poynting's vector over
a sphere around the particle, we obtain the power radiated by the particle:
M.r2dQ=\

S2(l-n.P)

(21)

3.2 Radiated power

ds

Fig. 2
dP_
In order to compute . ^

which is the instantaneous power per unit of solid angle in

the frame of the particle, we start with:
_

dW
r dQdt
2

=

1 dW dt<_ 1 dP
r2 dQdf dt r

Replacing E by its expression (17) yields:

1
_

^

(22)
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(23)

(4 n)2 EQ c

3.2.1 General case
In the general case, the acceleration is perpendicular to the velocity and pointing in the -x
direction. This corresponds to the case of synchrotron radiation emitted by a particle going
through a magnetic field B pointing in the direction y. The geometry of the problem is indicated
in Fig. 3.

Fig. 3 Definition of angles 6 and <p
In the particle frame, the coordinates of the three vectors (normalized velocity, normalized
acceleration and unit vector pointing to the observer are expressed as:
P (0,0,1)

7L

(sin 0 cos 0 , sin 6 sin 0 , cos 0)

p being the curvature in the magnetic field: — = =
P
P yrriQ c
P
The angular distribution of the power radiated by the particle is then given by:

p2

dP _
dQ

(4ff )2£0

c (1 - Pcos

(24)

ef

with using the classical radius ro = •

Q-j3cos0) 2

1

= 2.818 10' 15 for electrons

4 % SQ mo c

322 Case of a non-relativistic particle
In this section, we treat the case of a particle with P « 1 but with any acceleration
value. Starting from Eq. (23), we can easily express the different terms, with 0 being the angle
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between j3 and n.

1 leP
The total radiation power is obtained by integrating over the solid angle:
-o

•2

(26)

In the particle frame, the electron is non-relativistic. Since the emitted power is independent of
the frame, this is also the power in the laboratory frame. We need to express p in the laboratory
frame, which is done through a Lorentz transformation:
(27)

with P// being the acceleration component parallel tov and P± being the component
perpendicular to v .
This represents the power radiated by an accelerated electron of any speed. The first
derivation was given by Lienard in the 1898's. If the acceleration j3± is due to the curvature of
the orbit, Eq. (27) can be rewritten as:

3
with the following relations:
(29)

We can also write the power in terms of momentum, by differentiating p 2 c 2 = E2 - Eo2
and using the basic relations, p// = — E = -— Eo y and p± = mo yv±= wo yc P±:

pc

pc

?2)

(30)
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Equation (30) shows that the same accelerating force PH = P± produces a "? times
stronger radiation power, if applied in a perpendicular direction rather than in a parallel
direction. This explains why, above a certain energy, linear accelerators are advantageous
compared to storage rings for colliding electrons and positrons.
3.2.3 Case of an electron moving in a constant magnetic field
This electron moves at a constant speed and therefore 7= 0. Equation (28) reduces to:
P = ^r0cE0p4^3
p2

(31)

This is the practical case prevailing in circular accelerators where only the power radiated due to
the curvature of the orbit has to be considered.
3.2.4 Total power and energy loss
The emission of radiation from each circulating electron is independent from the emission
by other particles because most of the particles in a bunch are in the far zone of the radiation
emitted by the electron. Since the radiation is incoherent, the total power is proportional to the
number N of circulating electrons.

4^^ltl
3

pc

(32)

The energy loss by turn is obtained by integrating the power over the circumference:

Uo = I Pdt =
Jo

(33)
/3c

Since p is a constant for an isomagnetic machine, we get:
n3

A

2

r o (m o c )£-^-

(34)

For an ultra-relativistic electron, Eq. (34) becomes:
Uo= 88.4-£i

(35)

with UQ expressed in eV, E in GeV and p in m.
Table 1 gives practical values of the energy losses for a few typical machines, two storage
rings used for synchrotron radiation and operated with positrons (DCI at Orsay) or electrons
(ESRF at Grenoble) and two colliders (LEP anf the hadron project LHC).
As already stated, synchrotron radiation is negligible for proton machines up to high
energies. On the other hand, it has a strong impact on the design of electron or positron circular
machines. For large machines, a powerful RF system is needed to compensate for the energy
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Table 1
Energy losses for a few machines

DCI
ESRF
LEP
LHC

E(GeV)
1.8
6.0
55
8100

P(m)
3.8
25
3100
3100

tfo(MeV)
0.24
4.8
260
0.018

loss and the choice of a large bending radius is required to limit the amount of synchrotron
radiation. The comparison of the RF system of the ESRF and LEP illustrates the importance of
the RF system. Both machines are using the same 352.2 MHz RF cavities and 1 MW klystrons:
while the ESRF needs four cavities and two transmitters, the figures are 128 cavities and 16
transmitters for LEP. There is therefore a strong tendency at high energy to replace ambient
temperature copper cavities by superconducting cavities which provide a high accelerating
gradient.
The design of the vacuum system is also strongly influenced by the emitted power. It
requires a careful selection of vacuum materials and preconditioning of the vacuum chambers to
minimize photon-induced desorption. The design of a powerful pumping system is another
prerequisite. Other engineering problems are also raised: vacuum surfaces on which
synchrotron radiation is incident must be water-cooled; sophisticated design of absorbers is
needed to dissipate the power (for example, at the ESRF, power density of 500 W/mm2 are
involved).
3.3

Angular distribution

Fig. 4

We will estimate the opening angle of the radiation in a qualitative way. As shown in Fig.
4, the electron is moving in the laboratory frame F on a circular orbit. When going to a moving
frame F' which moves at one instant with the same velocity as the particle, the motion in this
frame is mainly transverse and the trajectory of the particle is a cycloid. In the moving frame,
the electron emits radiation more or less uniformely as indicated by the Poynting' vector S'.
Going back to the laboratory frame, because of Lorentz transformation, an emission angle of
90° in the moving frame is transformed into an opening angle 8 ~ 1/y with respect to the
direction of motion. The radiation is peaked forward and contained mainly in a cone with an
opening angle of ~ 1/y. Therefore for ultra-relativistic particles with y » l , the radiation is
confined in very small angles around the direction of motion. For instance the numerical value
for the ESRF is 85 urad.
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3.4

Frequency spectrum

Due to the small opening angle, the observer can detect only the radiation emitted from the
part of the electron trajectory which has an angle smaller than 1/y with respect to the direction
of observation.

Fig. 5 Length of the radiation pulse
As indicated in Fig. 5, the length of the radiation pulse received by the observer is equal
to the difference in arrival time of photons emitted at Ml and M2. This is also the difference in
travel time between the electron and the photon going from Ml to M2.

At=te-ty=-

(36)

We consider only the case of ultra-relativistic electrons with y » 1:
(37)

4p
At= ——3c?
The spectrum of the radiation is wide (see Fig. 6) with a typical frequency:
(38)

2 p

where coc is called the critical frequency. It is also often convenient to express the spectrum of
the radiation in terms of critical wavelength:
I -27rc _ 18.64

ot

BE2

(39)

using the following units: Ac in A, B in T, E in GeV
As an example, for the 6 GeV ESRF synchrotron, the radiation emitted from the main
bending magnets {B = 0.8 T, p = 25 m) consists of X-rays of critical energy 20 keV.
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P(co) *

CO
c

Fig. 6
3.5

4t

Spectral angular power distribution of the radiation

The observer receives a flash of radiation which determines the form of the spectrum. In
order to analyze the signal in the frequency domain, we compute the total energy received by
the observer during a single passage of the particle, which consists of integrating the energy per
unit solid angle:

W=

ff

E2r2dQdt

(40)

Jo /—

The field E (t) is obtained from the Fourier transformed field E(0)):

flit

f

£(co)eic*dco

(41)

Using the integral representation of the Dirac function, we get:
W= eocr2 I dQ. I

£{(Q)E(d)8{(0+ai)dcodco'

(42)

Since £ (t) is a real function, its Fourier transform is symmetrical and we obtain:
W= 2eocr2 \ dQ\

\£(co)f dco

(43)

J J.
The spectral angular distribution can then be derived:
dlw

=2£ocr2\£(co)f

dQdco
From the computation of £ (<o), one gets:

(44)
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d2W _
dcodQ

cop

(45)

e

with £ = - ^ - ( l + f 0"") 2 being the argument of the modified Bessel function K; 6 is the angle
die

of observation with respect to the speed and coc is the critical frequency defined by Eq. (38).
For %» \,K~ £-*-, therefore the radiation is confined in a decreasingly smaller range in 6 for
increasing frequencies, as shown in Fig. 7.

0.5

1
2
Fig. 7 Energy received by the observer
Equation (45) shows that the radiation is polarized. The first term corresponds to the
polarization in the plane of the orbit, whilst the second one is related to the polarization in the
plane perpendicular to the orbit. Integrating over all frequencies yields:
dW=

(46)

Figure 8 shows the relative contributions of the two components of the polarization. The
polarization in the plane of the orbit is the dominant term.
4.

RADIATION DAMPING

4 . 1 Energy oscillations
Synchrotron radiation has important consequences on particle dynamics. For electrons in
an accelerator or a storage ring, y is large and dipoles give an accelerating force which is
perpendicular to the speed. Because of the losses due to synchrotron radiation, electrons would
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Fig. 8 Relative contributions of the two polarizations
spiral towards the walls of the vacuum chamber. Therefore, RF cavities are needed to
compensate for these losses.
The energy loss is obtained by integrating the average power radiated with respect to time
over an off-momentum closed orbit (see Fig. 9).
U = 1 Pdt =1

(47)

ds

orbit

orbit of synchronous
particle

L

ds

Fig. 9
Taking into account the different path length of an off-momentum particle and the fact that
a difference in energy e (deviation from the design energy EQ) corresponds to a variation in
radial position x = T) -§-, the energy radiated per turn can be rewritten as:

(48)
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Since we are interested in small oscillations, we differentiate U and evaluate the derivative
at e = 0:
=dx_dB_ =

J]_dB_
dE dx Eo dx

dE

f/.Q,
(4y)

When E changes, the orbit moves to a different location so that B changes and we can use
the following derivations to get the final expression of the energy loss:
dE

= 2

EQ

+2

BO

dE

dB_z:dx.dB_ = J_dB_
dE dE dx EQ dx

UQ being the energy radiated in one revolution by an electron circulating on the design
orbit with the nominal energy EQ. We can now define the damping constant as:

with

B-J-Jj,,,]!^]!*

(52)

Replacing UQ and P by their expressions yields:

Bdx\
(53)

J

Equation (53) shows that D is a property of the magnetic guide field configuration which
involves only the guide field function and the dispersion. The expression for D becomes
simpler for a separated function machine with an isomagnetic guide field:
D = •*£&

(54)

P
a being the momentum compaction and R the mean orbit radius. As an example, for the ESRF,
the strong focusing required to achieve a low emittance yields a small momentum compaction a
= 3 10"4; the ratio of the mean radius to the magnetic radius is of the order of 5 and the resulting
value of D is 0.0015. In this typical example, D is sufficiently small so that Eq. (51) can be
approximated to:
^

(55)
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4.2 Damping of betatron oscillations
4.2.1.Vertical oscillations
As shown in Fig. 10, photons are emitted essentially in the direction of the motion since
the emission angle of the photon with Tespect to p is very small (.9ms ~ 1/?), which means that
the synchrotron radiation does not change the displacement z nor the slope of the trajectory. The
amplitude of oscillations given by A 2 = z 2 + (/? z') (using the smooth approximation for
simplicity) is therefore unchanged by the radiation.
When a photon is emitted, the electron loses by radiation a small amount of energy SE and its
momentum is changed by dp = c SE. On the other hand, at each passage of the electron in the
cavity, the RF will provide some energy to the particle. The accelerating force is parallel to the
design orbit. Therefore z is unchanged whilst the slope becomes:
(56)

5p

emission
Fig. 10 Effect on an energy change on vertical betatron oscillations
The change in z' is:
(57)

There is a corresponding change in the amplitude A:

ASA = (P2 z')dz'=-p 2 z'2

(58)

Since the phase of the oscillation when the particle arrives in the RF cavity is arbitrary
(any value between 0 and 2 rcis equally probable), we can average over all phases:

42, ^t.

(59)

Over one revolution, all the elements of energy gain add up to the radiation loss UQ, SO
that the change in the amplitude A due to the RF acceleration during a revolution is given by:
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A

2EQ

Since AA in each revolution time TQ is proportional to A, the motion is exponentially
damped:
A dt

(61)

2E o 7o

and the damping coefficient is given by:
(62)

It is interesting to mention that cc2 is 2 times larger than the damping coefficient of energy
oscillations. "Radiation damping" does not come from the radiation process but is linked to the
process of energy gain from the RF system and is similar to adiabatic damping during
acceleration. It should also be remembered that quantum excitation gives rise to weak excitation
of the vertical motion, but that this effect is usually very small and is masked by the much
stronger coupling effects between horizontal and vertical motions.
4.2.2 Horizontal oscillations
The total horizontal displacement is the sum of the betatron displacement XR with respect
to the closed orbit and the displacement x£ of the off-energy closed orbit. In a first approach,
there is the same damping mechanism as for vertical oscillations. But the difference comes from
the fact that one must take into account the change in the reference orbit due to the energy
change. At each emission of a photon, E changes by 8E and there is a change in xe given by:
(63)
Since the position in space of the particle does not change, there is a change in xp and x'p:
5x=5x£+&cB P = 0 => &PB = - 7 7 ^
Eo

(64)

&1 = &' e +5x'p = 0 => &'p = -77' | £
The change in the amplitude A can then be expressed as:

A SA=xp&p+p2

x'p &'p=-(ri &cp+ r( p2 x'p

(65)

The energy radiated in a path 5? is :
(66)
Taking into account that 8l=c 8c= & 1 + — , we can deduce the expectation value of
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the amplitude 54 after having averaged over all phase angles and used the relationship between
a change in energy SE and a change in magnetic field 8B. Equation (65) becomes then:
A

2

CEQ\

B dx P

s

(67)

The final step consists in integrating Eq. (67) over one revolution and adding the
contribution from the RF. We obtain the damping coefficient of the radial oscillations as:

2 EQTQ

(68)

Equation (68) shows that there is an antidamping effect of the radiation. However,
provided the term 2) which counteracts the positive damping of the RF is small (which is the
case in separated function machines), o^ > 0 and the radial oscillations are damped.
4.2.3 Damping partition numbers
Radiation damping effects have been considered for the three degrees of freedom in a
bunch, the two transverse betatron motions and the energy oscillations. Each of these
oscillation modes has an exponential decay with damping coefficients:
(69)
The numbers 7/ are known as the damping partition numbers. They are given by:
J£ = 2 + <D
7r = 1 - ©

(70)

Their sum is a constant: £ /,- = 4. This yields a particular result that / e + /* = 3 which
applies only under the restrictive assumption that the design orbit lies in a plane and that the
magnetic field is symmetrical with respect to this plane. The damping rates can be modified if
additional forces are introduced. Such forces may come from image currents in the vacuum
chamber walls which could excite unstable transverse coherent oscillations or from currents
induced by the beam in RF cavities which are the cause of longitudinal oscillations.
The damping times T,- are the inverse of a,-. For an isomagnetic machine, they can be
expressed as:

r-^^^P-

(71)

which shows that the damping time varies as the inverse cube of the energy.
5.

RADIATION EXCITATION

5 . 1 Introduction
Up until now, it has been assumed that the energy loss due to synchrotron radiation was a
continuous process. From this classical view, the synchrotron radiation is emitted with a
continuous spectrum of frequencies. If we consider the radiation emitted by an electron in some
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time interval At and make a Fourier analysis of the radiation field, the frequency spectrum will
be different for each direction in space. We may average this spectrum over all directions to
define a radiated power spectrum 2(co) such as T(co) dco At is the energy radiated in At with
frequencies between co and co +dco. The instantaneous radiated power is given by the integral
of 2 over ox

•f

(72)

P (co) dec

The power spectrum is written as:
(73)

P( co) = —
coc \ coc

The spectral function S is a pure algebraic function shown in Fig. 11. It is expressed by:

8/rUj

K5l3

\coc)d\coc)

(74)

where #5/3 is a modified Bessel function.

Fig. 11 Normalized power spectrum S
In fact, electromagnetic radiation occurs in quanta of discrete energy; this quantization has
significant effects on the behaviour of electrons. Each time a quantum is emitted, the energy of
the electron makes a small discontinuous jump. We may consider this emisson as instantaneous
since it is much smaller than other times such as betatron or synchrotron periods.
The emission of a given quantum is statistically independent from the other ones and
therefore the phenomena can be considered as a purely random process. The cumulative effect
of many such disturbances generates a kind of "noise". Electrons undergo a diffusion process
which enlarges the oscillation amplitudes until the radiation excitation is balanced by the
damping. As already seen, the damping only depends on the mean emitted power, while the
diffusion process depends on the statistical properties of the emitted radiation.
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5.2 Quantum emission
The electromagnetic radiation at frequency co is emitted in quanta of energy:

" = A ffl

(75)

h being the Planck's constant
Let us define n (u) du as the number of quanta emitted per unit time with energies between u
and u + du. Then n(u) can be written as:
(76)

with

UC

(77)

=J L ^ =IJL£JL
L Tt

\COcl

L IK

COC

p

\(0c

Like the frequency spectrum, the quantum spectrum is a universal function of the ratio
uluc. The total rate of emission of quanta of all energies is given by:

(78)

:

We can also define the mean number of quanta emitted per radian of trajectory which
depends only on the electron energy:
Nr = N-?- = -^-—

(79)

The mean quantum energy is given by:

N

1 5 V3

(80)

The quantity of interest for the quantum excitation of oscillations is the product of the rate
of emission with the mean square quantum energy. As shown from Eq. (81), at a fixed radius
the quantum excitation varies as the 7 t h power of the energy

5.3 Energy fluctuations and bunch length
The effect of quantum emission on the energy oscillations of an electron is sketched in
Fig. 12.
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Fig. 12 Effect of quantum emission on energy oscillations
The energy deviation of an electron is described by:
(82)

When a quantum of energy u is emitted, the energy of the electron is suddenly decreased
by -u. After t\, the energy goes to:
(83)

e=
The new oscillation is written as:

(84)

The relation between the initial amplitude of the motion An and the new amplitude Ai is
given by:
2

i

2

=AQ

+ u2 - 2 AQ u cos Q(ti -to)

(85)

In general the phase t^ - IQ is random and the expectation value of the cosine is zero. Then
the probable amplitude change due to the quantum event is:
= <Al2-A02>

= u2

(86)

The amplitude variation per unit time, integrated over the photon spectrum is:

d<A2>

(87)

=

at

N<u2> may vary around the ring. However, since both the period of oscillation (~\/Q)
and the damping time Te are much longer than the revolution time TQ, we may replace the
rapidly varying quantity N < u2- > by its average over one turn:

dt

ITCR

I N<u2>ds

(88)
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The quantum excitation produces an amplitude growth which is balanced by the radiation
damping which contributes to the rate of change of < A2 > by:
dt

(89)

rE

When both quantum excitation and damping are present, the two rates of change of <A2>
must sum to zero. The probable value of A2 is given by:
(90)
which corresponds to the mean value of the energy spread:
(91)
The relative energy spread is -=r-. For an isomagnetic guide field, it can be expressed as:

JEp

With

Cq=

55

h

=3.84 10-13 m
(92)

The fluctuating energy oscillations are accompanied by associated fluctuations in the time
displacement. The standard deviation of these fluctuations is given by:
cyT = - a _ o - f i

(93)

Table 2 gives typical values of the energy spread for a few machines.
Table 2
Typical values of the energy spread for different machines
£ 0 (GeV)
GEIE0
CT£(MeV)

AGO
0.54
4.4 10-4
0.24

SPEAR
4.5
1.1 10-3
4.9

ESRF
6.0
1.1 10-3
6.6

PEP
18
1.2 10-3
21.6

LEP
100
1.1 10-3
110

Bunch lengths typically stand in the cm or few cm range (5 mm for the ESRF). These
values which are usually computed for zero beam currrent can be affected by collective effects
generated by the interaction of the beam with the environment. This is the so-called "bunch
lengthening" mechanism with increasing beam current.
5.4 Beam width and beam height
The emission of discrete quanta in the synchrotron radiation will also excite random
betatron oscillations. These quantum-induced oscillations are responsible for the radial extent of
the beam. The calculations are based on the same derivations as for the energy oscillations. We
simply give here the results for an isomagnetic guide field:
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•mag.V2

,

+—l

(94)

where < # > m a g is the average of the quantity 2/taken over the magnets. That is:

(95)
mag

For the vertical betatron motion, there is no first order effect from quantum emission on
the motion if the orbit lies in the plane z = 0. However, the unavoidable imperfections of the
guide field will yield a coupling of the horizontal and vertical betatron oscillations. This
coupling is generally of a few %. In addition, there is a small contribution coming from the fact
that the emisssion of a quantum slightly changes the direction of motion of the electron (this had
been neglected in the previous derivations). The change in angle of the electron when a photon
of energy u is emitted at the angle 6Z is given by:
(96)

*•-#-*

Since the radiation is emitted in a cone of half-angle 1/y, we can assume that 62 is of the
order of 1/y, thus making the change in the vertical oscillation amplitude very small and
justifying the fact that this contribution is usually neglected.
Small equilibrium beam sizes are a specific requirement of low emittance lattices for
synchrotron radiation sources. As shown in Eq. (95), this can be achieved in the horizontal
plane by a proper minimization of the dispersion invariant function and special lattice designs.
The reduction of vertical beam sizes is obtained by correction of the coupling by means of skew
quadrupoles. Typical beam sizes in the new generation of synchrotron light sources are a few
hundred cf microns horizontally and a few tens of microns vertically.
*

*

*
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WIGGLERS
R.P. Walker
Sincrotrone Trieste, Italy
Abstract
The main effects of wigglers on the operation of electron storage rings
are discussed, including the closed orbit, linear focusing effects and
matching conditions, non-linear beam dynamics, and effects on beam
properties arising from the emission of synchrotron radiation.
1

INTRODUCTION

A wiggler is a special magnetic device consisting of a sequence of dipoles with alternating
polarity, arranged so that there is no net deflection or displacement of the beam. Such a device
in general does not have a major influence on the ring optics and so can be added later and
operated almost independently of the rest of the ring in order to enhance particular features of
the operation of the ring.
There are several reasons for installing wigglers in electron rings. Firstly, wigglers can
be useful as a means of changing various electron beam properties. They contribute to both
radiation damping and quantum excitation processes, leading to a new equilibrium with
modified bunch length, energy spread, and emittance (larger or smaller) [1]. Several different
types of wiggler have been proposed with different field distributions. The basic dipole
wiggler, also called a "damping wiggler", gives rise principally to changes in equilibrium
emittance, energy spread and damping times [2]. Use of a gradient field leads mainly to a
change of damping partition, and was first proposed by Robinson as a means of counteracting
radial antidamping in combined function machines [3]. A device of this kind was first used in
the CEA in order to allow operation as a storage ring [4]. Finally, non-linear wigglers have
been proposed with higher order fields such as sextupole and octupole in order to modify the
bunch shape and energy distribution [5-7].
A second use of wigglers is to control electron spin polarization [2]. Due to the emission
of Synchrotron Radiation electrons tend to become polarized with their spins aligned in the
vertical direction (Sokolov-Ternov effect) [8]. Wigglers can be used to increase the level of
polarization, which is of interest for particular high energy physics experiments.
The major use of wigglers however is as specialized sources of synchrotron radiation, in
which context they are generally referred to as "insertion devices" (IDs). At present more than
fifty IDs are in operation in synchrotron radiation sources world-wide and many more are being
built for the most recent "third generation" rings, the largest of which will eventually contain
between 30 and 40 IDs. Compared to the radiation emitted by the more conventional bending
magnet sources, insertion devices have the following advantages :
i) Higher photon energies. The critical energy of the radiation emitted by the wiggler depends
on the magnetic field strength, which can be greater than that of the ring bending magnets. The
first device to be proposed for this application consisted of a single high field strength pole with
half-strength poles of opposite polarity on either side in order to produce a single bump of the
electron trajectory. It was termed a "wavelength shifter" because of its harder spectrum
compared to the bending magnet radiation [9]. Since then in order to reach the highest possible
magnetic field superconducting devices have been developed. For example a 3.5 T device was
installed on VEPP3 in 1979 [10], and a 5 T wiggler on the SRS in 1982 [11].
Superconducting wigglers are currently operating in several synchrotron radiation facilities :
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SRS (England), UVSOR and Photon Factory (Japan), NSLS X-ray Ring (U.S.A.) and DCI
(France).
ii) Increased photon flux. Using many emitting poles the total photon flux increases
proportionally. The first "multipole wiggler" devices were electromagnetic. For example, a
1.8 Tr 5-pole device was installed in SPEAR (U.S.A.) in 1979 [12]. Since then permanent
magnet devices have been developed with many more poles, for example the 55-pole device
installed in SPEAR in 1983 [13].
iii) Increased brightness (photon flux per unit area and solid angle) and quasi-monochromatic
spectrum. Under certain circumstances, particularly when the wiggler has a small field strength
and period length, interference effects can become important which produces a radiation
spectrum consisting of a series of lines, rather than the smooth spectrum characteristic of
bending magnet sources. The radiation also has a higher degree of collimation and hence
"brightness". The name "undulator" is often used for devices which make use of this
interference effect, although there is no essential difference to a multipole wiggler. An
undulator was first proposed [14], and later used, by Motz to generate millimetre and visible
radiation with electron energies of 5 MeV and 100 MeV respectively [15]. It also formed the
basis of the subsequent development of coherent radiation sources, such as the ubitron [16] and
free-electron laser [17]. The first use of an undulator in a storage ring for generation of
synchrotron radiation was at SSRL in 1980 [18]. A parallel development took place using the
VEPP-3 storage ring at Novosibirsk [19]. A device of this kind has also been used in the SPS
to generate visible light as a diagnostic tool for the proton and anti-proton beams [20].
iv) Different polarization characteristics. There is increasing interest in using synchrotron
radiation with circular or elliptical polarization, which can be generated by wigglers of the
"asymmetric" type, or devices with helical or elliptical electron trajectories [21].
In this lecture we consider the main effects of standard wigglers, i.e. "plane" wigglers
with midplane symmetry, on the operation of electron storage rings. We examine firstly the
electron trajectory in the device and the effects on the closed orbit, then the effects on linear and
non-linear beam dynamics, and finally the effects on beam properties arising from the emission
of synchrotron radiation.

2

TRAJECTORY AND CLOSED ORBIT

The equation of motion in the standard fixed co-ordinate system {z, x, s} [22] in the case
of small angular deflection ( x 1 « 1, z 1 « 1) is given by :

In the median plane only the vertical field component, Bz, exists and so the horizontal motion
can therefore be obtained by simple integration:

*•(*) = — J d t f

ymc _«
—)ds' jds"Bt(s")
ymcL —
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In the periodic part of a wiggler the field is in many cases well described by a sinusoidal
distribution: Bt = B0cos(kos), where k0 =2n/X0 and Xo is the wiggler period length. The
trajectory in the periodic part then becomes:
sin(kos)

(3)

PoK

where l/p0 = eBJymc.

Fig. 1 Projection of the change in beam position and angle introduced by a wiggler
to the centre of the device.
In considering the net change in angle (0) and position (8) introduced by the device it is
convenient to calculate these quantities at the centre of the device (s = 0) rather than at the end
(see Fig. 1) i.e. <p = x'(L/2) and 5 = x(L/2) - x\LI2)L/2.
We have therefore, after an
integration by parts f
\Bzds

ymc

8 =—

ds

(4)

ytncl

The usual requirement is for zero net change in angle or position of the beam and therefore 0 =
8=0. The most common arrangement employs a field distribution that is symmetric about the
centre of the device i.e. an odd number of poles. In the ideal case, neglecting field errors, it
follows directly from Eq. (4) that 5 = 0. Zero angular deflection is obtained by a suitable
arrangement of end-poles, for example using half-strength poles at the ends. Figure 2(a)
illustrates the sequence of pole strengths (1, -2, 2,.. 2, -2, 1) and the resulting trajectory for
poles with a rectangular shaped field distribution; this and the following results are however
valid also for the more common case of a half-sinusoid field shape. A more complicated
sequence (1, -3, 4,.. 4, -3, 1) that eliminates the offset of the oscillation axis is illustrated in
Fig. 2(b). Anti-symmetric arrangements with an even number of poles are also possible. In
this case by symmetry 0 = 0 and zero change in position is obtained by a suitable end pole
arrangement. One general sequence is that of Fig. 2(c), (1, -3, 4,.. -4, 3, -1) which is similar
to that of Fig. 2(b).
So far we have referred only to the changes in angle and position of an electron trajectory,
which enters with zero position and angle. When placed in a ring however residual errors in
either plane will give rise to a distortion of the closed orbit. In the case of a localized angular
deflection the change to the closed orbit is well known :
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(5)

Fig. 2

Various magnetic field distributions (solid lines) resulting in no net change in
position or angle of the beam trajectory (dashed lines).

In the above W refers to the wiggler location, and u refers to either x or z. The invariant for
such a closed orbit, £c.o. = W2 + 2auu' + pV2, is as follows:
(6)
Similarly for a localized displacement, 5, the closed orbit is given by:
u(s) = 2

sin %Q

awa(s)]cos(xQ-n(s))-[aw

- a(s)]sin(nQ-^(s))

(7)

sin nQ
and hence the invariant is:
fie.,. =

'

s V

(8)

Thus, while the sensitivity to angle errors depends on the /? function at the wiggler, the effect of
displacement errors depends on the /function and may therefore be an important effect for
wigglers located at positions with a small beta function. In most cases however /} > 1 and so
an anti-symmetric structure with an even number of poles is sometimes used to reduce the effect
on the closed orbit arising from non-perfect field integral compensation.
In synchrotron radiation sources it is usually required that the beam position and angle is
stable to some fraction of its natural rms size and divergence in order to maintain the high
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brightness of the synchrotron radiation beams. In other words it is required that £c.o. < £,
where the latter is the natural electron beam emittance in the relevant plane. This condition must
be met also during switch-on or tuning of a wiggler field if other users are not to be disturbed.
For example, with an emittance of e = 10"9 m rad, typical of a modern synchrotron radiation
source, and with Q = 0.25, p\v = 10 m (aw = 0), this condition requires that the perturbations
introduced by a wiggler are limited to the following values: <{>< 14 ^irad and 8 < 140 (im. At
2 GeV for example this corresponds to field integrals, Eq. (4), of less than 10"4 Tm and
10"3 Tm 2 respectively. Such small field integrals are difficult to achieve in practice without
active correction elements either forming part of the wiggler, or external to it. It should be
noted that the limits on the field integrals decreases with energy, making wiggler operation in
low energy rings even more critical.
3

LINEAR BEAM DYNAMICS

We consider firstly the strongest effect that occurs in a standard wiggler, namely the
second-order focusing in the vertical plane. The analysis is extended in section 3.2 to include
focusing in the horizontal plane arising from transverse field variations and in section 3.3 a
more general approach is presented that is valid also in the case of more complex wigglers
which lack midplane symmetry. The effects of the focusing are examined in section 3.4 and
ways of dealing with them in section 3.5.
3.1 Vertical plane focusing
A simple approach to the linear dynamics of particles in wigglers is a "hard-edge model"
in which each pole is treated as a region of constant magnetic field, and hence bending radius
(p), as shown in Fig. 3 [9,23,24]. Each pole can then be modelled using the standard transport
matrix for a dipole magnet, which can be multiplied together to form the matrix for a complete
wiggler. In the usual case of magnet poles arranged with parallel entrance and exit faces, i.e.
rectangular magnets, the beam enters and leaves each pole with a non-zero angle (<p) that gives
rise to edge focusing. The edge effect cancels the weak focusing term in the horizontal plane
leaving no net effect, but in the vertical plane there remains a net focusing which adds up from
each pole edge and which is proportional to 0/p.

Fig. 3 Hard-edge model for a wiggler with regions of constant magnetic field
The physical origin of the vertical focusing can be understood more clearly from Fig. 4.
It can be seen that off-axis vertically there is a longitudinal Bs field component that couples to
the angular deflection in the horizontal plane (x') to give a force which acts always towards the
beam axis. Near the median plane Bs = (dBs I dz) z = (dB21 ds)z, which inserted in Eq. (1)
together with the expression for x'(s), Eq. (2), gives:
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(9)

jmc) V * ds
Averaging over the wiggler length using integration by parts, the result becomes:

!z"ds = -z(^!B?ds = -zj±ds

(10)

i.e. in the vertical plane the wiggler behaves as a quadrupole whose average focusing parameter

is given by Kt=(l/p2).
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Fig. 4 Field lines and beam trajectory in a wiggler
A third approach is to consider the motion with respect to the oscillating trajectory in the
device. We define the local field gradient (see Fig. 5):

dE,

(11)

ds

where x' is the angle of the reference trajectory and where we have assumed dBJdx = 0. The
usual focusing parameter is then:

ymc at;

e dBt ,
ymc ds

(12)

Averaging over the wiggler length as above we obtain effectively the same result as before:
\2

jkds = [ — I \B]ds = \\ds

(13)

The standard linear equations of motion are therefore:

x" +Kxx =

(14)

with

Kx = ((l/pz-k)) = 0
Kz = <*> = (1/p 2 )

(15)
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Fig. 5 Definition of the local co-ordinate perpendicular to the beam trajecory
It can be seen from the results above that the standard wiggler behaves like a drift space in
the horizontal plane and as a focusing quadrupole magnet in the vertical plane. It should be
noted that the focusing is a second-order effect being proportional to the square of the field and
inversely proportional to the square of the energy. In the case of a sinusoidal wiggler with
amplitude Bo the focusing parameter, averaged over each magnet period, becomes:

2p]

(16)

The averaging can however be carried out over the whole magnet, if the integration is carried
out between points with zero field. The integrated focusing parameter is therefore
KZL = jl/p2ds for any arbitrary field distribution Bz(s). The only restrictions on the validity
are that the magnet has midplane symmetry and no transverse field variation.
3.2 Horizontal plane focusing
In the previous section we have assumed that there is no transverse variation (i.e. in the x
direction) of the Bz field component. However such a variation can arise due to the finite
dimensions of the magnet poles, or can even be introduced deliberately by curving the pole
faces. With such an alternating quadratic field variation, the beam oscillating from side to side
sees an effective quadrupole field (see Fig. 6). In the case where the field amplitude increases
away from the axis this gives rise to focusing in the horizontal plane and defocusing in the
vertical plane.
• B

Fig. 6 Field gradient arising from a quadratic transverse field variation and the oscillating
beam trajectory
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Extending the analysis of section 3.1, the local gradient becomes:
dB,\ _dBz\
dx\x

dBt
x'
ds

(17)

In the above the subscript indicates that the derivatives are to be evaluated on the electron
trajectory x(s). Assuming no linear field gradient at the origin we can approximate the above as
follows:
dBz\ ,
(18)
2 x
- x
dx
ds L
Using Eq. (2) for the trajectory, and integrating by parts, assuming xX00) = x(°°) = 0, we
obtain:

The integrated focusing parameters for the horizontal and vertical plane therefore become:

(20)

where use has been made of the relationship:
V2

\~\i\BMds 4|rJ(J W<fc = \Blds

(21)

In the case of a sinusoidal field distribution, the complete expression for the field
components near the axis including the transverse variation is as follows:
Bt =
Bx=-kjkz

Bo cosh^A:) cosh(]c2z) cos(kos)
Bo sinh^x) sinh(^z) cos(kos)

B

B0cosh{kxx) sinh(ktz) sin(kgs)

s=~KIK

where, kl+k] =kl =(27t/Xg)2.
parameters are as follows:

(22)

Evaluating Eq. 20 in this case, the average focusing

(23)

With the given constraint of midplane symmetry it follows directly from Eq. (14) that the
sum of the two focusing parameters depends only on the square of the vertical field component:
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(24)
In the usual case with finite pole width kx2 is negative; the coshC^x) terms in Eq. 22 are then
replaced by cos(fcx.x). This gives rise to a defocusing in the horizontal plane and an increase in
the vertical focusing. With pole faces curved so as to increase the field away from the axis,
there is focusing in both planes. Such a situation is of particular interest in free-electron laser
applications [25].
3 . 3 General approach to second-order effects
In the case of wigglers with an arbitrary field distribution the analysis of section 3.2 is no
longer valid and a more general approach is needed [26]. Starting from Eq. (1) we can write
the first-order solution using the on-axis field components directly as follows:

The second-order solution can be obtained by substituting in Eq. (1) and expanding the field
components about the trajectory (x0, z0):
ymc

dx

L
ymc

^

"

s

dz

A
° dx

(26)
° dz

Integration then yields the second-order angular deflections. After integration by parts and
some simplification, assuming Xo(.°°) = z0(oo) = 0, we obtain:

(27)

In some cases the magnet geometry may lead to second-order deflections, which can be
calculated directly using the above formulae. Taking the first derivatives with respect to x and z
yields the focusing parameters:

(28)

Further differentiation yields the integrated non-linear terms.
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3 . 4 Linear effects in a storage ring
A general focusing element can be represented by the following standard matrix:
r

cos0

(29)

^-sind/p cos0j

where 0 = *JKL, J8 = LI6 = 1/V/C and where K represents either Kz or Kx. Such a matrix can
be used directly in any of the standard programs that calculate the linear properties of a magnet
lattice. To proceed further analytically it is preferable to use the effective "thin-lens" (i.e. zero
length) matrix, Meff, that acts at the centre of the device which can be obtained as follows [24]:
(1

* ~[p

~ £ / 2 Y cos0

j3sm0Vl

-LI2\

1 J[-sin0/0 cos 0^0

1 J

(30)

After carrying out the multiplication the result can be expressed in a similar form to that of
matrix M, i.e.

^•UX/r "r/1

(3i>

where,
COS0*=COS0 +

0sin0

(32)

and
0

(33)

Figure 7 shows the variation of /3* with bending radius for two different lengths of a standard
wiggler. It can be seen that at large p it tends to a constant value, given by L/Vl2. As p
reduces there is only a small increase until the point is reached when 0 approaches a value of 7C.
At this limit the wiggler matrix equals the negative of the identity matrix, and /J* goes to
infinity.

Fig. 7 Variation of /J* function with bending radius, for two wiggler lengths
The effect on the tune can be found in the standard way by calculating the modified oneturn matrix, by multiplying the unperturbed one-turn matrix by Meff. The resulting expression
for the modified phase advance with the wiggler activated, pw, becomes in the general case:
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cos0

^

yp +-j^

(34)

where jj. is the one-turn phase advance in the absence of the wiggler. If the wiggler is located at
a symmetry point the result can be written as follows:
(R' - f t ) 2

cosjUw = cos(fi + 0*) - sin fi sin 0*

H

\?
(35)
2pp
A second effect of the wiggler is to modify the betatron function. For simplicity we
consider only the case where the wiggler is located at a symmetry point and that the ring has at
least two-fold symmetry. We then evaluate the modified one-turn matrix starting from the
symmetry point on the opposite side of the ring:

( cos/x/2 /Jsin/i/2Y cos0*
^-ysin/z/2 cos^i/2 )[-smd'/p'

/J*sin0"Y cos/z/2 Ps\n\ij2\
cos0* J^-ysin/i/2 cos/z/2 J

Evaluating the element mi2 of the above matrix we obtain the result:
A? sin A** = p sin/i cosd'+ (p'2 cos2 fif 2-p2 sin2/i/2) sin 6'/P'

(37)

where p\v is the modified j3 value at the point opposite the wiggler. The beta values at other
points around the ring can be found from:
(38)

Pis)

from which it follows that the maximum relative change in betatron function at any point is
given by:

m

A third consequence of the wiggler is that a stopband is produced. The stopband is
defined as the interval of fj. for which |cos juw I > 1. The boundary points of the stopband can
be calculated from the following [24]:
tan — = - t a n —

Az±-V/z -

(40,

where h = (p'2 + p2) / 2pp'.
Provided the wiggler strength is not too large (0 < 0.5) the following approximations can
be made: cos0* = 1, sin0* = 0 2 /Vl2, P* =L/Vl2. The thin-lens wiggler matrix then
becomes:
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02L/l2\

(41)

1 J
The tune shift (AQ = &n/2n) is given by:

(42)

the change in the betatron function by:

L2
UP2

A/? = KLpf
p
2 sin ^ I

(43)

and the tune stopband width is given by:
(44)

Note that in the limit L —> 0 the standard expressions for a localized gradient error of magnitude
KL are recovered. The effects in this small 6 limit are thus clearly proportional to Kxz and
hence (Bo/E)2. Figure 8 shows the measured vertical tune shift introduced by the SRS 5-T
wiggler, which is in very good agreement with the calculated values, and clearly demonstrates
the quadratic dependence on field strength [11].
Table 1
Tune shift, stopband width and maximum change in beta function produced in the vertical plane
by various wigglers at different energies, assuming a residual tune value of 0.1, and pz =
10 m.
Wl: B o = 0.5 T, L = 2.5 m, W2 : Bo = 1.5 T, L = 2.5 m, W3 : Bo = 5.0 T, L = 0.35 m
Device

E [GeV]

e

i?

AQ

AQstoDband

(A/*/3)max

Wl
Wl
Wl
Wl

0.8
2.0
6.0
20.0

0.33
0.13
0.04
0.01

0.73
0.72
0.72
0.72

3.1
5.5
6.2
6.0

10-2
10-3
10"4
10-5

6.7
1.1
1.2
1.0

lO-2
10-2
10-3
10-4

3.3
5.8
6.6
5.9

W2
W2
W2
W2

0.8
2.0
6.0
20.0

0.99
0.40
0.13
0.04

0.82
0.74
0.72
0.72

1.8
4.2
5.5
5.0

10-1
10-2
10-3
10-4

3.3
9.5
1.1
1.0

10-1
lO-2
lO-2
lO-3

2.7
4.7 10-1
5.8 lO-2
5.3 10-3

W3
W3
W3
W3

0.8
2.0
6.0
20.0

0.46
0.19
0.06
0.02

0.10
0.10
0.10
0.10

3.4
6.3
8.4
7.8

10-1
10-2
10-3
lO"4

4.0
1.4
1.7
1.6

10-1
10-1
lO-2
10-3

7.3 10-1
9.1 10-2
8.4 10-3

10-1
10-2
10-3
10"4

Table 1 shows the effect of three different standard wigglers in rings of different energy,
calculated using Eqs. (35, 37, 39,40) above. The wiggler parameters are typical of those of
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an undulator (Wl), multipole wiggler (W2) and superconducting wavelength shifter (W3) used
in synchrotron radiation sources. It is apparent that large perturbations can be introduced by the
operation of high field wigglers in low energy rings. Although the tune shift may be easily
overcome using the lattice quadrupoles, the beta function distortion and stopband remain and
may in certain cases be large enough to prevent operation of the ring. One possibility then is to
reduce the beta function at the wiggler location in order to reduce the perturbation, since all
effects are roughly linear with the /3 value. Alternatively, the wiggler can be matched into the
lattice in such a way that the effects are eliminated or at least substantially reduced, as will be
discussed in the following section. The effects decrease rapidly with energy, varying as E'^, so
that in high energy machines no compensation is usually necessary.
A final consequence of the focusing effect is a possible change in the closed orbit. For
example, if the closed orbit is displaced in the vertical plane by an amount z0 at the position of
the wiggler when the wiggler is off, then switching on the wiggler will result in an angular
deflection given by:

<p = l+P K Lcot(7tQ)/2
x

(45)

2

0.05T

0 04-

0.03-

0 02-

0.01 •

2

3

Wiggler held (T)

Fig. 8 Measured (points) and calculated (line) vertical tune shift due to the SRS
superconducting wiggler [11].
The denominator in the above expression expresses the fact that the angular kick is reduced due
to the change in closed orbit at the wiggler location. The deflection can be quite a significant
effect, for example about 63 urad for a 1 mm offset in a wiggler of type W2 (see Table 1) at
2 GeV. The closed orbit must therefore be well corrected at the position of the wiggler, and
the wiggler well aligned to the nominal beam axis, to minimize unwanted closed orbit changes
when the wiggler is operated.
3.5 Compensation of linear optics effects
There are several reasons why it may be desirable to compensate for the linear optics
effects introduced by wigglers:
• the tune shift could bring operation near a resonance
• the vertical beta distortion causes vertical beam size changes, which could affect the beam
lifetime, and affect users of the synchrotron radiation
• the change of betatron phase advance between the lattice sextupoles could adversely affect
the non-linear beam dynamics (dynamic aperture).
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There exits one particular matching condition such that the lattice functions outside the
wiggler remain unchanged when the wiggler is energised [24]. The condition can be deduced
from Eqs. (35) and (37) and is simply that the betatron function at the wiggler location (with the
wiggler off) must equal the wiggler "beta function" i.e. /3 = /3*. In this case with the wiggler
on we have simply: /Liw=jd + 6' and fiw={3, i.e. there is a tune change but no lattice function
change. It can be seen from Eq. 40 that the stopband width is also zero. The matching
condition is also evident in Eqs. (43) and (44), since in the limit of small 6, there is zero beta
function change and stopband width when /J = /3* = L/Vl2. The matching condition may also
be deduced by examining the lattice function changes introduced by the effective lens acting at
the wiggler centre, Eq. (31) [27]. Since the matching condition depends on /3*, a perfect match
is obtained at only one field value. As an example, consider the wiggler magnet that was
installed in ADONE [24]. With a relatively high operating field of 1.8 T and low electron
energy (0.54 GeV) the wiggler had a large effect on the linear optics. In order to reduce the
effect, a new operating point was found which gave a betatron function closer to the matched
value, /T = 0.96 m, which substantially reduced the betatron function variation and stopband
width, as shown in Table 2.
Table 2
Parameters of the ADONE wiggler at two different working points [24]
Qz
3.1
5.2

P
3.1
0.92

AQZ
0.20
0.15

A(3/(3
0.64
0.05

Stopband (AQ)
0.27
0.01

Figure 9 illustrates the fact that in the case of a perfect match for the above example, the beta
function changes only in the region of the wiggler and not outside it.

-2

Fig. 9

Vertical beta function variation in the matched case with the wiggler off (solid
line) and on (dashed line).

The above matching scheme places a severe constraint on the lattice optics, requiring in
general very low vertical beta functions, and is therefore not suitable (or necessary) in the
majority of cases. A more flexible approach is usually required, suitable for overcoming the
effects of several different devices, using a series of quadrupoles located in the same straight
section as the wiggler, or nearby. To compensate fully for the focusing effects in both planes
would require in the general case adjustment of six independent parameters - a*, az> Px> Pz,
^x> \±z - requiring therefore six independent quadrupoles. If the wiggler is located at a
symmetry point, this could be reduced to four independent quadrupole pairs, however in
practise rings have at most two or three independent quadrupole pairs for each insertion device
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straight section. Since all parameters cannot then be corrected, priority is usually given to the
tune and secondly to the j3 function variation. In the following we consider the various
schemes that have been proposed.
The simplest scheme to overcome the vertical focusing effects of a standard wiggler is to
adjust a single defocusing quadrupole located near the wiggler in order to correct the vertical
tune and at the same time reduce the vertical beta-function variation [28]. A beta variation is
introduced in the horizontal plane, but since at the quadrupole j3z > Ac, this is generally small.
A small radial tune change is also introduced that can be compensated globally. Such a scheme
is used in the SRS in order to overcome the effects of the superconducting wiggler [29];
Fig. 10 shows that the change in beta function introduced by the wiggler is much reduced.
10

£ <H

•o -10-

(a)

.s

r

(.

8

16

SRS cell number
(b)

Fig. 10 Vertical beta function modulation due to the SRS wiggler with global (a) and
local (b) tune correction. Computed curve and experimental points [29].
More complex lattice designs allow greater scope for overcoming the effects of wigglers.
For example, with the wiggler located at a symmetry point two local quadrupole families can be
used to correct the tunes in both planes and also reduce the beta-function variation, as used for
example at BESSY [30]. Alternatively, the two quadrupole pairs can be used to eliminate the
beta modulation in both planes, using a scheme called "alpha matching", see Fig. 11. In this
technique the quadrupole strengths are modified to achieve a = 0 in both planes at the centre of
the wiggler starting from the un-modified lattice functions outside the quadnipoles. In this way
the lattice functions remain unaltered outside the region of the quadrupole pairs. The remaining
tune shift can then be corrected in the usual way using global quadrupole families. With three
local quadrupole families there is further flexibility to either correct both tunes and minimize
beta variations, correct the vertical tune and both beta variations, or make a compromise
between tune and beta correction.
A different approach was taken in overcoming the significant effects of the vertical
superconducting wiggler in the Photon Factory [31]. Before correction the wiggler introduces
tune shifts of AQX = 0.081, AQZ = 0.023 and beta modulations of ApJPx = 70%,
Apz/pz = 15%. A solution was sought using an arbitrary number and distribution of
quadrupoles to correct both tunes and minimize the beta function variation. After correction
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using three quadrupoles the tune shifts were corrected to zero and the beta modulation to less
than 10%, as shown in Fig. 12.

\/

r
"I—

QD

QF

QF — QD

WIGGLER

Fig. 11 "Alpha matching" scheme using two pairs of quadrupoles to correct the beta
function variation in both planes due to the wiggler.
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Fig. 12 Beta function modulation due to the PF vertical superconducting wiggler before
(left) and after (right) correction [31]
Finally, another special matching condition is worth mentioning that can be of use in
particular situations. It follows from the equations that describe the transport of the beam
envelope or Twiss parameters through an element that in the case of a focusing element when
a = 0 and (3 = l/V^fat the entrance, the Twiss parameters remain constant through the device.
Such a condition is of special interest for free-electron lasers since it results in an optimum
match of the electron beam to the wiggler to minimize the effects of beam emittance on spectral
broadening and gain [27]. In the case of a plane magnet the matching condition is therefore
fa = V2p0. The condition can be applied also in the horizontal plane given suitably shaped
magnet pole faces, as mentioned in Section 3.2 above.
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4

NON-LINEAR BEAM DYNAMICS

4 . 1 Non-linear motion in the vertical plane
We consider firstly the equation of motion in the vertical plane, assuming the sinusoidal
field model, Eq. (22), with Bx = 0. Equation (1) with

X (s) = —f^cosh^z)

sin

(M)

(46)

ymcko
becomes:

Y

B

z»ts\ - - ( — Y B° s i n h ^ z ) cosh(fc0z)
Expanding the sinh and cosh terms gives:

^{ §V)

(48)

The first term is the linear focusing discussed previously. The second term is a non-linear
"octupole-like" term, whose magnitude is proportional to
B^&^
The equivalent octupole field strength that gives the same cubic term as the wiggler
{Bx = 53Z3) is given by:

e Bldirt

(49)

ymc

For example, the BESSY undulator with Xo = 70 mm, Bo = 0.5 T, E = 800 MeV has an
equivalent octupole field at z = 25 mm, of only 3.9 mT. Nevertheless this is sufficient to lead
to observable effects on the beam such as a tune shift with vertical amplitude and excitation of
octupole resonances [32].
4.2 Equations of motion
A more accurate analytic treatment of the effects of wigglers on beam dynamics has been
made in Ref. [33] using the Hamiltonian formalism. Here we summarize the method and its
results. A Hamiltonian for the motion can be written as follows:
2

}

(50)

where the vector potential for the field distribution, Eq. (22), is given by:
Ax =
x

(51)

Making a canonical transformation to variables which are locally perpendicular to the trajectory,
averaging over the wiggler period, and expanding to fourth order in x and z results in the
following:
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(52.)

The equations of motion can then be derived as follows:
*»=

* 2 _ [ r + - £ V + -kzxz2~\

P,

L2VI

4 * *

24

sii
Pc

(53)
~" =

. kz

| ,^£1,2,3.

Lklk^+Lkt
6

6

P.
The same result can be obtained by substituting directly in Eq. (1) a solution of the form:
(54)

in order to calculate the motion with respect to the reference trajectory.
To average the motion over a magnet period, it is not sufficient to set the terms in sin(ifcz)
and cos(£z) to zero. The correct expression is as follows:
k2xz2

2 , 1
v

I.

Lr v

•* + ,, Kxx

^

„ _2

2;231

\x\
k\x

7 T 2 + -k*Z*
2kyol
3y J

-

k] \
=

I

2L

(55)

2p

i.e. linear focusing plus cubic "octupole-like" terms. The same result can be obtained by
differentiating Eq. (27). In the case i x = 0we recover the result of section 4.1.
4 . 3 Effects on non-linear dynamics
The effects on the non-linear beam dynamics of inserting wigglers in a storage ring have
been studied at many synchrotron radiation laboratories, see for example Refs. [34-37]. As a
result of these studies it is clear that the effects on the dynamic aperture arise from two distinct
processes:
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i) The linear focusing of the device destroys the lattice symmetry, changing the phase advances
between the chromaticity correction sextupoles and so exciting third order resonances. In the
usual case where kx is small, these effects are proportional to 1/p2 i.e. S o 2 /£2.
ii) The non-linear terms in the equation of motion derived in Section 4.2 introduce amplitude
dependent tune shifts and excitation of resonances. In particular the systematic octupole terms
can excite fourth-order resonances, while the oscillating sextupole-like terms can also excite
2 2 2
third-order resonances. In this case the effects are proportional to fitp2- i.e.
The relative effect of these two processes has been demonstrated by carrying out dynamic
aperture calculations with the complete equation of motion in the wiggler, and with the wiggler
replaced simply by a vertically focusing element in the vertical plane [38]. The effect of nonlinearities for a given wiggler has been shown to be important by repeating calculations with
different period lengths while keeping the field strength and total length, and hence focusing
effect, constant [35].
The beam dynamics effects were first studied by discretizing the equation of motion and
inserting in a tracking program, for example BETA and RACETRACK. Problems arose
however with the amount of computer time required, since a large number of steps were needed
for each magnet period in order to obtain consistent results, and the fact that it was not
rigorously symplectic. To overcome these difficulties an improved scheme based on a
canonical integration method was later developed and included in RACETRACK [39]. More
recently further improvements have been made using an algebraic mapping routine [40].
The results of various tracking studies indicate that:
i) the effect of introducing wigglers into a storage ring is in general similar in magnitude to the
effect of random multipole errors in the main lattice magnets and is therefore not a limiting
factor for the operation of the ring;
ii) significant reduction in dynamic aperture can be caused even by a single device, however
the dynamic aperture does not continue to deteriorate linearly with an increasing number of
devices;
iii) the effects are stronger in low energy rings;
iv) compensation of the tune shift introduced by the wiggler is important, since the dynamic
aperture is sensitive to the tune values, but the results are not very sensitive to which scheme is
used for the correction or whether the lattice functions are also corrected;
v) both linear and non-linear effects are in general important factors in dynamic aperture
reduction.
Some examples of the effect of wigglers on dynamic aperture are shown in Fig. 13, showing in
particular a much larger effect in the lower energy ring.
DYNAAtC APEffTURE WTTM UOULATOftS
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Fig. 13 Effect of wigglers on the dynamic aperture in the ESRF (left) and ALS (right) [34,36]
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4.4 Effects of field errors
So far we have considered only the intrinsic non-linear effects of wigglers with an ideal
periodic field distribution. In practise however a wiggler is likely to contain multipole field
errors that can give rise to further beam dynamics effects. Earlier wiggler magnets have
contained a number of field imperfections:
i) Skew-quadrupole field: the BESSY undulator gives rise to a change of vertical beam size
with wiggler strength and an increase in the stopband width of the sum resonance Qx+Qz =
integer [32].
ii) Sextupole field: two undulators installed in SUPERACO contain sextupole errors which
lead to changes in the chromaticity, since they are located in straight sections with finite
dispersion [41].
iii) Skew-sextupole field : measurements of the effect of a 15-period, 1.45 T wiggler in
SPEAR indicate the presence of such a field error [42].
iv) Skew-octupole field: resonances of the type 3QX + Qz = integer and 3QZ + QZ = integer
have been observed both at SPEAR, with the first permanent magnet undulator [43], and with
two separate undulators on SUPERACO [41].
It should be noted that the most disturbing effects due to wiggler field errors have arisen in low
energy rings, such as BESSY and SUPERACO which both have an energy of 800 MeV.
Effects on the chromaticity and vertical beam size due to wiggler operation have also been seen
at ALADDIN, at 0.8 and 1 GeV [44].
Progress with methods of wiggler construction, including better magnetic measurement
and field correction techniques, should eliminate such errors from the newer generation of
devices.
4 . 5 Measurement of non-linear effects
A very useful technique for determining the non-linear effects of a wiggler on the beam is
to measure the tune shift as function of the horizontal and vertical position of the beam with
respect to the wiggler axis. The presence of a sextupole field error is indicated by a linear tune
shift with horizontal position (*); a skew-sextupole would give a tune shift with vertical
position (z). Similarly, an octupole field would give a dependence of the tune shift with JC2 or
z 2 , while a skew-octupole would give a dependence on xz. This technique was used at
SPEAR, where a skew-sextupole error was discovered [42], and at BESSY, in order to
confirm the magnitude of the "pseudo-octupole" field [45], see Fig. 14.
The effect of real field errors can be distinguished from second-order effects such as
these, by determining the scaling with energy (£) - the latter scales as l/£ 2 , whereas the effects
of field errors scale as \/E.
Another method consists of performing a "resonance scan" i.e. moving the tune values so
as to cross particular resonance lines, while measuring the effect on the lifetime of the stored
beam. At BESSY this technique was used to determine the effect of the skew-quadrupole field
errors on the Qx + Qz = integer resonance, and of the pseudo-octupole field on the 4 Qz =
integer, see Fig. 15 [32]. Similar scans at SUPERACO identified both octupole and skewoctupole driven resonances [41].
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Fig. 15 Measurements of beam lifetime as function of vertical tune in BESSY with
various wiggler strengths [32].
5

EFFECTS DUE TO THE EMISSION OF SYNCHROTRON RADIATION

5.1 Standard wigglers
For simplicity, we will consider the case of a wiggler with a sinusoidal field, with kx = 0
and will neglect the field distribution at the end of the magnet. Then:
— =

P Po

COS

-^s\n2(kos)

k=

(56)

Po

The dispersion function is the sum of the dispersion that exists in the straight section without
the wiggler (DO,D'O) together with a "self-dispersion" generated by the trajectory in the
wiggler. Since the displacement, x, is inversely proportional to energy, E, we have dx = -x
(dElE), and hence D = -x, and similarly D' = -x'. Thus the dispersion is given in general by:

PX
PoK

(57)
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The contributions to the five Synchrotron Radiation Integrals [46] for a wiggler of length L can
then be derived as follows:

AL
2kD

f cos(fcos)
J

(58)

,„

f
J

where H(s) = yD2+ 2aDU +0D'2

A/, = f^r-

To evaluate A/5 a numerical calculation is generally needed, however two extreme cases can be
considered:
i) large natural dispersion. In this case the self-dispersion can be neglected and so after
averaging 1/p3 over the wiggler length one obtains:
4,,=!!^

(59)

ii) zero natural dispersion. The dominant term in the expression for H is jSD 2 and so:
^5

e

JT-TT =(P)j

^

1=TT-^TT

( 6 °)

Making use of the above formulae we can now deduce the effects on the beam due to
changes in the SR integrals:
i) Momentum compaction factor: ccp = l^LM, where Ltot is the ring circumference.
The change introduced is therefore:

The effect in most cases is negligible, for example with L\y = 5 m, Ltot = 100 m, Bo = 1.5 T,
E = 1.0 GeV, Xo = 0.1 m we have Aa = 1.3 10"5.
ii) Damping partition numbers : Jx = 1 - (I4/I2), JE = •
The change to the Jx damping partition number can be written as follows:
, . A/ 2 -A/ 4
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From the expressions above it can be seen that A/4/A/2 = l/4p^fco2and hence A/4 can be
neglected compared to A/2. Also, in most rings In, is very small, and hence Jx is close to unity.
In most cases therefore Jx, and hence Jz and J^ are unchanged by the action of the wiggler.
Hi) Damping times: T,- = 3T0/roy2J,I2, where i = x,z or e.
Since the effect of the wiggler is to increase 1% all damping times are thereby reduced.

iv) Energyspread: f-^-Y =Cqf—L,
\ E J

2// 22 ++ //44

where Cq = - | ^ A

32V3 me

= 3.84

10"

m

The change in energy spread can therefore be written as follows:

(63)

Neglecting as before A/4 and I4, then in the case of a sinusoidal wiggler:

1+ -Thus, the energy spread is increased if p/pw > 3 ^ / 8 , i.e. roughly when the wiggler field
exceeds that of the bending magnets. Assuming constant synchrotron oscillation frequency, the
bunch length is changed by the same factor as the energy spread. Figure 16 shows the
variation of ((JE/<JE) as a function of magnetic field strength for wigglers of two different
lengths in 1.5 and 6 GeV rings. The result is independent of the wiggler period length. It can
be seen that the change in energy spread increases with increasing wiggler field strength and
length, and reduces with higher electron beam energies.
v) Emittance:

ez = Cqy2—-—
12 ~ I4

The change in emittance can therefore be written as follows:

f i

-

., ' \ ,

(65)

Neglecting/4 and A/4 it can be seen that the emittance is increased if A/ 5 // 5 > A/ 2 // 2 .
Figure 17 shows the emittance ratio (ex/ex) as a function of field strength for wigglers of
different period length and total length in rings of 1.5 and 6 GeV, assuming zero natural
dispersion at the wiggler location. At low field strength the emittance reduces, due to increase
of the 1% term. The reduction therefore depends only on the total length, not the period length.
At higher fields the I5 term which causes emittance growth becomes increasingly important.
This is particularly true for longer period lengths (curves a and c), in agreement with Eq. (60).
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Fig. 16 Variation of energy spread with wiggler field strength in 1.5 GeV (left) and
6 GeV(right) rings. Ring parameters: B = 1.2 T,JX= 1.0. Wiggler parameters:
( a ) L = l m , ( b ) L = 5m.
The condition for emittance increase is given by:
4 (H)WL p 3

>

L

p2
2%p

(66)

which can be expressed as follows:
(67)
and which therefore depends on the period length, independent of the wiggler length. At higher
energy the effect on the emittance is reduced, and the point at which the emittance starts to
increase is shifted to higher field strengths, in accordance with Eq. (67).
It follows from the expression above that in most practical situations the emittance
reduces, except for very high field wigglers in low energy, low emittance rings. Wigglers have
therefore been proposed as a means of reducing the emittance, for example in PEP, for
operation as a low emittance synchrotron radiation source [47]. Wigglers are also proposed in
many new damping ring designs, to reduce damping times and emittance.
Figure 18 shows the effect of non-zero dispersion (Do) in the wiggler straight and it can
be seen that with sufficiently large dispersion the emittance increases. The condition for the
natural dispersion to have a larger effect than that of the wiggler self-dispersion is given by:
, o r in terms of the dispersion: Do >

or

assuming

a = 0. Since l/kpw « 1 this condition is easily met. Thus even if the wiggler straight has a
nominal zero-dispersion, the residual dispersion arising from errors can be the dominant effect.
In this case the condition for emittance increase is given by:
(68)

>

pw
which can be written as follows:
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[C3eV]

The residual dispersion must therefore be carefully controlled in low emittance rings with high
field wigglers to avoid any unwanted emittance increase. For example, for a 1.5-T wiggler in
the 1.5-GeV ring of the above example, the dispersion must be kept below the following limits:
Do < 0.29 m, D'O < 0.029 m.

2

3
B.CT]

Fig. 17

Variation of emittance with wiggler field strength in 1.5-GeV (left) and 6-GeV
(right) rings. Ring parameters: B = 1.2 T, Jx =l.0,ex = l 10"9 m rad, px = 10 m.
Wiggler parameters: (a) L = 1 m, Ao •*» 0.25 m, (b) L = 1 m, Xo = 0.05 m,
(c) L = 5 m, XB = 0.25 m, (d) L = 5 ro> A* * 0.05 m.

0.6

Fig. 18 Variation of emittance with wiggler field strength and natural dispersion at the
centre of the wiggler straight section (Do) in 1.5-GeV (left) and 6-GeV (right)
rings. Ring parameters as Fig. 17. Wiggler parameters: L = 2.5 m,
Xo - 0 . 1 0 m.
A practical example of the use of wigglers to change beam properties is in LEP [48]. A
set of "damping wigglers", located in dispersion free regions, are used to increase the energy
spread and bunch length by a factor 5-6 at injection energy to increase beam stability, while a
series of "emittance wigglers", located in regions with non-zero dispersion, are used to increase
the beam size at high energy in order to optimize the luminosity [49].
An emittance increase due to the operation of two superconducting wigglers is
unavoidable in the SRS, since no zero-dispersion straights are available. The emittance
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increase due to the latest device was kept as low as possible (50 %) by minimizing A/5 and
therefore Jl/p 3 ds in the magnet design [50].

5.2 Gradient and non-linear wigglers
In combined function strong focusing lattices (I4/I2) ~ 2, i.e. Jx~-h and so the radial
motion is anti-damped [1]. Gradient wigglers, or dipole-quadrupole wigglers, were proposed
by Robinson as a means of overcoming this difficulty [3] and they were subsequently
employed at CEA to permit operation as a storage ring [4], and also at the PS for operation with
electrons [51]. It follows from Eq. (62) that a large negative change to the I4 integral is
required, which can be obtained in a wiggler with an alternating field and field gradient such
that kip is positive, if located at a position of large positive dispersion. Gradient wigglers can
also be used to reduce the emittance in a storage ring. For a wiggler loacted at a position of
large dispersion and beta function the dominant effect in Eq. (65) is the reduction in I4, or in
other words the change in damping partition, Jx. Since the emittance can be expressed as
sx = Cqy2I5/jJ2 and since the damping partition can be changed from 1 (for a conventional
separated function lattice) to 2 without loss of damping in the longitudinal plane, it follows that
a reduction in emittance of a factor of 2 is achievable by this means.
Non-linear wigglers have been proposed as a means of producing a dependence of the
damping partition (/g) with energy deviation, e [5,6]. A dipole-sextupole wiggler can give a
linear dependence, Je ~ e, which can be used to increase the damping aperture by making
d/g/de = 0. A dipole-octupole wiggler gives a quadratic dependence, Jg ~ e2, which alters the
equilibrium energy and charge distribution. A quadrupole-sextupole wiggler has also been
proposed [7].
To gain some insight into the effect of such devices on the beam, we consider a series of
constant field regions with alternating polarity, but constant gradient, sextupole and octupole
terms, located at u position with non-zero dispersion:

; + 2£
2

(70)

D

where x = De and e is the relative energy deviation. Multiplying by elymc we have:

I

J

p

p

V^)V
w

2

(71)

t>

where
pw

ymc

ymc

ymc 2

ymc 6

The damping partition number is defined by:
j =dV_£°.= dV_l.
e

(73)

~ dE U~ deU

The energy loss per turn (U) depends on Jl/p 2 and hence the total energy loss including the
wiggler (Uw) is given by:
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We have then:
JE = J w + ——— — J ~ r ~
Uw 2.K Q£\

V kD£-\
Pw

-

I

*•

—— as
D

('5)

;

We can now examine the effect of the various proposed combinations of field
components:
i) Dipole-quadrupole wiggler:
r

\

L rTr

J

ii) Dipole-sextupole wiggler:

2K

pw

iii) Dipole-octupole wiggler:

2K

pw

iv) Quadrupole-sextupole wiggler.
Je = Jo- ^-{2k2D2£ + 3krD3£2 + 6k2D2£2}

(79)

2K

In the above Jeq represents the energy oscillation damping partition number in the absence of
the wiggler, which is itself a function of energy deviation. A dipole-sextupole wiggler can thus
be used to vary the linear dependence of J£ with e, and make it zero if desired. A combination
of dipole-quadrupole and dipole-octupole can result in a damping partition number variation of
the form:
JE=-a + be2

(80)

i.e. anti-damped for particles of the nominal energy, but damped for particles of large energy
deviation. As a result it is possible to modify the energy and longitudinal charge distributions,
for example to reduce the peak charge density and so reduce the effects of instabilities, as
shown in Fig. 19 [52].
5.3 Spin polarization
The polarization rate is [53]:

Since I3 is always increased by the effect of wigglers it follows that this can be used to increase
the polarization rate. However, the asymptotic polarization rate is affected also. For an ideal
machine this is given by:
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P =

(82)

where
(83)

I

z/zo

Fig. 19 Calculated longitudinal bunch profiles in LEP due to the action of a dipoleoctupole wiggler [52].
In a conventional wiggler the positive and negative poles have equal strength and hence
/ j f l is approximately zero, which leads to a reduction of the asymptotic polarization rate. In
order to increase the polarization rate while at the same time maintaining a high polarization
level requires an "asymmetric" wiggler with different positive (B+) and negative (B-) field
strengths. In order that the field integral for each period is zero, and so produces no net
deflection, the pole lengths must also vary so as to satisfy: B+L+ = B-L-. The ratio of field
strengths is called the "asymmetry parameter", r = B+ / B-. Thus if r is large the changes to I3
and /3a are dominated by the positive poles and so are similar in magnitude, and hence the
asymptotic polarization level is not affected very much.
For example, LEP has 12 "polarization wigglers" with an asymmetry parameter r = 8.0
[54]. Calculations show that they should reduce the polarization time from 310 min to 36 min
at 46 GeV with 88% asymptotic degree of polarization [53].
* * *
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FREE ELECTRON LASER
A. Gaupp
BESSY, Berlin, Germany
Abstract
A free electron laser (PEL, see Fig. 1) requires an electron beam that is
made to 'wiggle' in a transverse direction usually by a static magnetic
field periodic in space (wiggler or undulator; in what follows we shall
use both terms synonymously, although the term 'undulator' would be
most appropriate). The transverse acceleration of the charge causes the
emission of radiation known as undulator radiation among the
synchrotron radiation community. This emission process is enhanced
(i.e. stimulated) by an 'external' optical field. If the radiation is
confined within an optical cavity of sufficiently small losses the optical
power may build up, i.e. the system is lasing. At increasing power
levels the gain decreases until it balances the losses and the laser
saturates. In this contribution we discuss the FEL from a more
qualitative point of view in order to provide physical insight. More
extensive discussions can be found in the literature and in the CERN
accelerator school proceedings [1,2].
1.

HISTORY

In the early fifties H. Motz at Oxford, England, investigated what we call today undulator
radiation. Already in 1955 he proposed to use the device as an amplifier. Around 1960
R. Philips at General Electric developed the Ubitron (undulating beam interaction) [3]. It
generated MW power levels at millimeter wavelength by coupling a fast electro magnetic wave
inside a wave guiding structure to an undulating electron beam. At that time he developed a
major part of FEL theory. However, the US Air Force funding his work limited the maximum
voltage to 100 kV, and thus the wavelength shortening effect could not be exploited.
The work was classified and forgotten to allow for reinvention by J. Madey at Stanford,
USA in 1970. Madey not only proposed and built a working device [4] based on what he
initially called 'stimulated bremsstrahlung', but also found a powerful name: free electron laser
(FEL). Since then the FEL has been discussed on many occasions, and a growing number of
laboratories are doing experimental work.
PRINCIPLE OF FREE ELECTRON LASER

LASER BEAM
PLANE OF ORBIT
MIRROR

MAGNET STRUCTURE

MIRROR

Fig. 1 Main components of a free electron laser
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2.

INTRODUCTION

There are a number of reasons why the EEL has attracted scientists (and non-scientists as
well). Among them are:
1) The FEL is basically easy to understand. It can be described by classical
electrodynamics, and performs in a predictable manner.
2) The FEL can be scaled to high power levels since no material is involved in the light
generating process (except for the mirrors).
3) The FEL can be tailored to fairly high efficiency if the installation is large enough. A
wall-plug efficiency of the order of 1 % has been predicted.
4) The FEL may operate at any desired wavelength since no atomic or molecular levels
are involved; any limitations are of a technical nature. In particular, it produces
radiation in the near and far infra-red where few other lasers are available. More
spectacular is the prospect to create a VUV laser or even an x-ray laser.
5) The FEL wavelength may be tuned continuously.
The price to be paid is the high quality electron beam needed to drive an FEL. This
usually leads to large and expensive systems. Efforts are under way to reduce the size (and
cost!) of components.
In this contribution we first discuss the FEL mechanism. Then we will mention some of
the experimental work done to date. This will be an opportunity to introduce variations of the
simple FEL scheme. Although the use of FEL radiation is evolving this topic is beyond the
scope of this contribution and v/e shall conclude only with some general remarks.
3.

HOW TO BUILD ANY LASER

Before proceeding let us look at the task of developing any new type of laser. Five main
steps are required (cf. Fig. 2):
a) Search for an active medium that converts energy into radiation by spontaneous
emission. Depending on the active medium there are different ways to supply the energy,
e.g. via flash lamps in a YAG-Laser, via a discharge in an eximer laser, an electric current
in a semiconductor laser, another laser in a typical cw dye laser, or a relativistic electron
beam in an FEL, etc. The energy source is called the pump.
b) Amplify an external optical signal injected into the pumped active medium using
stimulated emission. This requires an inversion of the transition involved, i.e. the
pumping process must be such that the higher (atomic/molecular) level has a higher
population than the lower one. Proper selection of the transition and sufficient pumping
power is necessary.
c) Build an optical resonator around the active medium. Depending on the wavelength
involved this may be a microwave cavity (maser); in the visible domain a resonator is
formed, e.g. from two concave mirrors. The spontaneous radiation trapped in the
resonator repetitively interacts with the active medium and is amplified. If the average
gain exceeds the average losses the power builds up: the laser is above the (laser
instability) threshold. In other words: the system starts lasing.
d) While the power inside the cavity builds up, the gain decreases due to some power
dependent mechanism until, in a steady state, the gain equals the losses (saturation).
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There may be many different mechanisms for saturation, each having a different power
dependence. The power level at saturation determines the available output power and thus
the usefulness of a given system. There is a high premium for improving the saturation
behaviour.
e) Search for scaling laws, i.e. how the performance depends on the different variables.
The usefulness of a system depends mainly on the scaling of cost with output power.

—<n

/ t t t \

tttt

till!

Hill

Fig. 2 Laser development, simplified, a) An active medium emits spontaneous radiation when
pumped, b) By stronger pumping inversion is achieved and an external photon is amplified by
stimulated emission, c) If the gain exceeds the losses of an optical resonator the laser threshold
is reached, d) Due to some saturation mechanism the gain drops for increasing power density
until, in a steady state, the gain balances the losses including the useful one through the output
coupling mirror.
In the following discussion of the FEL interaction we shall mention spontaneous emission
and spend some more time on the stimulated emission process and on the saturation behaviour.
There are two models describing the FEL interaction correctly. As we shall see, they are
complementary. Chronologically the 'scattering model' came first [4] but for practical work the
'classical model1 is more important
3 . 1 The first FEL model: stimulated scattering of radiation
This model treats the wiggler and optical fields on an equal footing by considering a
pseudo rest frame (see Fig. 3) [5]. Within this frame of reference the electron executes
'mostly' transverse oscillations, i.e. in the laboratory this frame moves along, the axis
approximately with the averaged speed of the electrons. Since this is a relativistic velocity the
wiggler period as seen from the pseudo rest frame is contracted and the optical wavelength is
extended. More precisely, the pseudo rest frame is defined by the requirement that the wiggler
period and wavelength of the optical field are equal. To this velocity there corresponds an
electron energy Er = yrinc2- called the resonance energy. Electrons may or may not have this
energy, i.e. they can also move longitudinally in the pseudo rest frame. However, the electron
energy E = ymc2 is close to the resonance, and the motion with respect to the pseudo rest frame
is non relativistic.
For jr » 1, a good approximation is to replace the wiggler field in the pseudo rest frame
by a free optical wave. This approximation is named after Weizacker and Williams and is
widely used in plasma physics.
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a)

•Higgler "photon"

\AA/
spontaneous radiation

external radiation

Fig. 3 FEL interaction by scattering
model.
a) Spontaneous emission by
scattering of wiggler 'photons' into
real photons.
b) Stimulated scattering of a wiggler
photon into the 'forward' direction
in the presence of 'external'
photons.
c) Stimulated scattering of an
external real photon into the
'backward1 direction in the presence
of wiggler 'photons'.

c)

The model uses quantum mechanical ideas. Spontaneous undulator radiation is described
as a scattering of a wiggler photon off an electron at rest (on-resonance situation assumed).
Photons scattered backward (which in the lab frame is more naturally labelled the forward
direction!) have a wavelength which is shortened by a further factor jr. Taking into account
the reduction of the longitudinal velocity (in the lab frame) due to the transverse wiggling, the
resonance condition becomes

A,=-

2r r 2

(i)

where /lj is the optical wavelength in the lab frame, &o is the period of a static magnetic wiggler
in the lab frame. K is a dimensionless parameter of the order of unity describing the strength of
the wiggler field and is given by
K=

lime'

• = 93(A0/m)-(50/Tesla).

(2)

Bo is the amplitude of the wiggler field and e, m, and c the electronic charge, the electron mass,
and the speed of light, respectively. The line shape is the Fourier transform of the wiggler field
as shown in Figs. 4 and 5a.
We note the freedom in choosing the wavelength. For example, a 3.2 cm wiggler period
and a 42 MeV electron beam emit, for K = 0.7, at an infra-red wavelength of Aj = 3/z (these are
the parameters of the first FEL built by Madey and co-workers in Stanford, Cal., in 1976 [6]).
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Fig. 4 The magnetic wiggler field as seen in the pseudo rest frame acquires an electric field
component which at the location of the electron has a time variation £(r) as shown. The Fourier
transform /(A) is the spectrum observable in the lab frame.

Fig. 5 a) Spontaneous spectrum as a function of electron energy; such a signal could be
obtained experimentally by recording the transmission of a rnonochromator while the electron
beam energy is swept through resonance. The fractional width of this curve is approximately
1/2N. b) Gain of a fixed wavelength as a function of electron energy. Gain is proportional to
the derivative of the spontaneous spectrum.
An FEL may be tuned by varying the electron energy or by varying the magnetic field
amplitude. The latter procedure is usually preferred.
The scattering can be stimulated by applying an external driving field. The stimulating
field should enhance the back scattering, i.e. it must co-propagate with the electron in the
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laboratory frame and must have a frequency as given by Eq. (1) above and must have the same
polarization as the spontaneous radiation. The stimulated scattering rate is proportional to the
number of incident photons which in turn is proportional to the number of 'wiggler photons'
NWigg, and to the number of driving photons Next- (Remember the Weizacker-Williams
approximation.) This rate is very high.
However, the process discussed so far is only half the story. There is also the scattering
of an external photon back into the wiggler field. This process is stimulated by the wiggler
field. Thus this scattering rate is also proportional to Next'Nwigg- Indeed it can be shown that
for electrons exactly on resonance, the two rates are equal and the net effect is zero! Thus an
EEL provides no gain on resonance!
A positive gain, i.e. a finite net scattering rate from the wiggler field into the external field,
requires injection of electrons above resonance. It turns out that in the description of the total
process the recoil of the electron due to scattering has to be taken into account. This is a small
effect, as can be seen by comparing the photon energy in the pseudo rest frame (3.2 meV in the
above example) to the rest energy of the electron of 511 keV, the ratio being less than 10~8.
However, the scattering rate is high enough that the small recoils add up to a significant
change of the electron energy. Since 'forward' and 'backward' scattering rates are about equal,
the EEL interaction increases the energy spread of the electron beam (beam heating). When the
electron energy gets far enough from resonance the resonance condition is violated and the
interaction ceases. This is basically the saturation mechanism within this model.
A distribution of electrons injected off resonance experience an asymmetric energy spread
and the mean kinetic energy of the electron beam £kin changes. By energy conservation, the
optical energy £Opt then changes correspondingly:
A£ o p t =-A£ k i n .

(3)

The gain profile is shown in Fig. 5b. The gain is proportional to the derivative of the
spontaneous spectrum (gain-spread-relation or Madey theorem, cf. below).
We will not pursue this model since the alternative description provides further insight into
the EEL mechanism. However, we make the following statements about the scattering model:
- It correctly describes the EEL mechanism.
- It is the natural starting point for a quantum mechanical treatment.
- The final results are independent of Planck's constant h suggesting a classical model.
3.2 The second FEL model: classical description
Classical description of the FEL mechanism were made by different authors at about the
time of the first experiment. Here we follow the description by W.B. Colson [7] which is not
only well suited for didactic purposes but is also widely used today. We are dealing with a
classical model, i.e. phase and amplitude of the optical field are simultaneously well defined.
Similarly the electrons follow well defined trajectories in space and time. The frame of
reference is the laboratory frame.
An external optical field with an electric field vector E(r,t) co-propagating with a single
electron couples to this electron due to the transverse velocity v ± of the electron in the wiggler
field. The question to be asked is: What is the change of the particle's kinetic energy? Since
the magnetic wiggler field cannot participate in the energy exchange all changes of electron
kinetic energy A£idn leads to a corresponding change of energy of the optical field A£opt due to
energy conservation:
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AB
Kn =-AE'opt
-kin

(4)

For simplicity we assume a plane-wave optical field. The rate at which energy is
exchanged is proportional to the product E(r,t) • v±. Both components oscillate rapidly in time,
and in general the time integral over the interaction region will involve much cancellation with a
correspondingly small net effect. However, when the electric field amplitude at the position of
the electron remains in constant phase relationship to the transverse wiggling motion of the
electron, the cancellation is diminished and the amount of energy A£idn exchanged can be
substantial (see Fig. 6):
T

e • E(r,t) • v(r,r) .

(5)

This occurs on resonances when the electron slips behind the optical field by one optical
wavelength X\, while the electron transverses one wiggler period of length AQ
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Fig. 6 FEL interaction by classical model, gain:
a) An electron is shown at five different times while it traverses a wiggler period
of length XQ.
b) The phase velocity of an external optical field is the speed of light and thus
exceeds the electron velocity. On resonance the electric field at the location of the
electron maintains a fixed relative phase. The interaction \dt-E-v± is large.
Initial phase is such that energy is transferred to the electron (inverse FEL
'linac').
c) Initial phase such that electron loses energy (FEL).
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(6)
where VH is the average longitudinal electron velocity within the wiggler. In the limit y » 1,
Eqs. (6) and (1) are equivalent.
While meeting the resonance condition ensures a constant relative phase of E(rj) and
v±(r,t) the actual value of the integral Eq. (5) depends on the initial phase, i.e. at which time
the electron enters the interaction region. An electron injected half an optical period later (or
earlier) experiences an energy change of equal magnitude, but of opposite sign. It is rather
difficult to generate an electron beam bunched at the scale of an optical period. Therefore all
possible initial phases are equally populated by electrons. Averaging over all particle gives a
vanishing net energy change; on resonance the optical gain vanishes!
However, the fractional energy change of an individual electron can be rather large, and is
of the order of 1/2N in the saturated regime (N is the number of periods in the wiggler). The
FEL interaction increases the electron energy spread ('beam heating'). The longitudinal motion
due to the energy modulation causes the electron to bunch with a period of an optical
wavelength. On resonance the bunching occurs at a phase of the optical field where there is no
net exchange of energy.
Let us spend some more time on this point: the transverse motion of the electron couples
to the transverse optical field causing an energy change. This in turn gives rise to a longitudinal
'slow' motion superimposed on the rapid motion through the wiggler. It is this slow
superimposed motion which contains 'all the FEL physics'. It can be described as if the
electron sees a sinusoidal potential with the period of a wavelength copropagating along the axis
at a speed corresponding to resonance energy. It is called the ponderomotive potential. This is
only a means to describe the particle motion, there is no physical meaning associated with the
ponderomotive potential except that it describes the longitudinal effects due to the transverse
coupling. The motion in the potential is described by the well known pendulum equation. The
motion is slow in the sense that particles execute less than one oscillation in the ponderomotive
potential during one pass through the wiggler while performing hundreds of transverse
oscillations. There are, however, situations where more than one oscillation occurs.
This pendulum equation is formally equivalent to a linac, and the ideas from linac theory
may be transferred to FEL (and vice versa). Indeed, the longitudinal motion is referred to as
synchrotron motion. Particles may be trapped in the ponderomotive potential, and in what
follows we shall use the term 'optical trap1 for the potential well with an extension of
wavelength (in contrast to rf-buckets generated by the if acceleration system of accelerators).
Phase space trajectories are shown in Fig. 7. They resemble ordinary synchrotron oscillations
except for the longitudinal scale being in the accelerator case of the order of tens of cm, and in
the FEL case of the order of an optical wavelength.
When particles are injected slightly above resonance energy they move forward with
respect to the trap and will push against the ponderomotive potential so losing energy.
Bunching occurs at a phase where work can be done on the optical field, see Fig. 8. The
existing optical field gains energy due to the interaction. This is the FEL mechanism. Another
way to look at it is that the bunched beam containing an AC component radiates at this
frequency. For completeness we quote here the maximum small-signal-gain formula for an
ideal FEL as given by W.B. Colson [7]
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where N = number of periods in wiggler
K = wiggler strength (formula requires K < 1)
L = wiggler length
p(z) = electron density.

Fig. 7 Trajectories in longitudinal phase space. The horizontal co-ordinate is the phase
difference 0 between the electric field vector and the transverse motion of the electron. A range
of 4K is shown corresponding to two optical wavelengths. The vertical co-ordinate Y is the
normalized energy deviation from resonance which is the canonical conjugated variable to ft

Fig. 8 Electron distributions in longitudinal phase space before and after the FEL interaction.
a) Injection on resonance 7 = 0. The final S-shape distribution bunches particles at 0 = n.
b) Injection above resonance Y=l. The final distribution bunches at 9 > it. The final energy
distribution P(Y) shown to the right indicates both beam heating and energy loss.
Let us assume radiation is stored in an optical cavity enclosing the FEL interaction region.
That is the light bounces back and forth between two concave mirrors focused by their spherical
surface. With the FEL interaction turned on, the radiation is amplified on each round trip. If
the gain is bigger than the optical losses the field amplitude grows and the system is above the
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lasing threshold. The intracavity power grows until the gain decreases due to some nonlinearity. This is saturation.
In the classical model of the FEL, the saturation process is identified as 'overbunching1,
see Fig. 9. The longitudinal motion responsible for the build-up of the bunching occurs at a
pace depending on power density. At higher power levels the bunching is achieved before the
end of the interaction. The particles continue to move in the ponderomotive potential destroying
the bunching, and the gain decreases.
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Fig. 9 a) At low optical power density maximum electron bunching occurs towards the end of
the interaction (the first FEL had 160 periods), b) At high optical power density maximum
bunching occurs early during the interaction. The electrons continue to move longitudinally so
that bunching and hence gain is reduced (saturation). For clarity the electrons are numbered.
The maximum fraction of electron kinetic energy converted into radiation is 1/2N, i.e.
equal to the line width of the spontaneous spectrum of an ideal FEL. The kinetic energy has to
be supplied by the accelerator, usually as rf energy. One can define an academic efficiency of
an FEL as the fraction of kinetic energy converted into radiative power. Although often used,
such a definition does not include the efficiency of rf generators and the power consumption of
auxiliary equipment such as magnets, diagnostic equipment, pumps, etc. For ordinary FEL
wiggler magnets the academic efficiency is limited by 1/2/V and is typically below 1%.
Saturation as well as gain requires longitudinal motion of electrons. Usually high energy
electrons are used and, due to relativity, relative motions are slow. This implies small gain in
an FEL, but also slow saturation, i.e. the gain decreases only slowly as a function of power.
An FEL by its very physics is well suited to high power performance! Also the radiation is
generated in vacuum, and no matter can become non-linear (this statement does not apply to the
mirrors of the optical cavity).
4.

THE FIRST PRACTICAL FEL

With the precaution of the historical remarks, the first FEL was built by J. Madey and coworkers at Stanford University in 1976 [3]. The 43 MeV electron beam from a linac using
superconducting accelerating structures reached a peak current of more than 1.5 A at an
emittance of 6 x 10'8 m rad and a relative energy spread of 5 x 10"4. The wiggler had N = 160
periods of length AJQ = 3.2 cm. It was formed from a superconducting double helix generating
a field amplitude of BQ = 2.4 kGauss. The emitted wavelength was X\ = 3.4 /i. At a small-
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signal gain of several percent the system saturated at an output power of 7 kW which is 108
times the spontaneous power. Good agreement was obtained between the experiment and
theoretical predictions so that the performance of other experiments can be forecast with some
confidence.
This agreement includes the gain-spread relation also known as Madey's theorem [8]. It
relates the spectrum of the spontaneous emission, the gain, and the energy loss of the electrons.
It holds whenever a classical description is adequate, and an average over initial phases is
needed to describe the experiment, i.e. it is valid under a very broad range of situations. It
allows one to calculate the gain from the more easily obtainable spontaneous spectrum. It also
states that there is no gain without spread, i.e. the FEL interaction heats up the electron beam
(an undesirable situation, e.g. in a storage ring).
The Madey theorem is given by the following two formulae:

and

•4fr

(9)

where £,• and £/are the initial and final electron energy, respectively. The right hand side of (9)
is the spontaneous spectrum, and (...) denotes the average over all beam particles.
Successful operation of a FEL also demonstrated its major drawback: an electron beam of
high quality with respect to current, cross section, divergence, and energy spread is required.
A large fraction of experimental FEL work is indeed devoted to the accelerator.
A given wiggler requires a certain electron beam quality to work properly. If the
accelerator does not match the specifications the laser gain profile is inhomogeneously
broadened beyond the homogeneously broadened line width of 1/2N, with the consequence that
not all electrons contribute to the lasing process. Since this is so important we shall discuss this
point in more detail.
4 . 1 Inhomogeneous line broadening
Since gain is notoriously low and scales as N 3 , a large number of periods must be used
(typically N ~ 100). An ideal FEL has a gain profile shown schematically in Fig. 5 which has a
fractional line width of the order of 1/2N. This is the homogeneous line width. The profile can
be inhomogeneously broadened by any of the following effects (the list is not complete):
Energy spread. Due to the peculiar gain profile an electron beam energy spread AE/E has
to be small compared to 1/2/V.
Beam cross section. A periodic transverse magnetic field increases in strength along the
field lines (taken to be the y axis) proportional to cosh (2^y/Ao). Particles off axis have
thus a different resonance condition. This must be within the homogeneous line width in
order to add to the gain at the centre wavelength. This effectively limits the useful electron
beam cross section.
Beam divergence. As discussed above the f- dependence of X\ can be understood to be
due to a twofold (Lorentz) transformation between the lab frame and the useudo rest
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frame. Divergence introduces an angle 6 between the direction of the electron beam and
the optical axis, and the resonance condition becomes

There is thus a stringent limit on the divergence of the electron beam.
Wiggler field. For long wigglers (e.g. N > 100) the fluctuation of the magnetic field
amplitudes becomes an issue requiring close attention in design and manufacturing of the
periodic magnetic structure. Any deviation of the field from the ideal one causes a change
of the particle's trajectory. As a consequence the (local) longitudinal velocity VH deviates
from the nominal value. As can be seen from Eq. (6) the particle may thus get out of
phase with the optical field causing a reduction in performance.
These and other considerations (cost!) have prevented a wide spread use of FEL.
However, there are a large number of applications whose needs can presently only be met by
FEL, thus justifying further work. Different guide lines have been followed, some of which
will be discussed below.
5.

A LOW-TECHNOLOGY EXPERIMENT

The Mark III FEL [9] uses one section of the 20-year old Stanford linac (the same rf
structures were used later at SLAC). A newly developed microwave electron gun injects into
the linac providing a peak current of 20 A at a normalized emittance of 7 x 10"6 it m rad. The
wiggler is built from permanent magnets as proposed by K. Halbach in 1979 [10]. Since this
is an important aspect of FEL (and undulators and wigglers for synchrotron radiation) we shall
devote an extra section to permanent magnets later. The laser wavelength can be tuned between
2.6 fi and 3.1 /i by varying the magnetic field amplitude. This system is used regularly not
only to study FEL physics issues, but also in practical applications. At the time of the 1987
FEL conference more than 1000 h of user operation had been achieved. The system also emits
at higher harmonics of the fundamental.
Among the FEL physics studied was the optical guiding: the FEL interaction not only
drives the electric field amplitude, but also the phase. Both effects tend to focus the optical
beam towards the e-beam axis. Experiments performed at the Mark m FEL verified theoretical
predictions quantitatively for the first time. Optical guiding allows in principle for a wiggler
length not limited by diffraction of the optical mode.
Another linac based FEL has operated in France [11]. The system named CLIO uses an
electron beam between 32 MeV and 50 MeV to tune the fundamental between 2.5 /mi and
15 fim. At a net gain of 140% the cavity length detuning curve is 40 /im wide and a peak
power of 2.5 MW at a 0.4% efficiency is reported. Also, lasing on the 3 r d harmonic was
possible.
The user-oriented facility FELIX in the Netherlands [12] provides optical beams in the far
infrared part of the spectrum. Using a 24 MeV electron beam a relative bandwidth of 10^6 was
measured at 24.7
In the past electron sources have been developed using laser driven photoemission from
cathodes placed inside a rf cavity. This allows for high electric field strength of the order of
1 MV/cm near the cathode causing rapid acceleration to relativistic energies. Thus emittance
blow-up due to space-charge effects can be limited. Such sources feeding linacs deliver highbrilliance beams capable of driving single-pass FEL in the VUV.
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5 . 1 Permanent magnets
A wiggler should have a fairly small period (several cm), a high field amplitude on axis (a
few kGauss), and provide sufficient aperture (a few cm) for the e-beam and the optical mode.
These objectives are essentially impossible to achieve using a room temperature electromagnet.
The current density would be well above 1 kA/cm2, which is about the limit imposed by
cooling requirements. Consequently the first FEL wiggler was superconducting.
With the advent of permanent magnets based on rare-earth cobalt alloys (REC) the scene
changed. The materials have both a high remanent field Br and high coercive forces BHCThe best material to date (October 1987) has Br = 12.5 kGauss and BHC = H-5 kOersted.
Important in practice is the linear behaviour of the material in the B(H) diagram, not only in the
second, but also a significant way into the third quadrant. The permeability is close to unity.
Thus the material can be thought of as surface current sheets with current densities of 1 kA/mm!
Thus the abreviation CSEM = current sheet equivalent material.
The exceptional properties are due to the strong coupling of magnetic moments to the nonisorropic lattice. This coupling reaches an equivalent field of 500 kGauss. However, lattice
imperfections tend to reduce the effective coupling and only much smaller coercive forces are
achieved in practice.
The material is formed in several steps. First the components (e.g. SmCos,
n
F B ) are mixed in the proper ratio and melted. After cooling, the alloy is ground to a
particle size of a few microns. The grain size should correspond to the size of an individual
magnetic domain, i.e. all magnetic moments within a grain should be aligned along the same
axis. Then the powder is placed in a magnetic field and treated (e.g. by ultra-sonic means)
such that grains align along the field. This process defines the easy axis of the finished blocks.
The powder is pressed and sintered, the temperature being controlled so as not to distort the
grain alignment. Before the final magnetization along the easy axis the blocks may be shaped,
cut, etc. The material, in particular the Sm alloy, is hard and brittle. Dust exposed to air may
spontaneously oxidise (explosive!).
The alloy Nd2Fei4B has only recently been discovered (partially by chance!). Compared
to S111C05 it provides for up to 30% higher Br. However, the Curie temperature is only around
320 °C as compared to ~ 750 °C for SmCos. Thus the long term stability, temperature
sensitivity, and radiation resistance is worse for NdFe than for SmCo. The prices are presently
similar at around 2 US$/cm3.
K. Halbach at Berkeley was the first one to recognize the potential of wigglers built from
permanent magnets. Among the obvious advantages are the facts that no power or cooling is
necessary. However, the material is difficult to handle (and can loose its magnetization). A
variable on-axis field amplitude requires a mechanical motion of the magnets under heavy load
(up to several tons!) and with low mechanical tolerance (~ 20 /x).
Halbach proposed two different schemes for constructing a wiggler structure from
permanent magnets. The first one, called 'pure REC design', generates the field using only
permanent magnets. In the so-called 'hybrid design' pole-pieces made from steel or vanadium
Permendur are used to channel field lines to the beam axis. In either case the scatter in
properties between individual magnet blocks as delivered must be taken into account when
assembling the structure in order to avoid inhomogeneous line broadening and/or e-beam
steering due to field errors. A hybrid is usually more forgiving with respect to magnetisation
errors. At large gap-to-period ratio, i.e. for short periods, the REC design leads to higher onaxis fields since the field generating material is closer to the axis on average (cf. Fig. 10).
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Fig. 10 Calculation of magnetic field lines in a pure REC structure (left side) and in a hybrid
(right side). The directions of magnetisation of individual blocks are indicated by arrows. The
hybrid contains pole-pieces made of steel or vanadium Permendur. The on-axis field amplitude
is the same in both calculations; it can be seen that a hybrid requires more magnet material.
6.

AN ELECTROSTATIC FEL DRIVER

The system built by L. Elias and co-workers at the University of California, Santa Barbara
(UCSB) is based on an electrostatic 3 MV van der Graaf accelerator [13] (Fig. 11). The
electrons once they have passed through the FEL are decelerated in another column and
collected at the high voltage terminal of the accelerator. Thus a large current of up to 1.2 A can
be driven through the FEL at a high voltage power supply rating of only 100 fiA. A voltage
drop of 0.6 k\/fj.s at 90% beam recovery has to be accepted, causing a corresponding change
in laser wavelength. It is shown, however, that at any given time only a single longitudinal
mode with a fractional line width of 10"8 is excited. The laser operates in the far infra-red region
between 100 and 400 /i wavelength. This region is presently not well covered by more
conventional lasers although a large number of important excitations and level splittings have
energies in this range. These include, but are not limited to, vibrational modes of large
molecules, band gaps in superconductors, phonons in solids, etc.
The UCSB laser operates regularly for far infra-red spectroscopy, and first results have
been published. Based on operational experience it is proposed for future systems of this kind
to place the FEL inside the high voltage terminal while the more critical components, namely
electron gun and collector are at or near ground potential [14] (Fig. 12).
7.

STORAGE RING FEL

The fraction of electron kinetic energy converted into radiation is small. It is tempting to
recycle the electrons, i.e. to install the FEL into a storage ring. In doing so the repetitive FEL
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Fig. 11 The far infta-Ted free electron laser at the University of California, Santa Barbara. The
electrons are recovered after the FEL interaction and decelerated in a second column of the
electrostatic accelerator.
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Fig. 12 Proposed compact far-infra-red FEL with the wiggler at high potential and electron gun
and collector near ground potential
interaction increases the energy spread of the beam until the spread becomes comparable to the
homogeneous laser line width, i.e. 1/2N (assuming an energy acceptance of the ring larger than
1/2A0. Then the gain decreases and the system saturates. Note that the saturation mechanism
differs from the normal single-pass devices. The system is stabilized by the damping due to
synchrotron radiation, and it can be shown that the laser power PFEL is related to the
synchrotron radiation power P s y n emitted in theringby
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Since the energy loss by synchrotron radiation is balanced by an accelerating if cavity, the
efficiency of a storage ring FEL is the same as that of a single pass FEL. This is known as the
Renieri limit [15]. However, storage rings provide bright beams at high energies (~ 1 GeV)
making them attractive as short-wavekngth FEL drivers. Analysis indicates that dedicated
rings are required for laser wavelengths below 1000 A (corresponding to 10 eV photon
energy). This is dictated by the lack of suitable mirrors. At Duke University, NC, and at
Dortmund, Germany, dedicated 1 GeV low-emittance rings are under construction [16].
The lack of short wavelength mirrors has triggered the idea to amplify the spontaneous
emission on a single pass up to saturation, i.e. to operate the FEL in a super-radiant high gain
mode [17]. This typically requires wigglers with 1000 periods. Due to the scaling of the FEL
gain low electron energies (< 1 GeV) and high wiggler strength (K > 2) are required. The
cosh-dependence of field strength on wiggler gap reduces the transverse acceptance of the FEL
section for electrons to a value below the feasible limit for storage ring operation. Thus the
FEL is located in a by-pass into which the e beam is kicked at a low rate (~ 10 Hz). Design
studies have been made [18] predicting MW coherent power levels at tens of eV photon energy.
However, the first storage ring FEL at ACO in Orsay, France [19] has much lower
performance levels. It operates throughout the visible part of the spectrum at an electron energy
as low as 160 MeV (injection energy of ACO is 250 MeV). The major difficulty of the
experiment is the low gain of below 10"3 requiring very-low-loss mirrors for the optical cavity.
To arrive at the quoted gain, optimum use of the available space of 1.3 m had to be made
by converting the wiggler into an optical klystron [20]. As discussed above, the FEL
interaction first generates an energy modulation which leads, via the associated velocity
modulation, to bunching by 'waiting'; it is the bunched beam that radiates. The optical klystron
leads to a faster bunching by introducing a dispersive insert in the middle of the undulator
providing negative momentum compaction. This improves the small signal gain at the expense
of a lower saturation power level (see Fig. 13). The ACO storage ring FEL has been used for a
number of investigations. In particular, the heating of the stored beam due to the FEL was
studied, as well as the mirror degradation due to high energy photons [21].
The VEPP-3 storage ring at Novosibirsk, Siberia, provides for over 8 m free space in a
bypass to the normal straight section. An electromagnetic (!) optical klystron with a period of
20 cm allows FEL operation in the UV below 350 nm [22].
Other storage-ring FELs have operated as well. The NIJI-IV ring operating at 240 MeV
supported an FEL at 590 nm [23]. The higher electron energy of 500 MeV made the UVSOR
FEL tunable between 430 nm and 480 nm [24]. At SUPER-ACO in France dynamical
instabilities near saturation are studied. This FEL tunes through the major part of the visible
spectrum well into the UV [25].
In order to avoid the bad effects caused by FEL beam heating it is proposed to install the
wiggler in a section of the ring with dispersion T](s) and to provide a transverse gradient fip =
BQ(X) to the wiggler field such that the resonance condition is met for all electrons irrespective
of the energy [26] (in linear approximation)

(12)

dXddXdB
dx+

dy dx

dB0 dx
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By this trick the gain curve as a function of electron energy becomes wider, hence the name
gain expander.
vertical magnetic field

horizontal electron trajectory
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Fig. 13 a) The optical klystron is an ordinary wiggler with a dispersive insert, which converts
the energy modulation into an intensity modulation, b) The spontaneous spectrum is a
coherent superposition of the emission in the two sections and exhibits interference structures,
c) The gain being proportional to the derivative of the spontaneous spectrum is strongly
enhanced. The optical klystron is more sensitive to inhomogeneous line broadening caused by
a finite energy distribution width.
It turns out that a generalized gain spread-relation holds relating gain and transverse
excitation. The latter spoils the correlation of energy and transverse position. A benefit,
however, is that saturation power depends on the energy acceptance of the ring and not on the
number of wiggler periods leading to higher efficiency [27].
Another proposal is the isochronous operation of the storage ring requiring the spread of
round-trip times of different electrons to be small compared to an optical period [28]. Then the
initial FEL phase is correlated from round-trip to round-trip which corresponds to an 'infinitely'
long wiggler interspaced by the guide field of the ring. Particles can be trapped in the
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ponderomotive potential, and the distribution is stabilized by radiation damping. Extremely
high efficiencies (approaching 100% for large systems and high power levels) are predicted.
lsochrony requires not only a small coupling between horizontal transverse and
longitudinal motion (see Fig. 14), but also operation close to transition energy, where
momentum compaction and phase focusing vanishes, i.e. close to an inherently instable
situation.

10

Fig. 14 The longitudinal transverse coupling in an electron storage ring leads to an amplitude
dependent longitudinal displacement per turn with mean = 0 and variance As(p). A change of
the focusing strength K3 of the third quadrupole family of the BESSY I storage ring leads to the
data as shown. The solid line is the prediction from the computer model of the ring. The arrow
indicates the normal working point. The measurement is performed by exciting the beam at the
tune and by comparing AM and FM of the signal of an electrostatic pick-up.
8.

ENERGY RECOVERY

In the search for high optical power (many MW to TW) efficiency becomes more and
more an issue. Since recycling the electron in a storage ring does not improve efficiency,
studies have been made on recycling the electrons' energy. In a linac-based single-pass system
the spent electrons can be turned around and decelerated in some rf structure. A
straightforward solution is to use the same accelerating structure by injecting the used electrons
180° out of phase. However, instabilities may arise due to the simultaneous presence of
electron bunches with different energy. The Los Alamos group therefore adapted a separate
deceleration rf structure and coupled the rf power to the accelerator (see Fig. 15).
9.

TAPERED WIGGLER

Instead of and/or in addition to recycling the electrons or the energy, better use of the
electron energy can be made by tapering the wiggler. Usually this means a reduction of wiggler
field amplitude along the length of the wiggler such that particles stay in resonance although
they constantly lose energy to the optical field. In practice only some fraction of all electrons
participate in that process.
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Fig. 15 Layout of the 10 jU Los Alamos FEL with energy recovery. 1) Original Linac-FEL
with achromatic bend, 2) and 3) magnets to bend and guide the hot electron beam,
4) decelerating structures, 5) bridge couplers, 6) electron gun and injector, 7) optical
diagnostics.
The Lawrence Livermore Laboratory [30] operates a single pass FEL amplifier for mm
wavelengths. An electron beam of 3.5 MeV and 1000 A from an induction linac is reported to
deliver up to 34% of its power to the radiation field using a 40% taper of the magnetic field
amplitude. Such a large extraction requires a high optical field amplitude so that the height of
the ponderomotive potential exceeds the energy spread in the beam. Then, not only almost all
electrons are trapped, but also they remain trapped while the potential slows down due to the
field taper.
Tapered wigglers provide larger energy extraction at the expense of a reduction in smallsignal gain.
1 0 . CERENKOV LASER
We mention this laser here although the gain mechanism is rather different from an
ordinary FEL. An electron beam is passed parallel and close to the surface of a dielectric
medium with a high refractive index [31] (e.g. the plastic TPX has an index n = 2.12 at far
infra-red wavelength). Already for low energy electrons (2 < y< 3) their velocity exceeds the
speed of light in the medium so generating Cerenkov radiation. The particle-wave interaction
leads to bunching of the electron beam thus enhancing emission. It is demonstrated that a very
compact high power (10... 200 kW) far infra-red (400 fim to 950 /im) continuously tuneable
source can be realized.
1 1 . MOTIVATION FOR FEL
The FEL is a unique source of electromagnetic radiation. The ability to operate at any
wavelength (only constrained by technical limitations) and to generate power levels well above
1 MW makes it an obvious tool for a number of applications. However, their high cost
(depending on wavelength, but a minimum of the order of 10 million US $) requires some
justification.
The FEL has been considered as a directed energy weapon by the Strategic Defense Initiative.
Consequently a number of the FEL projects in the US rely on military funding. It is beyond the
scope of this contribution to discuss the feasibility of FEL for this purpose. FEL's have been,
and will be, used for all kinds of spectroscopic purposes. These applications presently are
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concentrating on the infra-red around 3 (l (Mark HI; Rocketdyn, Stanford; TRW, Stanford),
and in the far infra-red around 400 // (Santa Barbara). These applications will certainly
continue and expand. Projects to meet the anticipated demand have already been started.
The choice of wavelength is dictated by technical issues as well as by the existence of
alternative sources. A system operating in the gap between 10 JU and 100 fi can be as
successful as the near infra-red FEL mentioned above. User oriented facilities in the
Netherlands (FELIX) and in France (CLIO) concentrate on this spectral range.
The prospect to extend FEL operation to shorter wavelengths, into the UV (A > 200 nm)
and even into the VUV, is more spectacular. The applications are numerous (for example
extending high resolution laser spectroscopy to non-valence electron shells) and are usually not
questioned. The major obstacle in view of the gain scaling is the lack of suitable mirrors to
form optical cavities. Using multilayer coatings on metal substrates 17% reflectivity at normal
incidence and a photon energy of 100 eV (wavelength ~ 10 nm) has already (October 1987)
been measured. More recently 50% reflectivity at normal incidence near 4.5 nm has been
reported. Further progress is to be expected, opening exciting research opportunities.
CONCLUSION
The FEL mechanism can be understood by using classical electrodynamics (including
special relativity) without the need to consider quantum mechanics. The promise of high power
(scalable in principle to TW) at any wavelength has initiated a number of projects, some but not
all of which are mentioned in this chapter. The more recent projects aim at specific
applications, and use modifications of a simple FEL set-up. The goals are mainly high power
(e.g. for military applications), and tuneable radiation in regions of the spectrum inaccessible to
conventional lasers. Applications are predominantly of spectroscopic nature, but material
processing (ceramics, biological tissue) is also considered. The author's belief is that these
latter motivations will drive a continuous FEL programme throughout the world even though
the militarily motivated projects may not be continued for technical and/or political reasons.
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ION TRAPPING AND CLEARING
A. Poncel
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Abstract
Ion trapping in the electron beams of future factories is becoming
increasingly important. After a brief review of the adverse effects of
neutralization in particle storage rings, the basic topics of ion
production by ionization of the residual gas are recalled: ion production
rate, natural clearing rates, ion kinematics, and conditions of trapping
for bunched and unbundled particle beams with positive or negative
space charge. Different methods of clearing are described and their
performance discussed, namely, d.c. clearing electrodes, empty
buckets (in electron storage rings) and beam shaking. Examples of
neutralization effects and diagnostics are taken from CERN machines.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In accelerators and storage rings, ions created by the circulating particles from neutral
molecules of the residual gas may be trapped in the beam space-charge potential, and may
generate all sorts of ill effects: reduced beam lifetime (increased pressure), emittance growth
and losses through excitation of resonances, and coherent beam instabilities. Whilst they can
occur in proton beams (e.g. CERN ISR trapping electrons), these neutralization phenomena
mainly affect machines with negative beam space charge, such as electron storage rings, and
antiproton accumulators.
Low-energy machines are more subject to ion trapping because of their small size, which
leaves little space between bunches for ions to escape the beam potential, and suffer most
because of their inherent high sensitivity to space charge effects. To illustrate this point, the
incoherent space charge tune shift can be written as [1]:

]

(1)

(where k relates to beam transverse dimensions and the bunching factor, / i s the relativistic
factor, 77 the neutralization coefficient defined as the ratio of trapped charges to beam charges,
and N is the number of particles in the beam).
AQ can be unacceptably large if yis small (low energy), and/or T\ is high.
For instance: AQ is ~ 0-1 r\ in the CERN 600 MeV EPA (Electron Positron
Accumulator [2]) for its nominal electron beam, where in the absence of clearing 77 can reach
values close to one. This has to be compared with the value AQ = 0.1/y2, i.e. ~ 10~7 for
perfect clearing. A large tune shift is accompanied by a large tune spread, owing to the nonlinearity of the ion focusing forces on the beam particles. This results in the excitation of a large
number of resonances, as can usually be seen in the tune diagram. Figure 1 below illustrates
this effect as seen from the beam intensity and stationary emittances in the EPA.
Ion trapping is one critical issue for the high-intensity electron beam of the particle
factories proposals and projects [3]. The very high luminosity aimed at in e+e~ collisions in
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these future machines is limited by a maximum allowable beam-beam tune shift of currently
0.06.
The effect of ions on the e~ beam is similar to the effect of one beam upon the other
during collisions (beam-beam interaction). One must thus place an upper limit on the ion
density in the e~ beam by demanding that the ion-induced tune shift be substantially less than
the maximum beam-beam tune shift, for instance 0.01. This number puts a very severe upper
limit of KM or less on acceptable neutralization levels in these machines, difficult to achieve
with present clearing means [4].
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Fig. 1 EPA emittances with and without clearing
2.

ION PRODUCTION

Beam particles with relativistic velocities interact with nuclei and the electrons of the gas
atoms via the Coulomb forces. The energy transfer AE(b) in a collision, which depends on the
impact parameter b (distance between the target and the projectile), may be sufficiently large to
break the liaison between the nucleus and the electrons, leading to ionization:
A E(b) > Z xl3.5 eV (ionization potential Ex)

In S.I. units [5]:

7 Z 7''

(2)

2

(3)
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where Z and Z ' are the atomic numbers of the projectile and the target, respectively, mo the
mass of the target, e the elementary charge, c the speed of light, and So the vacuum permittivity.
If the target is an electron: mo = me, Z ' = 1; for a nucleus mo ~ i Z '
One sees from (3) that at identical impact parameter
2mD

A E(b)'electron

i

(4)

This shows that collisions with orbital electrons are the main cause of energy loss, and
therefore ionization rate calculations need only to consider electrons. Usually expression (3) is
integrated over a range of possible impact parameters:
dE_
dt

db]

(5)

where the quantity between brackets represents the number of electrons at distance b to the
projectile during time dt, and Na is the atom's density of charge Z'.
By considering the collision time with the orbital period of electrons, bmax is obtained
from [5]:
(6)

where h is the Plank constant = 4.14 x 1(H 5 eV-s, and E\ = Z' x 3.5 eV. The minimum
impact parameter &min (giving the maximum energy transfer for 'trappable' particles, namely
the beam space charge potential U) is obtained from expression (3):
1/2

(7)

since species created with AE(b) > U can escape to the vacuum chamber wall, and are therefore
not trappable.
Table 1
Values of parameters ro, mo. and Z' for different beam trapping events, rp and re are the
classical proton and electron radii [rpe = e2JAjt e 0 mpe c 2 )
Trappable particle

Electron (positive
ion beam)

ro
mo
Z'

re
me
1

The production rate is therefore:

Proton (e~ or
antiproton beam)
r

p
nip

1

Ion (e- or
antiproton beam)
r

P

2mp
Z'
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u Y /2

_ J _ dE _2nmec3 re2
P
~EO dt~
P

irn^Z)

(8)

EQ being the average energy for the formation of an ion-electron pair (~35 eV).
A consequence of this expression is that - everything being equal (energy, beam
potential) - a positive space-charge beam (e.g. protons) will trap less electrons than a negative
one will trap positive ions, since the fraction of electrons produced in the ionization process
with sufficient energy to escape the beam potential is larger.
This consideration, together with expression (4), illustrates the fact that positive ions are
created with much less energy than electrons (in fact with quasi thermal energies of < 0.04 eV),
and are therefore generally all trappable. Indeed a quick numerical application of expression (3)
would show that the impact parameter has to be 4.7 x 10~14 m, i.e. a quasi head-on collision
with the nucleus, and therefore highly improbable - for the Hi* ion to be produced with 10 eV
energy (the electron would obtain 20 keV).
The neutralization coefficient of a beam is the ratio of the ion production rate Rp to the
clearing rate Rc [sr1]. Since the ions are virtually produced at rest, the production rate of ions
can therefore be obtained from experimentally-determined ionization cross sections <7;:
(9)

RP=

Nmi being the molecular density of gas species /.
As a typical example, the values for the EPA (600 MeV, y = 1200 for electrons) at
P = 10"9 mbar [6] are shown in Table 2:

Gas
H2
CO

Table 2
EPA ionization cross sections
o-i (m2)
Ionisation time (s)
RP (s-1)
0.4 x IO-22

0 .4

25

1.54 x 10-22

1.5

07

Owing to a logarithmic dependence on the energy of the primary particle, these cross
sections would only grow by 20% at 6 GeV/c.
2.1 Beam heating
Distant collisions with a large impact parameter — much more probable than close ones
leading to ionization - are important, since they feed energy differentially to ions. In some
circumstances (neutralization pockets) this may be a clearing mechanism, i.e. when the trapped
species get enough energy to escape the beam potential:
(10)
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This represents the 'natural' clearing rate for a singly-charged species. The expression
between brackets is the number of projectiles passing at distance b to the ion target during time
dt. Np is the projectile density of charge Z = 1.
In a good approximation, bmax and bmin can be chosen to have the same values as the ion
and nucleus radii respectively, leading to [5]:
&i(3xl04xZ~2/3)
eU

(11)

with mo and r 0 being me, re, if the trapped species is an electron; mp, rp for a proton; and
2 mp, rp for an ion of charge Z'.
As an example, typical clearing times for the EPA machine with 6 x 1011 electrons
(300 mA), and 1 mm beam radius, giving a beam potential of-50 V, are shown in Table 3:

Table 3
EPA natural ion clearing rates
Clearing rate Rc (s-1) Clearing time xc (s)

Gas
H+
+

H2
CO+
co 2 +

3 x lO-3
6 x lO-3
0.04

350
166

0.07

15

25

The process is thus slow compared with typical ionization rates, but may be important to
explain why, in some circumstances (pockets, very low gas pressure: 5 x 10"11 Torr [7] fully
ionized light ions can chase heavy ones, and accumulate up to a dangerous level.

2.2 Gas cooling
Seldom taken into account, gas cooling could perhaps be an important process for high
pressures and long ion sojourn times. In addition, charge-exchange phenomena by which a
positive ion captures an electron from a gas molecule may occur at ion energies of only a few
eV. The new ion is created with the primary molecule's energy, while the newly created neutral
species carries away the initial ion energy. Resonant capture cross sections between an ion and
its own neutral molecule can be very high at low energy:
<T = 1.2 x 10"15 cm2 for He+ in He

(12)

for an ion energy of 3 eV [8].

2.3 Limits on ion accumulation
In the vast majority of cases (electron storage rings with typical pressures of 10~9 mbar,
and ionization times of a second or less), ionization is, however, the dominant effect in the
absence of any clearing mechanism. The production rates are (assuming identical ionization
cross-sections for all charge states):
- For singly-ionized species (density Ni+):
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NmNp Oi cNtNp

GiC Np a c (jV m A?)

(13)

— Doubly ionized:

dt

i c-N?+Np ciC = Np at c (Nt-Nt+)

(14)

etc. until (Z* being the total number of electrons of the gas atom):
• = iV,.(Z-l)+iVa I .c

(15)

dt
In the steady state (assuming constant ionisation cross sections):

Nt = Nf+ =.... = /Vp"~1)+ < Nm

(16)

Therefore partially ionized ions can, at most, reach the molecular density Nm. Only the
fully ionized state N?'+ could get close to the particle density (usually much larger than the gas
density) divided by the final charge state: N,z'+ < Np/Z' corresponding to full neutralization of
the particle beam.
In practise the ionization cross-sections are not independant of the charge state. Detailed
calculations however do not change qualitatively the picture: highly ionized states should be
present, unless unstable [9].
The degree of neutralization of a particular beam can be estimated from the incoherent tune
shift. Almost full neutralization has been measured in the CERN AA when all the clearing
electrodes are turned off (Fig. 2).
3.

ION DYNAMICS (d.c. BEAM)

Produced with near thermal velocities, ions are generally not free to simply drift in the
beam. Their motion is mostly governed by the beam space-charge potential when the beam is
not fully neutralized, and by extemal forces such as magnetic fields in dipoles and quadrupoles.
The Lorentz force due to the beam magnetic field is weak, and can be neglected in practical
cases.
3 . 1 Ion oscillatory motion and azimuthal drift in magnetic field-free regions
The transverse distribution of beam charge results in an electric field E to which the
charged trapped species is sensitive. This centripetal force (directed towards the centre of the
beam) provokes a radial oscillatory motion with an amplitude equal to the radius at birth.
Its frequency is proportional to the square root of the local field derivative times the ion charge,
divided by its mass (bounce frequency).
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CERN ANTIPROTON ACCUMULATOR (AA)
3.8 10 ANTIPROTONS-7+ Q V SIDEBAND
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NEUTRALIZATION TUNE SHIFT ~ 10 -3
WITH CLEARING OFF ( Tl - 60 - 70 %)

Fig. 2 AA transverse vertical Schottky scan showing the band (7 + QVYKV with clearing
electrodes turned OFF (full neutralization) and ON (little neutralization)
The longitudinal modulation due to changing beam sizes, and the varying vacuum
chamber dimensions, give rise to longitudinal fields which drive the oscillatory ions around the
machine. Usually negligible, the effect of the beam magnetic field may also contribute to the
longitudinal motion for very high intensities.
To illustrate this with numbers, we consider the simple case of a round beam in a circular
vacuum chamber, with a uniform transverse distribution of charges (Fig. 3).
I
Vacuum
chamber

Betm with conitant trtnmrse
density of chtxie,
current I (Ampi)

Fig. 3 Beam potential, and magnetic and electric fields of a uniform beam
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The Lorentz Force acting on the ion is:
(

)

(17)

Fr=qe(Er-B-z)
with components:

(18)

From the Gauss theorem, the electric field can be written as:

T

in region II:

1

I

EJr)-

The magnetic field is simply:

B=

BE
?—--

c
The beam potential at the centre is [1]:

U=

{in ^ + -

2ne0Bc{

a 2

The forces on the ion reduce to:
— p— I r

F2=Aifnpz=
^

qeI
2

rr+qeEz

(21)

2n £QP C

As the ions can only have a maximum potential energy equal to the beam potential times
their charge, i.e. typically up to a few hundred eV, they are non-relativistic. Equations (21) can
be uncoupled by neglecting B z/c «1. The ion motion is thus transversally oscillatory with a
frequency ('bounce' frequency) of:

1

qe

,1/2

7W^
= rmcos{<oit + a)

(22)
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The second expression in Eq. (21) can be integrated to yield the longitudinal drift velocity
(neglecting some oscillatory terms) [10]:

i(r)= z(o) + ±- (of r(o)2+-^-Ezt

(23)

The second term is only important for very high bounce frequencies (50-100 MHz),
i.e. for intense positive beams (/ > 1 A) trapping electrons, as in the CERNISR, and can be
usually neglected. The third term is important; it dominates the longitudinal dynamics of the
trapped species. As a numerical example, a 1 A negative beam 5 mm in radius in a 0.16 m
diameter vacuum chamber would have a space charge field of 12 kV/m at the beam edge,
resulting in an H2+ ion bounce frequency of 1.7 MHz. The beam potential at the centre would
be ~ 200 V with typical azimuthal gradients (longitudinal field), resulting from beam and
chamber size variations, of one to several V/m. With 1 V/m, 0.1 ms would be sufficient to get
a drift velocity of 5000 m/s, well in excess of the thermal velocity z0. This illustrates the fact
that the ion motion in field-free regions is governed by the beam space charge. In particular,
so-called neutralization pockets may exist in places where the beam potential is deepest
(bellows, chamber enlargments etc.): ions created there do not have enough energy to
overcome the potential barriers to eventually reach the nearest clearing electrodes.
Neutralization pockets - or potential barriers - may also be created by highly insulating
ceramic vacuum chambers becoming electrostatically charged [7]. Metallization of their inner
surface is therefore important, as is the necessity to keep the vacuum chamber cross section as
uniform as possible (shielded bellows, screens, etc.), thus, in this respect, joining the
conditions imposed by impedance considerations. A precise knowledge of the potential
variation around a machine is therefore important, as this also determines the strategic locations
of the clearing electrodes.
Better expressions exist for more precise calculations of the beam potential of a beam at
any location in a rectangular vacuum chamber. For elliptic beams with Gaussian transverse
distributions, closed solutions have been given for the electric field [11] and the beam potential
[12].
Using the beam envelope (Twiss) parameters, and the vacuum chamber dimensions as
input to a computer program, these formulae can be used to produce a plot of the beam
potential, maximum electric field, ion bounce frequencies, etc. around a machine [13], useful
for locating clearing electrodes.
3.1.1 Transverse distribution of ions
In contrast to a widely used assumption, it has recently been shown that the transverse
distribution of ions produced at rest is not a replica of the beam's distribution, but that instead it
is composed of a central core narrower than the beam, with tails, if ion-ion and ion-neutral gas
molecule forces can be neglected [14]. By explicitly solving the Liouville equation in a onedimentional model, assuming a transverse beam Gaussian distribution, it can be shown that the
transverse phase space distribution of ions produced at rest and oscillating in the beam space
charge is greatly diluted at the beam edges when projected on its horizontal transverse axis
(Fig. 4).
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Fig. 4 Ion-cloud profile for ions created at rest (no thermal energy spread). The dashed line is
the electron beam; the solid line is the ion cloud.

3.2 Drift motion in dipoles and duadrupoles, magnetic mirror (containment
effect)
The motion of a non-relativistic, trapped species of charge qe and mass A\mp is well
covered in Ref. [1] and classical electrodynamics textbooks, but will now be summarized for
the more usual magnetic fields.
3.2.1 Quadrupole fields (gradient dB/dr)
The main effect is a longitudinal drift (perpendicular to the field lines) with velocity:
=

w

kin

1
qeB7

dB_
dr

(24)

neglecting the small additional term caused by the field lines curvature. W&>i is the ion's kinetic
energy perpendicular to the beam axis. For ions produced at the centre of the beam, the drift
can be very slow indeed.
Example: minimum ion energy (thermal): Wftn = 4 x 10-2 eV (ion produced at the centre
of the beam).
B = 1 T, — = 10 Tm"1
dr

(25)

yields a drift velocity of VD = 0.4 m/s (for Wkin= 10 eV, VD = 400 m/s).
Because of this possibility of relatively high neutralization, clearing electrodes are
sometimes installed in quadrupoles, possibly combined with beam position electrostatic pickups. This is the case of the CERN AA, in which another effect has been experimentally seen
when measuring the ion current drawn by these electrodes: namely an enhanced ionization rate
possibly caused by a containment effect of electrons. As hinted in Ref. [1], electrons from the
primary ions, of the same charge and thus repelled by the beam, may spiral around the
quadrupole field lines towards the poles and be reflected back, in a so-called mirror effect.
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Without clearing, this additional effect could enhance the neutralization coefficient, through an
increased ion production rate.
3.2.2 Uniform fields (B)
The cyclotron motion around the field lines has a frequency [1]:
(26)

with a radius r,- = AimpvJqeB, vj. being the species' velocity perpendicular to the field lines.
The motion of the radius of gyration along the lines of force (V//) is not affected; the spinning
particle in dipoles, behaves vertically as in field-free regions. Owing to the combined action of
the beam's space charge field £( r ) and B, the longitudinal cross-field drift velocity is
independent of the charge and mass of the ion, to a first approximation :
Vo=^-

(27)

If one takes into account the non-linearity of the electric field £(,•), there is a slight
dependence on the ion mass: heavy ions drift out more slowly than light ones [15].
Trapped species drift in opposite directions on each side of the beam, and the velocity at
the centre is zero. As an example, for a 0.1 A beam with a radius of 5 x 10~3 m in a field of
1 T, the field at the beam edge is 1.2 x 103 V/m, and the drift velocity 1200 m/s. But the fact
that the drift velocity falls to zero at the centre of the beam may result in a relatively high
neutralization in dipoles. Experiments of beam shaking (see Section 6 ) in the CERN AA seem
to support this fact, as hinted by the behaviour of the clearing currents drawn at the extremities
of long bending magnets [16], the only ones around the ring to react to the shaking
perturbation. In addition, the observation that neutralization effects can be reduced mainly with
a vertical shaking of the beam near ion bounce frequencies (the CERN AA and the EPA)
concords with the hypothesis that it affects ions in dipoles, where the vertical motion is the only
degree of freedom that a coherent beam force can excite.
3.2.3 Dipole fringe fields
It has been shown [17] that slow ions with low kinetic energy drifting from no-field
regions, can be reflected by the longitudinal gradient dB/dz of the dipole field (fringe field).
An ion oscillating horizontally in the beam space charge potential, and drifting towards a
dipole, starts a cyclotronic motion around the vertical field lines, with a decreasing radius as it
proceeds towards this magnetic field.
Motion reversal may occur for some initial conditions, such as a small azimuthal ion drift
velocity. The criterion for ion reflection is [12,18]:

where:
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Dipole fringe fields can therefore represent potential barriers for trapped species, and
straight sections between dipoles must incorporate clearing electrodes. This effect, added to the
field reversal, could be very detrimental in terms of ion trapping for undulators in electron
storage rings.
4.

ION DYNAMICS (BUNCHED BEAMS)

4 . 1 Field-free regions
Up to now we have only considered unbundled beams. Obviously bunching does not
change the ion production rate but with our neutralization coefficient definition inside the bunch:

B
with the bunching factor defined as:
_ 2% R
5=
»

.
1

R being the machine radius, n the number of bunches, and lb the bunch length.
A trapped ion will therefore be submitted to the repetitive bunch space charge centripetal
(focusing) force, independent of neutralization. If the ion motion is slow, and/or the ion heavy,
or if the bunch spacing is uniform and small with respect to the machine circumference, the ion
will mainly respond to the d.c. component of the Fourier expansion of the passing charge. In
this case, on the average, the ion dynamics will be that of an unbunched beam, plus some stable
oscillations. If these conditions are not met, the ions may perform resonant oscillations, thus
becoming unstable and lost to the chamber wall. The ion motion in fact obeys a Hill's equation,
similarly to the beam particles in a synchrotron. Analogously, the beam bunches represent thin
focusing lenses for the ions. With uniform bunch repartitions, and in the linear approximation
of a uniform beam, the analysis leads to the concept of a critical mass (or rather mass-to-charge
ratio) above which ions perform stable oscillations and thus can be trapped [1]:
' - N° r°

nR

(28)

Equation (28) ensures vertical stability of ion motion in a uniform elliptic beam of
horizontal and vertical sizes b and a, respectively. For a similar horizontal stability criterium, b
and a have to be interchanged in (28). Since usually b < a, the vertical stability criterium is the
most stringent one. This expression shows that the critical mass increases (i.e. neutralization is
likely to be less severe) with the number of beam particles, with reduced beam emittances, and
with a smaller number of bunches. Figure 5 relevant to the CERN EPA machine, confirms this
behaviour of the critical mass with varying numbers of bunches. For a given beam intensity,
emittances (and neutralization) are lower for a small number of equidistant bunches, which
corresponds to an increased critical mass.
On the other hand, for a given number of bunches, the calculated critical mass (circled
numbers) remains more or less constant as the number of beam particles increases. This is
because the increase in Np in Eq. (28) is compensated by an increase in beam sizes a and b:
neutralization therefore remains more or less constant as intensity increases, meaning more ions
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in absolute numbers, i.e. an increasing strength of non-linear forces on individual particles.
This leads to increasing emittances as particle accumulation proceeds.
•
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Fig. 5 Beam emittances and ion critical masses in the EPA for equidistant electron bunches
For completeness, it must be stressed that so far the criterium of ion stability has assumed
linear and regular forces. Computer simulations can easily include the non-linearity of the
force, important at large amplitude, and show that a large fraction of ions which ought to be
stable according to the linear theory are in fact unstable if created with large initial position and
velocity (ro> ty). ^n addition, bunches are rarely equally populated, and this represents random
gradient errors for the ion motion, in a similar way to synchrotrons, leading to 'enlarged' ion
stopbands [19]. Finally, ions represent additional thick defocusing lenses for themselves, and a
detailed analysis shows that this influences the limit of accumulation (although usually only
weakly).
4.2 In magnets (bunched beams)
We have seen that in uniform fields (dipoles), the vertical motion of the centre of gyration
is unaffected by the presence of the magnetic field B. Therefore the vertical stability criterium
(Eq. (28)) holds.
In addition, in some rare cases and rather fortuitously, there may be a resonant condition
between the horizontal cyclotron motion of the ions and the frequency of the passing bunches,
leading to horizontal instability. In quadrupoles, the same argument holds to first order along
the field lines with, in addition, an increased longitudinal drift velocity as resonant ions gain
energy (see Eq. (24)).
5.

CLEARING MEANS

5.1 Clearing electrodes
Clearing electrodes consisting of negatively polarized plates fitted into the vacuum
chamber to provide a transverse electric field which diverts beam-channelled ions onto them so
that the ions are neutralized and return into the gas phase. Figure 6 qualitatively represents the
potential variation across a vacuum chamber of radius rc, with an electrode on one side with a
potential of Uce.
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Fig. 6 Transverse potential distribution across a vacuum chamber, due to the beam space
charge and a clearing electrode
A minimum condition for capture of the passing ion is that the transverse field provided
by the electrode equals the maximum beam space charge field:
(29)

2rc

In fact, because ions may have transverse and longitudinal velocities corresponding to
energies of up to a few eV, and because a clearing electrode is necessarily limited in size, the
field provided by the electrode must usually be larger than the calculated beam field. For
instance, in the EPA ring, where electrodes are of the button type with a diameter of 20 mm and
are installed flush to the beam, transverse clearing in field-free regions is complete with the
following parameters [20]:

Uce=-6kV

(30)

electrode field:
30 kV/m on beam axis
beam max. field: 12kV/mfor/ = 0.3 A
and ~1(H mrad horizontal emittance with 10% coupling.
The number and the optimum location of electrodes are in principle dictated by the
tolerable degree of residual neutralization. In practice, even with a large number of electrodes,
uncleared pockets always remain, and contribute to typical residual neutralizations of a fraction
to a few per cent.
No small electron storage ring exists which has reached a fully satisfactory ion-free
situation, even with clearing electrodes. Perhaps one reason for this is that up to now clearing
systems have not been very complete, partly owing to the fact that clearing electrodes
complicate mechanical design of the vacuum chamber and may contribute to the machine
impedance. At the CERN EPA, button-type clearing electrodes presenting negligible coupling
characteristics with the beam have been designed. They are made of a ceramic body, coated
with a highly-resistive glass layer (thick-film hybrid technology), and are terminated with a
highly-lossy wide-band filter [21].
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Nevertheless, it still remains to be demonstrated that full beam clearing can be achieved
with a clearing system. The CERN AA has reached a low neutralization level for a d.c. beam
machine (< 1%) with the help of an ever increasing number of electrodes, but neutralization
pockets still remain.
5.2 Missing bunches (electron storage rings)
Many small electron storage rings prone to ion trapping have partly solved their problems
by introducing one or several gaps in the bunch train, by not filling certain buckets at injection.
To complement Ref. [1], and using the same notations, over one revolution period of a train of
p consecutive bunches, the motion of a trapped ion (vertical here) is the solution of:
(31)

=A/ 7

with the transfer matrix:

MT =

1

0'

\P

'7

(32)

0 1
The terms in parenthesis represent the linear kick received at the p bunch passages
where [1]:

rpc

J_

(33)

interleaved with drifts of duration \/f,f being the radio frequency. The period of p successive
kicks plus drifts is terminated by the drift in the time interval (h - p) Iff, where h is the cavity
harmonic, i.e. the maximum number of bunches that the machine can handle. The Floquet's
condition of stability for the ion of mass-to-charge Af.
-2 < Tr (MTy) < 2

(34)

does not lead to a simple criterion defining which Ai are stable. Rather, the trace of the transfer
matrix (Eq. (32)) is of the order p in N, the total number of circulating particles. This means
that there are/7 stable bands of ion mass-to-charge ratios for a given N, or that a given ion will
be stable or unstable, depending on the number of beam particles, or on its location around
the ring.
Figure 7 illustrates the conditions of linear stability for various ions in the EPA ring, as a
function of the number of beam particles and consecutive bunches [15]:
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Fig. 7 Linear stability of ions in the EPA as a function of total beam intensity and the number
of consecutive bunches for nominal beam emittances
Although not always absent, ion trapping is indeed less severe in the EPA with missing
bunches [15]. This stems from the fact that since a given trapped ion can be further ionized, it
then has a good chance of falling in an unstable band, and thus of being cleared.

6. RESONANT TRANSVERSE SHAKING OF THE BEAM
Quite recently, neutralization effects have been considerably reduced when exciting
vertical coherent oscillations with a transverse kicker at a given frequency [22], both in electron
storage rings (bunched) and Antiproton Accumulators (unbunched). This technique of 'RF
knock out' has been determinant in solving ion problems in the CERN AA, where it has been
studied both theoretically [23] and experimentally [24], and where it is permanently
implemented, with the following parameters:
shaking: Vertical
shaking frequency: 490 kHz
sideband frequency (fractional tune qv): 480 kHz
length of kicker electrodes: 0.6 m
kicker field: ~20V/cm
Although still at an early stage of both understanding and development, some beam
shaking experimental observations can be summarized as follows:
1)

Beam shaking works best when applied vertically: one possible reason is that
neutralization is high in dipole fields (low ion drift velocity) where the motion along
the lines of force is the only practical degree of freedom.

2)

To work, beam shaking relies on the longitudinal motion of the ions. Owing to
changing beam dimensions, the ion 'bounce frequency' spectrum is wide compared
to the 'knock out' frequency : ions have to 'sweep' through this resonance. For
this they must be free to move longitudinally. This is probably the reason why
shaking works best in conjunction with clearing electrodes, since it ensures a low
level of neutralization, permitting longitudinal field gradients which drive the ions
around.
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3)

Beam shaking depends on the non-linearity of the beam space-charge field: this
allows the 'lock-on' of the sweeping ions onto the resonance, where they keep large
oscillation amplitudes, thus reducing their density in the beam centre.

4)

Beam shaking is efficient even with low RF fields of only a few 10 V/cm, provided
it is applied close to a beam betatron side band whose frequency lies close to the ion
bounce frequency. In this case, the beam resonant response ensures sufficiently
large non-linear forces on the ion. Experimentally it is found that for a
weakly exciting RF field, shaking works best above a band (n + Q) or below a
band (n - Q). This observation of assymetry of weak resonant shaking is important
in that it validates the non-linear character of the ion motion and the 'lock-on'
conditions.

To illustrate this in a simple way, we use a quasi-linear description of the two-body
resonant conditions (from D. Mohl, see also Ref. 23]) for an unbunched beam. We consider
only one ion species i, of mass-to-charge ratio Ai, with the following definitions:
Q.: circular revolution frequency of circulating beam (Q = 2nfi)
Qi = iTtf-J Q the ion bounce number in the beam potential well
Qi(2;=

'

p

2NprpC

(35)

b( + b)yR

If Qv is the beam particle unperturbed incoherent tune, and Qp the beam particle bounce
number in the ion-potential well where:
,
Q

,
$

2N: ro c2

and:
\l/2

is the perturbed beam tune, then a beam particle, and an ion obey the coupled set of linear
differential equations:
particle:

\-^
\ at

+Q ^ l y

+Q2 Q2yp-Q2Q2yi

= Fei0X

(37)

do)

ion:

where the bar on y denotes the average vertical position of each beam, and the Fe'^term is the
harmonic of the external driving force close to beam and ion resonance:
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Assuming solutions of the form:

(38)
the ion amplitude becomes:

-^~^

with:

x =^

-> (n + Q ) - ^

(39)

(40)

Therefore, shaking works when y/ becomes large, i.e. when the denominator —> 0. But,
as shown in Fig. 8, as the ions gain large amplitude, we have non-linear detuning such that
x1 > Qt2 (lock-on). Therefore for y,- to become large, requires that:
(n + x)2-Q2)0
i.e.: x < n - Q for excitation near a "slow-wave" beam frequency : co = (n — Q) Q; n > Q
x > n + Q for a "fast-wave" frequency
: (0 = (n + Q) Q; n > Q
This asymetry has been verified both in the CERN and Fermilab antiproton accumulators, and
in the EPA ring [22].
To conclude on beam shaking as a means to suppress ion effects, it must be stressed that
this technique is still at an early stage of development although already applied permanently to
Antiproton Accumulators [24]. In the CERN EPA, shaking has made it possible to overcome a
neutralization threshold which no other method (clearing electrodes, transverse kicks, etc.)
could achieve.
From tune-shift measurement, clearing electrodes reduce the neutralization coefficient
down to typically 2-3%. Shaking the beam reduces it further to well below 1%.
ion amplitude ;
lpck on path of ion

Q^
driving frequency
small amplitude ion
resonance frequency

Fig. 8 Qualitative amplitude response curve of an ion versus the driving frequency,
near resonance
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7.

CONCLUSION

Often very detrimental in their effects, ions may represent a real challenge to machine
designers. We have seen that they can be partly eliminated with clearing electrodes, but this
requires a careful design if one wants to avoid increasing the machine impedance.
Empty buckets on bunched machines and, more recently, beam shaking, are other means
which are used to further reduce their numbers. The latter is still at the experimental stage but
represents a real hope for some future machines where the very small beam sizes and high
intensities may render very difficult the design of clearing electrodes.
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Abstract
After defining the concept of polarization vector, its dynamics in static
electro-magnetic fields is described in terms of the Thomas-BMT
equation. The periodic orbital motion in circular machines is shown to
excite spin resonances; they perturb the spin precession and cause
depolarization. The acceleration of polarized protons illustrates the
methods developed to avoid or weaken the depolarization. In electron
rings, the consequence of synchrotron radiation is analysed in terms of
spontaneous (Sokolov-Ternov) polarization and spin diffusion in
presence of optics imperfections. It is shown how the spontaneous
polarization can be used to determine with great accuracy the beam
energy. Finally the local rotation of the spin in the direction of the
velocity to allow colliding-beam experiments is discussed.

1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Physics motivation
Spin is an important feature of nuclei and subnuclear particles, as well as their mass and
electric charge. In general, the particle interactions depend to various degrees on their spin
states. Experimental studies of these interactions with polarized beams and targets revealed
important and new aspects of Nature. For instance, at SPEAR [1], the e+e~ annihilation into
multi-hadrons has been studied at 7.4 GeV center-of-mass energy. The angular distribution of
the final state particles was found consistent with the quark-parton model; the data obtained
with polarized beams confirmed that quarks are spin-1/2 particles. At Saturne II [2],
experiments using polarized proton and deuteron beams on polarized proton targets have
allowed an extensive study of the nucleon-nucleon scattering at intermediate energies.
Nowadays, the interest in polarized electron beams at high energies has come up again to
test the Standard Model of the electro-weak interaction. In this model, the production of the Z
vector boson with longitudinaly polarized e+e~ beams is left-right asymmetric. An accurate
measurement of the asymmetry can give information on the mass range of the top quark and
Higgs boson. Another example of the relevance of polarized beams is the study of the
distribution of the angular momentum inside the nucleons.
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A less direct but important contribution is to make possible an extremely accurate
measurement of the beam energy and hence of the mass of the particles created in the e+e~
annihilations. This is illustrated by the figures of Table 1 taken from [3] and by the present
campaign of measurement of the mass and width of the Z particle at LEP.
Table 1
Improvement of the determination of particle masses
obtained from resonant depolarization of polarized e+e~ beams

Particle

World average
value (MeV)

Experimental
results (MeV)

Year
publication

Accuracy
improvement

*±

493.84

± 0.13

493.670 ±0.029

1979

5

K°

497.67

±0.13

497.661 ±0.033

1987

4

GO

782.40

± 0.20

781.780 ±0.10

1983

2

•

1019.7

± 0.24

1019.52 ±0.13

1975

2.5

7/V|f

3097.1

± 0.90

3096.93 ±0.09

1981

10

V'

3685.3

± 1.20

3686.00 ±0.10

1981

10

Y

9456.2

± 9.50

9460.59 ±0.12

1986

80

Y'

10016.0 ± 10.

10023.6 ±0.5

1984

20

Y"

10347.0 ± 10.

10355.3 ±0.5

1984

20

1.2 Historical summary
In the early sixties, knowledge of beam polarization and the associated technology
allowed one to contemplate the acceleration of polarized particles: Froissart and Stora [4]
calculated the depolarization on spin resonances for protons while Bargmann, Michel and
Telegdi [5] reformulated the Thomas equation for the spin precession in arbitrary electromagnetic fields. Ternov, Lostukov and Korovina [6] discovered theoretically the spontaneous
polarization of electrons in a magnetic field, which was analysed in detail by Sokolov and
Ternov [7]. In 1970, radiative polarization was indeed observed and studied at ACO (Orsay)
[8,9] and at VEPP-2 (Novosibirsk) [10,11] at about 0.5 GeV. Soon after, polarized protons
were accelerated up to 12 GeV in the ZGS (Argonne) [12].
The last two decades have seen the development of techniques to accelerate polarized
beams at higher and higher energies. Polarized protons have been successfully accelerated in
several synchrotrons. At Saturne (Saclay) [13,14] beams of 2xlO n protons/burst, fully
polarized, are routinely accelerated at energies up to 3 GeV. The maximum energy of
22 GeV [17] has been reached at the AGS (Brookhaven) [15]. Acceleration of polarized
particles in the latest projects (RHIC, SSC) has been considered. Polarized electron beams
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have also been accelerated at the Bonn 2.5 GeV synchrotron [16], at the high-energy linac of
SLAC to 22 GeV [17] and recently up to 46 GeV at the Stanford Linear Collider (SLC) [18].
The most outstanding observation is the in-situ polarization build-up of electron beams
circulating in large storage rings (HERA [19], Tristan [20]) up to the highest energy of 46 GeV
at LEP [21], in spite of the potentially very strong depolarization phenomena.
1.3

Outline of the lecture
The first section introduces the concept of polarization for a spin-1/2 particle beam; the
spin motion in static fields is discussed and the depolarizing effects explained by the coupling
between the spin precession and the orbital motion in the accelerator. The enhancement of the
depolarization by resonant mechanisms is studied and the different kinds of spin resonances
arising in circular accelerators are given.
The second section deals more specifically with the acceleration of polarized protons in
synchrotrons (see also previous reviews [22,23,24]). The depolarization due to resonance
crossing during acceleration and the cures applied are discussed. One of the most promising
techniques to overcome depolarization, the "Siberian snake", is presented as well as its first
experimental tests.
In the last section, the specific case of relativistic electron beams in storage rings is
considered (see also previous reviews [25,26,27]). The in-situ polarizing mechanism due to
synchrotron radiation (the Sokolov-Ternov effect) is introduced. In the presence of optics
imperfections the synchrotron radiation is also responsible for a harmful spin diffusion. This
depolarizing mechanism, enhanced on spin resonances, is discussed as well as ways to
improve polarization. The method to accurately calibrate an electron ring in energy, by crossing
an RP resonance applied on purpose, is described. Finally, the spin rotators, which allow the
rotation of the polarization vector from its natural vertical direction to the direction of the particle
velocity, are presented as well as the requirements they must fulfill to avoid depolarization.
The polarized sources and the polarimeters are beyond the scope of this lecture. We
avoided the SU(2) algebra, not essential and not familiar in accelerator physics, and formal
proofs of the basic equations. We have preferred to limit ourselves to an analysis of the
physical contents of the basic equations and of their consequences, illustrated by experimental
results.

2.

GENERAL SPIN DYNAMICS

2.1

Polarization of a spin-1/2 particle beam
2.1.1 Spin and magnetic moment

The spin of a particle is an internal degree of freedom ^which behaves like angular
momentum. It is represented by the quantum vectorial operator S = {S-pS^SJ. The class of
spin s = 1/2 particles (electrons, muons, protons, neutrons,..) corresponds to the eigenstates
of S 2 with eigenvalue s(s+l) = 3/4. With respect to an arbitrary quantization axis Oz, a spin 1/2 particle can only be found in one of the two eigenstates of Sz with the eigen values
Sz=+h/2 ("up" state) or Sz = -ti/2 ("down" state), h. is the Planck constant divided by 2n.
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A magnetic moment p. proportional to the spin S is associated to a spinning charged
particle:

£ = f—S = (l + a)—S

(1)

where e and mQ are respectively the electric charge and the rest mass of the particle. The
gyromagnetic ratio g is 2 for a point-like spin-1/2 particle in the Dirac theory. For real particles
its deviation from 2 is expressed by the gyromagnetic anomaly [28] a = (g - 2)/2 (very often
designated by G in the literature):
electron

muon

proton

a = 1.5965 x 10-3

1.16592 x 10"3

1.79285

In a field of magnetic induction B, the magnetic energy W of a charged particle at rest is given
by:
W = -/i B
(2)
2.1.2 Polarization of a single particle
A single spin-1/2 particle in a pure spin state along a given direction is fully polarized. Its
polarization vector P is the unit vector along that direction. In general, a particle is in a mixed
state, i.e. it can be found in any of the pure spin states with a certain probability distribution.
Its polarization vector is the distribution-weighted average of the polarization vectors of the pure
spin states. The degree of polarization is the modulus of P, in general smaller than one. A
particle is unpolarized when |P| = P = 0. It can be shown that two mixed states having the
same polarization vector cannot be distinguished. A mixed state of an electron can thus be
considered as the incoherent superposition of the "up" and "down" states along the direction of
P with the probabilties 1/2 (1 ± P). In an ideally planar ring for instance, the ultimate degree
of polarization is 92.36%, corresponding to probabilities of 96.18% and 3.82% respectively.
In a gedanken experiment where the particle would be duplicated at infinity in the same mixed
state, the degree of the polarization is the asymmetry of the populations N+ and iV_ of the
"up" and "down" states:

It can be shown that the polarization vector is the quantum average of the spin operator S
expressed in units of 7i/2 when the particle is in a pure state.

(4)
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In the semi-classical description of the spin dynamics, it is by convention named the spin vector
noted S.
The same property is also valid for a mixed case. It follows from (4) that the asymmetry
of a spin-dependent quantity is proportional to P. For instance, in an experiment only
sensitive to the longitudinal spin component (parallel to the particle velocity), it would be
proportional to the longitudinal component of P.
According to the general rules of quantum mechanics (Ehrenfest theorem), the quantum
average of S behaves as a classical quantity. Its evolution can be described by a classical
deterministic equation which accounts for the motion in a static electromagnetic field, including
quantum spin flips between the eigenstates due to interaction with a radiative field.
2.1.3 Polarization of a beam of particles
The particles in a beam are distributed in oscillation amplitudes, defining the beam
emittances. The same spreading occurs for the spin vectors. For instance, in a proton beam,
particles with very small betatron amplitudes may be fully polarized along the vertical direction;
particles with larger amplitudes suffer spin precessions in the quadrupole fields and become
unpolarized with respect to the vertical direction. The polarization vector P of the beam of
particles is the statistical average of the individual spin vectors. Its length is the polarization
degree of the beam. A beam is unpolarized (P = 0) if the spin vectors point to all directions
isotropically. It is fully polarized (P = ±1) if all the particles are in the same pure spin state.
For the same reason as above, the polarization vector of a beam is a classical quantity. The
general approach to evaluate the beam polarization is to study the dynamics of the individual
spin vectors and average over the six orbital coordinates of the particles to obtain the beam
polarization.
This description of the beam polarization can be extended to the case of a deuteron beam.
Deuterons are particles of spin 1 with three eigenstates Sz =+h,O,-ti along any direction OzTheir gyromagnetic anomaly [29] is g = - 0.142562. The polarization vector P is again the
statistical and quantum average of the spin quantum operator S and is mostly sufficient to
determine the polarization state. The acceleration of polarized deuterons is similar to the
acceleration of protons and even easier.
2.2

Spin precession in a static electromagnetic Held
2.2.1 Non-relativistic particles

For non-relativistic non-radiating particles, the simplest way to establish the motion of the
spin is to apply the fundamental law of classical mechanics: the rate of change of the angular
momentum is equal to the torque exerted by the external field:

f
Expressing ji in (5) in terms of S according to (1) yields the Thomas equation:

(5,
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(6)
Uf

This is the equation of a rotation (precession) of the spin vector S around the direction defined
by the rotation vector O^, colinear to the magnetic field B (Fig.l). The modulus of the
rotation vector is the Larmor frequency.
a

= -1-L.B

(7)

2m 0
This precession is similar to the velocity rotation in a magnetic field:
^ = Qcxv

(8)

Qc = - — B

(9)

with

For point-like spin-1/2 particles (g = 2) the spin precession frequency is equal to the cyclotron
frequency. The relative deviation of the spin precession frequency with respect to the cyclotron
frequency is just the gyromagnetic anomaly a:

The measurement of this deviation is the principle of all the "g-2" experiments that aim to
measure the gyromagnetic anomaly.
2.2.2 Relativistic particles
In an electromagnetic field a relativistic particle experiences an acceleration. To transform
the electro-magnetic fields from the laboratory to the accelerated rest frame of the particles, a
double Lorentz transform is required [30]. The spin precession retains the same law as (6),
albeit with a different rotation vector. In this form, it takes its name from Bargman, Michel and
Telegdi [5] (abbr. BMT equation):
(11)

ai

with:
i

BMT ~

(1 + ay)B± + (1 + aJB,, - L

x ^

(12)
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Fig 1: Precession of the spin vector S about the magnetic field B.
where B± (B//) is the transverse (longitudinal) component of the induction B relative to the
particle velocity ; 7 is the relativistic Lorentz factor and /? is the velocity in units of the light
velocity c. In that equation the fields E and B and the time t are expressed in the laboratory
frame (all quantities in MKS units). On the other hand, the spin vector S is expressed in the
instantaneous rest frame of the particle and the BMT equation includes the Thomas precession
[31,32] that occurs in that frame.
The spin precession has the following general properties :
•

•

The rotation in an electric field E or a magnetic field B = E/c is of the same order of
magnitude: an electric field of 3xlO8 V/m has a rotating strength comparable to that of a
1 Tesla magnetic field. Applied electric fields in accelerators are in general smaller and
their effect on the spin negligible. However, it results from the Lorenz transformations that
the electric and magnetic forces between two charged and ultra-relativistic particles have
asymptotically the same modulus. They cancel out when the velocities are parallel, e.g. in
the same beam, but add to each other when the velocities are anti-parallel, e.g. when the
beams are colliding. For the spin precession, the same property results from the BMT
equation.
The spin rotating strength of a field B// parallel to the velocity is inversely proportional to
the particle momentum p, as the velocity rotating strength of a transverse field B is. The
parallel-field integral needed to rotate the spin by one radian is:
fB//ds (Tm/rad) =

1 p _
1+ a e

1C-.479
%(
a)

(13)

At 1 GeV/c, a parallel-field integral of 10.479 Tm is needed to rotate the spin by 180° for a
particle with vanishing gyromagnetic anomaly.
The difference in frequency of spin and velocity precessions about a transverse magnetic
field B ±
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(14)

^ J

is exactly independent of the particle energy, and is ya times larger than the relativistic
cyclotron frequency Q.c = eB± /moy.
Cla=ya = £2C

(15)

The vector Qa is the spin rotation vector with respect to a frame attached to the particle
trajectory (the so-called orbit frame); the latter rotates at the cyclotron frequency Q.c
following the velocity /J.
•

The transverse-field integral required to rotate the spin by one radian with respect to the
orbit frame is slightly dependent on the energy through the relativistic velocity
5.484
I B_Ldj(Tm/rad) =—'•
/?
f

J Bj_ds(Tm/rad) ~—'•

•

2.3

for a protron,

(16)

j8 for an electron

(17)

In a given transverse field, the spins of protons and electrons precess by comparable
amounts: the larger mass of the proton is compensated by its larger gyromagnetic anomaly.
At high energies, when ya » 1 , the spin rotation by transverse fields becomes nearly
energy-independent while the spin rotation by longitudinal fields becomes less and less
effective. Transverse fields are preferred for spin manipulations at high energies.
Moreover, the spin rotation requires much less bending field than the trajectory does and the
spin vector precesses much faster than the particle velocity. For example, the spin
precesses 103.5 times per machine revolution at the 45.6 GeV in LEP (Z production
energy), i.e. in about 0.1 ms. The time scale of this process is in great contrast with that of
the spontaneous polarization (minutes to hours), as we shall see later, and with the time it
takes to emit a photon (typically 10' 10 s). This makes it possible to study separately the
polarizing and depolarizing phenomena.
Spin precession in a circular particle accelerator
2.3.1 Ideal accelerator

As we have seen above, the spin motion in a constant magnetic field is a simple
precession. Calculating the spin motion in an ideal accelerator or storage ring is a
straightforward extension but allows one to introduce the formalism necessary to treat the
general case. All the elements (dipoles, quadrupoles, sextupoles) of the ideal ring are supposed
to lie in the same plane, e.g. horizontal. At any energy, the closed orbit lies in the same
horizontal plane. A vertical spin of a particle circulating on the closed orbit will stay vertical,
parallel to the guide field. This constant spin direction is called the spin closed solution n 0 .
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Any other spin direction precesses about the spin closed solution n 0 , vertical in this case. The
number v of spin precessions per orbit revolution is found by replacing Qc by 2K in (15):
(18)

' = ay
i.e. numerically:

v=

electrons

protons

deuterons

£(GeV)
0.44065

£(GeV)
0.52335

£(GeV)
13.1565

as a function of the total relativistic energy E. Unlike the betatron tunes, the spin tune increases
linearly with the energy.
In fact, the magnetic fields are distributed in a piece-wise way along the orbit. The spin
precesses in the bending magnets and remains constant in straight-sections as long as the
trajectory passes the quadrupoles on-axis. If the spin precession is Fourier-analysed with
respect to the machine azimuth, the spectrum of the spin precession is no longer a single line; it
shows instead satellites at ± k, keN, which reflect the distribution and symmetry of the
bending magnets.
Particles experiencing horizontal betatron oscillations and synchrotron oscillations are
confined to the horizontal plane. The vertical direction is again the spin closed solution n 0 . The
spin precession frequency about n 0 is still v = ay on average. The spectral analysis shows
however satellites at ±kQx and ± kQs, keN where Qx and Qs are the betatron and
synchrotron tunes. These satellites are due to the extra spin rotations caused by the nonvanishing amplitudes of the beam oscillations in the quadrupoles and sextupoles. For all these
horizontal trajectories, the vertical spin component Sz is conserved; there is thus a strong
incentive to have circulating beams with a vertical polarization.

Hor. bending magnet

Quad.

Hor. bending magnet

Fig. 2: Fields along a trajectory oscillating in the vertical plane and
passing through horizontally bending magnets and quadrupoles.
Even in an ideal accelerator, beams of non-radiating particles are subject to vertical
betatron oscillations due to the finite vertical emittance. Along this vertical betatron oscillation,
the field B^. in the quadrupoles is horizontal and proportional to the vertical displacement (see
Fig. 2). A small parallel field B// is also experienced in the horizontally bending magnets
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where the trajectory has a vertical slope. The spin is thus bent away from the vertical direction,
in a trajectory dependent way. This phenomenon is called spin-orbit coupling. At 46 GeV in
LEP for instance, the spin precession in an arc quadrupole is AI/A = ay Kl • Ay = 2.5 mrad/mm
with Kl integrated gradient and Ay vertical beam displacement in the quadrupole. Even in an
ideal accelerator, the spin-orbit coupling may give rise to depolarization. It can be minimized
by reducing the vertical beam emittance or by special optics provisions which, by counteracting
the spin-orbit coupling, allow to recover the spin transparency of the ideal accelerator. (See
sections 4.3, 4.4.)
2.3.2 General case
Although, in general, particle accelerators are designed to lie in a plane, the unavoidable
imperfections of alignment and of the magnetic fields break the symmetry about the horizontal
plane. In many cases, vertical deflections or solenoidal fields are even introduced on purpose
to combine or separate colliding beams, provide means to analyse the products of beam-beam
interactions or rotate the spin. On the non-planar closed orbit, the spin is subject to successive
rotations in the magnetic elements as the particle makes one revolution starting at azimuth s.
Unlike the case of the ideal accelerator, these rotations occur about different axes. The one-turn
mapping of the spin is the product of the local spin rotations and is a rotation itself T(s). The
real eigenvector of the rotation matrix is the only vector which, transported by the ThomasBMT equation once around the ring, reproduces itself:
n o (s) = T(s)no(s)

(19)

It is easy to prove that the one-turn rotation axes n o (s) along the machine can all be deduced
from each other by virtue of the BMT equation. Let us consider two azimuths s0 and s{, where
the one-turn mappings are To and Tj with eigenvectors HQO and n 01 (Fig. 3).
Let R 01 be the spin transport matrix from sQ to ^ . The principle is to express the
transport To as a function of Tt in the equation of n ^ :
noo = Tonoo = R oi T i R oi n oo

( 2 °)

Hence
R

oi n oo = T i R oi n oo

( 21 )

R 01 n 00 is by definition the real eigenvector n 01 of Tj, i.e nOi is obtained from n ^ by the
spin transport from s0 to ^ . nofa,)is thus the spin closed solution. Because rotations conserve
angles, any other spin direction will appear to precess about it, much like a betatron oscillation
around the closed orbit. As we already saw, the spin closed solution is vertical in an ideal ring
lying in a horizontal plane. Usually horizontal bending fields are small and the spin closed
solution is nearly vertical. The one-turn spin precession 2nv is given by the phase angle of the
two imaginary eigenvalues of the one-turn matrix T(.y). It is independent of the azimuth s since
To and T, are similar matrices owing to (20). Hence
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Fig. 3: Transport of the orthogonal spin frame (l o ,m o , n 0 ) from sQ to j j .
In an ideal ring, the spin tune was shown to be simply related to the energy (18). In a
real ring with small vertical bends, this is not true any more. In general, the deviation is very
small and can be ignored. It may however set a limit to the accuracy of the calibration by
resonant depolarization, as will be shown later. In special cases, the spin precession is
perturbed on purpose by large rotations which shift the spin tune. The extreme is the "Siberian
snake"[33,34] which enforces half-integer spin values, whatever the particle energy. This
special insertion will be analysed later (see section 3.3).
So far we considered the particle motion on the closed orbit. Particles oscillate about it
with three degrees of freedom. The oscillation amplitudes being generally small (but not
always), the resultant spin precessions may be considered as a perturbation of the spin motion
on the closed orbit. It is thus convenient to consider the spin motion in a frame which
eliminates the spin motion on the closed orbit. Such an orthonormal frame (l o ,m o , n 0 ) is
obtained by associating to the spin closed solution no(s) two orthogonal spin solutions lo(s)
and mo(s) processing around n o (s) by 2itv in one revolution. At this point, it should be noted
that the calculation of the electron depolarization requires a more general definition of n on any
non-periodic trajectory which coincides with n 0 on the closed orbit. To simplify the notation,
(l 0 , mo, n 0 ) will be noted (l,m,n) unless the more general definition is required.
Along the perturbed orbital trajectories, the spin-orbit coupling is responsible for beam
depolarization. The spread of energies and trajectories among the particles in a beam leads to a
spread in the spin precession. Assuming that all the individual spins would initially point to the
same direction (full polarization), after some time they will spread in different directions. The
modulus of the beam polarization vector, i.e. the degree of polarization, decreases. As we shall
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see later, the depolarization due to the spin-orbit coupling shows resonant properties.
Minimizing the depolarization requires the minimization of the spin-orbit coupling and a
selective compensation of the most important spin resonances. The conditions to fulfill are
referred as the "spin transparency conditions [35] obtained by "spin matching". (See sections
4.3, 4.4.)
Returning to the spin motion on the closed orbit, one might think that, because the spin
and the velocity follow the same dynamics as given by equations (8) and (11), the spin should
be restored when the orbit angle is restored. This is not so: unlike the orbit, the spin
experiences large rotations in the orbit frame due to the dipole field. For example, the spin
precesses by 1.2 rad in each LEP 1/2 cell at 46 GeV. Because of the non-commutativity of
finite rotations, the spin is not restored if the orbit is. This is illustrated in Fig. 4: in Fig. 4a,
the vertical orbit is locally perturbed between points A and B by exciting a ;r-bump; the tip of
the spin vector, seen from above, is shown not to be restored on Fig. 4b.
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Fig. 4: Rotations of the orbit (closed bump) in a) and of the spin in b).
This property allows one to manipulate the spin direction by modifying locally the closed
orbit. At high energy where the spin is much easier to rotate than the velocity, these bumps can
be made relatively small and can be optically matched to the rest of the ring. Spin rotators and
"Siberian snakes" become conceivable insertions.
2.3.3 Spin-dependent orbit perturbation
So far, we considered the consequences of the torque exerted by the magnetic force on
the magnetic moment of the particle. This is not the only interaction in addition to the usual
Lorenz force. If the gradient of the magnetic field does not vanish, the particle momentum
receives a kick \$ds due to the interaction of the magnetic moment with the field gradient:
(23)

This is the reverse of the spin-orbit coupling. Different spin states lead to slightly different
trajectories as observed in experiments of the Stern-Gerlach type. However, the reverse
coupling is very weak at high energies: the spin-dependent kick produced by a quadrupole in
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LEP is the same as the kick produced by the same quadrupole displaced by 4.5 10"13 mm! The
magnetic energy of a spin state is indeed of the order of ae h/2m ~ 10' 13 MeV/Tesla, much
smaller than the kinetic energy. Another tiny effect arises from the slight dependence of the
synchrotron radiation emitted by electrons on their spin state. The beam emittance should be
unsignificantly modified.
2.4

Spin resonances
2.4.1 Resonant perturbation of the spin motion

When the spin-orbit coupling is not so strong as to depolarize the beam completely, the
dependence of the polarization level on the spin tune is observed to be remarkable
(e.g. Fig. 23). The polarization vanishes or is minimum at several distinct places where the
spin tune is found to fulfill the relationship:
v = k + kxQx + kzQz+k,Qs

(24)

where g*. Qz and Qs are respectively the horizontal, vertical betatron tunes and the synchrotron
tune, and the k's are signed integers. This is a signature of coupling resonances between the
spin degree of freedom and the three orbit degrees of freedom. They are called spin resonances.
Whenever the trajectory is not ideal, i.e. does not go through the magnets on their
magnetic axis, a perturbing magnetic field b(s) is experienced. Its component b±,
perpendicular to the main precession axis, bends the spin vector S of the oscillating particle
away from it. This field perturbation may be static, if due to an imperfect closed orbit, or
oscillating with the betatron and synchrotron motions. The perturbation of the spin motion is
superimposed on the nominal precession in the guide field. Depending on the phase relationship
between spin precession and perturbation, a resonant spiraling motion can occur, generally
causing a fast depolarization (Fig.5).

n

Fig. 5: On a spin resonance the spin vector S, bent away from the spin
closed solution n by a perpendicular perturbing magnetic field b^,
spirals out about n.
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The resonance phenomenon is best understood when using a simple model of a single
spin resonance. For that purpose, we specify a perturbing field bL(s), orthogonal to the
unperturbed spin closed solution n(.s), which is assumed to rotate about 11(5) at the
frequency vr. If vr significantly differs from the spin precession frequency (assumed to be
uniform), the phase difference between the motions of a spin S and of b±(s) linearly increases
with time. The successive kicks on the spin vector S point to different directions and average to
zero in a finite time. In spite of the perturbing field there is no significant depolarization. On the
contrary, when vr and v coincide, the phase difference between the motions of S and of
b ± (s) is stationary and the kicks add up constructively (Fig. 6). In addition to its precession
about n, the spin vector S is then subject to an orthogonal rotation about bj_(5) at the frequency
£ = (1 + y a ) ^ -

(25)

#0

in units of the revolution frequency Qc, where Bo is the field of the nominal bending magnets.
The combination of these two rotations gives the spiraling motion of the spin vector.

n

bl

bl

bl

Fig. 6: The directions of a spin vector S and of the perturbing field b ± at
different times on a spin resonance. The dashed arrows show the directions
of the kicks given to S, all of them bending it away from n.
A better way to study spin resonances is to look at the spin motion in the (l,m,n) frame
which rotates about n at the frequency v (section 2.3.2). In this frame, the perturbing field b ±
rotates at the frequency v r - v . On top of the resonance (v r =v), it becomes stationary and
the successive kicks given to a spin S add up constructively and lead to a continuous spin
rotation about b^. This rotation periodically exchanges the two spin states "up" and "down".
Such a spin resonance is exactly what happens in a Nuclear Magnetic Resonance experiment.
The polarized beam is the analogue of a substance with spin-aligned nuclei. The field of the
normal bending magnets is the analogue of the DC magnetic field applied to the magnetized
substance. The perturbing field b± plays the role of the applied RF field that resonates with the
spin precession in a NMR experiment.
The frequency e in (25) measures the speed at which the spin vector is bent away from
the direction of n. It is the strength of the resonance. It also measures the width of the
resonance, as the tilt of S is negligible when the frequency difference v r - v becomes larger
than e. In practical cases the perturbing fields can be expanded in sums of rotating
components. Because the perturbing fields are caused by the trajectory displacements due to the
deviations of the periodic orbit and to the betatron and synchrotron oscillations, the field
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components rotate at frequencies which are linear combinations of the revolution, betatron and
synchrotron frequencies. Likewise, the spin precession may be expanded in rotating
components. A spin resonance occurs whenever a spin and field component rotate at the same
frequency, as expressed by (24). The strength of the corresponding spin resonance is obtained
by extracting from the perturbing field b^ the component rotating at the resonant frequency w.
It is convenient to represent the rotation vector about bj^ in the (1, m) plane perpendicular to n
by a complex number CO:
(m + il).b
(O = (1+ yd)

(26)

following (25). The vr rotating component is given by the corresponding Fourier component
of co:

where the integration extends over one turn (the e 2 ' m phase factor compensates the phase
advance of m + il). The strength e is the modulus of the Fourier component (Or.
Depolarization occurs on a spin resonance when the perturbing field b^ is different for
each particle in the beam. The phase of b ± may vary because the phases of the betatron and
synchrotron oscillations are randomly distributed in the beam or because particles with different
energies must cross the resonance condition at a different time. The amplitude of b ± varies
with the oscillation amplitudes. The individual spin directions become scattered in space,
leading to a decrease of the beam polarization. The depolarization increases with the resonance
strength e, which itself increases with energy (25). To illustrate the sensitivity of the high
energy machines, we show on Fig. 7 the calculated depolarization in an ideal LEP at 45 GeV,
due to the horizontal component of the earth magnetic field (0.2 10"4 Tesla) which only
perturbs the beam in the straight-sections. The spin resonances are so large as to require
compensation.
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Fig. 7: Calculated depolarization by the uncorrected earth magnetic field in
an otherwise ideal LEP.
At high energy, near-by resonances may overlap leading to a more complex
polarization behaviour.
2.4.2 Classification of spin resonances
The condition for spin resonances (24) defines a dense web and one might think that one
cannot avoid depolarizing resonances. However, calculations as well as measurements show
that there is a hierarchy of spin resonances. Depending on the type of spin-orbit coupling, the
beam energy or peculiarities of the accelerator, their depolarizing effect can be vastly different.
The aim of a classification is to group resonances sharing common properties. The
classification follows from the perturbing fields, symmetry or dynamics:
• the dipole fields drive the integer resonances v = k,
• the quadrupole fields drive the linear resonances v = k + kxQx+kzQz + ksQs, with

fcl+N+fcK
• the multipole fields drive the non-linear resonances where kx\ + \kz\ > 1,
• the modulation of the field components by a finite-amplitude synchrotron motion
drives higher-order synchrotron and synchro-betatron spin resonances with

fcl +l^l + M ^ . K*0:
The solenoidal fields drive both integer and linear resonances. Each type of spin resonance is
repeated when the integer k is increased by one unit, i. e. every 523 MeV for protons and every
440 MeV for electrons. The various families of resonances are analysed in the following
sections.
2.4.3 Integer spin resonances
The resonance condition of the integer (also named imperfection) resonances is
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V-k

(28)

They are mainly produced by vertical closed orbit distortions when the spin closed
solution n is not radial and possibly by horizontal closed orbit distortions when n is not
vertical. These orbit distortions are caused by field errors and tilts of the bending magnets and
by misalignment of quadrupoles and sextupoles. Systematic imperfections excite more
selectively the resonances v = kP, where P is the machine superperiod. However, the
dominant modulation of the resonance strength is related to the spectrum of the closed orbit.
Random imperfections unexpectedly drive systematic integer spin resonances: the orbit
spectrum is peaked at the betatron tune Qx/z unless the closed orbit is very carefully corrected.
It is then possible to show that the resonances
v = int(Qxlz) + k-PB

(29)

with PB superperiod of the bending [36] are selectively excited and should be avoided.
On top of the resonance the perturbing dipole field perpendicular to the unpertubed n is
exactly stationary in the (l,m,n) frame. A spin aligned along the perturbing field is also
stationary. It is a particular solution of the perturbed spin motion, periodic in the laboratory
frame. As it lies in the plane perpendicular to the unperturbed n, the beam polarization will be
periodically exchanged between the up and down states. Because a dipole field acts in the same
way on all spins, there should be no depolarization. However side-effects may prevent the
conservation of the length of the polarization vector. Due to the beam energy spread, all the
particles in a beam do not cross an integer resonance at the same time during energy ramping;
this causes a spread in precession phase and some depolarization. More important is the
interplay between integer and linear resonances. The integer resonance is a resonant tilt of the
n-axis. This tilt in turn excites near-by linear resonances and causes them to overlap the integer
resonances. In the high-energy electron machines, this mechanism causes strong
depolarization. This is the reason why the compensation of the integer spin resonances is
essential.
2.4.4 Linear spin resonances
These occur when only one of the &» kz and ksin (24) does not vanish and equals ±1.
They are mainly produced by transverse quadrupole fields:
b = x ——z + z—-*-x
oz
ox

(30)

where x and z are the trajectory displacements along the radial x and vertical z unit vector
respectively. One distinguishes three types of linear spin resonances, corresponding to the
coupling of the spin precession with each of the three degrees of freedom of the orbital motion.
1. The vertical betatron resonances (also named intrinsic resonances)
v=k±Qz

(31)
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are driven by vertical betatron oscillations

z = az4E: cos 0.

(32)

whenever the spin closed solution n is not pointing to the radial direction x. That is the
general case as n is nearly vertical in horizontal rings. One recognizes that the Fourier
spectrum of b ^ is made of lines : (k0 ± Qz) £2C, leading to the formula (31). Moreover,
the integer k is a multiple of the ring superperiodicity. However, in real rings, small
defects generally break the superperiodicity and weaker spin resonances appear at integer
values k not multiples of the superperiodicity.

2. The horizontal betatron resonances
v=k±Qx

(33)

are driven by horizontal betatron oscillations
cos ()>x

34)

whenever the spin closed solution is not exactly vertical. In general, this is due to small
imperfections of the ring. It also occurs in a ring equipped with spin rotators which bends
n along the longitudinal direction in some sections of the ring. A horizontal betatron spin
resonance can also result from an x-z coupling
z = e cos (fix 6 + <px)

(35)

when n is not radial.
3. The synchrotron resonances
v=k±Qs
are driven by horizontal and vertical synchrotron oscillations :

(36)

x = Dx — cos (QS6 + <j)s)
SP
, o
,
z = Dz — cos (Qs0 + <ps)

(37)

o

They are also due to imperfections as the horizontal oscillations only contribute when n is not
exactly vertical and the vertical oscillations only when the vertical dispersion Dz does not
vanish. Because the synchrotron tune Qs is often small, these resonances are referred to as
synchrotron satellites. When the Qs is very small (Qs « 1 ) , one usually does not disentangle
the integer resonance from its satellites.
The strength of linear resonances can be expressed following (27) in an explicit way
which is useful for resonance compensation. The strength of the integer resonance is hidden
behind the calculation of the perturbed (l,m,n) frame which can only be performed
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numerically. Assuming this frame calculated, the strengths e of the three types of linear spin
resonances are respectively given by:
2»7t(v±Qj)j/l!

z (1 -i- ya)

a

x (1 -¥ ya)

a

~'y* ds
rj:

f(m + a)

ay

8P ( 1 J h ya) <J> (in + /I)• /STCD^z HhD xje 2 i l ( v j
z
Po

(38)

'ds

K is the normalized gradient of the quadrupoles. The three integrals, named spin-orbit coupling
integrals, express the amplitude of the spin-orbit coupling for each linear resonance. The
strength is also proportional to the respective amplitude of oscillation ax,az and SP/P0 and to
the energy. For a distribution of particles, it must be averaged over the amplitude distribution,
and also over the relative phases of oscillations (j)x,<pz,<l>s. It is worth noting the absence of
parametric resonances k + 1 / 2. Therefore, the best energy to maintain a high degree of
polarization in a storage ring normally corresponds to a half-integer spin tune, that is midway
between linear spin resonances. It is also advantageous that the nearest integers should not be
multiples of the ring periodicities.
2.4.5 Non-linear spin resonances
Non-linear spin resonances are produced by higher-order multipole fields:
b * ^z«,

p + q > 1

(39)

The frequency analysis of b leads to a resonant condition of the type :
v = k0 + kxQx + kzQz

(40)

with |fcx| S p and fcJ < q. For instance a sextupole field will drive non-linear resonances with
1 1 k -2. The beam-beam interaction in storage rings will also drive series of non-linear
resonances.
2.4.6 Higher-order spin resonances
Another family of resonances plays an important role at high energy when the amplitude
of the synchrotron oscillations becomes large. In contrast with the preceding resonances, the
perturbation of the spin motion is due to the component of the perturbing field along n, mainly
produced by the horizontal synchrotron oscillations. It causes a perturbation of the spin
precession frequency co that can be analysed as a modulation of the spin tune at the frequency
of the synchrotron oscillations Qs.
>1

(41)
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Several synchrotron satellites appear on each side of any depolarization resonance (v = vr) of
the preceding types:
(42)

This modulation is proportional to the energy spread and increases rapidly with the particle
energy.

3. ACCELERATION OF POLARIZED PROTONS IN SYNCHROTRONS
3.1

Experimental observations and results

Polarized protons have been successfully accelerated at high energies (larger than one
GeV) in several synchrotrons : Satume II [13,14] at Saclay (up to 3 GeV), the KEK PS [37] at
Tsukuba (up to 7 GeV), the ZGS [12] at Argonne (up to 12 GeV) and the AGS [15] at
Brookhaven (up to 22 GeV). The most successful one is Saturne where proton and also
deuteron polarized beams are routinely accelerated and used by the physicists. The highest
energy (22 GeV) has been reached at the AGS and seems to be the limit of the present
technology, beyond which new provisions are needed to counteract large depolarization due to
the crossing of numerous and strong spin resonances. One generally considers the use of
"Siberian snakes" which, in an experiment [38,39] at the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility
(IUCF) Cooler Ring, have been shown to be efficient in suppressing depolarization on spin
resonances.
At Saturne II, 2.1011 particles per burst, either protons or deuterons, delivered by a
polarized source with 90% polarization, are first injected and accelerated in the Mimas booster
up to 47 MeV. Then they are extracted and injected in the main ring where they are accelerated
up to the top energy. At injection in the rings the beam polarization is vertical. During
acceleration the spin tune increases with the energy linearly. (See Eq. (18)). Spin resonances
are crossed when the spin tune fulfills one of the conditions given by the Eq. (24). In the
booster the vertical betatron tune Qz must be set at a high value (2.48) to avoid the intrinsic
resonance v = 4 — Qz even in the presence of a large tune shift due to space charge effect at
injection. In the main ring, depending on the extraction energy, at most 15 resonances are
crossed (Fig. 8). Special provisions are made to avoid depolarization at the resonance
crossings, as described below. The net effect is only a spin reversal for some of these
resonances. At the maximum energy of 3 GeV the overall depolarization during the complete
cycle of acceleration is less than 15% as measured by a high-energy polarimeter.
At the AGS (Fig. 9), a polarized source has been used to deliver a 25 ^A H~ beam with
75% polarization. This beam was first accelerated in a RFQ, then in a linac up to 200 MeV.
After electron stripping through a thin carbon foil, the polarized proton beam was injected in the
main ring. At the maximum energy of 22 GeV the proton beam (2xl0 10 ppp) was extracted and
transported to the experimental area to bombard a polarized proton target in an experiment to
measure the spin dependence of the proton-proton interaction.
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Fig. 8: The vertical polarization as function of the proton kinetic energy
during the acceleration cycle in Saturne II [13,14]. The points with error
bars are the experimental data. The arrows show the locations of the spin
resonances. The solid line is a hand-drawn line showing the spin flips at the
crossings of seven resonances.
The polarization was measured by polarimeters at several stages of the acceleration
process : downstream of the linac before injection in the ring, inside the ring, and after
extraction. During the acceleration cycle, one had to overcome 45 strong spin resonances to
maintain the polarization up to 22 GeV, making the commissioning of the proton polarized
beam a painstaking effort. The depolarization on the resonances is minimized using 95 dipoie
correctors and 12 pulsed quadrupoles. The obtained maximum polarization was 45% above a
beam momentum of 16 GeV/c (Fig. 10).
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3.2 Resonance crossing in proton synchrotrons
As the beam polarization must be maintained vertical to approach spin transparency, only
the projection Pz of the polarization vector along the vertical line is considered. Any
depolarization is measured as a decrease of the vertical projection. The spin resonances
responsible for the most important vertical depolarization are of two types:
• The vertical betatron or intrinsic resonances (section 2.4.4.1) at spin tune values:

v = kp±Qz
where p is the superperiodicity of the ring assumed to be perfect and k is any integer.
When taking into account the ring imperfections, the superperiodicity is broken by the
defects. Weaker resonances appear where kp becomes any integer.
• The synchrotron or imperfection resonances (section 2.4.4.3) at spin tune values:

v = k±Qs
In most of the synchrotrons the synchrotron tune Qs is much less than one. In the
spectrum of spin resonances there are two synchrotron lines on both sides of each integer k.
The most harmful imperfection resonances are those for which k = np ±m where n is any
integer and m is an integer close to Qz.
For imperfection resonances, the resonance strength e scales linearly with the amplitude
of the vertical closed-orbit and with the total proton energy (see Eq. 38). It lies in the
10~3-10~5 range at the AGS. For the intrinsic resonances the strength scales linearly with the
energy and with the square root of the vertical emittance, lying in the 1O"3-10~2 range.

n

Fig. 11: The spin rotation as seen in the rotating frame near an isolated resonance.
The rotation vector is Cl with components e along the driving field b and 5 along
the direction n:
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a)
b)
c)

below the resonance (5 < 0),
on top of the resonance (5 = 0),
above the resonance (5 >0).

During the acceleration cycle the spin tune v increases monotonically and successively
crosses several spin resonances. The width of the resonances, also measured by e, is usually
smaller than the resonance spacing. The resonances can be considered as if they would be
isolated during their crossing. As in the general study of spin resonances (Section 2.4.1) the
best way to study the spin perturbation when crossing a resonance is to consider a rotating
frame. The only difference with the (l,m,n) frame, used in Section 2.4.1, is that here this
frame rotates about m at the frequency vr of the resonant perturbing field instead of the
frequency v of the spin precession. With respect to this frame the perturbing field is at rest.
The spin vector S rotates about n at the frequency 5 = v — vr and about b at the frequency e. Its
overall rotation vector Q has components 5 along n and e along b (see Fig. 11). Far below the
resonance, 5 is negative and much larger than e ; Q is nearly antiparallel to n. When
approaching the resonance, Q. starts to move into the direction of b. On top of the resonance, Q.
is exactly along b. Above the resonance, £2 now moves into the direction of n and becomes
nearly parallel to n far above the resonance. The resonance crossing leads to a complete reversal
of the rotation vector Q.

The speed of the resonance crossing is measured by the rate a of the spin tune variation:
(43)
where 9 is the azimuthal angle of the particle along the ring circumference. The "time" Ad of
the crossing is the width e of the resonance divided by the rate a: A6 = e/a. During that time
the rotation angle of the spin about b is : y/ = eA6 = £2/a. There are two extreme regimes of
resonance crossing:
• Fast crossing (y«
1): either the resonance is too narrow or the crossing rate is very
large. There is not enough time to bend the spin vector away from the direction n and
there is no depolarization.
•

Slow crossing (yt» 1): either the resonance is very broad or the crossing rate is
very slow. The spin vector rotates much faster about the rotation vector Q. than the
latter moves. The spin vector adiabatically follows the vector Q in its motion and
undergoes a complete reversal as Q. After the crossing the vertical polarization has
changed sign, but there is no depolarization.

Between these two extreme regimes of crossing there is a partial spin flip. The decrease
of the vertical component Sz of the spin vector is quantitatively given by the Froissart-Stora
Formula [4]:

fff^.

(44)

that also includes the two extreme regimes of fast crossing and adiabatic spin flip. The width e
of a resonance depends on the oscillation amplitude of the considered particle. A large
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amplitude may lead to complete spin reversal. On the other hand, very small amplitudes do not
cause significant change of Sz. To obtain the decrease of the vertical beam polarization Pz, i.e.
the depolarization, one must average the Froissart-Stora formula over the particle amplitudes.
The adiabatic spin flip has been observed at Saturne at the crossing of five imperfection
resonances and of two intrinsic resonances. Figure 12 shows detailed measurements [40] of the
vertical polarization showing the spin flip when the beam is slowly extracted in the vicinity of
the imperfection resonance ya = 3.

Polarization
100%

50%-

-50%-

-100%
610

620

650

660E(MeV)

Fig. 12: The vertical polarization Pz as function of the kinetic proton energy E,
measured after slow extraction in the close vicinity of the imperfection
resonance y a=3 (£=632 MeV) at Saturne II [40].
Two different methods have been applied to avoid depolarization at the crossing of
resonances that are not strong enough to obtain a complete spin flip :
• Compensation of the resonance strength e (named also harmonic spin matching): with
some dipole correctors one can control the harmonics of the vertical closed-orbit
distortion that drive an imperfection resonance. After a careful closed-orbit correction
which minimizes the deviations of n from the vertical, one maximizes the polarization,
measured with a polarimeter, by adjusting the dipole correctors. This method has been
successfully applied [15] to compensate about 35 imperfection resonances at the AGS
using 95 correctors (Fig. 13).
• The same method using dipole correctors is also applied at Saturne II [13,14] to
compensate the imperfection resonance ya = 2. Similarly some intrinsic resonances
are compensated using quadrupolar correctors.
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Fig. 13: The vertical polarization as function of the amplitudes a and (5 of
the sine and cosine (resp.) harmonics that compensates the strong
imperfection resonance y a = 9 at the AGS [15].
Speed increase of resonance crossing (also named resonance jumping) : when
approaching an intrinsic resonance during acceleration, the vertical betatron tune is
abruptly varied such that the resonance is crossed more rapidly (Fig 14). Thereafter the
initial tune is slowly restored. At the AGS ten pulsed quadrupoles have been used to
jump seven intrinsic resonances. The betatron tune was lowered by 0.25 with a 1.6 [is
risetime and a 20 fis falltime.

Fig. 14: Variation with time of the spin tune v and of the tune v r of an
intrinsic resonance, when the vertical betatron tune Qz is rapidly shifted.
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3.3 Siberian snakes
The number and the strengths of the spin resonances, crossed during the acceleration
cycle, increase with energy. To accelerate polarized protons at the AGS up to 22 GeV a
considerable effort has been required to overcome depolarization with the preceding methods
when crossing 45 strong spin resonances. It would become unpractical at higher energies. A
long time ago Ya. Derbenev and A. Kondatrenko [33,34] proposed to equip rings with special
magnet arrangements, later named "Siberian snakes", that would avoid the crossing of all the
resonances. With them the fractional spin tune becomes equal to 1/2 and independent of energy.
During acceleration the spin tune stays constant and never crosses tune values of spin
resonances.
In principle a Siberian snake rotates any spin vector S by n about an axis u lying in the
horizontal plane of the ring. In a ring equipped with one Siberian snake, the spin closed
solution n(s) lies in the horizontal plane, apart inside the magnets of the Siberian snake.
Figure 15 shows the motion of n(j) and of a spin vector S. At the point 0, opposite to the
snake, n(0) is parallel to the axis u. Its direction n(nR) at the snake entrance is rotated into
ri(izR) at the exit. The motion of n(s) before and after the snake are symmetric, such that n(s)
again becomes parallel to the axis u after one turn. The motion of another spin vector S is also
symmetric before and after passing through the snake. In particular at the point 0 its directions
at the beginning and at the end of one turn are symmetric. Therefore they are connected by a
rotation about the axis u showing that the spin tune Is effectively 1/2 (the spin tune is the
rotation angle in units of 2 n.).

iberian Snake

Fig. 15: a) A ring equipped with a Siberian snake located at s = 7tR.
Its axis u lies in the horizontal plane. The spin closed solution n(0)
is parallel to u at the origin 0, opposite to the snake,
b) Horizontal precession of the spin closed solution n(s) and of
a spin vector S lying in the ring plane. n(nR) and n'( nR) are
the directions of n(s) at the entrance and at the exit of the snake
respectively. S(0) and S(2 KR) are the directions of the spin
vector at the beginning and at the end of one turn respectively.
The circles show the tracks of these vectors in the horizontal plane
and about the snake axis u.
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The polarization behavior in a ring equipped with a snake is similar to the spin echo
phenomenon used in NMR techniques. In a simple spin echo experiment a nuclear magnetic
substance is magnetized and its magnetization vector M precesses about a stationary magnetic
field Bo perpendicular to M (Fig. 16). Due to local field inhomogeneities, the magnetic
moments u of different nuclei precess at slightly different frequencies. If they were initially
aligned in the same direction, they rapidly spread out and magnetization decreases. At tune T a
transient field is applied which rotates all the magnetic moments \i by n about the axis u. The
fastest moments which were in advance before the time T become the latest after that ^rotation.
At time 2T all the magnetic moments are again aligned together and the initial magnetization is
restored. The spin vectors of the particles in a polarized beam are similar to the nuclear magnetic
moments. They precess about the magnetic field of the ring bending magnets. The polarization
vector P is the analogue of the magnetization M. The snake plays the role of the transient field
and the spin-orbit coupling plays the role of the field inhomogeneities. The polarization
decreases in the half turn preceding the snake and is restored at the end of the following half
turn.
Generally one considers two kinds of Siberian snakes [34,41]. A snake of type I rotates
the spin by 7t about an axis parallel to the reference orbit. At low momentum p (Gev/c) it can be
made of a single solenoid with a field integral of 3.752x/? (Tm) according to the Formula (13).
A snake of type II rotates the spin by % about an axis perpendicular to the reference orbit. At
high energies all kinds of snake would be made by sandwiches of several horizontally and
vertically bending magnets, eventually combined into helical magnets.

b)

a)

M

2T
t=T+e
Fig. 16: Scheme of a NMR spin echo experiment:
a) Precession of three magnetic moments ^ 2 , 3 about the magnetic field Bo
wit/i n rotation at time T. (Positions at times T-e and T+e are shown).
b) The variation of the magnetization M with time t.
The first experimental test [38,39] of a Siberian snake to overcome depolarizing
resonances was made at the Indiana University Cyclotron Facility (IUCF) Cooler Ring. A
type-I Siberian snake, made of a superconductive solenoid and correcting quadrupoles, was
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installed in the Cooler Ring. Other solenoids were used to produce a variable longitudinal field
operating as a controlled defect driving imperfection resonances. Proton beams were injected
and stacked in the ring with either vertical or horizontal polarization to match the direction of the
spin closed solution n (vertical when the snake is off and horizontal when the snake is on). An
internal polarimeter measured the vertical and radial components of the polarization. Fig. 17
shows the polarization data in the vicinity of the imperfection resonance ya = 2 and the intrinsic
resonance ya ~ - 3 + Qz. For the imperfection resonance the proton beam energy was fixed at
104 MeV (4 MeV below the top of the resonance) and the field integral of the imperfection
solenoids was varied. With the snake off, the vertical polarization was consistent with zero
except when the defect field integral was nearly vanishing. On the contrary, with the snake on,
the measured radial polarization was independent of the defect and close to its expected
maximum. For the intrinsic resonance the proton beam energy was held to 177 MeV and the
vertical betatron tune Qz was varied. With the snake off, the vertical polarization was found to
fall to zero for tune values close to the resonance, while radial polarization was maintained at its
maximum for all tune values when the snake was turned on. In another test the vertical tune
was ramped in a way equivalent to an energy ramping across the intrinsic resonance. With the
snake off, the resonance crossing led to 75% polarization loss, but no observable depolarization
with the snake turned on, proving the ability of Siberian snakes to overcome depolarization
during acceleration. This positive result opens the possibility to accelerate polarized proton
beams at higher energies than the AGS.
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4.

POLARIZATION OF ELECTRONS IN STORAGE RINGS

The orbital dynamics of electron and proton beams in high-energy storage rings are very
different. Because of their much smaller mass, the electrons, subject to the central acceleration
of the guide field, radiate energy. The quantum fluctuations associated with the photon
emissions introduce a noise in the orbital motion. Conversely, the replacement of the lost
energy by the RF cavities and differential radiation effects cause a damping of the excited orbital
motion. The combination of the two effects determines the electron beam emittance, while the
emittance of a proton beam depends on its value at injection.
Similarly, the dynamics of polarization are totally different. A polarized source must be
used to inject polarized protons and the final polarization is at most equal to its initial value.
Electrons become transversely polarized by a quantum mechanical effect which occurs when
synchrotron photons are emitted. Conversely, the noise which perturbs the electron dynamics
causes a diffusion of the spins. These two processes compete and lead to an equilibrium
polarization.
4.1

Spontaneous polarization of the electrons
4.1.1 Spin-dependent synchrotron radiation

Ternov, Lostukov and Korovina [6] discovered that the probability for an electron to emit
a photon depends slightly on the initial spin state of the electron. Sokolov and Ternov [7], by
solving the Dirac equation in an homogeneous magnetic field, worked out the complete formula
giving the rate of photon emission for an electron with given initial and final spin states in the
direction of the magnetic field.

Us;

where £0 is the ratio of the critical photon energy hcoc to the electron energy E. It is in general
a very small value, e.g. 10"6 in LEP at 45 GeV. This formula shows that the vast majority of
photon emissions does not involve spin flip. It is amusing to note that the beam radiates slightly
less if it is polarized! The message of formula (45) is clarified by forming the asymmetries:
Spin flip versus non-spin flip events, whatever the spin state:
£o2 _ , n - i 2

Dependence on the final spin state for spin flip events:
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.,0.924

(47)

The probability for a spin flip is indeed very small. In case of a spin flip however, the
preference for the spin state which is antiparallel to the magnetic field is almost one. There is
thus a mechanism which forces the electron spins to the same state. A stored positron beam
becomes polarized as well as an electron beam. However, the direction of polarization is
opposite, i.e. parallel to the magnetic field. It is worth noting that in both cases the direction of
polarization corresponds to a minimum of the magnetic energy (3). However, it has been
shown that it is more a coincidence than a real cause [42].

4.1.2

Build-up of the polarization

In the uniform magnetic field we consider, the depolarizing effects are absent if one
neglects the very small electron recoil. The dynamics of the polarization may thus be calculated
from (45). At any given time, the beam polarization and its time derivative are given by:
N+-N,

dP

^

\(dN+

dNA

k^^

(4M9)

where N+ and N\ denote the number of electrons in each spin state. Their rate of change may
easily be deduced from the transition probabilities (45):
— N*.w*< = Nw\+ — M J W - M +W|-t-|
I

I 4*

4» I

I\

I 4*

(50)

4*1/

and a similar expression for dN^ Idt. Replacing in (49) and integrating yields an exponential
law for the growth of the polarization:
(51)
The maximum degree of polarization is equal to the asymmetry A, i.e. 92.4%. Under very
special circumstances, it has been shown [43] that the ultimate degree of polarization would
reach 99.2% due to the contribution arising from the electron recoil in the photon field in the
vicinity of a vertical betatron spin resonance. This enhancement of the polarization has not been
observed so far.
The characteristic time xp of the polarization build-up is given by:
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;'4

(52)

where re is the electron classical radius, Xc is the Compton wavelength divided by 2K and
p is the bending radius in the homogeneous magnetic field. The polarization time decreases
very rapidly when the energy is increased. It is due to the very fast increase of radiation rate
that counteracts the low probability of spin flip in photon emission (Fig. 18).
500.
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Fig. 18: Calculated polarization time versus energy for PETRA, HERA and LEP
4.1.3 Accelerator Guide Field
The guide field of real storage rings is in general piece-wise constant. It may in dipole
insertions such as injection or wiggler magnets, change its strength or polarity. In this most
common case, the expressions for the polarization level and rise-time can be generalized:
8
ds

Ik 3
ds

(54)

The difference with the uniform field case (47) (52) is in general negligible.
4.1.4 Experimental observations
The polarization build-up by the Sokolov-Ternov effect has been observed in all the
electron storage rings where it has been sought. Table 2 gives the polarization data for some of
these rings.
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Table 2
Polarization experimental data for some electron storage rings. The time T_ is the
theoretical polarization time given by Eq.(54) at energy E. The polarization degree
P is a typically measured value.
VEPP[10]

VEPP2-M[11] ACO[8,9]

BESSY[44]

SPEAR[45] VEPP4[46]

£fGeV)

0.640

0.625

0.536

0.800

3.70

5.0

Tp(min)

50

70

160

150

15

40

P(%)

52

90

90

>75

>70

80

DORIS II[47]

CESR[48]

E(GeV)

5.0

4.7

Tp(min)

4

300

18

40

2

300

80

30*

80**

70**

75**

57**

P(%)

PETRA[49] HERA[19] TRISTAN[50] LEP[51]
16.5
26.7
29
46.5

Figure 19 shows the polarization build-up as function of time at 26.7 GeV in HERA,
following closely equation (51). The fifth power law of the polarization time versus energy is
observed when the beam energy is changed in a storage ring. In particular the polarization time
at LEP becomes very long in the lower part of its energy range : five hours at the energy (46
GeV) of the Zo vector boson production. The polarization time also increases as the third power
of p, explaining why several rings have different polarization times at the same energy.
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Fig. 19: Polarization P versus the time t in the storage ring HERA at 26.7 GeV.
The experimental values (see Table 2) indicate that the equilibrium polarization is in
general lower than the theoretical 92.4% value, especially in multi-GeV rings.
4.1.5 Enhancement of the polarization build-up
after 120 min.
' after harmonic correction (harmonic spin matching).
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In CESR and LEP1, the design of the machine is such that the polarization time constant
is as long as 5 hours. This is a serious drawback in practice: it takes a long time before the
beams are highly polarized and empirical adjustments of the polarization are difficult given the
long response time. It appears from formula (54) that it should be possible to reduce
significantly the polarization rise-time by increasing locally the bending radius. This can be
done with an asymmetric dipole wiggler as shown on figure 20.

Field: +0.05

-0.14

Length:
Arc magnet

2.89

+1.3

-0,14

0.62
2.89
Wiggler magnets

Tesla

m

Fig.20: The LEP asymmetric wiggler to enhance the Sokolov-Ternov effect
The central part of the wiggler is designed with the highest magnetic field pointing in the
direction of the main guide field; it is compensated on each side by the weakest field compatible
with a reasonable magnet length. In this way, the asymptotic polarization level P^ is hardly
decreased (Eq.(53)) while the rise-time is drastically reduced. Such a scheme has been designed
for LEP and successfully used to decrease the rise-time by a factor of 2 [51]. Beyond, the
enhanced synchrotron radiation which increases the beam energy spread, causes other
phenomena which depolarize the beam.
4.1.6 Non-uniform magnetic field
The results of Sokolov and Ternov for a uniform magnetic field were generalized to
arbitrary field configurations by Baier, Katkov and Strakhovenko [52]. The expressions for
the asymptotic polarization level and the polarization rise-time can be deduced [53,54] provided
the spin dynamics is not perturbed by spin resonances: the approximation is valid at low
energy, for weak (compensated) spin resonances, for a spin tune far from resonances.

<lp-3|n-b)

f»

=

(55)

(56)

The brackets () stand for the average along the machine circumference; b is the unit vector in
the direction of the magnetic field of bending radius p . These formulae show that the useful
component of the magnetic field is along n, i.e. that n is the equilibrium polarization direction.
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In general, non-uniform magnetic fields give an asymptotic polarization lower than the
maximum of 92.4%.
4 . 2 Resonant spin diffusion and equilibrium polarization
Equation (46) shows that, in the vast majority of the cases (6000 times per turn in LEP at
45 GeV), the photon emission is not associated with a spin flip. The sudden energy jump
causes the electron to initiate additional synchrotron and betatron oscillations if the dispersion
functions do not vanish at the azimuth of the photon emission. The resulting orbital motion is
thus "noisy", causing a diffusion eventually balanced by radiation damping along the perturbed
trajectory. The spin experiences extra rotations and diffusion as well. The synchrotron and
betatron oscillations are damped with a characteristic time (10~2 -10~ 3 sec) much shorter than
the polarization time of the Sokolov-Ternov effect (10 +2 - 10+4 sec). It is thus legitimate to
consider separately the spin diffusion due to the non-spin-flip events and the Sokolov-Ternov
mechanisn.
4.2.1 Ideal storage ring
In an ideally planar ring, only synchrotron and horizontal betatron oscillations are excited
by the photon emission. The small vertical angle of the electron recoil at photon emission is
totally negligible at high energy. The diffusion due to the quantum excitation results in
equilibrium longitudinal and horizontal emittances. The particle motion being constrained to
remain in the horizontal plane, the quantum excitation only causes stochastic spin precessions
about the vertical axis; they are of no consequence as long as the spin is vertical, i.e. in the n
direction. (See Section 2.3.1) Tin's is indeed the case if the polarization is due to the SokolovTernov effect. This situation is different from a proton beam which has a finite vertical
emittance and may be depolarized when crossing an intrinsic resonance even if there are no
defects. (See Section 3.2) The only consequence of the quantum excitation is a partial
randomization of the spin precession phases. The spin tune is defined by averaging over several
turns.
4.2.2 Spin perturbation by quantum excitation
The general case is best explained by Figure 21. It shows the evolution of the phase space
and spin coordinates of a reference particle which emits a photon. The first line represents the
state of the particle just before the photon emission: the particle is at rest, at the origin of the
coordinates, i.e. on the closed orbit; the spin is along n assumed to be vertical.
The second line represents the state just after the photon emission: the energy coordinate
suddenly became negative. The position of the particle could not change during the short
photon emission. However, the break-down of the position into closed orbit, dispersion orbit
and betatron amplitude does change if the dispersion function does not vanish. The momenta
change due both to the photon emission and for the same reason as above. This causes the
particle to start oscillating in the three phase planes. Along the new trajectory, the spin motion is
slightly different, precessing about a new spin axis n, in general tilted with respect to the initial
spin direction.
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The third line shows the evolution of the coordinates over a few damping times. The
spatial and momentum coordinates are damped down by the well-known damping mechanism
(see the CAS lecture on electron dynamics). As the trajectory gradually converges towards its
unperturbed position, the spin axis n is gradually restored to its initial vertical position. The
particle spin however, which precesses very rapidly about it, follows adiabatically the n axis
and finds itself tilted at an angle when the orbital coordinates have been restored. The horizontal
component of the spin precesses in a stochastic way as photons are emitted. Its average over all
particles of the beam vanishes. The remaining polarization is the projection of the initial
polarization vector onto the spin axis after it has been tilted by the photon emission. This rather
simple picture of depolarization due to quantum excitation arises because of the very large
difference between the time constants of the three relevant phenomena: 1/xs for one spin
precession, 50 ms for the damping of the orbital coordinates and the gradual change of the n
axis, 5 hours for the Sokolov-Ternov polarizing mechanism (LEP at 45 GeV).

-ct,8E/E

spin

n

Fig. 21: Model of a quantum excitation
4.2.3 Spin diffusion and equilibrium polarization
This simple model of the spin diffusion process leads to a good estimate of the
polarization level. Let us assume that the tilt dn of the n axis just after the emission of photon
of energy 8E is proportional to the relative energy loss (Figure 21):
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= d(s)

SE

(57)

The proportionality constant d(s) is a vectorial quantity which depends on the azimuth. It
summarizes the contributions from the horizontal and vertical betatron oscillations as well as
from the synchrotron oscillation.
For a single energy jump the decrease of the polarization P along the spin closed solution
n is given by :

P

2

(58)

To combine in a simple way the effect of the many energy jumps we assume linearity of
the orbital motion of the particles. In this case, which is generally a good approximation, the
perturbations add up linearly in an incoherent way. As the times of photon emission and the
energy jumps are random, the spin motion becomes a random process, i.e. diffuse away from
the spin closed solution n. Within the linear approximation the rate of the polarization decrease
is obtained by summing the effects of all the successive energy jumps per unit time. The
average rate l/rd of decrease of the spin component is found by averaging over the coordinate s
and the energy jump SE:

U
Td

(59)
At P

where N is the photon emission rate and the brackets ( ) indicate the averaging. The quantity
N([dE/E)7'\ happens to be closely related to the polarization rise-time rp [55], yielding
(60)
When taking into account this depolarizing process Eq. (51) becomes:

(61)

(62)

where the averaging ( ) is made over the azimuth s. The knowledge of d(s) is sufficient for a
complete description of the polarization dynamics.
In a more thorough study of the equilibrium polarization Ya. Derbenev and
A. Kondratenko [56] derived a formula for an arbitrary configuration of magnetic fields:
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5n

where p is the bending radius, b a unit vector along the transverse component of the field and
J3 a unit vector along the reference orbit.
The vector n is no longer the spin closed solution attached to the closed orbit. It is
defined for any location or synchrotron trajectory as the solution of the BMT equation (11)
which is quasi-periodic in the six-dimensional phase space, i.e. periodic in each angle variables
and azimuth. The general n vector reduces to the spin closed solution when evaluated on the
closed orbit.
Comparing formulae (62) and (63), it appears that yda/dy, named the spin-orbit
coupling vector, can be identified with the deviation vector d of the simple diffusion model.
The averaging in the Derbenev-Kondratenko formula (63) must be done over all six orbital
coordinates since yda/6ydepends on oscillation phases and amplitudes, in addition to the
averaging over the azimuth s. The ybh 15y linear term in the numerator of formula (63) usually
gives a negligible contribution compared to the quadratic term in the denominator. The
contributions of the electron recoil during photon emission, that have also been included in
other calculations [57,58], appear to be negligible at high energy.
The effective polarization rate in (61) is the sum of the Sokolov-Ternov rate T" 1 and of
the depolarization rate TJ . Therefore in the presence of imperfections the polarization time ris
shorter than the ideal value rp . When the polarization time is too long to reach the equilibrium
polarization, one can derive its value Peq just by measuring the rate of increase of the
polarization at the beginning and by using equation (61). It can also be used to calibrate in
polarization degree the experimental data of a polarimeter (Fig. 22).
This analysis shows how different the polarized electrons and protons are. The spin
motion of a proton is deterministic and beam depolarization results from the incoherent spread
of trajectories and energies. For an electron the spin motion is random and beam depolarization
results from the random quantum fluctuations of synchrotron radiation. Moreover, the electron
beam depolarization is an irreversible process. On the contrary proton beam polarization can be
restored. A Siberian snake is an example of polarization restore after one turn. That also
explains why Siberian snakes are not efficient in overcoming depolarization in electron
rings [59]. '
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Fig. 22: Polarimeter data versus time at an energy of 46.55 GeV in LEP. The
bunches 2 and 3 were selectively depolarized to allow the absolute calibration
of the polarization scale [51]
4.2.4 Spin-orbit coupling in the linear approximation
In a small amplitude linear model of orbital motion, the result of the first-order calculation
of the spin-orbit coupling vector d(^) is a linear combination of contributions from the three
oscillations [60]:

d(s) = ±I

_x + Az + A_z + A,

(64)

Each contribution can be expressed by the product of a resonant term with an integral over s of
the coupling between the spin motion and the considered orbital oscillation.

At,Js,

- (1+ ay)

\-D±i(aD

i

(65)
•\]iJx,z

v

'—
(66)
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where D and D' are the dispersion and its derivative, and <f>XtZtS the phases of the betatron
and synchrotron oscillations. On resonance, the spin-orbit coupling vector d(s) becomes
arbitrarily large in this linear approximation and the polarization vanishes according to (63). The
condition is:

corresponding to the linear resonances described in section 2.4.4. The real keys for controlling
the polarization level are the spin-orbit coupling integrals 3±XtZtS(s), for, if they can be made to
vanish, spin-transparency can be recovered, even close to the resonance conditions. These
integrals already appeared in the expression of the resonance strengths (see Eq.(38)).

3±z(s) = £ + C (m + n; • x K4fz e* ^ oV
J±x(s) = £ + C (m + a; • z K^K

e±

'** <k'

(67,68,69)

m + a; • K(Dxz + ZJzx)e±i% d/
As already noted in section 2.4.3 , J±XtS(s) are sensitive to the tilt of the n axis. The spin-orbit
coupling vector d(s), just like the tilt of the closed spin solution n, shows a large increase close
to the integer resonances v = k
To summarize, the spin-orbit coupling vector d(s) becomes large on resonance, causing a
significant reduction of the polarization. It scales linearly with energy. Its amplitude, for small
oscillation amplitudes, is conveniently expressed in terms of the spin-orbit coupling integrals.
There are several implementations of the calculation of d(s) and of the equilibrium polarization
in the linear approximation. The most popular is SLIM [61]. Its approach is very elegant and
has been widely used in many other codes. The limitations are mainly technical: SLIM assumes
thin lenses and does not allow optics imperfections to be described in a natural way. The
program SITF [62] integrates approximately the spin motion in thick elements. It allows for a
complete description of optics errors, in the FORTRAN-like PETROS syntax. SITF was
integrated as a module in MAD [63]. There it benefits from the powerful MAD language, which
allows a natural and flexible description of the optics imperfections and, for example, of the
harmonic orbit bumps. This powerful implementation has contributed to the success of the
polarization program in LEP, largely based on calculations.
4.2.5 Spin-orbit coupling at higher orders
As the amplitudes of the betatron and synchrotron oscillations scale linearly with energy
in a given machine, the assumption of vanishingly small oscillations is bound to break down at
some energy and so does the analysis we performed, only considering the n axis on the closed
orbit. Qualitatively, we already saw in sections 2.4.5 and 2.4.6 thai new resonance conditions
emerge, both due to the influence of the non-linear fields, e.g. of the sextupoles, and to the FM
modulation of the beam oscillations by the finite amplitude synchrotron motion. In addition,
the spin-orbit coupling vector also increases linearly with energy. The spin resonances become
wider and wider until their separation becomes comparable with their width. A run-away is
expected at an energy threshold above which polarization would become practically impossible.
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Fig.23; Relative polarization P/Po (Po = 92.4 %) versus beam energy at SPEAR
[45]. The solid line is a hand-drawn line to guide the eye. The spin resonances
labelled: k + kx Qx + Qz + ks Qs are indicated above the figure.
Figure 23 shows the most detailed scan of the polarization as a function of beam energy at
the SPEAR storage ring[45]. It shows the depolarization on many spin resonances in a small
energy interval, particularly near the synchrotron resonance ya = 8 at 3.5 GeV. Despite the
low energy, several non-linear and higher-order spin resonances appear harmful, particularly
synchrotron satellites of the horizontal betatron resonance ya = 3 + Qx. This evidence, and
some early calculations, left the impression that polarization might not be possible in HERA and
LEP. Given the renewed interest in polarized beams, several attempts were made to calculate
higher-order effects.
Several analytical approaches [64 and e.g. 65] have singled out the modulation index x
as the relevant parameter for higher-order synchrotron effects:
x=

(70)

ce IE is the relative energy spread of the beam. The modulation index ranges from 3% in
SPEAR to 50% in LEP at 46 GeV and about 200% in HERA at 27 GeV and in LEP with
wigglers. The asymptotic polarization level can be estimated from an enhancement function
C(x) of the depolarization as given by formula (62):
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(71)

C(x) is a combination of Bessel functions encountered in FM modulation. It summarizes the
contribution to the depolarization of the synchrotron satellites which surround each linear spin
resonance. (See section 2.4.6) The amplification factor for the strongest synchrotron spin
resonances is typically between 1 and 2 at HERA over its energy range and between 1.5 and 20
at 46 GeV at LEP depending on the wiggler excitation (Fig. 24).
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Fig. 24: Variation of the enhancement function with the modulation index in LEP [65]

The importance of the beam energy spread is confirmed by an experiment made at LEP
where it was increased at constant energy (46 GeV) by means of asymmetric wiggler magnets
(Fig. 25). The polarization level decreases with the beam energy spread, in agreement with
calculations [51].
A purely analytical approach is limited to the calculation of the enhancement factor, i.e. of
the relative strength of the synchrotron satellites. The full spectrum of the generic linear
resonances must be calculated numerically. Various numerical or semi-numerical approaches
have been carried out lately, all requiring heavy computations:
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Fig. 25: Measured polarization as a function of beam energy spread
at LEP [51], enhanced by a wiggler of strength B £
SMILE [66] implements a recursive perturbative solution of the BMT equation, where
the small parameters are taken to be the amplitudes of the oscillations. This program
could predict the non-linear and higher-order spin resonances at relatively low energy
(SPEAR at 3.6 GeV). However a critical analysis of its prediction for HERA
(27 GeV) and LEP (46 GeV) showed that the very pessimistic results obtained were
due to the non-convergence in the calculation of the synchrotron spin resonances at
these energies. The program was modified to compute the latter using the analytical
approach mentioned above. SMILE is available in a stand-alone version and as a
module of the optics program MAD.
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SODOM [67] implements a non-perturbative approach. Advantage is taken from the
known periodicities of the general n-axis and of its transport around the machine to
compute the most significant harmonics of n. The variation of n with respect to a finite
energy difference yields its derivative yda/Sy, allowing the computation of the
equilibrium polarization level. The program is available in a stand-alone version and as
a module of MAD [68]. Preliminary checks against measured higher-order
depolarization phenomena in LEP (depolarization by an asymmetric wiggler, Fig. 25)
and prediction of the strength of synchrotron satellite (Fig. 26) seem to validate this
approach [51].

44660

101.35

44665

101.36

Fig.26: Measured and predicted synchrotron satellite in LEP [51]
• SITROS [62] is a Monte-Carlo tracking of the orbital and spin coordinates of a sample
of particles. It was used to assess the possibility of observing polarization at the LEP
energy and is presently used in HERA. The limitations of this approach are related to
the requirements in computer time. To keep it reasonable, it is necessary to simplify
grossly the quantum excitation by lumping the photon emissions in only a few
azimuths. The number of tracked particles is necessarily limited. The core of the
distribution is therefore well simulated but not the tails where strong depolarization is
expected. Yet the rather good agreement between SITROS predictions and measured
polarization at HERA seems to validate the model [19] (Fig. 27). At LEP, the
disagreement between SITROS and SODOM results, the SITROS approach yielding
more polarization, have not yet been resolved.
This rapid overview of the non-linear or higher-order phenomena shows that this field is
still the subject of research and experimentation. Other approaches are now being developed,
such as using Lie algebraic techniques to carry out perturbation expansions [69]. More
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experiments at high energy are necessary to probe the theories. An accurate estimate of the
threshold energy at which polarization would disappear is not yet possible.

Fig. 27: Comparison between the measured polarization in HERA before and
after optimization [19] and the SUROS predictions.

With the search and maximization of the polarization in HERA, Tristan and LEP, a wealth
of new data is suddenly available. It is instructive to compare these data with the scaling law for
the polarization in the linear approximation. According to formulae (65, 66), the asymptotic
polarization should scale like:
8

1

(72)
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Fig. 28: Comparison between the predictions of the linear approximation
and the measured polarization data, before and after harmonic spin
matching.
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It is remarkable that the measured data (figure 28) are almost perfectly compatible with the
linear approximation. Yet the higher-order resonances are already observed at 3.7 GeV
(Fig. 23) and above. This shows that the width of the higher-order spin resonances is still
small compared to their spacing up to the highest energy reached so far, i.e. 46 GeV in LEP.
If the working point is carefully chosen away from higher-order spin resonances, the
asymptotic polarization is well predicted by the linear theory.

4.2.6 Depolarization by the beam-beam effect
In a beam-beam collision, the electro-magnetic field of one beam causes a precession of
the spins of the particles in the second beam. Since SPEAR and VEPP-2M, collisions of
polarized beams have not been required by physics and the expected depolarization not studied
in depth. There was an experimental indication [43] at PETRA that at higher energy the beambeam interaction can reduce the equilibrium polarization above the beam-beam limit.
Nowadays, at energies comparable to the mass of the Z boson, where the electro-weak
interactions dominate in the e+e~ or ep collisions, there is a new interest for experiments with
polarized beams. More information on the depolarization by the beam-beam effect is awaited
before deciding on their feasibility.
4.3 Maximization of the polarization
4.3.1 Minimization of the depolarization
As can be seen from figure 28, the natural polarization decreases rapidly with increasing
energy. For example, the expected polarization in LEP is less than 2% in standard physics
conditions. It is possible to increase this expectation by minimizing the machine imperfections,
optimizing their correction and by a careful choice of the machine parameters:
• In large machines, the alignment of the magnets is critical. The mere correction of the
orbit with respect to beam monitors generally locally aligned on the near-by
quadrupoles does not guarantee a good compensation of the spin rotations. Figure 29
shows the calculated polarization in LEP for given misalignments and residual orbits
after correction. The results are averaged over a sample of random imperfections [70].
Realigning LEP vertically with the tighest tolerance has indeed provided the calculated
increase in natural polarization.
• The most efficient correction of the vertical orbit is essential. The quality of the beam
position monitors and their number set the limits of the correction capabilities. For
example, in LEP, the 90° lattice was abandoned for a lattice with 90° in the horizontal
plane but 60° in the vertical plane, thus increasing the sampling of the vertical orbit.
This, together with improved beam monitors, allowed the rms residual orbit deviation
to be decreased from a typical 1 mm to 0.3 mm. The correction of the orbit with a
number of orbit correctors larger than strictly necessary reduces the vertical dispersion
function significantly. This in turn reduces the excitation of the synchrotron spin
resonance as may be inferred from (69).
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• A careful choice of the beam eigentunes {Qx,Qz,Qs,v} maximizes the 'natural'
polarization level. The spin tune, i.e. the beam energy, should be selected with an
integer part far from multiples of the ring superperiodicity (see section 2.4.4). The
requirement of obtaining polarization at a given beam energy to calibrate a particle
mass may lead to changing the integer parts of the betatron tunes, so as to avoid the
strong integer systematic resonances (see section 2.4.3). At the LEP energy, these
resonances do not allow polarization to develop; the physics optics was matched to
obtain betatron tunes optimal for obtaining polarization at the Z mass. The fractional
part of the spin tune should be close to 1/2, yet away from higher-order satellites of
linear resonances. Their density was minimized in LEP by choosing a synchrotron
tune such that the upper and lower sidebands of the linear resonances are
superimposed. The fractional parts of the betatron tunes should be as low as possible
so that low-order satellites are as far as possible from the half integer.
4.3.2 Minimization of the tilt of the n-axis
In the high-energy storage rings, the global minimization of the depolarization sources is
not sufficient to reach a high polarization level. It becomes necessary to improve the equilibrium
polarization by the so-called spin-matching procedure, which aims at making the ring more
spin-transparent. The first step is to minimize the deviation of the spin closed solution n from
the vertical. We saw in section 2.4.3 that this deviation is large on integer spin resonances. It is
furthermore possible to show that the depolarizing effect associated with the tilt of the n-axis
decreases with the 4th power of the distance between the spin tune and the integer spin
resonance [e.g. 54]. One is thus naturally guided to a compensation of the two near-by integer
spin resonances. The method is known as harmonic spin matching. Its principle is to generate
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an horizontal field which is stationary in the (I,m,n) spin frame and to adjust its amplitude and
phase so as to compensate the driving term of each integer resonance. In other words, the
perturbing horizontal magnetic field
K(s)-yco(s)

(73)

due to the vertical displacement of the orbit yco(s) in the quadrupole gradient K(s) is Fourier
analysed. The angle in this analysis is the angle of the orbit in the laboratory frame a. The
spin precession y/ is then
(74)

Fig.30: In HERA, LEP and Tristan, a pattern of vertical rc-bumps in the arcs
is used to produce the sine and cosine magnetic field harmonics necessary to
compensate the near-by integer spin resonances

with the h harmonic number. The spin resonance compensation is achieved by generating
opposite harmonics using a pattern of vertical orbit correctors. However the offending
harmonics do not affect the closed orbit in a visible way (typically less than 0.1 mm) as they are
far from the betatron tunes. Depending on the sensitivity of the beam position monitors, their
compensation can be either empirical or computed from the measured orbit. The empirical
procedure has been successfully applied at PETRA [49], where it allowed the polarization to be
increased from 40% to 80%. The formalism was generalized to non-flat machines, e.g.
including spin rotators[70]. Since then, the method was improved in LEP by observing that the
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generation of horizontal field harmonics could be economically achieved by a few short vertical
closed orbit bumps rather than by an orbit perturbation all around the ring (fig. 30].
Figure 31 shows the optimization in HERA where the sine and cosine components of
the two near-by interger resonances are compensated. In LEP the very slow rise-time of the
polarization would jeopardize an empirical compensation. This was a strong incentive to
upgrade the beam monitoring system with the best technology. Figure 32 shows a harmonic
analysis of the vertical closed orbit in the vicinity of the spin tune (103.47) before and after a
calculated correction. Figure 33 shows the abrupt change of slope of the polarization build-up
after the compensation was applied. The same technique was used at TRISTAN [50], where it
allowed the polarization to be increased to 75%, and in proton rings (see section 3.2).
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Fig.32: Harmonic analysis of the LEP vertical closed orbit in the
spin precession frame. Figure a) shows the spectrum before
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4.3.3 Minimization of the Spin-orbit Coupling Vector d
The high polarization levels recorded in Table 2 were all obtained by harmonic spin
matching of the integer resonances. Yet, formulae (63, 64, 65, 66) shows that the
depolarization is due to the betatron and synchrotron spin resonances and not to the integer
resonances. As already introduced in section 2.4.3, the reason for the efficiency of the
harmonic spin matching can be found by a close examination of the spin-orbit coupling
integrals (67), (68), (69). In the general case of a moderate deviation of the n axis from the
vertical, they can be approximated as follows:

{

1

) ds

(75)

,

(76)

(77)

At high energy, because of the large beam energy spread, the synchrotron spin
resonances Js are overwhelming. The horizontal betatron resonances J y are also somewhat
excited by betatron coupling while the vertical betatron resonances JL arc rather weak. The two
main depolarizing resonances are thus directly dependent on the tilt of the n-axis.When die orbit
is well corrected, this term is generally dominant in Js.
Although the polarization levels reached with harmonic spin matching are rather
respectable, there is an incentive to compensate more exactly the spin-coupling integrals at high
energy. It can indeed be shown that the strength of the higher-order spin resonances are
proportional to the strength of the corresponding linear resonances. By compensating the
former beyond the requirement for negligible linear depolarization, one can hope to weaken the
higher-order depolarization and increase the threshold above which polarization disappears.
Figure 34 shows the polarization calculated both linearly and by tracking with SITROS for LEP
with very strong asymmetric wigglers, causing a beam energy spread at 45 GeV equivalent to
the natural energy spread at 90 GeV. The four near-by integer spin resonances are corrected,
assuming perfect beam position monitors. In which case, the spin-orbit coupling integral Js
becomes the Fourier transform of the vertical dispersion function modulated by the quadrupole
gradient, assuming an integer spin tune (formula (75)). This term was corrected for v = 104 by
exciting compensating dispersion harmonics. In the vicinity of the integer, the polarization is
calculated to reach then very high values. The difficulty of this compensation lies in the
requirement of generating dispersion harmonics without orbit harmonics. Fortunatly these
harmonics are evaluated in the spin precession frame which does not rotate in the straight
sections. Dispersion generated by orbit bumps in the straight sections meets the abovementioned requirement.
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Fig. 34: Calculated polarization in LEP with strong asymmetric
wigglers after complete compensation of the synchrotron spin-orbit
coupling integral at v = 104.
It is equally possible to create harmonics of the focusing to compensate the depolarization
by the betatron spin resonances. The interested reader is referred to Ref.[49].

4.4 Spin rotators
Spin rotators are special insertions which allow the n vector to be rotated. They take
advantage of the non-commutativity of finite rotations to break the proportionality relationship
between the spin precession and the orbit rotation (Eq. (15)). Spin rotators may be used to
restore the n vector in its vertical position if it was tilted away by, e.g. experimental solenoids.
A second aim is to decouple the spin tune and the energy, so as to allow easy acceleration
without spin resonance crossing. These insertions, called Siberian snakes, were analysed in
section 3.3. The main purpose of the 90° spin rotators is to rotate the polarization vector from
its natural vertical position to the longitudinal position at the interaction point and back to the
vertical position before entering the accelerator arc. Indeed, the experimental study of the
electroweak interactions in e+e~ annihilations or collisions calls for longitudinal helicity states.
4.4.1 Compensation of the solenoids
The field of the experimental solenoid is generally along the nominal orbit. It therefore
does not disturb the closed orbit, but causes the spin to rotate about the horizontal direction.
The skew quadrupoles generally used to cancel the betatron coupling do not restore the spin
direction. The tilt of the n vector propagates all around the machine and causes, in the case of
LEP, an almost complete depolarization. Because it was necessary to obtain polarization in
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physics conditions, small spin rotators were positionned on each side of each solenoid to
restore the vertical position of the n-axis in the arcs. This was in fact done merely by using four
vertical closed orbit bumps positionned at the beginning of the arc [72]. Figure 35 shows the
projection of the n-axis onto the horizontal direction. The bump amplitudes (some 6 mm) were
adjusted for an exact cancellation of the precession in the solenoid. The calculated polarization
increased from 2% to more than 75%. Although the depolarization is here sufficiently and
elegantly corrected, this example shows that restoring the n-axis is very effective but not
sufficient to achieve complete spin transparency.
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Fig.35: Two spin rotators per solenoid compensate the precession of the
n vector. The solenoid is positioned at the antisymmetry point.
4.4.2 Spin rotation at the interaction points
The requirement of a longitudinal spin is incompatible with the Sokolov-Ternov
polarizing mechanism. For that reason, the polarization must remain vertical in the arcs, where
most of the synchrotron radiation is emitted. In an interaction region, the spin closed solution n
is first bent into the beam direction by a first 90° spin rotator before the collision point. Then a
second rotator bends it back to the vertical direction before entering the next arc. These two
rotators are two sets of bending magnets with an antisymmetric configuration w.r.t. the
collision point in the vertical plane. The antisymmetry has the advantage to leave the vertical
closed orbit unperturbed in the arcs. There are many ways to bend the spin by a combination of
horizontal, vertical and possibly longitudinal rotations. The choice of a solution involves an
optimization process taking into account the depolarizing effect of the rotators, the allowable
vertical emittance increase, the energy range where the spin is to be rotated, the synchrotron
radiation background to the experiment, the possibility of tilting the detectors to match an
inclined orbit.
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Fig. 36: Schematic side view of an S-bend configuration of two spin rotators
antisymmetric w.r.t. the collision point IP. Each rotator consists of two
magnets vertically bending the electron trajectory by an angle a and - la
respectively. Witft a = n/(2y a) the spin closed solution n is longitudinal at
the IP.
The simplest configuration [73] of rotators is an S-bend, made of four vertically bending
magnets (Fig. 36). It produces a vertical orbit displacement around the collision point, where
the orbit crosses the median plane at a vertical angle a. Since the spin rotation angle is )tt larger
than the bending angle (15), the 90° rotation required to align the spin vector along the orbit
results from the inclination of the latter by a = K/(2ya). In the example of the S-bend
rotators proposed [74] for LEP at 46 GeV, the vertical orbit slope is a = 15 mrad, requiring a
corresponding tilt of the physics detectors.
If for some reason the spin rotation is not exactly 90°, the spin is not exactly longitudinal
at the interaction point: the asymmetry of the scheme guaranties however that the spin is rotated
back to the vertical in all cases. This example illustrates a common difficulty of the spin
rotators. Energy changes or the need to change the helicity state to avoid systematics requires
the geometry of the accelerator to be changed locally. In HERA, where a large flexibility is
required, a more involved rotator, the so-called mini-rotator [75], was designed. It is made of
sandwiches of horizontally and vertically bending magnets arranged to match the separation of
the electron and proton beams on both sides of the interaction point where they collide head-on
on the nominal orbits. The displacement of the orbit in its tuning range from 27 GeV to 35 GeV
was minimized to 20 cm by a proper sequence of horizontal and vertical rotations. The helicity
can be reversed. This flexibility is made possible by installing the spin rotators on movable
jacks.
Inside any of the possible rotators, the spin closed solution n is bound not to be parallel
to the magnetic field of the rotator dipoles. In the latter, the Sokolov-Ternov mechanism tends
to polarize the beams along a field direction different from n. The result is an ultimate
polarization degree lower than the maximum 92.4%. The reduction is quantitatively given by
the formula (55) in which the scalar product b. n becomes lower than one in the rotator
magnets. The polarization decrease can only be minimized by an optimization of the rotator
magnet configuration, in particular by using long magnets with low fields. Practical designs
allow for polarization levels in excess of 80% at the highest energy. The real difficulty with
spin rotators is that, unlike the case of the solenoid compensation, the n vector is far from
vertical in the spin rotator insertion. This causes the spin-orbit coupling vector d not to vanish
all along the ring circumference. At the energy of HERA, a single spin rotator reduces
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significantly the polarization. At LEP it almost disappears. To overcome this effect, spin
transparency must be restored.
4.4.3 Spin transparency conditions
The spin rotator can be considered as a very large defect which causes the spin-orbit
coupling integrals 3±XtZtS(s) to become large. The conditions for spin transparency are, on the
contrary, that, whatever the azimuth s of a photon emission, the spin-coupling integrals
integrated from s should vanish. This translates into ten conditions per magnet. Fortunatly,
unlike the ring imperfections, the defects introduced by the spin rotator are known. The same
conditions are valid for most magnets and optics symmetries decrease further the number of
constraints. Furthermore perfect spin transparency entails that all spin resonances are
compensated. This would be a council of perfection, as we saw that the depolarization is mainly
caused by a limited number of close-by spin resonances. In practice, it is possible to reduce the
number of conditions to a manageable number [76]. The spin matching involves an adjustment
of the quadrupole gradients to minimize the spin-orbit coupling integrals at least in some energy
range, i.e. spin tune range. In LEP the spin transparency conditions were calculated analytically
and converted into optics constraints handled by the matching module of the MAD program.
Figure 37 shows the polarization calculated before and after spin matching of a possible LEP
spin rotator [74].
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Fig.37: Calculated polarization in LEP equipped with a spin rotator before and
after spin matching [74]
For HERA, the dependence of the spin coordinates on the orbital coordinates was
computed in the linear approximation. The requirement was then to adjust the focusing so as to
minimize the submatrix expressing the spin-orbit coupling. Figure 38 shows the calculated
polarization in HERA with the spin-matched rotator [77]. In spring 1994, the HERA spin
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rotator was installed and tested. Its spin matching was sufficiently effective to avoid any loss of
polarization at a level of 70% [78].
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Fig.38: Calculated polarization in HERA equipped with a spin rotator before
and after spin matching [77].
4.5

Energy calibration by depolarization on an artificial RF spin resonance

The first application of transverse beam polarization in an electron storage ring is the
accurate calibration of the beam energy. This has been carried out in several rings: VEPP2M [79], BESSY [44], VEPP4 [80], DORIS U [81], CESR [48] and LEP [82]. The method
used is based on a RF resonance technique. It can be done even with a modest degree of
polarization. The principle is similar to a NMR experiment, although the magnetic energy
absorbed by the beam is too small to be directly measured as in NMR experiments.
At LEP the RF resonance technique has been applied to measure the Z mass and width at
44.7,45.6 and 46.5 GeV corresponding to a spin tunes of 101.5,103.5 and 105.5. As soon as
the polarization reaches about 10%, a small radial RF magnetic field, produced by a kicker, is
turned on. The applied field excites a RF spin resonance. The tune value of that resonance is
varied by slowly changing the frequency of the RF field. When the scanned range of tune
overlaps the spin tune of the beam, the RF resonance is crossed, and the beam is depolarized
(Fig. 39). To determine the RF frequency at which depolarization occurs the central frequency
is varied and the polarization is continuously monitored with the polarimeter. From that
measurement the spin tune and the energy of the beam are deduced. In contrast to a proton
beam accelerated in a synchrotron, the spin tune of the beam is fixed and the tune of the RF
spin resonance is varied.
The RF magnetic field has a very small integral value, about 4 Gm only. For the spin
motion this radial field is a perturbing field which can be analyzed in frequency to find the spin
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resonances that it excites, as explained in Section 2.4. The tunes of these RF resonances are
given by:
(78)
Jrrev

where,/}?F, frev are the applied RF and revolution frequencies respectively and n is any integer.
The frequency span is typically 112 Hz per minute corresponding to a spin tune range of 0.002
and an energy range of 0.9 MeV. The beam energy E is deduced from the frequency /RFa t
which depolarization is observed:
(79)
a

Jrev j

after lifting the sign ambiguity (obtained by observing the change of the depolarization
frequency when the energy is varied). The limit in accuracy of this calibration method can be as
small as 10~5. It is limited by the imperfections of the real storage rings: if the spin rotations are
not all about the vertical axis, the spin precession per turn is not anymore strictly proportional to
the energy and formula (78) is not exact [83]. The perturbation is less than 0.5 MeV at LEP for
a polarization level of 10%. Other limitations are related to non-linearities (sextupoles),
interference with other spin resonances,....
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The energy calibration by resonant depolarization has also been used to measure the mass
of the K mesons [84,85], <j) meson [86], y meson [87] and of the Y,T',Y", mesons
[46,48,79,88,89]. One must also mention the very accurate comparison [90] of the
gyromagnetic anomaly of electrons and positrons at VEPP2-M by again a RF technique similar
to an NMR experiment showing that the sophisticated spin manipulations in Nuclear Magnetic
Resonance can also be used in electron storage rings.
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SPACE CHARGE DOMINATED BEAM TRANSPORT
I Hofmann
GSI Darmstadt, D-64220 Darmstadt 11

Abstract
We consider beam transport systems where space charge forces are
comparable in strength with the external focusing force. Space
charge then plays an important role for beam transmission and
emittance growth. We use the envelope model for matching and
the generalized field energy equations to study emittance growth.
Analytic results are compared with numerical simulation.
1

INTRODUCTION

In high-current linear accelerators and in transport systems for protons or heavier
ions the repulsive force due to the space charge carried by the beam itself plays an important role for the design of the focusing system and for conservation of beam emittance.
In proton or heavy ion linear accelerators the actual space charge bottle-neck is at injection, where the ion is slow and correspondingly the space charge density and resulting
forces large. Much can be learnt from transport experiments [1, 2, 3], which have been
performed to study emittance growth under stationary conditions, i.e. no acceleration.
Interest in these transport experiments was largely stimulated by the idea of using heavy
ions for inertial confinement fusion [4], which requires transport of large currents over long
distances. We emphasize, however, that the role of space charge for emittance growth is
equally important for high-current proton or heavy ion linacs. One way of discussing emittance growth is by re-Hating it to the electrostatic energy of the space charge distribution
("nonlinear field energy"). This concept was originally derived in Refs. [5, 6],
for 2-D beams. The analytical theory can be generalized to the 3-D case [7], but
we confine this lecture to the 2-D problem of beam transport of long beams, ignoring the
longitudinal degree of freedom.
2

BASIC PROPERTIES

2.1

Incoherent Effect of Space Charge
For comparison we recall that in circular accelerators space charge is always a relatively weak perturbation described by the betatron tune shift Au
d2x
——. = - (u0- Au)2 x = -v2x

(1)

where vQ is the betatron tune in the absence*of space charge and Au < i < < z/0 in order
to use a gap free of machine resonances. The corresponding slight increase in betatron
wavelength is contrasted by a large effect in high-current linear accelerators, where one
tries to compensate the external focusing force (given by UQ) as much as possible by space
charge, hence u2 < u\ (Fig. 1).
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Figure 1: Space charge effect on betatron oscillation in circular accelerators (left) and
high-current linear accelerators (right).
2.2

Coherent Effects

In practice the ideal space charge limit v = 0 with an exact balance between the
applied focusing and the defocusing force due to space charge can be approached only to
a limited extent. With decreasing u/u0 the beam is increasingly dominated by collective
behaviour, which can lead to emittance growth. Coherent modes of oscillation have been
studied analytically for the highly specialized Kapchinskij-Vladimirskij distribution [8].
For more realistic beam models one depends on computer simulation, which shows various
modes of emittance growth due to such coherent oscillations (reviewed in Ref. [9]). It
will be shown below that in a periodic focusing system coherent modes of oscillation can
be in resonance with the focusing period. "Harmful" structure resonances can be largely
avoided by choosing sufficiently small values for a0.
2.3

Space Charge Limited Current

Following Maschke [10] the relationship between beam current and a/cro for a periodic quadrupole channel can be expressed in the following way [11]:
= 3.66 • 10 6 (^

(2)

with Bo the quadrupole pole-tip field, e the transverse emittance and F(a/a0) a factor,
which depends only weakly on the type of focusing (see Fig. 2 for a symmetric quadrupole
channel). Equation (2) is the condition that the beam is matched to the transport channel.
For small cr/cro the dependence of beam current on a for a given channel can be seen more
directly from the approximately valid scaling [12]
I~a

~-

(3)

where a is the channel radius. Knowledge of the minimum a for stable transport is thus
essential for optimum current transmission. This will be studied in more detail further
below.

3

MATCHING WITH UNIFORM SPACE CHARGE

The defocusing effect of space charge has to be compensated by an appropriate
change of the a- and /^-functions at the entrance to a transport channel. For large space
charge it is often necessary to increase the quadrupole strength to avoid hitting the aper-
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LL

1.0

6/60

Figure 2: Current transmission factor as function of cr/a0.
ture. For uniform space charge distribution within an elliptic boundary the repulsive
Coulomb force varies linearly with distance from the beam center:
x
a(a + b)

(4)

and
Ey =

b(a
with VQ = 0c and a, b the transverse semi-axi (i.e. envelopes). As is shown in the appendix,
following the derivation by Sacherer, [13] one can then describe the beam envelopes by
the equations

(a+ b)

= 0

(6)

= 0,

(7)

and similarly
ds2

with ex, e2 the emittances and I the current. These equations are the basis for matching
of a beam to a transport channel in the presence of space charge.
As an example we consider a symmetric FODO transport channel with the periodic
cell 4 m long and a beam of protons at 100 MeV with e = 10"67rm-rad. A matched
envelope for vanishing space charge (/ = 0) is shown in Fig. 3 (top), where the upper
trace is the horizontal, and the lower trace the vertical envelope. The trajectory of the
test particle shown gives a full oscillation over six periodic cells, i.e. a0 — 60°. We also
show the increased envelope and reduced betatron phase advance a for large currents, but
focusing gradients unchanged. Results are summarized in Fig. 4, along with the increase
of /3-function values (here at the center of a drift section) for decreasing a.
For an aperture limited beam transport it is necessary to increase the focusing
gradients. In Fig. 5 we have used the same currents as in Fig. 3, but increased the
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<r. = 60"
c = 33* (/ = l.M)

s, = 60*

Figure 3: Space charge effect on matched envelopes in symmetric FODO channel with
a0 = 60°.
quadrupole gradients (shown by the height of square boxes) so that a = 60° is maintained
for the depressed tune. As a consequence the average envelope has about the same size
as in the zero-current case of Fig. 3, whereas the excursions of the envelope increase with
current.

4 EMITTANCE AND FIELD ENERGY
4.1 General Principle
We are interested to understand under what conditions and to what extent the
emittance can grow. Our goal is to predict emittance growth from general principles - as
much as possible - without actually computing the dynamical process responsible for it.
Here we present an approach, which allows a qualitative discussion of the various sources
of emittance growth, as well as quantitative estimates for the expected growth in special
cases. The general idea of this approach is to consider emittance growth as an increase
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Figure 4: Phase advance a as function of I and /3-function as function of a for fixed
CTO = 60°.
of thermal energy, which must be taken from the overall available beam energy. If we
succeed in estimating the available source of energy we can also estimate the maximum
possible emittance growth.
We assume the total energy of the beam can be written in the following way
Etotai

=

EthiX

EthiZ

E

ext

(8)

where
x, z
Eth-,x,z

Eext
Efield

transverse coordinates
forward kinetic energy
thermal energy in x,z (equivalent to emittance)
potential energy due to externally applied focusing force
energy of space charge induced electric field

A growth of thermal energy (in x or z) and thus emittance is possible at the expense
of either EQ or Ejieid- Due to the fact that the beam is always at a minimum of the
external potential (in time average), Eext is not a source of energy available for emittance
growth and we expect Eext also to increase during growth of the emittance. In addition,
it is possible that thermal energy is transferred between the transverse plane (x, z) and
the longitudinal direction (y), if there is a significant initial imbalance. This important
subject ("equipartitioning") is treated in Ref. [14], with an analytical model in Ref. [15].
In all cases Ejieid plays a crucial role. It should be noted here that in a constant focusing
system En,. + Eext + E/ieid is constant, hence we have no coupling with Eo. In periodic
focusing, on the other hand, such a coupling can be significant as will be shown below.
This subject has been treated in detail in Ref. [8].
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Figure 5: Increased focusing gradients keeping constant a = 60°, which results in roughly
constant average envelope.

4.2

Generalized Emittance Equation

It can be shown that the emittances ex,ez for the two transverse planes x,z are
related to the field energy by the following equation, valid for constant or periodic focusing
(the derivation is given in Appendix A; see also Refs. [5, 6, 7]:

J A
J_
A.
F ds
ds

2
Fx

1 d 2
4- —
—
P2 J

~

~

~

ds

with
K=
2

Nq2

, 2 2 mean squares of x, z

(generalized

perveance)

(9)
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W
actual field energy
Wu field energy of equivalent uniform density beam
w0 normalization constant (= field energy inside actual beam boundary
of a uniform beam)
The significance of this equation is that the change of emittance is related to a
change of the "nonlinear field energy" W — Wu, i.e. the excess field energy due to the
non-uniformity of the density. A uniform density beam — even with large mismatch —
therefore has constant emittance.

4.3

Minimum Field Energy of Uniform Density Beam

A practically important property of the field energy is that it adopts its minimum
for a uniform density beam. This can be shown by defining a variational expression
(10)
with ai,a2 Lagrangian multipliers to keep the r.m.s. size constant. For a minimum we
require the variation of S to vanish, hence

6S = J j [e0ESE + N-1 (ajx 2 + a2z2) Sn] dx dz.

(11)

The density perturbation is defined by an arbitrary displacement
5n(x,z) = Vn-£x,

(12)

thus we obtain

SS = J J[<j> + N~l (ajx2 + a2z2)] (Vn6x) dxdz = 0

(13)

requiring either 4> = —N~l [a^x2 + oc2z2) (interior of beam, hence uniformly charged
ellipsoid) or re = const. = 0 (exterior).

4.4

Field Energy of Different Beam Models
Calculation of the field energy for a parabolic density profile

leads to the following result
(

41

O V 6

with the r.m.s. envelope x = a/y/E and z = b/y/6. Due to the minimum field energy
property of a uniform beam of the same r.m.s. size it is convenient to calculate the
difference energy in normalized units:
^

^

w0

=
= 5 .
66

4

I nn^ .^0 . 0 2 2 4 .
2
2

(16)
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This normalized "nonlinear field energy" hence is always positive according to the previous
section. For a Gaussian density profile truncated at 4 standard deviations one obtains
the considerably larger value of 0.154.

4.5

Stationary Distributions and Debye Shielding

It must be noted that a Gaussian phase space distribution is consistent with a
Gaussian density profile only in the low-current limit. From computer simulation one
finds that practically any phase distribution functions leads to uniform density in the
limit of high current. In Fig. 6 this is shown for a Gaussian distribution.

o
"c
CO

0.0

0.1
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0.S

0.6

0.7

0.8
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1.0

Figure 6: Density profiles for Gaussian phase space distribution near space charge limit.
Bars indicate A# according to Eq. (20).
This is readily shown for a Gaussian distribution (r2 = x2 + z2)
f

/ x'2 4- z12

L

2

V

k

a

\

1

(17)

2

which, after insertion into Poisson's equation and expansion of the exponential yields
n~n0

* - (^)

exp((r~c)/AJD)

(18)

provided that the total potential in Eq. (17) is small as compared with the average
transverse energy //. This condition can be expressed in terms of the Debye-length Ap,
i.e.
(19)
where AD is given by
.i' 2

vl

(20)
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We can also express Ap/a in terms of the tune depression
-

=

- * -

where v/v0 is replaced by cr/oo for periodic focusing.
The physical meaning of the Debye-length is the one familiar in plasma physics: a
high-current beam shields the external focusing force from its interior by building up a
uniform density with a space charge force that cancels the focusing force. The shielding
is ineffective in the boundary layer of a thickness given by Ao (Fig. 6). Hence, for small
u/u0 there is practically no restoring force in the interior of the beam and particles are
"reflected" by the uncompensated force in the boundary layer.

5

APPLICATION TO EMITTANCE GROWTH

Using Eq. (9) we can now discuss the possible sources for emittance growth. The
relationship between emittance and thermal rsp. kinetic energy suggests the analogy with
a ball in a potential trough. The following situations can be envisaged:

stable stationary

stable mismatched

unstable

Figure 7: Analogy with ball in a potential trough

5.1

Stable Stationary Beam
This requires that the emittances ex and ez are conserved along the channel and the
envelopes in x and z vary periodically. According to Eq. (9) a necessary condition for this
is that W — Wu is a constant. This can be satisfied if the beam density profile remains
self-similar. Such an observation has been made in numerical simulation; an analytical
proof for beams with non-uniform density and periodic focusing is given in Ref. [16].
5.2

Mismatched Beam
An initial excess field energy is transferred into emittance according to Eq. (9). For
a round beam and constant focusing we can integrate Eq. (9) and find

(22)

with U = (W — Wu) IWQ the normalized nonlinear field energy.
As an example we inject a beam with Gaussian profile into a channel with VQ/V =
6. Since we know from equation (14) that close to the space charge limit a stationary
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solution has nearly uniform density, nearly all of the excess nonlinear field energy (0.15
in normalized units) is found as emittance growth during less than a betatron oscillation.
Hence we can estimate the predicted emittance growth by ignoring the final nonlinear
field energy and thus obtain
^T

^ 2-6

( 23 )

which is equivalent to an emittance growth of 90 % and agrees very well with the result of
simulation. This is shown in Fig. Sa for a multiparticle computer simulation in a periodic
solenoid channel. We observe that the mismatch emittance growth formula applies equally
well to periodic focusing also - growth factors found in simulation are practically identical
with those in constant focusing. It is only the ratio i/o/v rsp. 0o/cr, which is important.
A different result is obtained if a strictly uniform beam is injected, hence we start
at the minimum field energy. Such a beam has the tendency of smoothing its sharp
boundary, which requires a small amount of field energy leading to a small decrease in
r.m.s. emittance. This is again confirmed by simulation (Fig. Sb). We observe that
such an r.m.s. emittance decrease is not violating Liouville, which still applies to the
four-dimensional phase space. We thus conclude that injection of as uniform a density as
possible minimizes emittance growth of high-current beams.
In this context we also need to mention the possibility of an initial envelope mismatch, which might result from an improper entrance matching. The associated "mismatch energy" can be translated into emittance growth if the beam density is nonuniform.
This case is considered in more detail in Ref. [17].

5.3

Coherent Instabilities

In linear beam transport, coherent instabilities occur due to a local interaction of
an ensemble of particles via the space charge force. This is in contrast with beams in
circular accelerators, where coupling to the surrounding structure or to other bunches
plays a dominant role.
In the present framework coherent instabilities can be discussed qualitatively by
writing Eq. (9) for a round beam in periodic solenoidal focusing (kx = kz).

U—KW'ES^.

,24)

as
as
wo
2
We assume a matched envelope, hence x oscillates with the focusing periodicity. Furthermore, we assume a small coherent oscillation of the beam, such that W — Wu oscillates
with the period of oscillation of the particular mode. We now anticipate a steadily growing
s 2 , if x2 and W — Wu oscillate with the same frequency (phase shifted by ~ 90°). In this
case the r.h.s. of Eq. (24) has a non-oscillatory part, which adds up to a finite emittance
growth until the resonance condition is lost by detuning. The resulting "structure resonance" is thus a coupling between the zero-order oscillatory envelope and a non-uniform
coherent mode of oscillation as illustrated by the example in Fig. 9 of a round beam in
periodic focusing with a0 — 120° and a = 10°.
A direct calculation of the emittance growth is not possible from Eq. (24); this would
require to determine the actual time dependence of W — Wu, which is not possible analyt-
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Figure 8: Squared envelope (top), nonlinear field energy U/w 0 (center) and emittance
growth factors (bottom) versus number of focusing periods obtained from multiparticle
computer simulation in a periodic solenoid channel with <r0 = 60°, a = 10°. (a) Gaussian density profile, (b) Semi-Gaussian: uniform density profile and Gaussian velocity
distribution.
ically. For illustration of the principle of a structure resonance we can, however, derive a
scaling expression for the emittance growth by making a simple harmonic approximation
x2{s) ~ x2 + 8x2 sin(ws)

(25)

U ~ U + 6U cos(us)

(26)

where u> = 2n/L and L the focusing period. We then find from Eq. (24)
~B2^2K6X2UJ8U

ds

sin2 {US)

(27)

In smooth approximation K follows from the envelope equation (with £,• the matched
initial emittance)
(28)

We obtain
11/2

si ~ I

' 2'

-1

where we have used the approximation Js\n2(us)ds w | .

(29)
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Figure 9: Structure resonance in computer simulation of initially uniform beam (KVdistribution) in periodically interrupted solenoid focusing.
From this expression we conclude that, in an advanced stage the emittance rise is
weaker than linear in time. It is enhanced by small a and large envelope excursions as
in strong focusing. In the example of Fig. 9 the excited mode has an octupole type field
perturbation, which grows from noise on the initially uniform beam (KV-distribution)
and saturates between focusing period 15 and 20. In this region the average normalized
nonlinear field energy 5U is estimated as 0.02 and Eq. (29) yields e/so ci 3 which agrees
reasonably well with the numerical result. After focusing period 20 the situation becomes
very nonlinear: a different mode with half the oscillation frequency starts growing and
leads to further strong emittance growth.
These particular modes can be avoided if a0 < 90°, in which case they are out of
resonance. As was shown in Ref. [8] another type of mode can appear for OQ — 90°
and a ~ 45° (sextupole type field perturbation). This mode, however, was found to be
practically negligible in its effect on emittance growth. This result was also confirmed by
experiment [1].
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A

APPENDIX

A.I

Derivation of R.M.S. Envelope Equation
In order to derive analytically a relationship between emittances and field energy
we consider x and z as transverse coordinates and start from the single-particle equation
of motion in x (similar for z)
x" + kx{s)x-—^-1Ex(x,z,s)

=O

(A.I)

where kx describes the periodically varying focusing force and E follows from Poisson's
equation
V-E = ^-n(x,z,s)

(A.2)

and n is the density obtained by projecting a 4-D phase space distribution into real space:

n = J Jf(x,z,x',z',s)dx'dz'

(A.3)

The distribution function / is subject to Vlasov's equation (vo = dx/ds).

Vi/ = 0

(A.4)

Solution of equations (A.1)-(A.4) is fraught with the usual difficulties in solving a partial
integro-differential equation. Keeping in mind that the r.m.s. emittance is defined through
second-order moments of the distribution function, we follow the procedure introduced by
Sacherer [13] and convert Eq. (A.4) into ordinary differential equations involving secondorder moments only. We thus define the moments, where we assume that N is the total
number of particles per unit length of beam, according to

^=N1 J ...Jx2fdx...dz\

(A.5)

similar with x' 2 , xx' and likewise in z. The r.m.s. emittance is then defined as (note that
some authors drop the factor 4)

ex = 4 p V * _ •JX72)1/2

(A.6)

and similar in z. We then obtain from Eq. (A.4) by multiplying it with x2 and integrating
over all phase space
—a? _ Zxx1 = 0
—xx7 - ^ + kxx*
ds

^

+ 2JkxiF - -

(A.7)

%-wxEx = 0
m73v5

(A.8)

^ 'x1Ex = 0

(A.9)

3

ds
m7 U
By applying Sacherer's procedure we readily obtain the equation
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#
x

(

—1/2

(similar in z) with x = x2
the r.m.s. envelope. This lequires, however, knowledge of
ex to be of real use. Hence, for constant ex, a straightforward integration of the r.m.s.
envelope equation is possible, if xEx can be calculated explicitly. This is indeed possible
for a uniform charge distribution within an elliptical boundary, in which case Ex is a
linear function of x (see section 3).
Hence we obtain the r.m.s. envelope equation

£x + kx(s)x -r$i2

3

3

fa,..-x = 0

(A.ll)

ds
16x
47rem7 v5(a: -f z)
and similar in z. Note that x = a/2 and z = 6/2, where a, b are the usual envelopes.
We also derive from Eq. (A. 10) the differential equation
(x2 x'Ex - xx' xEx)

(A. 12)

and similar for z, where we had to introduce the moments xEx,x'Ex.
For Ex a linear
function of x, one readily sees that ex must be constant, hence the r.m.s. envelope
equations are a closed set of ordinary differential equations and can be solved explicitly.
For Ex other than a linear function of x (or a constant) these moments are of higher
order, hence the above differential equations are not a closed set. By going to higher
order moments we would obtain an infinite set of coupled equations, in general.
A.2

Generalized Emittance Equation
In the following we show that it is possible to transform the terms involving the
electric field in such a way that only the energy of the field appears explicitly. The latter
still includes higher-order moments, but we benefit from the fact that it is a quantity of
direct physical meaning and amenable to estimates.
For this purpose we re-write

WE~X = N-1 J... Jx'EJ

dx...dz' = N~1 J I Exnvx dx dz

(A.13)

where we have introduced vx as local averaged velocity of beam particles (in a frame,
where the beam is at rest).
With the local current
j = qnvov

(A.14)

~PEX = (Nqvo)'1 J f Exjxdx dz

(A.15)

we obtain

and similar for z. We thus find, using E = — V$):
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/ / E j dx dz = f f c6V -j dx dz = -qv0 f

f 6^- dx dz

(A.16)

where we have used the continuity equation

derived from Eq. (A.4) by integration. The integration in Eq. (A.16) is performed over
the cross section F, which contains the beam in its interior, hence we may neglect a
boundary integral. Using Poisson's equation we obtain by partial integration:

J JE-jdxdz

= -vo-^-W -eovo J<t>-^Enda

(A.18)

with En the normal component of E on the boundary of F (surface element da) and

W = — J J E2dx dz

(A.19)

the electric field energy within F.
The next step is to add the three Eqs. (A.12) and express x'Ex by the electric field
energy according to Eqs. (A.15, A.IS). We thus find the relationship
1 d
x2ds

2
x

1 d
z2 ds

2
z

32q
mj3vl

\ 11 dW
dW
[ Nq
ds
Nq ds

ee00 ff ,,6b
Nq
NqJ
6s

(A.20)

with

1 d?
Equation (A.20) holds exactly, but we need some approximation to evaluate the term /
on the r.h.s. and obtain a practically useful equation.
Firstly, it can be shown that for a uniform beam with elliptic cross section the field
energy per unit length calculated within a large circle of radius R is given by
(A.22)
where a and b are the semi-axi in x and z. We then also find for the uniform beam that
/ is related to Wu according to

Next we use the result found by Sacherer that xEx and zEz are independent of the density
profile as long as elliptical symmetry is given:

(x2

z2

»(*.*.•) =- p + H

\

(A 24)

'
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Hence, Eq. (A.23) is true for all beams satisfying equation (A.24) and we re-write Eq.
(A.20) as

LU + l*^-U<±™^.
2

x

2

z

(A.25)

x ds
z ds
ds w0
Here we have neglected the boundary integral (which is justified for large R) and introduced the generalized perveance
J2

( A - 26 )

and the field energy normalization constant wo = (N2q2)/(l6ireo), which gives the field
energy of a uniform beam within the actual beam boundary. We note that the generalized
emittance Eq. (A.25) derived here for 2-D beams can be derived for 3-D bunched beams
as well [7].
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RADIO-FREQUENCY QUADRUPOLE
M. Weiss
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
ABSTRACT
The principle of operation of the Radio-Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ)
is shown. Rather than describe all the details of this accelerator, basic
equations are given and the approach which led to the invention of the
RFQ is explained. Similar ideas may be applied to the solution of other
problems, of which one example is given.
1.

INTRODUCTION

The Radio-Frequency Quadrupole (RFQ) is a linear accelerator of a relatively recent date.
In spite of its rather simple principle, it was invented only in the late 1960s by Kapchinsky
[1,2] of the Institute of Theoretical and Experimental Physics (ITEP), Moscow. Teplyakov
[3] of the same Institute constructed the cavity, in which a high-frequency electromagnetic field
is created that is of such a type and mode as to permit the RFQ to operate properly. Important
contributions to the RFQ have also been made by the Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL)
[4], where a model called 'Proof of Principle1 (POP) was constructed and put into operation in
1980 [5]. Since then, the RFQ has become so popular that in just a few years several tens of
RFQs have been constructed and put into operation in many laboratories and universities all
over the world.
The salient features of the RFQ are that it bunches, focuses, and accelerates charged
particles by using RF fields only. The RFQ is particularly suited to accelerating ions in the
low-energy range (up to 1 or 2 MeV per nucleon). For this purpose it is certainly the best
machine existing today.
In order to grasp fully the originality of the RFQ, we shall start this paper by recalling
some properties of the electromagnetic fields in resonant cavities and show the conditions
which such cavities must satisfy to be used as accelerators. After that, an extensive analysis of
the RFQ will follow, comprising beam dynamics, electrodynamics, and some information
concerning its construction. We shall end by briefly showing how the same approach as that
which led to the invention of the RFQ could eventually be used to solve other tasks.
2.

WAVES AND CAVITIES

2.1 Waves in empty cavities
Electromagnetic waves in free space are of the 'transverse electromagnetic' type (TEM):
both the electric and the magnetic fields are transverse, i.e. perpendicular to the direction of
propagation. In empty cavities, such waves are not possible and one of the fields, either the
electric (TM wave) or the magnetic (TE wave), has to be in the longitudinal direction.
In cavities, each wave type can be present in various modes; the modes are indicated by
subscripts and they describe the spatial periodicity of the wave. For example, when working in
rectangular coordinates, TMmnp indicates a transverse magnetic wave type with m, n, and p
half periods along the x, y, and z direction, respectively. (In cylindrical coordinates the
meaning of subscripts is somewhat different: m indicates the number of full circumferential
periods, n is the number of radial variations, and p is, as before, the number of half periods
along z.)
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The wave equation of the electromagnetic field in vacuum is
c2 dt
dt22

where
the
operator
V (nabla)
stands for
spatial
derivatives
[V = (d I dx)i +(d/ dy)] + (<•?/ dz)k\ and c is the wave velocity (the velocity of light). In
cavities one sometimes prefers to deal with currents and voltages rather than with magnetic and
electric fields; the wave equation applies then also to the former quantities.
In a bounded medium one usually tries to express the solution of the wave equation as a
product of functions depending only on one variable

EXx,y,z,i) = Xwhere the subscript i indicates the Ith component of the field.
Dealing with harmonic oscillations, the time dependence can be expressed by eJ0*-,
assuming z to be the direction of wave propagation, the function Z(z) is of the form
exp (—jkzz). Hence the wave equation can be rewritten as:

where d2E/dz2 is replaced by -k2E and (-11 c2)[d2EI dt2) by k2E[k2 = (O21 c2). The
constants k, which are called wave numbers, can be grouped as

-k2+k2 = k2 ,
and for real kt one has:

which implies \kz\ < \k\.
Writing the wave equation solution as

Et{x,y,z,t) = Xi(x)Yi(y) exp [j{(Ot-kzz)]
one recognizes a wave with a 'phase velocity1:

vph = co/kz>c

(notec = co/k) .

Usually one represents the relation between k (= (Olc) and kz by a so-called dispersion diagram;
for a given mode (kt = const) one has the graph presented in Fig. 1. The curve is symmetric
around the origin: negative kz means propagation in the opposite direction, which is equally
possible. The slope of the radius vector to a certain point P on the curve is equal to the phase
velocity of that wave; the points on the curve are above the asymptote, indicating that vph > c.
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In empty cavities the phase velocity is always higher than c and therefore such a cavity
cannot be used directly to accelerate particles, because synchronism between wave and particle
is required. One has to find a means of slowing down the wave. This can be done by
'loading' the cavity periodically, i.e. introducing some periodic obstacles.
i,«-"

Hyperbola:

Asymptote: v p n =

k2-k|=k2t

or

UJ

u>c cut-off frequency

Fig. 1 Dispersion diagram (empty cavity)
2.2 Waves in loaded cavities
If one proceeds as shown in Fig. 2, the wave equation solution Z(z) has to exhibit the
periodicity in z; according to Floquet's theorem for periodic structures, the solution may differ,
as one goes from a period to the next, only by a constant factor such as exp (-jkzd), where d is
the period:
Z(z) oc exp (-./

(

-

2 n n

In contrast to the empty cavity, the loaded cavity has a solution containing an infinite
sum; only the correct spectrum of the various 'space harmonics' An will satisfy the now
complicated boundary conditions.

Cell length

t

Cavity

L\

Disc

Fig. 2 Periodically disc-loaded cavity
The n* harmonic of the electric field is:

-Ij
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and the phase velocity is slowed down:
CO

kt + {2m/d)

CO

kn

One can draw a dispersion diagram also for the loaded cavity. It will be very different from
that of an empty cavity: the 'disturbance' created by the periodic discs is shown in the new
dispersion curve co = f{kn), Fig. 3. A synchronism between wave and particle is now
possible, but with a much more complicated cavity. Owing to complex boundary conditions,
the fields are usually determined numerically.

i , U)

Fig. 3 Dispersion diagram of a periodic structure
For completeness we mention that the energy propagation in a cavity is linked with a
velocity called the group velocity. This velocity is given by the tangent of the dispersion curve:
d(O

2.3 Stability of motion of particles
There is one more thing which merits our attention: when accelerating a bunch of
particles, one has to keep them together, both longitudinally and transversally: the particles
perform synchrotron and betatron oscillations around a stable or 'synchronous' particle. In a
frame which moves synchronously with the wave, the situation is quasi-static and the equation

BE.
z

=_ 0

dx
dy
dz
applies. For centripetal forces, all the terms must be negative, which is impossible. If we
make SEZ / 8z < 0 in order to have longitudinal stability, then at least one of the other two
terms is positive and the motion is unstable transversally. An additional, 'external' focusing
has therefore to be applied in such cases, and this is usually done with quadrupoles or
solenoids.
3.

PRINCIPLE OF OPERATION OF THE RFQ

The principle of operation of the RFQ can easily be explained by looking at some simple
drawings. We start with Fig. 4, which represents an electric quadrupole having alternating
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voltages on its electrodes. If particles move along the z-axis and they are slow enough (or the
quadrupole is long enough), so that they stay inside the quadrupole for several periods of the
alternating voltage, they will be exposed to an alternating electric field and undergo an
alternating gradient focusing. Hence, instead of the usual sequence of 'spatially' distributed
quadrupoles with alternating polarities, the same effect can be produced by a long, single
quadrupole, with 'time' varying fields; see Fig. 5.
*y

--sin(ujt+f)

Fig. 4 Electric quadrupole with a.c. voltage
What about the longitudinal fields? They can be created by 'perturbing' the electrodes of
the a.c. quadrupole of Fig. 4 in a periodic way: a part of the originally transverse field is
deviated into the longitudinal direction. A convenient perturbation is a sinusoidal modulation
and the sinusoids of the horizontal and vertical electrodes have to be displaced by half a period,
see Fig. 6. This is the essence of the RFQ: the period of the perturbation is such as to create
synchronism between 'wave' and particle, necessary for acceleration; in addition, the
transverse a.c. field provides an alternating gradient focusing (note that the equation VE = 0,
in the moving frame, has always one of the transverse terms > 0; the stability of the betatron
motion is obtained by alternating these terms).
The RFQ operates at high frequencies, typically from several tens to several hundreds of
MHz. The electrodes, which are called 'vanes', are therefore placed in a cavity (resonator) to
prevent the RF fields from radiating. The problems of the cavity (electrodynamics) are distinct
from the problems of beam propagation (beam dynamics). The latter are concentrated around
the z-axis, and inside a radius much smaller than the cavity radius which is proportional to the
wavelength A. Owing to the symmetry, the magnetic field on the z-axis of the RFQ is zero;
this is approximately true also for the region r « A. The consequences for the beam dynamics
are important:
i)

The wave equations can, in this region, be replaced by the simpler Laplace equation.

ii)

The vanes present well-defined boundaries, with a potential from which one can
analytically derive the fields.

iii)

It is possible to ask for specific fields and then determine the corresponding boundaries.

One can see that there are many possibilities, a fact recognized by Kapchinsky. We shall
essentially follow his procedure by starting with the Laplace equation in cylindrical coordinates:
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Quadruples
F

D

F

G(Z)M

I±L

ik
space periodicity

AC quadrupole

G(t)i

time periodicity

Fig. 5 Alternating gradient focusing with 'space' and 'time' periodicity

{r +

r ddr\ dr)

d2U

d2U

(1)

r dd

with U(r,B,z) being the electric field potential, which has to be considered as multiplied by the
factor sin (cot + (p), owing to its a.c. character.
A general solution of this equation has been derived in Appendix A; the result is

cos

cosmkz

where
m + n = 2p + 1; p = 0, 1,2,...;
±V/2 is the vane potential (see Fig. 4);
hn(x) is the modified Besssel function of order 2«;
k = 2ripX with ft being the relativistic factor and X the wavelength.

(2)
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a:

minimum distance from axis

m > a: maximum distance from axis
rrp

modulation factor

PA" modulation period

Fig. 6 Modulation of RFQ electrodes to create longitudinal fields
The general solution of the potential function U(r,9,z) contains all the harmonics in
infinite series; a real RFQ is usually sufficiently well described with only a few harmonics.
To facilitate the analysis, we shall consider the lowest-order solution, which contains
only two terms, one out of each infinite series:

U(r,6,z) = — [AQS2 COS 26 + AwI0(kr) cos kz] .

(3)

In the first term one recognizes the potential of an electric quadrupole; the second gives the
accelerating field.
Imposing the condition that U(r,6,z) is constant along a vane (see Fig. 6),

one gets for the constants
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acceleration parameter A]0 =
focusing parameter

AQI = - y [l - ^io A) C^0)]
a
a2 m2lo (ka) + I0 (mka)

(4)

=x
aa2

The constants are expressed by geometric parameters (a and m, see Fig. 6) which may
change from period to period. For example, increasing m we get more acceleration, while
decreasing a we get more focusing. When particles are accelerated, their velocity v = fie
increases and so the period /JA must also increase (synchronism between wave and particle).
One sees that linear accelerators are in fact only quasi-periodic structures.
From the above relation

we get, after multiplying by V:

This formula is very interesting: it tells us that the intervane voltage V is composed of a part
required for focusing (#V) and another required for acceleration [Alo/o(&a)], see Eqs. (4).
For completeness, we also present the field components, in cylindrical coordinates,
derived from the lowest-order potential function (3):

Er=-—
Ee=-~

= -—[2 /iojrcos 26 + kAlQIx{kr) cos kz)
r ou

sin 26

Ez = - — = ~kAlQIQ(kr) sin kz .
The vanes have to be shaped so as to produce fields required by the beam dynamics. The vane
surface equations are obtained from Eq. (3) putting U(r, 6,z) = ±V / 2:
S(r, 6,z) = AQS2
4.

COS 26

+ Al0I0(kr) cos kz = ±1 .

BEAM DYNAMICS IN THE RFQ

It was shown how the fields in the RFQ can be derived analytically from a well-defined
potential function, a solution of the Laplace equation. In fact, one would like to impose
conditions on these fields, according to beam dynamics requirements, and then find the
corresponding potential and vane shapes.
The RFQ is used as an accelerator in the low-energy range; therefore non-relativistic
equations of motion can be applied (y = 1). We shall first consider the transverse dynamics
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(betatron motion) and then the longitudinal dynamics (synchrotron motion). The Cartesian
coordinate system will be used and for simplicity, but without losing sight of the essential
points, fields belonging to the lowest-order potential function will be analysed.
4 . 1 Transverse beam dynamics
The equation of motion in one of the transverse planes (x or y) is

From the potential (3) with the time variation included,
U(x,y,z,t) = — IAQ^X2 -y2) + Al0IQ(kr) cos kz] sin (cot+ <p) ,

(5)

one gets the field
dU

s.dr
. 1 . /
x
A wn
Ax$Ix(kr)k— cos&z sin (cot + cp) .
(6)
dx
2L
dx
j
The first term gives the alternating (in time) gradient focusing; the second is the perturbation of
the quadrupole field due to vane modulation. Making substitutions in Eq. (6):
Ex =

V[.A

=

2AQXX +

/] (kr) ~kr/2

(linearizing for small arguments) ,

dr I dx = xl r

(differentiating r2 = x2 + y2) ,

cos (kz) sin (cot + <p) = — [sin (2kz + <p)+ sin <p]
(replacing cot by coz I v = kz),
one gets the linearized field
Vf
1
?r
<2AQ! sin (kz + (p) +-Al0k [sin (2kz+(p)+
' I
^
Note that (p is the RF phase when the particle enters a cell.
Ex •=

il
sin (p\>x .
J

It is convenient to introduce a normalized independent variable r, which changes by one
over a structure period j8A (cell):
)=6)t + (p = 2%X .
The equation of motion in the new variable is

dt2
where

B sin 2KT+Arf

+—&— sin

sin<p

4TZT

J

;
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X2 e YV
B=- o ~ ^ T
c ma
Arf =
J

is t h e

focusing factor

i s t n e RF defocusing factor.

9 9A\QV
m 2c fi

(7)

(8)

This is Hill's equation with a coefficient periodic in T. There are two harmonics of the
alternating gradient focusing in the periodic coefficient: sin 2TVZ and sin 4KT. The first
harmonic is preponderant, so we neglect the second one and get:
^ - J + \B sin 2TIV + A J * = 0 .

(9)

This is the Mathieu equation, which is typical for beam dynamics in periodic structures. We
look for solutions of the form
m

m = 0, ±1, ±2, ...
where exp (JOT*) is the slowly varying part (smooth part), oscillating with the betatron
frequency <7j and depending on the average focusing, while exp (j2nmi) is the wiggle,
containing the periodicity of the structure. In Appendix B, the Mathieu equation has been
analysed and the solution, to first order in m, obtained as

with
c%~-2-J + Aff

(10)

c~—

an

and

1

4K

The smooth frequency at and the wiggle are expressed with the parameters of the Mathieu
equation. Note that with T as independent variable, the frequency at is identical with the
betatron phase advance per period.
4.2 Longitudinal beam dynamics
In the longitudinal plane (synchrotron motion), the equations are somewhat different.
We consider first the energy gain of the particle in a cell /?A.
From Eq. (5) we get the longitudinal field

Ez(x,y,z) =

= — fc410/0(fcr) sin &z sin
dz

2
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and integrating it over the n* cell (note that the contribution of each half cell is the same) we
obtain the energy gain in that cell:
/JA/2

W n -W n -1=2 jeEz(0,0,z)dz
o
/3A/2

',

= 2 -ekA10V
2

7T

Jsin kz sin (kz + (p)dz
o

(12)

.

where
y2 is the energy gain in a half cell
Wn is the particle energy after the n* cell.
The energy gain in a cell is independent of the cell length. This is because the gain is
determined by the intervane voltage V, which is fixed. In contrast, in most other accelerators it
is the mean field E which is fixed and the energy gain is proportional to E J3X. The RFQ is
therefore not suitable for higher /?. It can, however, operate advantageously at low /?s which
is impossible with other accelerators (see Fig. 7). An Alvarez accelerator needs to be preceded
by a high-voltage electrostatic preaccelerator (several hundred kV) to bring particles to an
acceptable p.

RFQ

Modulated vane

Quadrupole

Drift tube

Fig. 7 RFQ and Alvarez linear accelerators
The energy gain in a cell depends on the phase (p. For stable motion, particles must
oscillate in phase and energy around the stable, synchronous particle. The stability of the
synchrotron motion is analysed with the usual canonic variables which, for <y= const are

= w-ws ,
indicating the phase and energy differences between a test particle and the synchronous one.
(We consider only test particles on the axis to avoid complicated equations due to the coupling
between synchrotron and betatron oscillations.)
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From

where
W is the energy of the test particle
Ws is the energy of the synchronous particle
one gets

and can derive the differential equation for A(p
dAcp I dt = -coAp / f5s = -coAW / mc2p2

,

or in the variable i
dA(p/dt=-2nAW/mc2p2 .

(13)

The corresponding equation for the energy is
dAW /dt=(n/

2)M10V[cos <p-cos<ps].

(14)

This is the basic set of equations for the synchrotron motion. We shall, essentially, analyse
two cases: i) linearized equations with slowly varying P; ii) non-linear equations in the
adiabatic approximation (j3 = const).
i)

To get a linear set of equations, we linearize Eq. (14) for small A(f>:
cos ((ps + A(p) - cos (ps —Acp sin (ps ,

and obtain
dAW/dt=a2(T)A(p

(15)

dA(pldx = -b2(i;)AW

(16)

and from Eq. (13)

where a 2 (r) and b2(t) are slowly varying functions of r.
a2(r) = -(n 12)eAwV sin (ps ,
(note that (ps < 0 for stability of synchrotron motion) and
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At a given moment T, Eqs. (15) and (16) specify the smooth motion in the (A(p,AW) phase
plane. Eliminating dz we get:
AWdAW
A(pdAcp

which gives after integration:
A(p2
,2

AW2
2

° *

The small oscillations describe an ellipse in the phase plane with the ratio of axes
AW

a
b

This ratio of axes changes with the energy of the particles; it is proportional to fi, which is
easily verified. [For comparison, in an Alvarez accelerator this ratio is, in relativistic form,

Differentiating Eq. (16) and substituting dAW / dx from Eq. (15), we get the secondorder differential equation for A<p:

d
—\P;7
dx\ dx

\sin
in(ps\A(p = 0 .

(17)

me

Such an equation is solved by multiplying it first by 0% and then replacing p2(d / dx) by d/du,
which leads to an equation, in the new variable u, of the familiar form

du 2
The coefficient K(u) is varying slowly, so the equation can be solved by the BKW (BrillouinKramer-Wenzel) method. Transforming the solution back to the variable Twe have

(18)

sin \<rL(i!)df+q>Q
with

= const

n2eA]OVp*\sin <ps

me
and

-1/4
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7T2eA]0V|sin q>.

1/2

(19)

Both the amplitude A^ and the 'frequency' aL (phase advance per period) decrease with
energy:
Aq> « / T 1 / 2

[The corresponding,
N-3/4

_

but relativistic,

(phase damping)

values in

an Alvarez

accelerator

are

„ Q-1/2..-3/2 T

ii)
So far we have analysed the synchrotron motion in the linear approximation. The
linearization of the problem enabled us to obtain and solve the differential equation (17). When
dealing with large oscillations, where the amplitudes approach the limits of stability,
linearization is no longer valid. To solve the non-linear system (13), (14), we have to make
other approximations: we assume adiabaticity (/? = const) and get differential equations with
constant coefficients. From Eqs. (13) and (14) we derive the second-order differential
equation:

cos {(ps + A<pj- cos (ps _
=0
Isin cps

(20)

The first or energy integral is:
d_

= 0,

dt
with V(Aq>) being the potential function

\sin(ps\

(21)

and satisfying V(0) = 0. From the energy integral one has

1( d

^

-f— A<pJ +alv(A(p)= const =// ,

(22)

where H indicates the oscillating energy of a particle, which is composed of the kinetic and the
potential part. From this expression interesting plots can be drawn, as shown in Fig. 8: The
first plot shows the potential V(q>) connected with phase oscillations. One recognizes the
stable phase <ps and the stability limits q>x and <jj2 belonging to the highest allowed oscillating
energy Hmax. The second plot shows particle trajectories in the (Acp, AW) phase plane. To
obtain them, dA<p / dx in Eq. (22) has been replaced by AW from Eq. (13). For each value of
H we get another curve in the (A(p,AW) phase plane. For H = //max we get the separatrix,
limiting the stable region and passing, as is known, through the unstable stationary (or fixed)
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point. The extension of the separatrix along the A<p axis depends on the stable (synchronous)
phase q>s: yr is the extension Acfo - A<p2. The function y/((ps) is given in the implicit form
sin W-

(23)

It can be derived from Eq. (21). For A<p = 0[(p = <ps) we have the maximum allowed energy
spread:
cos q>s - sin (ps) .

AW =

(24)

for fixed points:

Umax

ellipse of
small oscillations
separatrix

stable

unstable

fixed points: — A f = 0 , — AW = 0
uT

dT

Fig. 8 Energy plot and trajectories in the (&(p,AW) phase plane
Note that for <ps = -90°, the extension of the separatrix y/ is over 360°. In this case we have
only bunching, but not acceleration, of particles [cf. Eq. (12)].
This is essentially the beam dynamics of the RFQ. Many of the expressions derived
have, however, a quite general character and apply to other linear accelerators working in the
low-/J region.
4.3 Conditions put on parameters of the RFQ
What conditions do we put on the beam dynamics in the RFQ?
Since the RFQ operates at low energies and is used for intense beams, the space-charge
forces are quite important and require careful handling. Kapchinsky proposed a 'sound1
condition: to try to keep the external and the space-charge forces constant. Constant external
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forces mean constant oT and aL\ constant space-charge forces mean constant beam radius
(smooth) and bunch length [in Az not A<p; (/3A / 2^)
Applying Kapchinsky's condition, we get from Eqs. (10), (7), (8), (19), and (23):

41 = il
a

a2

= const

sin (D.
*-£• = const

PI

.__.
(25)

\ = const.
Equations (25) give us the functional relation between RFQ parameters, when quasi-stationary
bunches are to be accelerated. The RFQ parameters are thereby determined in a unique way.
There is, however, a small 'drawback' in the above procedure: analysing Eqs. (25) we
see that the beam must enter the RFQ already in bunches in order that the equations hold
strictly. If we inject a continuous beam, there must be a kind of 'transition' region over which
the beam gets slightly bunched and then Kapchinsky's conditions can be applied. Without
going into details here, we just mention that transition sections can be designed in several ways
(as, for example, at Los Alamos, Berkeley, and Saclay) without impairing die beam quality.
There is still another, rather important point which Kapchinsky has not solved: how to
match a 'time-independent' focusing structure (a normal transport system with focusing
elements) to a 'time-dependent' focusing structure in the RFQ. In fact, the RFQ acceptance
varies with the phase of the RF voltage and, at different moments in the RF cycle, it can have
shapes as different as shown in Fig. 9a. Crandall, from LANL, has made an important
contribution by proposing to move the vanes apart at the RFQ input, so that there is very little
focusing. The vanes would then come progressively to their nominal distance, with a focusing
that would slowly (adiabatically) increase. The procedure was unbelievably efficient: the RFQ
acceptances at the input of the 'radial matching section' (RMS) became nearly time
independent, see Figs. 9b and 10.
Today the shape of the vanes in the RMS is so refined (see Appendix C) that the RFQ
acceptance is practically a single ellipse.
4 . 4 Vane machining
The vanes are usually machined on computer controlled milling machines. The cutter
follows the path defined by the vane surface equation, which is, in turn, derived from the
potential function. In practice, one approximates the hyperbola-like vane cross-section by an
arc of a circle and straight lines; also one often tries to keep the transverse radius of curvature
of the vane tip constant along the vane. Such a practice requires the introduction of higherorder multipoles in the potential function. The number of multipoles corresponds to the
number of additional conditions we impose on the vane shape. The multipoles appear, of
course, also in the fields and one has to keep a good compromise between the simplicity of
vane profiles and the presence of higher-order terms in the fields.
5.

RFQ AS RESONATOR

5 . 1 Wave type and mode
When dealing with beam dynamics, we concentrated on a small region around the
longitudinal RFQ axis, where the beam propagates. The Laplace equation was sufficient to
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Fig. 9 RFQ acceptance without (a) and with (b) RMS

U= 0

U=— sin u t

A//////Y/////////
modulation period increases progressively
radial matching section (RMS)

Fig. 10 Typical vane shape in an RFQ
describe the fields existing in this small region. On the contrary, when dealing with
electrodynamics, i.e. with conditions necessary to establish certain wave types and modes at a
given frequency, we have to consider the whole resonant cavity (resonator). In this case, the
physics is described by the wave equation, as already mentioned before.
There are several types of resonators used for the RFQ, the most frequent one being the
'four-vane resonator' introduced at LANL. It is shown in Fig. 11, together with an empty
cavity, where the 'pure' TE210 type and mode is indicated. This is the mode used with the
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RFQ. In the RFQ the same mode is modified owing to the presence of the vanes;
nevertheless, it is still considered a TE210 mode. Note that the TE210 mode has transverse
electric fields and a longitudinal magnetic field. To create a longitudinal electric field, but only
in the beam region, the vane tips are modulated; for the resonator as a whole, this modulation
is only a minor perturbation.

Cavity with vanes

Empty cavity; mode TE 2 ,

Fig. 11 TE210 mode in a four-vane cavity and in an empty cavity
To find the RFQ cavity dimension corresponding to a given resonance frequency and to
the TE210 mode, one uses computer programs. This is true, in general, for all types of loaded
cavities. However, apart from the TE210 mode, there are other modes on which the RFQ can
resonate, of course at different frequencies. The difference in frequency is sometimes small
and other modes can 'mix in', also when working at the TE210 frequency. Such a situation
occurs when the boundary conditions for the TE210 mode are not perfect, which is always due
to mechanical tolerances. The theory of perturbation tells us that the bigger the error the more
the neighbouring modes mix in. There are methods to 'stabilize' the cavity, i.e. to make it less
sensitive to errors. Without going into details, we must mention that stabilization means
essentially increasing the group velocity of the desired wave which is equivalent to increasing
the distance (in frequency) to the neighbouring modes.
The mode which is the nearest to the operating mode is TEno, the dipole mode, shown
in Fig. 12. This is tiie most dangerous mode. Generally speaking, disturbing modes affect
either the transverse quadrupole symmetry or the longitudinally constant voltage of the vanes.
For a constant vane voltage, the longitudinal magnetic field must be constant along z:
B2 {x,y, z) * / ( z ) -> V x E * /(z) -> U(x,y, z) * f(z) .

Cavity with vanes

Empty cavity; mode T E , ,

Fig. 12 TEi 10 mode in a four-vane cavity and in an empty cavity
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It is instructive to draw simple equivalent circuits of the RFQ resonator and analyse them
by Kirchhoff s laws. As mentioned, vane modulation is neglected and the resonator is
considered, longitudinally, a uniform structure. A simple equivalent circuit for a perfectly
symmetric RFQ is shown in Fig. 13. The 'capacitance' is concentrated mostly between the
vane tips, the 'inductance' in the outer intervane space. The capacitances Co are the 'coupling'
capacitors, which are very important for the mode spacing. The equivalent circuit, owing to its
form, will have four modes; the dipole (TEno) and quadrupole (TE210) frequencies are related
through

where k is the 'coupling' defined as k = CQ/C, and the quadrupole frequency
1
i.e. the frequency of a quadrant.

Fig. 13 Equivalent circuit of the RFQ (simplified)

5.2 The end region
The boundary conditions imposed on the electromagnetic field in a cavity are
Ep = 0 , Bn = 0 (Dirichlet),

dB
dE,
— • = 0 , —£- = 0 (Neumann) ,
dn
dn
where p and n indicate the directions parallel and perpendicular to the boundary.
The RFQ resonator has, of course, to be closed at both ends. What about the
longitudinal magnetic field? It cannot be perpendicular to the end cover, it must be parallel: the
magnetic field must therefore turn round and this change of direction must not influence the
constancy of the vane potential. The solution applied for the RFQ extremities is shown in Fig.
14. The vanes do not extend right up to the end covers and, in addition, are cut out to facilitate
the turning of the magnetic field. The 'end region' can also be represented by an equivalent
circuit: it must resonate at the quadrupole frequency, i.e.
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End cover

Fig. 14 Equivalent circuit of RFQ extremity
LeCe=LC

,

a condition necessary to keep the constancy of the vane potential.
5 . 3 Feeding of RF power
The electromagnetic energy is brought into the cavity via a loop, as schematically shown
in Fig. 15. Sometimes two or four loops are used (in two opposite or in all the four quadrants)
to force the RFQ to resonate in the wanted mode. The loop represents a magnetic coupling of
the external RF generator to the RFQ; this coupling must be such as to match the impedance of
the RFQ (under beam-loading conditions) to the outer circuit (usually the characteristic
impedance of the feeder line); see Fig. 16.

Output beam

RF feeder
Input beam

Fig. 15 RFQ with feeder loops
5.4 Other types of resonators for the RFQ
It has been mentioned that the four-vane resonator is not the only one applied to the RFQ.
In fact, at low frequencies this resonator becomes quite large (the cavity diameter is
proportional to the RF wavelength). For such cases, another type developed at the University
of Frankfurt-on-Main is preferred; see Fig. 17. The resonant conditions are obtained with the
capacity of the electrodes and the inductance of the holding bars. The electrodes are simpler,
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External circuit I

Matching condition: Zj = Z c

RFQ

Coupling
loop

Z c : characteristic feeder impedance
Z:

RFQ impedance

Z;: input impedance (loop + transferred RFQ impedance)
M: mutual inductance

Fig. 16 Matching of the RFQ to the external circuit

Electrodes

Fig. 17 Frankfurt University RFQ resonator and electrodes
rotationally symmetric, and can be machined on a lathe. However, owing to the heavy currents
concentrated in the bars, the losses are higher with such circuits.
5.5 Summary of RFQ characteristics
To end the analysis of the RFQ, we shall briefly summarize its main characteristics:
it is a linear ion accelerator operating in the low-energy range, typically (for protons)
from>20keVto2MeV;
the low input energy avoids expensive high tension (HT) installations as used with
Alvarez linear accelerators;
it bunches, focuses, and accelerates particles with RF fields;
typical length: 1 to 2 m;
operating frequency: ~ 50 to 400 MHz;
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intervane voltage: ~100kV;
minimum distance vane-axis: 3 to 4 mm;
Q factor: -10,000;
intervane capacity: ~1010F/m;
impedance: if we define the impedance as Z = TfillP, where P is the power delivered to
the structure to establish an intervane voltage U, we have approximately, for 1 m long
structures,

6.

'RFQ APPROACH1 FOR OTHER TASKS

In analysing the beam dynamics in the RFQ, we have seen how the well-defined
boundaries and the validity of the Laplace equation allowed us to shape fields according to the
action we wished to perform on the beam. This action was matching, focusing, and
acceleration. There are certainly other actions we could perform by applying the same
approach. One of them will be analysed in what follows.
To accelerate very intense beams, we must overcome space-charge forces, which are
particularly strong at low energies (at higher energies, the focusing action of the self magnetic
field compensates the electric repulsion). The idea is to accelerate two (or more) separate
beams at a lower frequency (higher space-charge limit) and then to bring them together (funnel)
and to continue to accelerate them at a higher frequency. Figure 18 shows schematically the
funnelling of two bunched beams.

LJ *

o •

o

id

Fig. 18 Funnelling of two beams
How can one funnel the beams? We shall follow, essentially, the approach applied by
Stokes of LANL.
Consider an alternating focusing system with regularly displaced quadrupoles (see
Fig. 19). The analysis shows that such a system has a dipole and a quadrupole effect on the
particles: there is a new, displaced neutral axis, around which the particles will oscillate (see
Fig. 20). The displacement of the neutral axis d is much larger than the displacement of the
individual quadrupoles a and is always in the direction of the displaced focusing (F)
quadrupole.
What happens if, instead of space periodicity, we have a time periodic system? The
displacement will depend on the RF phase at which the particle arrives: for two particles 180°
(or it) out of phase, the displacements will be in opposite directions, as shown in Fig. 21a; if,
however, these particles come in already along their displaced neutral axes, they will stay on
them. If we reduce now, in a controlled way, the displacement of the electrodes, the neutral
axes (and the particles) will be brought progressively to the z-axis (see Fig. 21b). We have
thus achieved a funnelling action. The procedure to follow is:
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I
Fig. 19 Periodically displaced quadrupole system
Oscillation around new axis

new axis

Particle on axis

Fig. 20 Oscillation around displaced neutral axis

start reducing
electrode displacement

Fig. 21 Principle of funnelling with the RFQ
find solutions of the Laplace equation, which give fields necessary for funnelling,
determine corresponding shapes of vanes (electrodes).
The Laplace equation, with conditions for funnelling, has been solved in Appendix D.
We rewrite the lowest-order solution and compare it with the previously obtained one for the
RFQ accelerator:
U(r, 9, z) = ~-[Cr2 cos 20 + D sinh (fee) cos fa] for the funnel RFQ
U(r, 9,z) = -[/lo]/" 2 cos 20 + A1Ql0 (kr) cos £z] for the RFQ accelerator.
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The electric fields in the funnel RFQ are
Ex = -—[2Cx+kD cosh (kx) cos kz]
_V_
~~2
V_
Ez=—kD sinh (kx) sin kz
2

sin (cot + (p) .

y

The deflecting force is produced by the second term in the expression for Ex. Averaging over
/3A (neglecting the wiggle) we get
£= =

kD cosh (kx) sin (p
2 2

Ez =

kD sinh (kx) cos <p .

The force Ex is an even function of x; it depends on the RF phase and it is in the
opposite directions for particles which are 180° out of phase. This is what we wanted.
The force Ez also has interesting properties: it is an odd function of x and, depending on
the phase <p, can accelerate, decelerate, bunch, or debunch off-axis particles. To get only a
bunching action, the bunches must have phase angles as follows:
for +x: <p = -90°
for -x:

q> = -

with these phase angles we achieve also maximum displacement forces.
A tunnel RFQ not only deflects particles to funnel them, but at the same time also focuses
and bunches them. Figure 22 compares the vane shapes of a funnel RFQ (as determined by
Stokes) and an RFQ accelerator.

1:unnel RFQ

RFQ accelerator
J. r

a

la

77?
•«—

PX
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1 ^

ma

PX

^
•

*

-

Fig. 22 Vane shapes of the RFQ
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7.

CONCLUSIONS

In this paper the RFQ has been presented emphasizing its basic principles; the
description of practical solutions has not been dealt with. The basic equations of the RFQ and
the beam dynamics have been treated in considerable detail. Most of the derived formulae are
of a quite general validity in linear periodic structures with low fi. Although the expressions
are non-relativistic (typical for RFQs), they can relatively easily be brought into the relativistic
form and be applied also for /Js approaching unity.
To complete the information about the RFQs, some photographs are appropriate.
Figure 23 shows the cavity of the CERN RFQ during assembly. This RFQ (designated
RFQ1) operates at 200 MHz and accelerates protons from 50 to 520 keV. Figure 24 shows the
vanes seen from the input end of RFQ1. One recognizes the radial matching section (RMS)
with its characteristic 'opening' of vanes. Also visible are the vane cuts, required for the
magnetic flux to turn round. The cylinders which are seen in the cavity walls are tuners which
help to symmetrize and tune the RFQ to the right frequency.
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Fig. 23 Cavity of the CERN RFQ (assembling, 1982)

Fig. 24 CERN RFQ: vanes at input end
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APPENDIX A
General solution of the Laplace equation applied to the RFQ
The Laplace equation in cylindrical coordinates

i^ + i» + ^ + ^.o ,
2

dr

r dr

2

2

2

(A.I)

r dd dz

has a solution of the form
U(r,6,z) = R(r) 0(0) Z(z) ,

(A.2)

which must satisfy basic conditions imposed by the RFQ:
U(r,e,-z) = U(r,6,z)

(A.3)

{r,6,z)

(A.4)

,0,z)

(A.5)

r,9,z)

(A.6)

•U{r,e,z) .

(A.7)

Introducing Eq. (A.2) into (A.I) one obtains a set of equations for R(r), 0(0) and Z(z)
1 d27
Z dz''

where k2 and itgare, still undefined, real constants.
The solution of Eq. (A.8) with conditions (A.3) and (A.4) is

f Inz\\ .
Note that kz has been expressed with
kz = m— ,

m = 0, 1, 2, ... .
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The solution of Eq. (A.9) with conditions (A.5) and (A.6) is

with kg given by
kd = 2n ,

n = 0, 1, 2, ... .

The condition (A.7) links Z(z) and 0(0):
-cos (mn) cos (nn) = 1 ,
giving the relation between m and n:
m + n = 2p + l ,

/? = 0, 1, 2, ... .

If m is 0 or even, n must be odd and vice versa.
To solve Eq. (A.10), we rewrite it by replacing kz and kg with the expressions found
above:

R\dr2

r dr)

where k = (2n)/pX. For j7!*0,Eq. (A.ll) is the modified Bessel equation, which has the
modified Bessel functions as solutions: f2n(m^r) • F° r m ~ ®> ^ - (A-H) becomes

dR_4n2R
dr

= Q^

with solutions of the form
C r2n

The general solution of the Laplace equation with conditions for the RFQ is
n

n m

cos 2nd + YlAmnhn{mkr) cos
, p = 0,1,2, ...

(A12)
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Appendix 8
Solution of the Mathieu equation
We are interested in solutions of the Mathieu equation
B

= 0,

dJ

(B.I)

which have the form
X(r)

=

,

(B.2)

m = 0, ± 1, ±2,

The frequency aT is assumed to be much smaller than 2K.
Inserting Eq. (B.2) into (B.I) we get a general expression linking the coefficients Cm:

+ A)Cm +^-Cm.x - £

=0.

Going to the order n, we have a system of 2n + 1 equations, from which we determine
the smooth frequency oT and the coefficients Cm, \m\ < n (all Cm are given in terms of Co).
The system is obtained by keeping the first In + 1 equations, EQ, £ ±1 , £ ±2 , ..., E±n = 0 and
putting Cn+l = C_/B+1\ = 0. The resulting matrix is thin around the diagonal and Hermitian.
If we stop at first order, we have the system:

(B.3)
=0

= ~~CQ + (-o? - 4TT

The determinant of the system must be equal to zero; this determines the frequency O7-:
B

0

B_

B_

V

B_

0
- A = -2;r

'v

=0

V
2

/2=-

B2 12
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For B 2 « 87c4, we get the simple relation
(B.4)
Having determined cy, Eqs. (B.3) give us the coefficients Cm to first order:
B

rr

c

-c

*

B

r

B

c

B

where we have used the fact 6j - A « An2. Inserting into Eq. (B.2), we obtain the firstorder solution:
B

= C0

B
An2

This solution, valid in principle for aT « 2n, is still good enough even for aT becoming a
larger fraction of 2TC. The reason is that the higher-order coefficients decrease rapidly with n:

(n\f
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APPENDIX C
General solution of the Laplace equation applied to the radial matching section
(RMS)
The RMS has vanes modulated in a special way (see Fig. 10).
According to Crandall and similar to the procedure in Appendix A, the solution of the
Laplace equation is of the form
In(mkr)[an cos nd + bn sin nd][cm cos mkz + dm sin mkz] ,

(C.I)

and the conditions it has to satisfy are
U{r,-0,z) = U{r,8,z)

(C.2)

U(r,n±9,z) = U(r,6,z)

(C.3)

,0,z)

(C.4)

U{r,6,0) = 0

(C.5)
0.

(C.6)

Note that LRMS is the length of the radial matching section. Applying conditions (C.2),
(C.3), and (C.4) simplifies the function 0(0):
bn=0,

n = 2{2p + l) ,

withp = 0, 1, 2, ... .

The conditions (C.5) and (C.6) apply to Z(z):
cm = Q , k = —?—,

m = 2p + \ , withp = 0, 1, 2, ... .

2L

RMS

The general solution for the RMS is
n m

U(r,6,z) = YJ'LAmn[n(mkr)
where

n = 2(2/?
m = 2p + l ,

c o s ne

sin mkz ,

withp = 0, 1. 2, ...
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APPENDIX D
Solution of the Laplace equation applied to a funnel RFQ
For the funnel RFQ, it is preferable to work in rectangular coordinates. We shall derive
the lowest-order solution only. The equation

d2U

B2U d2U

l

dx

dy

n

m i

.

dz

has solutions of the form

U(x,y,z) = X(x)Y(y)Z(z),
which lead to a system of equations

dor

i^.
l

dy

+

k2V = O

(D.2)

y

dz2
with
k2+k2+k2 = 0.

(D.3)

The solutions of (D.2) are series of exponential functions with real or imaginary
exponents. Applying, as in Appendix A, conditions toZ(z) we get

Z(z) = £ a « cos (/ifc) ,

(D.4)

with

Only two terms of (D.4) will be used. For the first one, n = 0, and then Eq. (D.I) reduces to
the elliptical equation

a?

dy20'

which is conveniently solved in the complex plane, because analytic functions of the complex
variable
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are solutions of the Laplace equation in two dimensions. Choosing the real part of the lowestorder solution

(x+jyf ,
one obtains

The modulation of the vanes in the funnel RFQ is chosen so as to deflect the beam in the
x-direction. To get the second term of the lowest-order solution of (D.I), we put n = 1 and
impose now

From Eq. (D.3) we get

kx=±jkz ,
which gives, with n =1 and Eq. (D.4),

kx=±jk,
leading to the following solution for X(x):
X(x) = c cosh [kx) + d sinh (kx) .
To deflect the beam, X(x) must be an odd function:

c= 0,

X(x) = dsinh(kx) .

Now the lowest-order solution for the funnel RFQ can be written in the form
U{x,y,z) = y[c(jt 2 - y 2 ) + D sinh (fcc) cosJfcz] .
The constants C and D are obtained by imposing U(x,y,z) = V/2 along the vane, see
Fig. 22:
and D =

m2-\
m2 sinh {ka) + sinh (mka)

The expressions for C and D are formally very similar to those for Aoi and AJO of the
RFQ accelerator.
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SUPERCONDUCTING ACCELERATOR MAGNETS
P. Schmuser
II. Institut fur Experimentalphysik, Universitat Hamburg, Germany
Abstract
All new large hadron storage rings and colliders are equipped with
superconducting magnets which allow to achieve significantly higher
particle energies at much reduced operational costs. The basic
properties and design criteria of superconducting accelerator magnets are reviewed with special emphasis on the following topics:
field calculation and multipole expansion; layout of coils; influence
of iron yoke; mechanical tolerances; magnetic forces and stress in
the coils; persistent currents in the superconductor filaments and
resulting field distortions; prospects for future applications.

1

INTRODUCTION

The vanishing electrical resistance of superconducting coils as well as their ability to
provide magnetic fields far beyond those of saturated iron is the main motivation to use
superconductor technology in all new big hadron accelerators. The first machine of this
kind, the Tevatron at the Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory near Chicago, USA, has
been operating as a proton-antiproton collider for many years providing centre-of-mass
energies of 1800 GeV with excellent luminosity. The successful dipole and quadrupole
magnets developed at FNAL have strongly influenced most later designs of superconducting accelerator magnets. The first dipole prototypes built at DESY as well as similar
magnets constructed at Saclay for the Russian UNK project were basically copies of the
Fermilab magnet. Essential features like the methods to wind, cure and clamp the coils
have been retained in more recent designs such as in the magnets for the proton-electron
collider HERA, the meanwhile terminated Superconducting Super Collider SSC in the
USA, the large Hadron Collider LHC at CERN and the Relativistic Heavy Ion Collider
RHIC at Brookhaven. A high field quality is needed in storage rings. The relative deviation from the ideal dipole or quadrupole field should not exceed a few parts in 10000
to guarantee a reasonable beam intensity for storage times of 24 hours or more. This
poses no particular problem with normal magnets whose field distribution is determined
by accurately shaped iron yokes. In a superconducting coil, however, the field pattern is
governed by the arrangement of the current conductors and a precise coil geometry is of
utmost importance. The typical accuracy required in any cross section of the coil is 10
to 20 /Jin. This precision must be maintained in spite of the huge Lorentz forces acting
on the current conductors: the two halves of a dipole coil repel each other with a force
of about 106 N (100 tons) per meter length at a field of 5 T. The coils are confined by
strong clamps ('collars') which take up the Lorentz forces and define the exact geometry.
Superconducting magnets have a number of properties which are not found in normal
magnets and require careful attention.
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1.1

Quenches, degradation, training

A quench is the transition from the superconducting to the normal state. Such a
transition will invariably occur if one of the three parameters: temperature, magnetic field
or current density exceeds a critical value. The reason may be a conductor motion under
the influence of Lorentz forces resulting in a heating of the cable by frictional energy. At
high currents a motion of a few ^m may be sufficient since only a tiny energy deposition,
typically 1 mJ/g, is needed to heat the conductor beyond the critical temperature. If a
quench happens in a large dipole or quadrupole the current in the coil must be reduced to
zero in a short time interval (typically in less than a second at 5 T) to avoid overheating
and possible destruction of the normal conducting part of the coil. The quench protection
of a single magnet is straightforward: when a quench is detected the power supply is
switched off and the stored magnetic energy is dissipated in a dump resistor. For a chain
of magnets connected in series, however, the large inductivity does not allow the current
to be reduced to zero in less than a second because then dangerously high induced voltages
of many tens of kV would arise. A possible solution is to bypass each magnet in the chain
with a diode; if a magnet quenches, the current in the chain is decreased slowly but it
is guided around the quenched coil by means of the diode. A reliable quench detection
and protection system is one of the most important safety features of a superconducting
accelerator. It is equally important to construct the magnets in such a way that they have
a high inherent stability against quenches. Many superconducting magnets have shown
a phenomenon called degradation: the magnet could not be excited up to the critical
current of the conductor but quenched at significantly lower values. The reason may be
insufficient clamping of the windings or insufficient cooling. If the windings can move
slightly under the influence of Lorentz forces the magnet may exhibit training: the first
quench occurs when a certain part of a winding starts to move; if this part is, after the
motion, in a stable position the magnet can be excited to a higher current in the next try.
The second quench will then be caused by the motion of another part of the windings. It is
quite common that magnets can be 'trained' this wa}' and finally reach the critical current
of the conductor after a certain number of training steps. A well-built magnet will not
train again when it is cooled down and excited for a second time. The large accelerator
dipole and quadrupole magnets can fortunately be built so well that they show little if
any training and can be excited to the critical current of the superconducting cable almost
in the first step. The essential criteria for such a good performance are a sufficiently high
prestress in the coil preventing conductor motion and an optimum cooling by making the
coils permeable to helium.
1.2

Persistent magnetisation currents
The advantage of superconducting coils turns into a drawback at low excitations
since the eddy currents — induced in any electromagnet when the field is changed — do
not decay exponentially but continue to flow as long as the coil is in the superconducting
state. These bipolar currents generate higher-order multipole fields which may become
intolerably large. A well-known example is the sextupole component measured in all
superconducting dipoles but in a machine with very low injection energy like HERA even
higher multipoles come in and require a compensation by correction coils. The persistent
currents are not constant but exhibit a nearly logarithmic time dependence, quite different
from the exponential decay of eddy currents in normal conducting circuits. This unusual
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behaviour is partly due to 'flux creep' in the superconductor: some of the magnetic flux
bundles trapped at pinning centres may be released by thermal activation. The current
in the correction coils has to be adjusted to compensate the drift.
1.3

Iron yoke
Superconducting accelerator magnets are generally equipped with an iron yoke
which, however, differs considerably from the yoke of a normal electromagnet. The yoke
is a hollow cylinder mounted concentrically around the coil. It serves three purposes:
(1) The inner dipole field is increased by 10 to 40%, depending on the proximity between
coil and yoke.
(2) The yoke shields the surroundings against the high inner field.
(3) The stored magnetic energy is reduced, which is an advantage when the magnet
quenches.
There has been a long debate on the relative virtues of 'warm' and 'cold' iron yokes, i.e.
whether the yoke should be outside or inside the liquid-helium cryostat. The presently
favoured solution is a yoke inside the cryostat which surrounds the coil clamped with
non-magnetic collars. Magnets of this type have been first constructed for the HERA
proton storage ring and are foreseen for UNK and LHC. In the RHIC magnets the iron
yoke itself is used to clamp the coils.
This report presents the contents of a one-hour seminar at the CERN Accelerator
School and is an abbreviated version of a previous publication [1]. An important topic,
stability and quench protection, has been omitted here but can be found in reference [1].
2
2.1

FIELD CALCULATIONS FOR SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS

Multipole expansion for a single current conductor
A schematic view of a superconducting dipole for a large accelerator is given in
Fig. 1. The length of such a magnet is much larger than its aperture. The current
conductors run parallel to the beam on one side and are guided across to the other side in
the relatively short coil heads. The dipole magnets are usually not straight but follow the
beam orbit; however, the deviation from a straight line is only IS mm for the 9 m long
HERA dipole. Under these circumstances one can consider the magnetic field essentially
as two-dimensional and perform a multipole expansion. The magnet axis is chosen as the
z direction of a cylindrical coordinate system (r, 9,z), shown in Fig. 2a. In the almost
straight section of the magnet all current conductors are parallel to the z axis and can
be considered as infinitely long since the transverse dimensions are small. Consider a line
current in the positive z direction which is located at the position (?• = a, 0 = <f>) (Fig.
2b). The vector potential generated by this current has only a z component:
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Here R = [a?+r2— 2arcos(9 — (j>)] 1/'2 is the distance between an arbitrary point P = (r,
and the location of the current. For r < a it is useful to write
R? = a2[l - (r/a) exp(t(0 - *))][1 - (r/a) exp(-t(0 -

ln(J2/a) = i ln[l - (r/a) exp(i(0 - $)] + i ln[l - (r/a) exp(-i(0 Now we use trie Taylor expansion of the logarithm

which converges for arbitrary complex numbers £ with |f | < 1. The vector potential and
field components are therefore for r < a

r;i(£)nCoS[n(0-^]

Az(r,9) =

dr
\dAz
r 86
0

Br
B.

— - — X * (~ )

(2)

cos[n(9 — (j>)]

71=1

(3)

B
proton
beam

vacuum pipe
Figure 1: Schematic view of a superconducting dipole coil

2.2

Generation of pure multipole fields

Equation (2) shows that a single line current produces multipole fields of any order
n. To obtain a more useful field we consider an arrangement of currents on a cylinder
of radius a. A pure multipole field of order n = m is obtained inside the cylinder if the
current density as a function of the azimuthal angle <f> is given by
I((p) = I0cos(m<t>)

(4)

The statement is easily proved by computing the vector potential resulting from the
current distribution (4):
! i

27T

[~y Ln )\a/

Jo

fl

cos[n(* -
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(a)

(b)

current I
in z direction
beam axis

Figure 2: (a) Coordinate system for the multipole expansion (b) Field calculation for a
line current.
Using
cos[n(0 — <£)] = cos(n#) cos(n^) + sin(n#) sin(n<£)
and the orthogonality of the trigonometric functions one immediately sees that the integral
is zero unless n = m, so only a single term in the sum remains:

A;(r,6)

—

.\ m

•-{-) cos(m9)

Be(r,9)

(5)
m-l

For m = 1,2,3 we obtain dipole, quadrupole and sextupole fields. These are shown in
Fig. 3, together with the iron pole shoes of the corresponding normal magnets. The
fields (5) are the so-called 'normal' multipole fields. If we rotate the current distribution
(4) by an angle of 7r/(2m), we obtain a sin(m^) distribution leading to 'skew' multipole
fields. A skew dipole, for instance, has a horizontal field. Such magnets are positioned
close to the vertically focusing quadrupoles to correct the orbit in the vertical plane. All
other skew multipoles are quite undesirable in a circular accelerator. Skew quadrupole
fields arise from an angular misalignment of the normal quadrupoles. They have the
unpleasant feature of coupling horizontal and vertical betatron oscillations. A few correction quadrupoles, rotated by 45° around their axis, are usually needed to eliminate the
coupling.

2.3

Approximation of pure multipole coils by current shells

Current distributions with a cos(m<£) dependence are difficult to fabricate with a
superconducting cable of constant cross section. In this section we discuss how they
can be approximated with sufficient accuracy by current shells. The quality of such an
approximation can be judged from the general multipole expansion

Be(r,0)

x-l

=

-)
n=l

Br(r,6)

=
n=l

[bn cos(n0) + an sin(n0)]
(6)
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Dipole I (<t>) = I o cos

mil
Quadrupole 1 (4>) = l 0 cos 2<J>

©
Sextupole I (4>) = 1 0 cos 3 <J>

—

\

x

*

(
/ —

—)--*-4—
—\
' NV*—

C

Figure 3: Generation of pure dipole, quadrupole and sextupole fields by cos(m<£) current
distributions and by conventional magnets with iron pole shoes.
Here TQ is a reference radius which should be in the same order as the maximum deviation of the protons from the centre axis of the magnet. A reasonable choice is about 2/3
of the inner-bore radius of the coil. Bref is a reference field, for instance the magnitude of
the main field at the reference radius, so Brej = B\ in a dipole and Brej = £2(7*0) = g -ro
in a quadrupole (g is the gradient). The bn are called the normal multipole coefficients,
the an are the skew coefficients. With the above choice of Brej the main coefficient is
normalized to unity: 61 = 1 in a dipole, 62 = 1 i n a quadrupole. The remaining coefficients
should be very small for a good magnet, typically \an\, \bn\ < 1 • 10~4.
We observe that the ideal multipole coils of Fig. 3 have well defined symmetries. In
a dipole coil, for any line current + / at an angle <f>, there are three more currents: + / at
—<>
j and —/ at IT — <f> and v -f <j> (see Fig. 4a). The vector potential of these four currents,
using Eq. (2), is

^

f )
n=1.3,5,...

n

< p ) cos(n0) .

(7)

n

The important consequence is: a coil with dipole symmetry possesses only normal multipoles (&!, 63, 65,...) and no skew multipoles and only odd values of 71 appear.
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A coil with quadrupole symmetry (Fig. 5a) has again only normal multipoles and
the allowed orders are n = 2,6,10,14,
The simplest current shell arrangement with dipole symmetry is shown in Fig. 4b.
We assume a constant current density J and compute the vector potential inside the coil
using Eq. (7)
9//_ 7

A2(r,6)

= ^ ±
*

y\

1

rO2 / r \

L

(I)

n=lA5,... "

Jai

n

C^l
a

W

da

Cos{n<j>)

J

d<j> cos(n6)

.

(8)

°

Here (f>i is the limiting angle of the current shell and a l5 a?, are its radii.
Assuming
Aa = a2 - a! < a = - 1/
( a a + a2)
we get
1

(9)

The magnitude of the field of multipole order n is
(a)
'•y

-I

-I

Figure 4: (a) Four line currents with dipole symmetry, (b) Simplest current shell arrangement for a dipole coil.
(a)

-I
+1*

y
-i
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„

«-x

+1.

-I

-i

Figure 5: (a) Line current arrangement with quadrupole symmetry, (b) Simplest current
shell arrangement for a quadrupole coil
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n

\a

(10)
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Choosing a limiting angle 4>i — 60° the sextupole term n = 3 vanishes. Then the first
non-vanishing higher multipole is the decapole n — 5. For typical coil dimensions the
ratio
r sin30

Ei ~ I ( Y

°°

l3{ ~ 5 W
sin 60°
is a few percent, two orders of magnitude larger than is tolerable. A single-layer current
shell arrangement is therefore too rough an approximation for a dipole coil. With two
current shells, the sextupole and decapole can both be made to vanish by taking a limiting angle of about 72° in the inner and 36° in the outer layer. The Fermilab dipoles are
built this way. There remain higher coefficients (67, b$) which are in the order of 10~3. A
further reduction of all higher multipoles below the 10~4 level is possible by introducing
longitudinal wedges into the inner and outer coil layer. The HERA, SSC and LHC magnets are constructed in this manner (Fig. 6a).
A single-layer quadrupole coil with a limiting angle of 45° (Fig. 5b) has a vanishing
dodecapole (n = 6) but a 610 of about 2%. In the Fermilab and HERA quadrupoles two
shells with additional wedges are used (Fig. 6b), and then most of the higher multipoles
are in the 10~4 range or lower.

ib)

Figure 6: (a) A two-shell dipole coil with longitudinal wedges in the inner and outer layer
for improved field homogeneity. Shown in an enlarged view is the superconducting cable
which has a trapezoidal cross section. The coil is confined by nonmagnetic collars. This
type of coil is used in the HERA, LHC and SSC magnets, (b) Cross section of HERA
quadrupole coil [2].

2.4

Influence of the iron yoke

The dipole and quadrupole magnets of an accelerator like the Tevatron or HERA
are equipped with an iron yoke with a cylindrical inner bore which confines the magnetic
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field. Its influence on the field at the proton beam can be analyzed with the method
of image currents provided the iron is not saturated and the permeability // is uniform.
Consider a current / inside a hollow iron yoke whose inner surface is a cylinder of radius
Ry. The effect of the iron on the inner field is equivalent to that of an image current / ' ,
located at the radius a':

a ' = ^.

7' = ^ i . / ,

(11)

(i + 1
a
The image current I' is parallel to the real current I and enhances the inner field. Figure
7 shows the images of a single line current and of a current shell. In the latter case the
image current density is lower due to the increased area
i

/

\

4

J

'= jTfi'J' \k) '

(12)

For a single-layer dipole coil with concentric iron yoke the nth order multipole field is
9,.
n (r,

&) =

1 f

/r

\n-l

sm(n<p/)— \JAa I - )

/r\n-l]

+ J Aa I —I

Here the first term in the bracket is the coil contribution and the second term is the iron
contribution. Now

So for n = 1 and
(13)

la)

Figure 7: (a) Image of a line current inside a hollow iron yoke (b) Image of a single-shell
dipole coil.
As a. simple example we consider just the inner coil shell in the HERA dipole whose
average radius is a = 42.5 mm. The iron yoke radius is Ry = SS mm. In this case the
relative iron contribution to the total dipole field on the axis is 19%. For higher multipole
orders n the iron contribution is much smaller:

(Bn)iTOJ(Bn)coil

= (a

(14)
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For the sextupole field £3 this amounts to about 1.3% in the above example. The
normalized sextupole coefficient 63 = B3/B1, however, is reduced by about 1S% because
of the 19% iron contribution to the dipole field. An important observation is that an
unsaturated iron yoke does not create any new multipoles. In a two-layer coil, however,
the sextupole and higher poles are modified by the yoke because the mirror image inverts
the inner and outer coils. The limiting angles of the coil shells are adjusted in such a way
that the sextupole vanishes with the yoke present. Then the collared coil without yoke
acquires a non-vanishing sextupole (b2 = 13 • 10~4 in the HERA dipole coil).

2.5

Saturation of iron yoke

The image current method fails when the yoke saturates since the permeability
ft is then dependent on position. Finite element programs are needed to compute the
field pattern. With iron saturation the dipole field B\ increases less than linearly with
the current / and non-vanishing sextupole and decapole coefficients arise which show a
current dependence. The saturation effects depend strongly on the proximity between
coil and yoke, and three typical cases shall be considered.
2.5.1 'Warm-iron' dipole
In the Tevatron magnets (Fig. 8) the yoke is outside the cryostat and thus fairly
far away from the coil. In this type of magnet saturation is almost negligible up to the
critical current of the conductor. The iron contribution to the dipole field is about 10%;
the field depends linearly on the current and no higher multipoles are observed.
'//////////A

IRON YOKE
LAMINATION
OUTER VACUUM TUBE

o

ROLLER SUSPENSION

CRYOSTAT VACUUM
SFftCE RUED WITH
MULTILAYER INSULATION
COIL CLAMP
LAMINATION

INSULATION AND
VENTILATION
CHANNELS

STANO-OFF MOUNTING
RING

-2*

Figure 8: The Tevatron warm-iron dipole [3].

2.5.2 'Cold-iron' dipole
For the Colliding Beam Accelerator project CBA and later the RHIC project, the
Brookhaven laboratory has developed a dipole type whose coil is surrounded by a soft-
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iron yoke that is contained in the liquid-helium cryostat. The yoke contributes about 40%
to the central field, so a substantial saving in superconductor is possible. However, the
relation between B and I is quite nonlinear and strongly current-dependent sextupoles
and decapoles are present (Fig. 9). Storage ring operation requires a compensation by
correction coils, but even then this magnet type appears to be limited to fields below 5 T
because the magnet-to-magnet fluctuations of the multipoles would probably exceed the
tolerable level even when the average value is corrected for. The operating field in RHIC
is only 3.5 T, so the field distortions from yoke saturation are no problem.
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Figure 9: Current dependence of the 'transfer function' / ( / ) = B(I)/I and of the sextupole coefficient 63 in the RHIC cold-iron dipole [5]. At low currents the data split into
two curves owing to persistent currents in the superconductor (see Sec. 4).

2.5.3 'HERA-type' dipole
A third type, devised at DESY [4], combines the coil of the warm-iron design,
clamped by nonmagnetic collars, with an iron yoke inside the cryostat (Fig. 10). Here,
the non-linearity in B(I) is quite moderate (0.2% at 5 Tesla) and the sextupole remains
small for fields up to 6 Tesla. The LHC dipole combines two coils of opposite polarity in a
common iron yoke (Fig. 11). Iron saturation at high field generates a normal quadrupole
&2 that can be corrected by the tuning quadrupoles in the LHC ring.
3
3.1

M E C H A N I C A L A C C U R A C I E S AND M A G N E T I C FORCES

Mechanical tolerances
We have seen that in a. single-shell coil only the sextupole b3 can be reduced to zero
by adjusting the coil angle to 60°. Other allowed harmonics exceed the 10~4 level by
far. A more uniform field is accomplished with a two-shell coil like the one used in the
Tevatron dipoles. Here two coil angles are available to eliminate both the sextupole 63
and the decapole 65, but the 14-pole (b7) and lS-pole (69) components are still in the 10~3
range. By introducing wedges into the inner and outer coil layers also these harmonics
can be avoided, a method first used in the CBA magnets at Brookhaven. Although one
is not completely free in the choice of the coil angles because of the fixed cable thickness
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two-phase helium
single-phase liquid helium
iron yoke
coil
aluminum-alloy collar
beam pipe

Figure 10: Cross section of the cryogenic part of the superconducting HERA dipole
magnet [6,7]. The coil is clamped by an aluminium collar and then surrounded with a
cold-iron yoke.

Figure 11: An early version of the 'two-in-one' dipole, foreseen for the LHC proton-proton
colllider. Also shown are the computed field lines [8].
an excellent field homogeneity can still be achieved. An example for such an optimised
structure is the HERA dipole coil (Fig. 6a) whose calculated harmonics in the straight
section are all below 10~4.
In real magnets, the accuracy of the coil angles and radii is limited due to manufacturing errors which are usually in the order of a few hundredths of a millimeter. The
influence of a typical geometrical error on the field quality will be discussed for a singlelayer dipole coil since the field distortion can be computed analytically. If the limiting
angle 6t of the current shell differs from 60° the sextupole coefficient is no longer zero but
according to Eq. (10)
1 /r 0
3

~ 3\aJ
3 \

sin(60° + 86)

where 86 is the angular error. The condition that |63| < 1 • 10~4 requires 86 < 0.25 mrad
which implies that the arc length of a half coil must be accurate to 10
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Apart from the coil angles the position of the mid-plane between the top and bottom
half coils of a magnet may move as a consequence of fabrication tolerances. This is actually quite likely due- to the fact that there is no mechanical element in the coil clamping
structure which keeps the mid-plane in place, so basically this plane is floating. During
collaring the half coils are compressed like two springs and, depending on the relative size
of the upper and lower half coil and on their elastic moduli, the mid-plane adjusts itself.
A displacement of only 0.1 mm produces already a skew quadrupole (02) of 6.5 • 10~4.
Similarly, a tilt of the mid-plane generates a skew dipole a-i = 8.4 • 10~4 and a skew sextupole a 3 = 2.4 • 10"4. A method to reduce these distortions is to measure the arc length
and the modulus of elasticity on each side of all half coils and combine only half coils
that match in arc length and elastic modulus. This tedious procedure was applied for the
HERA magnets and for prototype SSC magnets. In spite of this effort mid-plane shifts
of up to 50/zm remained, resulting in harmonic distortions, especially skew quadrupoles
a2 and skew sextupoles 03. A detailed analysis [9] revealed a good correlation between
the measured skew sextupoles in SSC dipoles and those calculated from the measured coil
dimensions.
From the above considerations we conclude that the mechanical accuracies needed
to satisfy the field homogeneity requirements are 10 to 20 jum typically. Such narrow
tolerances are difficult to accomplish by conventional machining, in particular for 9 m or
even 15 m long magnets. Using precision-stamped laminations to assemble the tooling
for coil winding and baking and also for the collars which clamp the finished coil one can
achieve the required precision at any cross section of the coil.
Another type of distortion is the radial displacement of the coil within the cylindrical yoke. The field of a dipole acquires then a quadrupole component. A horizontal
displacement of 0.1 mm leads to a normal quadrupole coefficient of 1 — 2 • 10~4, for a
vertical shift one gets a skew quadrupole of similar size. In a cold-iron magnet, a centring
of better than 0.1 mm is no problem since the collars and the yoke can be interlocked by
stamped notches and grooves (see Fig. 10) but in a warm-iron dipole many supports and
a precise alignment are needed. An interesting aspect is the observation made at the SSC
laboratory that an asymmetric arrangement of the dipole magnet inside the steel vacuum
vessel of the cryostat may lead to a skew quadrupole at high excitation where the iron
yoke is insufficient to confine the entire magnetic flux.

3.2

Multipole measurements as a means of quality control

The quality control measurements which were performed on all HERA dipole and
quadrupole magnets yielded a wealth of information on the accuracies which can be
achieved in a large-scale industrial production of superconducting magnets. One of the
most stringent tests on the precision of the coil cross section and of the placement of
the current conductors is provided by the multipole measurements. Figure 12 shows the
normal and skew multipole coefficients of the HERA dipoles at the nominal current of
5000 A, corresponding to a. field of 4.66 Tesla. Most of the coefficients are very small and
well within the limits of ±0.5 • 10~4, which were used in the particle tracking program
to determine the dynamic aperture (maximum stable beam size) of the HERA storage
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ring. Two coefficients show a larger scattering: the normal sextupole 63, which is particularly sensitive to slight changes in the limiting angles of the coil shells, and the skew
quadrupole a 2 , which may arise from an up-down asymmetry of the coil. The dipoles have
been sorted in the ring to minimize the sextupole effects. The general conclusion from
the data in Fig. 12 is that a very high mechanical precision has been achieved. In the
companies the collared coils were measured at room temperature before their installation
in the iron yoke and cryostat. If the sextupole turned out too large, the collars were
opened, shims were added and then the collars were closed again. In order to minimize
top-bottom asymmetries the two half coils in a dipole were matched with respect to their
elastic moduli.
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Figure 12: The skew (a n ) and normal (bn) multipole coefficients of the HERA dipoles at
a current of 5000 A, corresponding to a proton energy of about 800 GeV. Plotted are the
average values of 200 magnets with their RMS standard deviations. The data have been
averaged over the whole length of the magnets, including the coil heads [10]. Half of the
dipoles were produced in Italy, the other half in German)'.
Since cryogenic measurements are very time consuming there is considerable interest whether the measurements in the normal-conducting coils at room temperature are
sufficiently accurate for determining the field quality. In Fig. 13 I show the correlation between the harmonic coefficients measured in dipole coils with an ac current of 11
Hz and 5-10 A in the normal state and those in complete magnets at 5000 A in the
superconducting state.
For most of the coefficients, a good correlation is observed and from the spread of the
data one can conclude that room-temperature measurements are adequate to ensure the
proper geometry of the coils. This is very important for quality control during production
since field measurements without the need of cooling can be performed at the companies.
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Figure 13: Correlation between room-temperature and cryogenic measurements of multipole coefficients.
3.3

Magnetic forces
We consider as an example the HERA dipole at a field of 5 T and neglect for simplicity the longitudinal wedges inside the coils. The radial and azimuthal components of
the Lorentz forces acting on the superconducting cable are plotted in Fig. 14 as functions
of the conductor number. In the horizontal plane the radial forces dominate. A conductor
in the inner coil shell is pushed outwards with a force of 13000 N per metre, a conductor
of the outer shell is pulled inwards with 6000 N/m. Summing over all windings we obtain
a horizontal force of 106 N for a i m long coil section.
Close to the limiting angles of the coil shells the azimuthal forces dominate. They
are directed towards the median plane and have the tendency to move the coil package
away from its end stop. Such a movement has to be inhibited to avoid frictional heat and
quenching.
The azimuthal motion in a half coil will be studied using a simplified model proposed
by Tollestrup [11]. The coil package is considered as a system of compressed springs which
are confined between two end stops (Fig. 15). The azimuthal magnetic force acts between
any two springs and is roughly proportional to the conductor number i (see Fig. 14):
Fi = a • i. Let k be the spring constant and 5Xi the displacement of spring number i.
Then we have the following system of difference equations:
k(8Xi+l - 5Xi) - k{8Xi - SXi.,) = -Fi = -a-i

.

(15)

This system can be solved by assuming for the displacements A',- a third-order polynomial
SXi = ai3 + bi2 + d + d

.

(16)
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Figure 14: The azimuthal and radial magnetic forces per metre length of conductor at a
field of about 5T.
Substituting into (15) and using the boundary condition <5A'O =
that the package does not lift off at the end stops) one gets

6XK+\

= 0 (we require

= Q.

The displacement of conductor i is therefore
8X{ = ^-i

(17)

The constant a is about 840 N for the inner shell. The spring constant k is related to the
elastic modulus of the coil package. From the series measurements on the HERA dipole
coils one obtained E = (27 ±4) GPa. This corresponds to a spring constant k = 1.6 • 1011
N/m for a 1 m coil section.
The maximum displacement of the conductors under the influence of the Lorentz
forces amounts to about 11 fan and is obtained for conductor 20. The resulting magnetic
force Fend which tries to pull the coil away from the end stop at the limiting angle (Fig.
16) is given by
Fend = kSXN = ^N(2N + 1) = 2.7 • lO'Nm" 1 .
(18)
The coil is 10 mm wide, so this corresponds to a (negative) pressure of 27 MPa at the
limiting angle. Choosing a mechanical pre-tension S well in excess of this value one can
avoid a coil motion. The mechanical pre-compression in the HERA magnets is equivalent
to a positive pressure of about 60 MPa (600 bar). One should bear in mind that the
calculation is over-simplified since any friction between the coil and clamp has been
neglected and the coil package has been treated as an elastic spring which is far from
reality.
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Figure 15: Pre-compressed coil section and equivalent spring model.
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Figure 16: Simplified picture of pre-compressed coil. S: mechanical pre-tension, Fendresulting magnetic force.

3.4

Pre-compression of coil and measurement of internal forces

The collars which confine the coils have to be strong enough to apply the required
pre-stress on the coils and to take up the huge Lorentz forces. Figure 17 shows the collared HERA dipole coil and the computed deformation at a field of 6 Tesla. Although
the elliptical deformation exceeds by far the limits given in Sec. 3.1 it causes only a
small sextupole (less than 1 • 10~4) since the effects of the increased horizontal radius and
the decreased limiting angle cancel each other almost perfectly. For fields above 6 T the
deformed collar touches the very stiff iron yoke and no further deflection occurs.
We have seen that the field quality requires a high accuracy of 10 to 20 /im, the
quench safety a large internal pre-stress of about 50 MPa. To some approximation, the coil
package can be considered as a compressed spring but it is far from being an ideal spring:
one observes friction, plastic flow and hysteresis. To ensure that the collars provide the
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•Figure 17: Calculated deformation of the collared HERA coil at 6 T [12]. The collar
material is aluminium alloy AlMg4.5Mn(G35) with <702= 270 MPa and a yield strength of
350 MPa. The maximum calculated stress in the collar is 150 MPa [12]. In a test setup
with a mechanical load applied to a short stack of collar laminations the measured and
computed deflections agreed to within 5%.
correct geometry and pre-stress after assembly the coils have to be manufactured with
a well-controlled oversize which can be determined only experimentally. A further complication arises from the differential shrinkage of the various materials during cooldown.
Between room and liquid-helium temperature, the relative shrinkage is
coil package = 3.3 - 3.9 • 10~3
stainless steel £* 3.0 • 10" 3
aluminium alloy = 4 • 10~3
soft iron £* 2 • 10~3.
If the coil is clamped with aluminium the pre-stress should therefore increase slightly
upon cool down whereas with stainless-steel collars it should decrease. Soft iron does not
appear very adequate as a collaring material since an enormous room temperature prestress would be necessary. This may be dangerous for the Kapton insulation which starts
to yield at about 70 MPa at room temperature.
The magnet group at Brookhaven has developed a strain-gauge system to measure
forces inside the coil during the assembly in the collaring press and also in cold magnets
[13]. As an example I show in Fig. IS the stress in a 1.8 m long SSC model dipole,
measured as a function of current. Starting from 45 MPa at / = 0 the pre-stress in the
inner coil shell drops more rapidly than in the outer shell due to the larger magnetic
forces. But even at 8000 A, far beyond the nominal current of 6600 A, the inner coil shell
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keeps a pre-stress of 10 MPa and is thus safe against motion of windings due to Lorentz
forces.
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Figure 18: Measured pre-stress in the inner and outer coil shell of a SSC model dipole. I
thank C. Goodzeit for providing this figure.

3.5

Forces between coil and yoke

The coil has to be well centred in the yoke to avoid not only field distortions, but
also asymmetry forces between coil and yoke. The right half of the dipole coil is attracted
by the image currents on the right, the left half is pulled to the left. The two forces
balance each other in the case of symmetry but the equilibrium is unstable. If the coil is
shifted to one side the force in this direction increases whereas the force in the opposite
direction decreases. For a warm-iron magnet the net force between coil and yoke is about
2500 N/m at a field of 4.5 T and a displacement of 0.5 mm. Many supports are needed
between coil and yoke to provide a good centring in spite of the asymmetry forces. These
supports lead to a substantial heat flux from a warm yoke into the liquid-helium vessel.
The cold-iron magnet has a big advantage in this respect since, firstly, the asymmetry
forces are small and, secondly, yoke and coil are at the same temperature.

3.6

Longitudinal forces

In the coil heads the Lorentz forces act in the longitudinal direction and tend to
lengthen the coil. For the HERA dipole the forces add up to about 15 tons at 5 Tesla.
The coil itself can bear these forces; it would elongate elastically by about 3 mm. Such an
elongation is undesirable because it changes the field integral and, more dangerously, may
lead to frictional heating or slip-stick motion between coil and collars or collars and yoke
which might trigger quenches. In some of the early 17 m-long SSC prototype magnets
premature quenches were observed which could be traced back to a motion induced by
the longitudinal forces. The best solution is to confine the coil heads by stainless-steel
end plates which are welded to a longitudinal support structure like the stainless-steel
tube serving as the liquid-helium container.
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4

PERSISTENT CURRENT EFFECTS IN SUPERCONDUCTING MAGNETS
4.1 Superconductors in a magnetic field
At low excitation superconducting magnets suffer from severe field distortions which
are caused by persistent magnetisation currents in the superconductor. These bipolar currents generate all multipoles which are allowed by coil symmetry: bu 63, 65, b7,... in a
dipole, 62, &65 &i(b &i4> • • • in a quadrupole. A distinct hysteresis behaviour is observed: the
multipole fields have opposite signs for increasing and decreasing main field, respectively.
Before going into a detailed discussion of these phenomena I will give a brief overview of
the magnetic properties of superconductors.
It has been known since the famous Meissner-Ochsenfeld experiment that superconductors show a peculiar behaviour in external magnetic fields. The bulk of a superconducting specimen is shielded from any magnetic field by surface currents provided the
field strength stays below a critical value 5 C (T). For larger fields superconductivity breaks
down. The genuine 'Meissner' effect is observed in type-I superconductors which are in
general pure elements like lead or mercury. A wide range of superconductors, mostly alloys but also the important superconducting element niobium, show a more complicated
behaviour. These so-called 'type-II' superconductors are characterised by two critical
fields, J5cl(T) and Bc2(T). The upper critical field Bc2(T) may exceed by far the critical
field JBC(T) of a type-I superconductor. For magnetic fields below BC\(T) a type-II superconductor stays in the Meissner phase with complete field exclusion. For fields between
-Bci(T), and £?C2(T), however, the material enters the mixed phase: magnetic field lines
penetrate the bulk material in the form of flux tubes, each containing a single elementary
flux quantum <j> = h/2e. The flux tubes form a regular hexagonal lattice which can be
observed in an electron microscope by spraying fine paramagnetic particles on the specimen which stick to the surface where the flux tubes leave the material (see e.g. [14]). A
more advanced method is electron holography.
When the external field is increased, more and more flux tubes move in until near
the upper critical field Bci the density becomes so high that the current vortices surrounding the flux tubes start touching each other. If the external field is lowered again,
flux tubes move out of the specimen. The response of an ideal type-II superconductor
to an increasing or decreasing magnetic field is thus completely reversible. These superconductors, however, are not suitable for electromagnets. If a current flows a Lorentz
force is exerted upon the flux tubes which then begin to move through the specimen in
a direction perpendicular to the field and to the current. This motion generates heat, so
effectively a type-II superconductor acts like an ohmic resistor. A 'flux flow resistance' has
indeed been observed [15]. The decisive step towards constructing resistance-free cables
for magnets is the introduction of pinning centres which inhibit the motion of the flux
tubes. The most important pinning centres are normal-conducting precipitates, mainly
titanium in NbTi, and lattice defects. Their properties depend strongly on the various
cold-drawing and heat-treatment steps during the wire production and here is where the
art of making a good superconductor comes in. A so-called 'hard' superconductor with
good pinning centres exhibits no flux flow and consequently no apparent ohmic resistance
when currents are flowing in the presence of a magnetic field.
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The pinning centres have a strong impact on the magnetic properties. If the external
field is raised beyond f? cl , the flux tubes entering the specimen are captured. When the
field is lowered again, many of the flux tubes remain bound to the pinning centres, so the
superconductor retains a frozen-in magnetisation. The result is a hysteresis behaviour
similar to that found in iron but with opposite polarity (it is diamagnetic instead of paramagnetic).
Although flux flow does not occur in current-carrying hard superconductors some
'flux creep' effects remain: at non-vanishing temperatures (even at 4.2 K) the thermal
energy is sufficient to release a few flux tubes from their pinning centres which then move
through the specimen. During their motion they generate an apparent resistance which
reduces the critical current density. The first experiments on flux creep, performed by Kim
and co-workers [16], showed that the trapped flux in a superconducting cylinder decreases
proportionally to the logarithm of time. A simple theoretical model of thermally-activated
flux creep [17] is able to account for the logarithmic time dependence of the superconductor magnetisation.

4.2

Theoretical model of persistent magnetisation currents in superconductors

When the field in a magnet is changed, eddy currents are induced in all conducting
materials exposed to the time-dependent magnetic flux, in particular of course in the
superconducting cable. Most superconducting accelerator magnets are made from the
so-called 'Rutherford type' cable shown in Fig. 19. The HERA dipole cable consists of
24 wires ('strands') with a diameter of 0.84 mm. Each strand contains 1230 NbTi filaments of 14 fim diameter that are embedded in a copper matrix. To reduce induction
effects the strands in the cable are transposed and the filaments in the strands are twisted.
Eddy currents between different filaments of a strand have to cross the resistive
copper matrix and decay exponentially with a time constant [IS]
Uwist \

(19)

27T )

where p is the resistivity of the copper and ltwist the twist pitch. In the HERA magnets
with Uwiat — 25 mm the time constant r is less than 0.1 s.
A similarly short decay time is obtained for eddy currents between different strands
of a cable. Persistent currents can therefore exist only within single filaments. According
to the experimentally verified 'critical state' model [19] a hard superconductor tries to
expel any external field change by generating a bipolar current distribution with the
highest possible density, namely the critical current density JC(B, T) at the given local
field and temperature. Let us study the response of a superconductor filament to a
homogeneous external field Bext which is first raised from zero and then lowered again.
With increasing Bexi, a cos ^-like current distribution is induced (Fig. 20a) producing
a homogeneous internal field £,-„* which just cancels Bext in the current-free region of
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Figure 19: (a) Rutherford-type cable with 'helium-transparent' Kapton and glass-fibre
insulation, (b) Cross section of the Vacuumschmelze cable used in the HERA quadrupoles.
(c) Cross section of a single strand. The copper appears in white, the NbTi filaments in
black.
the filament. This region can be approximated by an ellipse with large half axis a = 77
(filament radius), small half axis b and eccentricity e = Jl — (b/a)2. The field inside the
ellipse, generated by the induced currents, is found by simple integration [IS]

=

J

(20)

7T

The eccentricity e as a function of the external field Bext is derived from the condition
Bint = —Bat- The highest field which can be shielded from the interior of the filament is
called the 'penetrating' field Bp and is obtained for an ellipse shrunk to a line, i.e. e = 1.
=

2fi0Jcrf
IT

(21)

Figure 20b shows the currents in the 'fully penetrated' filament. The applied field
may be raised to much larger values than Bp which is only about 0.13 T for the HERA
conductor. In that case the same current pattern is obtained as in Fig. 20b but the field
inside the filament is no more zero. If now the field is decreased again, persistent currents with opposite polarity are superimposed because the superconductor tries to avoid
a change of the inner field. A more complicated current pattern arises as indicated in Fig.
20c. The current loops are assumed to be closed at the coil ends. The effect of the short
coil ends on the integrated multipole fields can be neglected.
The magnetisation (magnetic, moment per unit volume) of the current distribution
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Figure 20: Schematic view of the persistent currents which are induced in a superconducting filament by a time-dependent external field, (a) The external field is raised'from zero
to a value Bext less than the penetrating field Bp. (b) A 'fully-penetrated' filament, i.e.
Bext > Bp. (c) Current distribution which results when the external field is first increased
from zero to a value above Bp and then decreased again.
shown in Fig. 20a is easily computed [18]
(22)
The peak magnetization is obtained for the fully penetrated filament
4
Mp = \M\max = ^Jcvj
.

(23)

Note that the quantity Mp is not constant but decreases proportional to the critical current
density Jc{Bext,T) when the external field is raised beyond the penetrating field.
In the presence of a transport current, the equations (20) to (23) have to be modified
by a factor (1 — (Jt/Jc)2)- Here Jt is the average density of the transport current, defined
as the transport current per filament divided by the filament area Ttr'j. In reality, also the
transport current flows with the critical density Jc but is confined to an elliptical region
inside the filament similar to the one sketched in Fig. 20a. The correction is negligible
near the injection field where Jt <C Jc but leads to a significant reduction of the magnetisation at high excitation of the magnet.
From the equations (20) and (22) one can compute the magnetisation as a function of
the external field. The result is plotted schematically in Fig. 21. We observe a hysteresis
behaviour with three different states: Starting at the virgin state the magnetisation follows
an initial curve (i) and reaches its peak value at Bext = Bp. After going up to high field
the ramp direction is reversed and M follows the 'down-ramp' branch (d). At a certain
minimum current the field is increased again and the magnetisation follows the 'up-ramp'
branch (u) which has the remarkable feature that M changes its sign from positive to
negative values. This is exactly what is observed in the 6-pole and 12-pole coefficients
(see Fig. 24). In Fig. 21 also the current pattern in the filament is indicated at different
positions of the hysteresis loop. An experimental magnetisation curve [20] is presented in
Fig. 23.
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Figure 21: The normalized magnetisation M/Mp of a NbTi filament as a function of the
external field, (i): initial curve, (u): up-ramp branch, (d): down-ramp branch. Also
shown are the current distributions in the filament.
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Figure 22: The measured magnetisation of the HERA dipole conductor as a function of
the external field [20]. The width of the hysteresis curve decreases towards higher fields
due to the field dependence of the critical current density.

4.3

Calculation of persistent-current multipole fields and comparison with
data

The field distortions from persistent currents have been computed by various authors
[21, 22]. In the following I briefly describe a program [23] developed at DESY which is
able to reproduce the experimental results rather accurately.
In the first step the local field is calculated at any current conductor inside the
coil of the magnet. Using the formulae in Sec. 4.2 the magnetisation currents are then
computed from the time variation of the local field following the complete history. In the
third step the fields generated by the bipolar or even more complicated current patterns
are determined.
The field calculation will be described for a dipole coil. We start with four symmetrically arranged filaments in the dipole coil in which bipolar currents have been induced
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[a)
dipole

...y
-A.
Figure 23: (a) Magnetisation currents induced by the time-dependent main field in four
symmetrically arranged filaments inside the dipole coil, (b) Equivalent pairs of line currents. The separation d between the positive and negative currents is grossly exaggerated.
by the increasing main field (see Fig. 23a). The current distribution in each filament can
be replaced by a pair of line currents +1 and —/ whose strength equals the integrated
current density and whose separation d is chosen such that the computed filament magnetisation (22) is obtained (d is about equal to the filament radius). Since d < R, the
vector potential of the four current pairs in Fig. 23b can be derived by first-order Taylor
expansion from the vector potential A of four single currents (see Eq. (7)):
(24)

With the relations Ai? = d cos a, A.6 = -ds'ma/R

we obtain
(25)

The influence of the iron yoke with an inner bore radius Ry is taken into account by
the image current method. The image of a current pair at a radius R and angle <j> appears
at R! = R-l/R and <j>' = <j>. The separation of the image currents is d' = d • R'/R and
the angle with respect to the position vector R' is a' = 7r — a. Replacing the quantities
R, d, a in Eq. (25) by R, d' and a' one gets the iron contribution A'paiT to the vector
potential. The resulting multipole expansion of the azimuthal field component is then
given by

Bt(r,0)

=

Be(r,9) =

dr

ncos(n*) [ ( I
R / r \n-1

1

a)

(26)
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Figure 24: The averaged sextupole coefficients with RMS errors from 315 HERA dipoles
(12-pole coefficients from 236 quadrupoles) as a function of the coil current. The multipole
coefficients are defined as the ratio of the multipole field to the main field (dipole, resp.
quadrupole) at a radius of 25 mm. The curves are model calculations. The ramp direction
of the current is indicated by arrows. Before starting the measurements, a current cycle
50 A -» 6000 A -> 50 A was performed to establish a well-defined initial conditon for the
superconductor magnetisation.
For the product (/ • d) we insert the magnetic moment per unit length derived from
Eq. (22). Expression (26) has to be summed over all NbTi filaments in one quarter of
the dipole coil and divided by the main dipole field to obtain the multipole coefficients.
As for the transport-current field, only normal multipoles of the orders n = 1,3,5,...
occur. In a quadrupole coil, the persistent currents obey again the same symmetries as
the transport current and generate therefore only the allowed normal multipoles 62, 66,

An important ingredient to the model is the critical current density JC(B, T) at low
fields which is unfortunately not easily accessible. The manufacturers of superconducting
cables measure critical currents usually at fields of 5 - 6 T. From magnetisation measurements at low fields (Fig. 22) one derives Jc by making use of expression (23) and correcting
for the volume fraction of superconductor in the cable. The uncertainty in the critical
current at low fields is estimated to be 10 - 20% and is the dominant uncertainty in the
calculation of persistent current multipoles. The filament diameter is known to about 5%.
The averaged sextupole data of 315 HERA dipoles and the 12-pole data of 236
quadrupoles are shown in Fig. 24 for increasing and decreasing main fields. The predictions of the model, shown as continuous curves, are in excellent agreement with the
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measurements. The persistent currents have also a significant influence on the main dipole
field and quadrupole gradient. Their contribution is denoted by B\ resp. g and is plotted
in Fig. 25.
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Figure 25: The contribution B\, g of the. persistent currents to the main dipole field and
the main quadrupole gradient. Solid curves: model prediction.
Again a hysteresis curve is observed and the data are in good agreement with the
model prediction. It should be mentioned that the dipole field receives in addition a
small contribution from the remanence of the iron yoke. At the HERA injection energy
the main dipole field (quadrupole gradient) is 0.5% (0.2%) lower than the value computed
from the coil current. Of course a correction is needed to match HERA to the energy of
the pre-accelerator.
The superconductor magnetisation and the resulting multipoles are proportional to
the filament diameter and the critical current density at low fields which is almost an
order of magnitude larger than at 5 Tesla. Of course, nobody wants to sacrifice a high Jc
just to reduce the undesirable persistent-current effects but a reduction in filament size
is certainly advisable. The cable in the HERA dipoles has fairly thick filaments (14 - 16
/im). When the HERA superconductor was specified more than 10 years ago, a not too
small filament diameter was considered important by the manufacturers to guarantee high
critical currents. In the past years great progress has been made towards finer filaments.
For the SSC magnets, a diameter of 6 fim had been foreseen. A similar number is envisaged for LHC There is an interesting lower limit, however, at least for NbTi embedded
in copper. With decreasing filament diameter the interfilament spacing has to be reduced
too to retain the same superconductor fraction. Below 1 /.cm a 'proximity coupling' between neighbouring filaments has been observed, basically a tunneling of Cooper pairs
through the copper, which leads to a steep increase of the multipole fields. The proximity
coupling may be inhibited by adding 0.5% of manganese to the copper between the fila-
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ments, thereby increasing its resistivity, but there is the danger that the quench stability
might suffer when the matrix material has a poor electrical and thermal conductivity.

4.4

Time dependence of persistent current effects
A time dependence of the persistent current sextupole was first observed in the
Tevatron dipoles [24]. From measurements on pre-series HERA magnets we were able
to show [25] that the multipole fields decrease proportional to the logarithm of time,
contrary to the exponential decay of eddy currents in circuits with inductive and resistive
components. Similar observations were made at Fermilab [26, 27]. As an example I show
in Fig. 26 the time dependence of the dipole and sextupole components in a dipole magnet
(a similar behaviour is found for the 12-pole in the quadrupoles).
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Figure 26: Time dependence of the persistent-current field distortions in a HERA dipole
at a field of 0.227 T: (a) absolute value of the contribution Bx to the dipole field
(b) sextupole component.
The injection of 40 GeV protons into HERA starts about 10 minutes after the injection field of 0.227 T (corresponding to a magnet current of 245 A) has been established
and may take some 20 minutes. During this time interval the drift is well represented by
the form A — R\o^i. The slope R is called 'logarithmic decay rate' and is identical with
the change of the multipole fields per decade of time, for instance between t = 200 s and
t = 2000s. The logarithmic decay rates R of the dipole and sextupole components are
plotted against each other in Fig. 27 for more than 200 magnets. The time measurements
were performed after an initial current cycle
0 A -> 6000* A-> 50 A-» 250 A
in which the maximum current Imax was chosen 1000 A above the nominal operating current in HERA. There is a considerable variation from magnet to magnet and in particular
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between magnets made from different superconducting cables, as shown in the following
table [28]:
Average change
<5BX >
6b*
200 ->2000s
(Gauss)
Asea Brown Boveri (ABB) cable
0.68 ± 0.18 (1.77 ± 0.49) io- 4
La Metalli Industrial (LMI) cable 1.15 ±0.23 (3.23 ±0.62) 10"4
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Figure 27: Correlation between the logarithmic decay rates of the dipole and sextupole
components.
Secondly, the decay rates of the sextupole and dipole components are strongly correlated indicating a. common origin for both decays. The data are compatible with the
assumption of a logarithmically decreasing critical current density, suggesting thermallyactivated flux creep as the underlying physical mechanism. There are, however, several
puzzling observations which do not fit into this picture, (a) The decay rates measured in
magnets are usually much larger than those in cable samples [29, 30]. (b) The data in Fig.
28 demonstrate that the persistent-current decay rate at low field is strongly influenced
by the maximum excitation current Imax of the magnet in the preceding field cycle. In
contrast to this, Imax has no measurable effect on the shape and width of the sextupole
hysteresis curve at low fields. Also in the model discussed above, the superconductor
magnetisation at low current, say 250 A, is the same for Imax = 750 A or Imax = 5000 A.
In order to clarify the situation an experimental setup was devised at DESV permitting measurement of the average magnetisation of a 5 m long sample of the insulated
HERA dipole cable as well as its time dependence. (Usually magnetisation measurements
are done on samples of'a few mm length so possible effects of the cable pitch cannot be
observed.) The results [31] are plotted in Fig. 29. The magnetisation decay at low field
(actually B — 0 in this case) is less than 1% per decade of time but is totally independent
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Figure 28: Decay of the sextupole in a HERA dipole at 250 A for different values of the
maximum current in the initialising cycle (0 A —>Imax —* 50 A—* 250 A).
of the maximum field jBmax in the preceding cycle. The observed decay rate agrees well
with other data on flux creep in NbTi. On the contrary, the sextupole component in the
superconducting dipole which was used to generate the external field in the experiment,
exhibited the same strong variation of the decay rate with Bmax as seen in Fig. 28.
Obviously, superconductor properties alone cannot account for the time dependence
of persistent-current fields in magnets. Now there is an essential difference between the
superconductor in the test sample and that in the coil, namely the transport current.
This current is not always shared equally among the strands in the cable and it may even
redistribute itself in the course of time, leading to an imbalance: some strands carry a
higher current, others a lower one. Experimental evidence for such an imbalance comes
from another surprising discovery at DESY [32]. The persistent-currents fields (dipole,
sextupole but even 'unallowed' poles) exhibit a periodic variation along the magnet axis,
see Fig. 30. The periodicity interval exactly coincides with the transposition pitch length
of the strands in the cable. These findings were confirmed at BLN and SSC, and also in
their magnets the period agreed with the cable pitch. Both effects: the strong magnetisation decay and the longitudinal periodicity are probably closely linked with a current
redistribution in the cable but attempts to construct a quantitative model have failed so
far. Jt is worth mentioning that the oscillating multipole fields should have a negligible
effect on the proton beam emittance since their wavelength is orders of magnitude smaller
that the betatron wavelength.

5

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

The state of superconducting accelerator magnets and their future prospects have
been summarized by Perin [33] in an excellent review on which part of the following dis-
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in the field-generating dipole [31].
cussion is based. The last high energy proton accelerators with conventional magnets
were built more than 20 years ago: the 300 GeV Proton Synchroton at Fermilab and the
300 - 400 GeV Super Proton Synchroton (SPS) at CERN. Without superconductivity,
elementary particle physics might have reached an upper energy limit with these machines
because of the prohibitively high electric power consumption with conventional technology
in even larger accelerators. In the SPS the normal magnets have a power consumption of
52 MW at 315 GeV compared to some 6 MW which are needed to provide the cooling of
the HERA proton ring with a stored beam of 800 GeV.
The pioneering Tevatron at Fermilab has opened the gate to a new generation of high
energy hadron colliders. The basic design features and practical construction methods of
superconducting accelerator magnets were developed for the Tevatron and in addition
this machine has proven that a large superconducting system ca; be operated with high
performance and reliability. In the HERA collider an improved version of the Tevatron
magnet is used, made from a higher-performance superconductor and featuring an iron
yoke directly surrounding the clamped coil. Contrary to the Fermilab magnets which were
all built inside the laboratory, the HERA magnets have been produced in various industrial companies. Excellent field quality and a high degree of operational safety have been
achieved in a large scale industrial production. The magnets for the 7 TeV Large Hadron
Collider at CERN will also be produced by industry. The favoured superconductor is
still niobium-titanium but with a. helium temperature below 2 K. A prototype ma.gnet
with niobium-tin has been built [34] for the LHC project and successfully tested up to
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fields of more than 9 T, but this superconductor is very expensive and the production
methods are complicated because of the brittleness of NbaSn which requires a lenghthy
high-temperature treatment of the finished coil to recover good superconductivity. The
new high-temperature superconductors are far from being applicable in any accelerator
project presently under discussion.
Superconducting accelerator magnets have to be fabricated with high precision to
accomplish both the required field homogeneity and the high internal pre-stress which is
needed to avoid a movement of the conductors under the influence of the large Lorentz
forces. Such movements are dangerous as they generate heat and may lead to a premature
breakdown of superconductivity, i.e. a quench. The HERA dipoles have a design field of
4.7 T but all of them can be excited to 6.3 T (at 4.4 K) where the coil current reaches the
critical current of the superconductor. The LHC magnets have a smaller inner diameter
(56 mm instead of 75 mm) and a larger cable cross section so higher fields are accessible. The requirements on mechanical strength, however, rise steeply, both concerning the
cable insulation and the support structure of the coils. The prototype results at CERN
are very encouraging in that magnets with safe performance up to 9 T seem to be feasible.
A serious drawback of superconducting accelerator magnets are the field distortions
at low excitation which are caused by persistent magnetisation currents. At the Tevatron correction schemes have been worked out which allow to operate the machine without
beam loss. In the HERA machine reference magnets are used measure the time-dependent
persistent current sextupoles and to control the correction coils. For future accelerators
superconducting cables with finer filaments are foreseen to reduce the persistent-current
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effects.
In conclusion one can say that superconducting accelerator magnets have reached a
state of maturity that makes them appear as reliable and cost-effective devices to achieve
proton energies in the TeV regime.
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CRYSTAL BENDING AND EXTRACTION
or 'How to build a 1000 Testa magnet1
S0ren Pape M0ller
Institute for Synchrotron Radiation, University of Arhus, DK-8000 Arhus C

Abstract
When charged particles pass through a crystal along a crystallographic
direction, the coherent scattering on the lattice atoms forces the
particles to fl Jow the lattice direction. The transmission through an
aligned crystal is very different from the passage through an
amorphous foil, and drastically changes the interaction with the crystal
atoms. This channeling effect has many applications at low energy
within both fundamental and applied physics. Also when the crystal is
bent, the particles will follow the crystallographic direction. In this
way, a crystal can deflect a high-energy beam corresponding to a
magnetic field around 1000 Tesia, although with some losses. The
lecture will be biased towards high energies (> 1 GeV), and results
from recent bending and extraction experiments will be presented.

1.

INTRODUCTION

A crystal is a regular arrangement of atoms sitting on so-called lattice positions.
Looking on a crystal with a magnifying glass, certain directions look open, and the crystal
atoms appear to be arranged as pearls on strings or planes. Intuitively, the transmission of
charged particles along such directions will be very different from the passage through an
amorphous foil, or along a non-aligned direction; so-called 'random' direction. As we will see
in Section 2, the motion along such channeling directions is mainly governed by coherent
scatterings on strings or planes of atoms, and not by the individual scatterings on single atoms.
It is these strings or planes that give rise to immense electric fields over macroscopic
distances; i.e. the crystal thickness.
The channeling effect was discovered in the early sixties by the anomalous energy loss
of positive ions in crystalline materials [1,2,3]. A comprehensive theoretical treatment was
soon given by Lindhard [4] and this work has been the basis for all subsequent work.
Actually, already in 1912 Stark [5] had predicted: "In Kristallen werden demnach
elektromagnetisch empfindliche Teilchen 12ngs ausgezeichneten Achsen viele grofJere
Schichtdicken zu durchdringen vermogen als in amorphen Korpern
Es wird demnach in
einem Kristall nicht blo(5 die Absorption, sondern auch die Zerstreuung von Strahlenteilchen
selektiv in verschiedenen Achsen erfolgen." The influence of the channeling effect on the
penetration of charged particles through crystals has since been studied by a variety of
methods, and the applications of the effect are widespread within both fundamental and
applied physics. In particular the applications within semiconductor and ion implantation
technology is important.
A new development started in the mid-seventies, when the investigations at high energy
began [6]. One motivation was the possibility to use heavy particles of both positive and
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negative charge, e.g. K+ and if, as a complement to the investigations at low energy with
electrons and positrons. The basic interest in channeling was further revived at both low and
high energy by the prediction [7,8] and experimental verification [9,10] of channeling
radiation, i.e. the electromagnetic radiation emitted by channeled electrons and positrons.
Another development, of prime interest in the present article, was the prediction [11]
and observation [12,13] of beam bending by transmission of charged particles through bent
crystals.
The present lecture will give an introduction to channeling with emphasis on qualitative
aspects and physical insight. Some essential formulae will be given, and it is the hope that the
reader after this lecture will be able to evaluate important quantities. Furthermore, we will
confine ourselves to high energies (> 1 GeV) and mainly discuss the applications of
channeling in beam bending and extraction, the techniques relying on channeling which are
presently feasible. We shall also mainly discuss particles of positive charge, and implicitly
assume the projectiles to be protons moving with a velocity close to the velocity of light,
unless otherwise explicitly stated.

2.

CHANNELING IN A CRYSTAL

2.1

Applicability of Classical Mechanics

Let us at this point make a small digression, since it is not at all clear how to describe
the transmission of the projectile through the crystal. As was first discussed by Bohr [14], the
quantity for determining whether one can apply classical mechanics for an orbital description
of scattering in a Coulomb field is K = 2Z1Z2e2/fiv. Here Z, and Z2 are the projectile and target
atomic numbers and v is the projectile velocity. For K > 1 the classical picture is a good
approximation. As is easily seen, for fast particles this Bohr condition is not fullfilled. This
condition is even more restrictive, when screening from the atomic electrons is taken into
account. Hence it may appear surprising, that channeling can be described by classical
mechanics if the projectile mass is large compared to the electron rest mass [4]. Qualitatively,
one may argue that in a collision with a string of atoms it is the charge of all the nuclei in the
string participating in the collision that should be inserted in the Bohr condition. Strictly, one
may derive a 'transverse Bohr condition1, K±=[(yM/m)Z1Z2wa(/d]m)l, for classical mechanics
to apply in the so-called transverse plane. Here y^(l-v2/c2)'ln, M and m the particle and
electron rest mass, a^Ti2/me2 = 0.511 A the Bohr radius and d the atom spacing. As is easily
seen, this condition is fullfilled for heavy particles, but maybe more surprisingly also for
electrons/positrons with large relativistic mass.
2.2

The Continuum Approximation

For charged particles incident on a crystal with a small angle to an axial direction,
there is a strong correlation between the successive collisions with the string atoms. In other
words, the impact parameter changes slowly between subsequent binary collisions, see Fig.
1. This led Lindhard to the introduction of the continuum model, in which the atomic string
is replaced by a continuum string obtained by smearing the atomic charges along the string.
The channeling picture is now based on a separation between the longitudinal motion along
the crystalline direction and the transverse motion, since the interaction between the projectile
and the continuum string is independent of the longitudinal coordinate z.
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This continuum approximation, outlined above for the atomic string, can also be used
when a particle is incident on a crystal with a small angle to a plane of atoms. In this case the
atomic charges are smeared over the plane. The transverse motion is two dimensional for the
axial case and one dimensional for the planar case, and it is this transverse motion which
describes the motion of channeled particles.

Q

(I,)

BINARY COLLISION MODEL

(a)

Z

r

T-T-T-

Crystal
Surface

(c)

CONTINUUM MODEL
Crystal
Surface

e,

Fig.l a) Perspective view of simple crystalline structure, b) end c) Schematic drawing of a
trajectory in the binary and continuum model
The interaction between the projectile and the string or plane is described by continuum
potentials. The string potential is obtained by averaging the atomic potential V(r) along the
string, i.e.
dz

(1)

where r x is the coordinate in the plane perpendicular to the string, i.e. the transverse plane.
Correspondingly, in the planar case the planar continuum potential takes the form
Y(y) =

2

+y2+z2 )dxdz

(2)

where N is the atomic density, dp the planar spacing, and y the transverse coordinate.
In this continuum model the so-called transverse energy E± is a conserved quantity,
since the potential is independent of the longitudinal coordinates, z and x,z in the axial and
planar cases, respectively. This transverse energy is to a very good approximation given by

-i_

(3)

where the first term is the kinetic energy and the second the potential energy. Here p is the
momentum of the particle and \\r the local angle to the string/plane direction. In the continuum
approximation, the transverse energy of a given particle is given by it's initial value, i.e. the
value it acquired at the surface of the crystal,
(4)
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This also means that even for a parallel beam perfectly aligned with the crystalline direction,
there will be a distribution in transverse energy; an effect called surface transmission. In Fig.
2 are shown the single-string potential for the <100> string in Ge at room temperature, and
examples of trajectories in the transverse plane of three particles with different transverse
energies.

1.0
rxCA]

Fig. 2 a) Single-string potential, b) Motion in transverse plane
Previously, we have implicitly assumed the projectile to have a positive charge. Also
negative particles may be channeled, and the main change in the above picture is a change of
sign in the potentials, which means that contrary to positive particles which are repelled from
the strings and planes, negative particles are focused around the strings and planes of atoms.
2,3

Critical Angles

An important quantity, directly observable, is the critical channeling angle. This is
defined here as the angle of incidence which allows the particle to penetrate into the string or
plane. Hence it can be found by equating the transverse kinetic energy to the maximum
potential height,
(5)

The critical angle is approximately given by the Lindhard critical angles XJ/J and \|/p for the axial
and planar case respectively,

(6)

pvd
Z^NdCalpv

.

In the formula for the planar angle, C«V3 is a constant and a=0.3853ao(Z12/3+Z22
screening length. For the <111> axial and (110) planar direction in silicon, we have
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,= 15|irad/Vp[TeV/c]
(7)
= 5nrad/^[TeV/c]
Particles with J2pJL<E'xcri' are said to be channeled, and these particles will in first approximation
stay channeled. Particles with Ex » £ / " ' are called random particles and are moving through
the crystal as if the target was amorphous.
In Fig. 3 are shown calculated surface-transmission probabilities, i.e. the fraction of the
beam initially channeled, for 450 GeV protons in silicon at room temperature using the socalled Doyle-Turner potential, see below. The surface transmission is calculated as function
of beam divergence for incidence parallel to the (110), (100) and (111) planes.

0.01
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0.04

0.05

RMS beam divergence (mrad.)

Fig. 3 Calculated surface transmission for a 450 GeV proton beam in a silicon crystal
2.4

Thermal vibrations

Up to this point we have implicitly assumed that the lattice atoms were static. In
reality, they are vibrating around their mean position with a temperature-dependent vibration
amplitude p. In silicon the one-dimensional rms thermal displacement is Pi=0.075 A at 300
K, to be compared to the lattice constant a=5.431 A. The uncertainty in position owing to
these thermal vibrations gives rise to a transverse smearing, and the resulting 'thermally
averaged1 continuum string potential is given by
(8)
The probability distribution P of the target atoms is gaussian, that is
.x.

.-1exp(-r±2/p2)

(9)

where p2 is the two-dimensional mean square thermal displacement from the string.
Qualitatively, the main effect of the thermal vibrations occurs at small distances from the
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string, where the infinite static potential is modified to have a finite maximum. A similar
thermal smearing applies for the planar potential, but the influence of the thermal vibrations
is here rather small.
2.5

Potentials

For the atomic screened Coulomb potential, Lindhard used the so-called standard
potential, an analytical, easy-to-evaluate potential,

V(r)=-55fi(l-

-

2 2

)

(10)

which leads to the critical angles \j/, and \j/ p , Eq. (6).
The corresponding single-string axial continuum potential is obtained from Eq. (1)
(11)

where d is the distance between the atoms in the string, and where the thermal averaging, Eq.
(8), has been approximated introducing the Vfcp2 term.
The corresponding planar continuum potential, for a single static plane, is obtained
from Eq. (2),
U(y)=2itZ1Z2e2Ndp[(y2 + C2a2f-y]

(12)

where v is the distance from the plane and dp is the planar distance.
A rather accurate potential, for more quantitative evaluations, is the thermally averaged
Doyle-Turner single-string potential given by
(

±

5a) l^d l i'\i ^B.+p
^ i p ^( i ,
fi.+p
2

(13)

2

Q

where B=bJ4if, and the constants at and bt are given in Table 1 for silicon and germanium.
The corresponding planar thermally averaged Doyle-Turner potential takes the form
"O'YUD ^

1

TTTT^^FV

—)

(l^)

*0

Axially channeled particles are moving in a potential which is the superposition of the
single-string potentials pertaining to the individual strings in the transverse plane, see Fig. 2
b). There is, however, only a significant difference between the multi-string and the singlestring potential for small transverse energies. Similarly, the planar potential is the sum of the
two potentials from neighbouring planes.
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Table 1
Parameters for Doyle-Turner potential

Ge

Si

2.6

at [A]

bt [A2]

a, [A]

bt [A 2 ]

2.1293

57.7748

2.4467

55.893

2.5333

16.4756

2.7015

14.393

0.8349

2.8796

1.6157

2.4461

0.3216

0.3860

0.6009

0.3415

Dechanneling

The thermal vibrations of the crystal atoms, the discreteness of the lattice and the
presence of the electrons in the target mean that the motion in the continuum potential is
perturbed, and changes in the transverse energy take place. On the average the transverse
energy will increase with penetration depth. This means in particular that channeled particles
may become transferred to the random beam, a process called dechanneling. For low
transverse energies, it is the scattering on the electrons which contributes, whereas for higher
transverse energies it is the nuclear scattering which dominates. In general the dechanneling
process can be described by a diffusion equation. For well-channeled particles, in particular
planar channeled, the dechanneling process can be approximated by an exponential depletion
of the number of channeled particles,
;i=noexp(-z/L0)

(15)

where the phenomenological dechanneling length Lo scales with momentum. For the (110)
plane in silicon, Lo=0.9m-p[TeV/c]. The inverse process of dechanneling is also possible and
random particles may become channeled. This process is called 'feed-in' or 'volume capture'.
For not too small transverse energies, the dechanneling is dominated by scattering on
the nuclei. This means that there is a temperature dependence of the dechanneling length
owing to the thermal vibrations, and channeling effects can be enhanced by cooling the crystal.
In Fig. 4 are shown some measurements of proton dechanneling lengths at high energy
for the (110) plane in silicon at room temperature demonstrating the energy scaling.
The dechanneling lengths for negative particles are much shorter than for positive,
because negative particles move in areas of high electron and nuclear density.
2.7

Crystals and Radiation Damage

To observe channeling effects and to apply them, it is clearly neccessary to have single
crystals, or polycrystalline material with a mosaic spread much less than the relevant critical
angles. At high energy, this leaves only silicon, germanium and more recently diamond as
target materials. These materials all have diamond structure. At low energy many other
crystals arc available for channeling.
It is also important that the crystals are almost perfect in other respects, namely the
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number of defects should be small. There exists many types of defects in crystals, originating
either from displaced crystal atoms, dislocations, or impurities. It is obvious that atoms sitting
in the channels between the strings or planes lead to increased dechanneling. Actually, lowenergy channeling can be used to identify the lattice positions of impurities. Hence it is
important, that the crystal material has a small number of impurities and defects. Radiation
damage, that is damage of the crystal owing to the beam exposure, will also leau to an
enhanced dechanneling. A close collision between the projectile and a lattice atom may
displace the lattice atom from the string position to an interstitial position, and create a
vacancy. In general, such point defects are less severe at high energy, where the cross section
for scattering to large angles is small and where the number of atoms participating in one
collision with a string is enormous (-]
100003
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Fig. 4 Measurements of dechanneling lengths in silicon

3.

THE STRONG FIELD AND IT'S ORIGIN
It is well-known from Coulomb's law
£(r) =

(16)

that very high electric fields exist close to point-like particles. For example, the electric field
at a distance of 0.1 A from a silicon nucleus amounts to 2-1012 V/cm. This high field is,
however, not of much use as a deflecting field, since it only extends over distances ~0.1 A.
In the continuum approximation, we have for a <110> string of silicon atoms E 10
1.3-10 V/cm corresponding to a magnetic field (for relativistic particles) of 4000 Tesla.
Furthermore, this field extends all along the length of the string, i.e. over the macroscopic
distance of the crystal thickness (from mm to m). In the planar case, the corresponding field
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is 1.3-109 V/cm (- 400 Tesla), and this field applies all over the extent of the two-dimensional
plane. It is these immense fields extending over macroscopic distances, which makes
channeling useful for the deflection of charged particles.
For crystals of higher atomic number than silicon, the fields are evidently larger than
the values given above.

4.

MANIFESTATIONS OF CHANNELING

Channeled positive particles are kept away from the strings and planes of atoms,
whereas negative particles are focused around the atomic strings and planes. This will
obviously change the interaction between the projectiles and the crystal atoms. For example
all close-encounter processes, which require a small-impact parameter collision with a target
atom, have a decreased/increased probability for aligned positive/negative particles. Examples
of such processes are nuclear reactions, wide-angle scattering and inner-shell excitation. For
a beam of positive particles weil-aligned with a string direction, such processes are decreased
by two orders of magnitude. Also less local processes like multiple scattering are
decreased/increased for positive/negative channeled particles.
Processes involving collisions with target electrons are also changed. For example a
beam of channeled positive particles experience an energy loss around half of that for a
random beam. This is illustrated by Fig. 5, where the energy loss distribution of 15 GeV
protons in a 0.74 mm Ge crystal is shown for an axially aligned beam and a random beam
[19].
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Fig. 5 Random and axially channeled energy loss of 15 GeV protons in 0.74 mm Ge
Channeled electrons/positrons have an increased emission of bremsstrahlung. The
regular motion of electrons/positrons through single crystals lead to coherent emission of highenergy photons, in much the same way as undulators are used in electron storage rings. For
example axially channeled 100-200 GeV electrons have a radiation energy-loss almost twoorders of magnitude larger than in a corresponding amorphous medium. Also the inverse
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process to this channeling radiation, namely pair production by photons, is increased in
aligned crystals. Crystals may hence be useful as bremsstrahlung and pair-production targets.
The channeling model, and these channeling effects, have been studied for a number
of different projectiles: electrons/positrons, muons, pions, protons and heavy ions. The energies
used range from keV to TeV corresponding to critical angles from degrees to microradians,
and the same, relatively simple, description of particles colliding with strings or planes of
atoms holds over this enormous energy range. Note, that at high energy (v = c), the channeling
properties of a particle only depends on it's charge and momentum.
The study of channeling and the applications of the effect have yielded a wealth of
results in both applied and basic research. In particular at low energies, standard techniques
using channeling are today widely used in e.g. semiconductor and materials science. At high
energy, the application of the channeling effect is less mature, but it has started as we are
going to see now.
The reader is referred to the bibliography for further details and references to the large
subject of channeling effects.

5.

CHANNELING IN A BENT CRYSTAL

In the following we shall confine ourselves to planar channeling of positive particles.
It is hardly surprising, that also when a crystal is slightly bent elastically, planar
channeled particles will still follow the bent planes. Channeling in a bent crystal with constant
curvature is described in the continuum approximation by the introduction of a centrifugal
force, giving rise to an effective potential
(IV)
where x is the distance from the centerline between the atomic planes. The curvature is given
by K = \IR, where R is the radius of curvature. In Fig. 6 is shown the potential from an unbent
crystal (full-drawn curve) and the resulting potential for a bent crystal, in the case of R - 4
m (dotted) and R - 15 m (dash-dotted) at pv = 450 GeV. It is seen, that bending will cause
particle trajectories to shift towards the outer atomic plane, and that bending leads to a
lowering of the potential barrier. In this way, the critical angle of a bent crystal is reduced.
As was realized by Tsyganov [11], there is a critical radius of curvature Rc for which
there is no potential well, i.e. no channeling. This critical radius is reached when Yeff has a
minimum at x = djl (or rather djl - p) and we get
(18)
Only at high energies can crystals be bent elastically to this limit. For (110) planes in Si we
get Rc = 0.4m-p[TeV/c]. This is a very large curvature, corresponding to 4.3 degrees or 75
mrad over 3 cm at 450 GeV!
It is practically not possible to bend a crystal all the way to the edge, and hence there
is always a straight entrance, and exit, part of the crystal. This straight part is a useful position
for a semiconductor detector which, as we will see later can be used to 'tag' channeled
particles.
The influence of the bending is usually described oy a bending dechanneling function,
the fraction of charged particles lost from the channeling regime (with transverse energies
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^ /
-p)) [20,21]. This dechanneling fraction F is given in Fig. 7 from ref [15]. It is
only accurate for a uniformly populated transverse phase space, i.e. for a beam divergence
larger than \\fp. The abscissa coordinate is a normalized curvature and momentum variable, F
= J/2K/?C = ViRjR. Furthermore the bending leads to a modification of the multiple scattering
dechanneling, since the average position of the particles shifts towards the atomic planes with
higher electron and nuclear densities. It can be approximated by LB = Lo{\-F)2.

o

i

DISTANCE (x/(dp/21)

Fig. 6 Planar potential for a straight (full-drawn) and bent crystals

An accurate prediction of the bending efficiency requires a detailed simulation. A rough
estimate can be made from the following prescription: 1) The surface transmission, i.e. the
number of initially channeled particles, is calculated from e.g. Fig. 3 for a given beam
divergence. 2) The multiple scattering dechanneling is taken into account by application of the
depletion, Eq. (15). 3) The bending dechanneling is calculated from Fig. 7. The influence of
the bending on the normal dechanneling is introduced. It should be noted, that this procedure
is only valid for a uniform curvature. For a non-uniform curvature, the most important
modification is to determine the bending dechanneling from the maximum curvature in the
crystal, which as we will see later can be significantly larger than the average curvature.

6.

BENDING BEAMS WITH CRYSTALS

The first observation of beam bending was made at JINR at Dubna at 8 GeV in 1978
[12], two years after the proposal. Since then, bending has been performed up to energies of
800 GeV [22]. Axial bending [17] is much less studied than planar. Planar bending of
negative particles has never been investigated experimentally. All the experiments [12,13,1518,22-30] have been made with protons, apart from [17] and [23] where %' and C6+,
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respectively, were used. These previous bending experiments are summarized in Table 2.

o Crystal cooled
• Crystal at room temperature

u.
0.05
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0.30

Fig. 7 Dechanneling fraction as function of normalized curvature

We shall in the present paper concentrate on the recent CERN experiments, first of all
because the author has been involved in these experiments, but also because only in these
recent 450 GeV experiments, large efficiencies up to 50 % have been obtained. Before
discussing this experiment in detail, let us look at the, at first sight trivial, problem of bending
a crystal.
Table 2
Bending experiments
Year

Energy

Laboratory

Bending details

Ref.

1979

8.4 GeV

J1NR, Dubna

2 cm, 1-26 mrad

12

1980

12 GeV

CERN

3 cm, 4-52 mrad (p,7t+,7f)

13, 17

1984

12-800 GeV

Fermilab

2-5 cm, 3-32 mrad

15, 22, 24

1982

1 GeV

Leningrad

0.1-1 cm, (also focusing)

25,30

1987

53 GeV/c

JINR, Dubna

2 cm, 65 mrad, (C6+)

23

1991

70 GeV

IHEP, Protvino

7-10 cm, 20 mrad, focusing

16,29

1989

450 GeV

CERN (H8)

5 cm, 2-12 mrad

26,27

1989

450 GeV

CERN (H4)

5 cm, 10 mrad

28

6.1

Bending devices

The ideal beam bender is a crystal bent at constant curvature, so that the crystalline
planes make a section of concentric cylinders. In practice some mechanics is needed to bend
the crystal as closely as possible to this ideal curvature.
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Historically, the first bending devices used were three-point benders as in Fig. 8a,
where three parallel rods are pressed onto the flat sides of the crystal, to bend it. Ideally, such
a bender gives a linearly increasing curvature from the first rod to the middle and a
correspondingly decreasing curvature from the middle to the last rod. In this way, the
maximum curvature is twice the average curvature.
The obvious improvement to the three point bender is a four-point bender, as in Fig.
8b, where ideally the curvature is linearly increasing from the first rod to the second, then
constant from the second to the third and then finally linearly decreasing from the third to the
fourth rod. A common problem to the three and four point bender is the local distortions at
the contact points of the rods, which lead to additional dechanneling, in particular at the points
of the crystal side in direct contact with the rod. This local stress is observable experimentally
as additional dechanneling at the deflection angles corresponding to these points (see later).

/
(a)

(b)

K
(c)

Fig. 8 Crystal benders of 3-point, 4-point and U-type. The graphs show the curvature along
the crystals for the 3- and 4-point benders
An elegant way of avoiding mechanical stress and produce a uniform bend is to bend
the crystal by coating one side of the crystal with a layer of a different material. In Ref. [15]
a 26 mm Si crystal was bent 30 mrad by sputter coating one side of the crystal with a 10
micron layer of ZnO. Obviously, the resulting bending angle is not adjustable, and it is
temperature dependent. Furthermore, the coating also produces a transverse bend.
Approximately uniform bends have also been obtained by pressing crystals against
precision machined cylindrical surfaces. The crystals have been pressed either by rods at the
crystal ends [28] or by a 'fluid' composed of small steel balls [26]. Also in this case, the
bending angle is fixed. However, the beam bending angle can be adjusted by using the long
sides of the bent crystal as entrance and exit faces [28].
Finally, the bottom of a U-shaped piece is bent uniformly by pressing the top of the
two sides together, Fig. 8c. So if a crystal is clamped to such a U-shaped stainless steel piece,
the crystal will be approximately bent cylindrically. Even better, the crystal itself can be
machined to the shape of a U. In this case, bending in the unwanted directions, in particular
variation of the planar direction with position on the entrance side of the crystal, can be
avoided. Such crystals have been used in the CERN extraction experiments to be discussed
in Section 7.
6.2

The 450-GeV CERN bending experiment

The recent 450-GeV experiments at CERN have been made in two beamlines in the
north area of the SPS. At the H4 beam, experiments have been performed as a preparation to
the use of a crystal in the new CP-violation experiment NA48 [28,31]. The other experiments
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[26,27], which we will discuss in some detail, are made in the H8 microbeam, which is a
unique beam for such investigations. This beam has an extremely small emittance, obtained
by successive collimation of the primary beam. At the position of the crystal, the beam size
is around 2x1 mm2 (FWHM) to be compared to the crystal size of 0.9x10x50 mm3.
Furthermore, the horizontal divergence is around 3 ^irad (rms) to be compared to \|/p = 7^rad
for (110) Si at 450 GeV. The beam intensity is up to 106 protons per burst.
Different bending devices have been used in these experiments, but we shall confine
ourselves to the discussion of the results obtained with a 3-point bender. The layout of the
experiment and the bending jig are shown in Fig. 9 a) and b), respectively. The bent silicon
crystal is mounted on a goniometer with 1.7 (irad stepsize. Scintillators (SC) 1, 2 and 3 are
used to define a beam trigger, with scintillator 4 as a veto of events creating a nuclear
interaction in the crystal. Two drift chambers (DC) are used to measure the position of the
beam particles just in front of the crystal and 4 meters behind. Data were accumulated with
bending angles from 1 to 11 mrad.

so?
DCl

DC2

crystal

50 mm.

Fig. 9 a) Layout of bending experiment, b) Crystal bender

A surface-barrier semiconductor detector is produced on the straight entrance part of
the crystal to tag the channeled particles (Fig. 9 b). In Fig. 10 a) and b) are shown the
energy-loss spectra for a non-aligned beam and for a beam aligned with the (111) planes of
the silicon crystal. The usual Landau distribution is seen in Fig. 10 a) (with some background)
and for an aligned beam in Fig. 10 b) we observe the low-energy loss channeled particles.
From Fig. 10 b) we deduce immediately a channeled fraction of the beam upon entrance in
excess of 50 %. In. Fig. 10 b) is also plotted the energy loss of those particles deflected 8.9
mrad by the crystal. A narrow energy-loss distribution is observed without a random
component, meaning that the bent particles are all channeled from the entrance of the crystal,
i.e. no feed-in (Section 2.6).
The crystal acceptance can be measured by monitoring the channeled particles, either
by their low-energy loss or by bending, as a function of crystal angle. In Fig. 11 a) is shown
the energy-loss window used to tag the channeled particles, and in Fig. l i b ) the measured
crystal acceptance. The steepness of the distribution demonstrates that the beam indeed has
a very small divergence. The FWHM of the distribution is 17 |irad to br compared to twice
the critical angle, in expression 14 |irad.
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Fig. 10 Energy-loss distributions for a) random and b) aligned crystal
The distributions of the deflected and straight beam, as measured by the second drift
chamber are shown in Fig. 12, for crystal bendings of 2.4, 4.6 and 8.1 mrad. The left-most
peak is the undeflected beam, and the right-most peak is the bent beam. Between these peaks
are the dechanneled particles. The tail from the unbent beam to the middle is the particles
dechanneled because of the increasing curvature, whereas from the middle to the bent beam
there are very few particles, namely only those dechanneled because of multiple scattering.
We also observe, in particular for the 4.6 mrad bending angle, the excess dechanneling caused
by the local stress at the middle pin.
3000
o

25002000.

•o

I

1500.
1000.

0
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50

75 100 125 150 175 200
dE/dx (channel No.)

-4400

-4390
-4380
-4370
goniometer turntable reading

Fig. l l a ) Low-energy loss window, b) Crystal acceptance
The efficiency can be deduced by measuring the number of bent particles relative to
the number of incident particles from data as in Fig. 12. This has been done for 9 different
bending angles, and the resulting efficiencies as function of bending angle are shown on Fig.
13. The efficiency varies from almost 50 % at 1.4 mrad to 1 % at 11 mrad. The measurements
are compared to calculated efficiencies using two extreme models for the curvature. The actual
curvature of the crystal bent in the three-point bender is not known, but it is expected to be
in between the ideal three-point bender and a uniform-curvature bender. Remember here, that
it is the maximum curvature that determines the bending dechanneling. There is a fair
agreement between the measurements and the calculations, as the measurements fall in
between the two extremes.
6.3

Focusing with crystals

Bent crystals can also be used for focusing of beams. Focusing can be performed in
different ways, e.g. by shaping the exit face of the bent crystal [29] or by using a crystal bent
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perpendicular to the beam direction [30]. Very short focal lengths ( - meter) and very small
beam sizes can be obtained, even at high energies.

8.1 mrad

"600

300

400

500

600

'700

700

driftchamber DC2 horizontal profile (channel No.)

Fig. 12 Profiles of the deflected beams 4 meters downstream of the crystal

7.

EXTRACTING BEAMS WITH CRYSTALS

Since a crystal can, to some extent, replace a magnet in a beam line, it can also be
used as a septum magnet in a synchrotron/storage ring. The advantage of using a crystal to
replace a conventional septum magnet is not only the large deflection power, but maybe more
the inherently small septum thickness. The effective septum thickness of a crystal septum is
ideally extremely small, namely the planar distance. In practice it will be appreciably larger,
determined by surface roughness and miscuts.
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Fig. 13 Measured and calculated deflection efficiencies
Several extraction experiments have already been made, and some details are given in
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Table 3. Again, we shall mainly confine ourselves to the CERN experiment for the reasons
given above.
Table 3
Extraction experiments
Year

Energy

Laboratory

Crystal length, Bending
angle, Efficiency

Ref.

1983

4.2-7.5 GeV

JINR, Dubna

1.1 cm, 35 mrad, ~ 10"4

32

1990-

50-70 GeV

IHEP, Protvino

7 cm, 80 mrad, < 0.7 %

33

1992-

120 GeV

SPS, CERN (LHC)

3 cm, 8.5 mrad, 10 %

34

1994-

900 GeV

Tevatron, Fermilab

1.1 cm, 0.6 mrad

35

The attractive feature of using a crystal to extract a beam from a circular accelerator
is besides the inherently small septum thickness also the fact that it works just as well, and
in some respects better, the higher the beam energy owing to the decreasing dechanneling
length with energy.
Extraction channels in accelerators typically consist of a system of electrostatic and
magnetic septum magnets. The first element is usually an electrostatic septum consisting of
a long array of thin wires. As an example, we take the CERN SPS [36], where the electrostatic
septum consists of three 5 m long arrays of < 0.1 mm thick wires used to produce a field of
120 kV/cm. This septum gives a deflection of 0.4 mrad at 450 GeV. Obviously, for the 7 TeV
LHC beam, the length of a conventional wire septum would be enormous, and there would
be severe alignment problems. On the other hand, a bending angle of a fraction of a mrad for
a silicon crystal for the same 7 TeV beam can easily be envisaged.
A crystal can be used as a septum magnet in at least two different ways. In Fig. 14 are
shown schematically two scenarios of 'scraping1 the beam with two different edges of the
crystal. In both cases, the effective septum thickness will be given by the surface roughness,
i.e. it is important that the surfaces are polished (without damage) to optical quality.
Furthermore it is essential in (a), that the angle between the extracting surface and the planar
direction is very small.

Fig. 14 Scenarios for crystal extraction
The lay-out of crystal extraction is shown in more detail in Fig. 15. Here the
importance of surface roughness and miscut angle is evident. It is furthermore seen, that the
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impact parameters of the particles incident on the crystal should be large compared to the
surface roughness, and that the impact angles should be less than the critical angles.

impinging
impact parameter : b
impact angle: b'

Fig. 15 Impact of beam particles on crystal

The extraction efficiency can be calculated as outlined in section 5. Calculated
efficiencies are shown in Fig. 16 as function of pv/R for four bending angles. For a given
bending angle, there is a maximum in the efficiency, since the bending dechanneling is
increasing for decreasing R, and the multiple-scattering dechanneling increasing for increasing
R, i.e. longer crystals. The maximum efficiency for an extraction angle of 8 mrad is 42 % for
pv/R=0A. This gives for the SPS-energy of 120 GeV an optimal crystal length of 2.4 cm. For
an extraction angle of 0.2 mrad (relevant for the LHC), the maximum efficiency is 74 % at
pv/R=0.01, corresponding to a crystal length of 20 cm at 7 TeV.

0.2 mrad.
1.0 mrad.
4.0 mrad.
8.0 mrad.

0.1

0.2

0.3

0.4
0.5
0.6
pv/R (GeV/cm)

0.7

•t-

0.8

-t-

0.9

1

Fig. 16 Calculated bending/extraction efficiencies for Si (110)
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7.1

The CERN extraction experiment

The motivation for the extraction experiment at the CERN SPS was the possibility to
extract parasitically a proton beam from the LHC for fixed target physics (CP-violation in the
b-quark system) [37]. The Large Hadron Collider is a planned superconducting 7+7TeV
collider to be built in the LHP tunnel at CERN. An extracted beam of intensity 108/sec. would
provide 1010 BB-bar pairs per year, two orders of magnitude more than from an e+e" B-factory
with the very large luminosity S^lO^cirfV1. At the nominal luminosity in the LHC, around
109 protons per second are expected to diffuse from the central core of the LHC beam (1014
protons) into the halo, where they will have to be scraped by collimators to avoid hitting the
superconducting magnets. Part of this beam could possibly be extracted by a crystal into a
fixed-target experiment.
In the extraction experiment, the SPS is operated at 120 GeV where a coasting beam
of 5-1011 protons has a lifetime in excess of one hundred hours. The normalised horizontal and
vertical cmittances are 6-8 mm-mrad for the unperturbed beam. Diffusion is created by
exciting the beam horizontally with band-limited white noise. The crystal is placed 10 mm
from the closed orbit and the horizontal beam emittance is around 60 mm-mrad when the
large-amplitude particles reach the crystal. The typical impact parameters of the particles on
the crystal are of the order of one micron. The layout of the SPS for crystal extraction is
shown in Fig. 17.
In the SPS experiment [34], 3 cm long (110) Si crystals, mounted in a U-shaped
bending device, are used to extract the beam, like in Fig. 14 a). The benders are mounted on
a goniometer to align the planar direction with the beam. The benders can furthermore be
translated towards the circulating beam. The extraction angle is 8.5 mrad, and the crystals are
prealigned and monitored by laserbeams reflected from the polished surface of the crystals.
The position of the essential elements in the extraction straight section are shown in Fig. 18,
together with the crystal bending device. Several particle detectors allow observation of the
extracted beam. We mention scintillators (S), scintillator hodoscopes (H), scintillating screens
observed with a camera (TV) and position sensitive microstrip gas chambers (MSGC).

kick < 0.003
rms

Detectors

Fig. 17 Layout of SPS for crystal extraction
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For prealigned crystals, extraction is easily obtained with efficiencies of up to 10%.
This efficiency is determined from intensity monitors in the extracted beam and the beam
lifetime in a steady-state diffusion mode. As discussed above, efficiencies up to 40% are
theoretically possible.
MSGC
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Fig. 18 Layout of straight section used for crystal extraction in SPS
The angular acceptance of the crystal has been measured by monitoring the extracted
intensity as a function of planar angle to the beam, Fig. 19. The width of the distribution is
much larger than expected, namely around 200 firad to be compared to 2\jrp=28 (irad.
Furthermore the observed beam profiles are for some orientations of the crystal wide and show
double peaks. These observations can to some extent be explained by the so-called 'anticlastic'
bending of the crystal in the bending device used. As seen on the inserts in Fig. 18, the crystal
is also bent perpendicular to the direction of the bend. Furthermore, and more seriously, the
planar direction varies with the vertical coordinate at the entrance of the crystal. Clearly a
beam with a vertical size of more than 1 mm will produce an angular peak larger than 2\|/p
with a decreased extraction efficiency. Furthermore, multi-pass extraction may be involved
in the explanation. A particle not channeled or dechanneled may stay in the machine even
when it is multiple scattered from the 3 cm Si. The particle may then be extracted on
subsequent passes of the crystal. Such multi-pass extraction has been discussed in [38,39].
The SPS extraction experiments are continuing in order to understand fully the
observations. One improvement is the installation of a bent crystal without anticlastic bending,
namely a crystal cut in U-shape. This crystal is shown in Fig. 20.
Furthermore it is very important to understand the influence of the crystal on the
machine itself, in particular what the crystal will do to the collimation of the machine. (A
silicon crystal 3 cm. long represents 6 % of a nuclear interaction length.) This is important for
the background in collider detectors, and also for the quench protection of the superconducting
magnets.
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Also the point of radiation damage has to be investigated in detail, in particular
because the exposed area of an extracting crystal will be small owing to the small impact
parameters. At fluences of 1019 protons/cm2 no noticeable efficiency deterioration at 70 GeV
has been seen at Serpukhov [40], whereas a deterioration of low-energy channeling has been
observed by Baker et al. [41] for a crystal exposed to 4-1020 protons/cm2 at 28 GeV. It is,
however, not evident how to relate this damage observed at low energy to high-energy
dechanneling.
Finally, it is important to study crystal extraction at as high an energy as possible, in
order to make a safe extrapolation to LHC energies. At the Tevatron, extraction tests are being
prepared for 0.9 TeV [35].
40 mm

t.5mm

22 mm
Differential screws

Fig. 20 Size of U-shaped crystal
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8.

CONCLUSIONS AND OUTLOOK

Channeling is today a well-founded effect occurring when charged particles are incident
on single crystals in directions close to crystallographic directions.
The coherent scatterings on the strings or planes of atoms, which a crystal consists of,
changes dramatically the transmission of such channeled particles, in comparison to amorphous
materials.
In particular, the strong steering effect can be applied in bending and focusing of
beams replacing magnets with crystals. The bending powers are very large and the inherent
losses acceptable. Efficiencies up to 50 % have been demonstrated.
Crystals are also potentially useful as extraction devices, in particular because of the
inherently small septum thickness. Extraction with efficiencies up to 10 % have been
demonstrated.
The first real applications of crystals as beamline elements have been made, and the
potential for other applications of the immense crystalline fields seems large. Especially
applications at very high energies are promising because of the increasing dechanneling length
and the slowly decreasing critical angles with energy.
The reader is encouraged to 'invent' his/her own applications of crystalline fields!
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ENERGY MEASUREMENT BY RESONANT
DEPOLARIZATION
A. C. Melissinos
Dept. of Physics &; Astronomy, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY USA
Abstract
Resonant depolarization can be used to precisely measure the average beam energy of electron-positron storage rings. We discuss
how the polarization of the beam is measured by Compton scattering of laser light. Results of transverse polarization measurements
at LEP, and of longitudinal polarization at SLAC are presented.
Calibration of the LEP energy by this technique has a precision
of order 10~5; fluctuations observed at the level of ±5 x 10~5 are
attributed to the distortion of the LEP lattice by tidal effects. We
conclude with a brief mention of the connection between transverse
polarization and Hawking-Unruh-Davies radiation.

1

POLARIZATION IN STORAGE RINGS AND SPIN PRECESSION

It is known that in storage rings electrons or positrons tend to become transversely
polarized. This effect first proposed by Ternov, Loskutov and Korovina [1] is due to spin
flip during the emission of synchrotron radiation favoring the spin orientation of lowest
energy in the external field. In a seminal paper Sokolov and Ternov [2] showed that the
polarization of the beam is given by
(1)
where the maximum (assymptotic) polarization is

Po = JL

= 0.9238

(2)

and the polarization time (constant) is

si
In Eq.(3) p is the bending radius and R the circumference radius of the ring, 7 = Ee/mc2
and a = 1/137 is the fine structure constant. The probability for spin-flip is relatively
small so that To is long. For instance for LEP T0 ~ 340 minutes.
The observed polarization is in general less than Po due to depolarizating effects.
These arise because of the precession of the spin about non-vertical components of the
magnetic field and are discussed in detail in Dr. Koutchouk's lecture [3]. The precession
of the spin of a relativistic particle was given by Bargman, Michel and Telegdi [4].
(4)
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Thus in an ideal storage ring (B\\ = 0) the spin precession frequency u, is related to the
rotation frequency u>c = eB/jm by

u,=u,,[l + 7 { ^ ]

(5)

the anomalous part of the electron's magnetic moment is known to great accuracy [5]
{g - 2)/2 = 1.1596521884(43) x 1(T3

(6)

We note that at LEP where 7 ~ 105 the spin precesses much faster than the momentum
vector, making approximately a hundred turns in one revolution around the storage ring.
Baier and Orlov [6] pointed out that even a small radial magnetic field (see Fig. 1)
can lead to depolarization if the ratio of the spin precession frequency to the rotation
frequency u;,/wc is an integer. It is customary to define the spin tune
, =

7

( ^ = ^ - l

(7)

For LEP at the Z° mass (E = 45.6 GeV) 7 = 8.924 x 104 and u. = 103.48. Evidently if
one can measure vs one can obtain the energy through Eq.(7).

Figure 1. Sketch of radial field component and of a transverse spin orientation.
Depolarization will occur even if u3 is not an integer, provided we add a weak
depolarizing field at frequency U>D , so as to satisfy the resonance condition
nsus ± nxQx ± riyQy ± nzQz ±

(UD/WC)

= n

(8)

Here Qx, Qy are the betatron tunes and Qz the synchrotron tune; the ra's are arbitrary
integers. It is desirable to work in the lowest mode namely n, = l,n B = ny — nz = 0 so
that
^ ± (wc/u c ) = n
(9)
For instance referring to the previous example at LEP where u, = 103.48, we have
/ D = fcSv. ~ 5 kHz

(10)

As will be seen later, the depolarizing resonance is narrow so that /p can be measured to good accuracy. In view of the large value of va ~ 100, the accuracy in va and
thus in the machine energy is 100 times better than the accuracy in fjj.
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2

COMPTON POLARIMETRY

Polarization of electron/positron beams in storage rings was first reported by LeDuff
et al [7] who measured the spin dependence of Touschek scattering; this is intrabeam
electron-electron scattering. Other groups used the asymmetry in e + e" —» /A+/X~ [8] to
deduce the polarization of SPEAR. Another method for measuring the polarization of high
energy electron beams is Moller scattering from thin foils of magnetized iron. However
the most generally used technique is Compton scattering of laser photons from the stored
electron or positron beam [9,10,11]; first applied at SPEAR in 1979 [12].
Figure 2 shows the kinematics of photon (wo ~ 2.3 eV) scattering from a high
energy electron (E = 7/m). In the laboratory frame the photon is backscattered, within
a cone of angle 9 ~ I/7 as a high energy gamma with energy of order iv ~ 472u>o. It
is convenient to view the scattering in the rest-frame of the electron where the photon
energy is u5o = 27W0. Thus the energy of the scattered photon is given by the Compton
condition
*
1 =1(1-co.*)
(11)
It
It

k

m
m

where we used the wave-vector ko, k of the photon in the electron rest-frame before and
after the scattering; 0, <f> are the polar and azimuthal angles of the scattered photon (with
respect to its original direction). In the laboratory frame the energy of the recoil electron
is given by
47 2 u, 0 sinW2)
(12)
to =
1 + (27u; 0 /m)(l - cos 9)
_
1 + 2 7 2 (1 - cos 9) + (27w o /m)(l + cos 9)
where Eq.(12) is in terms of the scattering angle 6 in the electron rest frame, whereas in
Eq. (13), u> is expressed by the laboratory (back) scattering angle 9 measured from the
electron's direction. Thus 9 = IT corresponds to 9 = 0 !. Eqs. (12,13) are written in the
limit /3 -» 1. For LEP or SLAC at the Z° mass where 7 = 9 x 104 using u>0 = 2.3eV
(A = 537 nm) gives wmax = 28.4 GeV.

\A/\A/WH

Pe
Figure 2. Photon-electron scattering (a) in the laboratory frame, (b) in the
electron rest frame.
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The spin-dependent Compton cross section for polarized incident light can be found
in different forms. We follow Lipps and Tolhoek [13] and give the differential cross-section
in the electron rest-frame.

dQ, "

2

cos2<£ + £2 sin 2<£) sin2 £ - £3(1 - cos 6)—S • (k 0 cos 0 + k)| (14)
m
J
2
2
13
Here To = e /mc = 2.82 x 10~ cm is the classical electron radius and S is the electron
spin. £i,£2,£3 characterize the polarization of the incident photons and are analogous to
the Stokes parameters.
£1 = ± 1
Linear polarization along the Y, X axis
£2 = ± 1
Linear polarization at 45° to the Y,X axis
£3 = ± 1
Circular right, left, polarization
Note for instance that if £1 or £2 are different from zero, an azimouthal asymmetry results
even in the absence of electron polarization.
Measurements of the transverse polarization at LEP have been reported [14,15]. In
this case S • ko is zero and since circularly polarized light is used (£1 = £2 = 0) the
spin-dependent part of the cross-section is
£ 3 P e - ( l - cos 9) sin 9cos <f>
(15)
m
where Pe is the magnitude of the electron polarization along the Y axis (see Fig. (2b));
P e = (n + — n_)/(n + +7i_). When cos^ > 0 the scattering is "up", when cos^ < 0 "down",
with respect to the plane of the ring as sketched in Fig. 3. Thus it is convenient to use
a (strip) detector which measures the scattered photons as a function of the y-coordinate
(integrating over x). At LEP the detector is placed at a distance of 275 m from the
laser interaction point so that the spin independent cross-section is of the form shown in
Fig. 4a. The spin dependent part is shown in (b) of the figure, for 100% electron and
photon polarization. As £3 is alternated in sign the centroid of tb.e scattered photons is
shifted in y by an amount {y) = K£3.Pe; for the LEP polarimeter the analyzing power
K ~ 500/nn. For Pe = 0.1 a shift of 50 fim must be measured; this requires that a flat
orbit be established in the machine.
Results from the LEP measurements [15] are shown in Fig. 5. In (a) of the figure
is shown the vertical distribution of the back-scattered photons and in (b) of the figure,
the asymmetry as a function of y,
_

/..\

_

n+(y) + n

f - \

(16)

where n±(y) is the number of counts at a given y for £3 = ± 1 . The data correspond to a
polarization P e ~ 0.1.
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d
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Vdv

A~0.1
300m

Figure 3. Geometrical arrangement for the detection of backscattered photons. Figure 4. The differential cross-section for the backscattered photons as
a function of vertical distance from the median plane, (a) The polarization independent term, (b) The asymmetry for 100% transverse electron polarization
and 100% photon circular polarization.
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Figure 5. Results from the LEP polarization measurements [Ref. (15)]. (a)
Vertical distribution at the detector, (b) Asymmetry as a function of vertical
distance.
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We can estimate the statistical accuracy of the measurement from the expected
counting rate. Typically a NdYAG laser is used which operates in the infrared (A = 1054
nm) and is frequency doubled to the the green (A = 532). The laser is Q-switched to
deliver 50 mJ in a Atu = 12 ns long pulse at a repetition rate of 30 Hz; the focal spot
has a diameter du = 2 mm and the crossing angle is a = 3°. We take the electron beam
parameters as (Tj, = <rv = 1 mm with 10" electrons/bunch in a Ai e = 10 mm long bunch,
to obtain

Ns = ere *:*:„ 2 f"

7r(da,/2) sin a .

} , ~ 1.4 x l03/pulse

(17)

where we used <?c = 3 x 10~25 cm2. The error in the assymmetry at each value of y is
SA(y) = 1/\Jn~* with n, the counts in each bin. One can reach SA(y) ~ 0.01 in 3 seconds.
Thus for a polarization Pe = 0.1 corresponding to a peak asymmetry A = 0.01, a 10%
measurement of the polarization can be obtained in 5 minutes.
The case of longitudinal polarization is of interest at the SLC in which case the
spin-dependent term (see Eq. 14) is
£3PC(1 - cos 9) cos 9(k0 + k)

(18)

which becomes significant with respect to the spin-independent contribution, especially
at 9 = 180°. Thus it is possible to measure the total yield of 7's as a function of £3 or
to measure the differential cross section. The latter method is used at SLC where the
asymmetry is recorded as a function of the energy of the recoil electrons. The calculated
spectrum for 100% polarization and the results obtained at SLC in 1992 [16] are shown
in Fig. 6; the data indicate a longitudinal polarization Pe = 0.22.
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Figure 6. (a) Predicted asymmetry for 100% longitudinal electron polarization
and 100% photon circular polarization as a function of recoil electron energy,
(b) 1992 data from SLAC [Ref. (16)] corresponding to Pe ~ 22%
Recently, use of strained GaAs cathodes at SLC has yielded a polarization in excess
of 60%. The polarization at the collision point is continuously monitored, as shown

-
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in Fig. 7 [16]. This is because P e enters directly in the determination of the left-right
asymmetry in Z° production
,

1

A L R

where NL(NR)
trons. Since

NL-NR

="

is the flux normalized count of Z°'s produced with left(right)-handed elec-

* . = .?-*"#,
the error in sin2 0w is 5(sin2 9w) =

(1/8)£J4LH-

(20)

The asymmetry error 6ALR is found from

(21)
With N = NL + NR = 5 x 104, Pe = 0.65, SPe = 0:02 we find SALR = 0.008 and
5(sin2 6w) — 10~3. This compares well with the error on 5(sin2 9w) obtained at LEP.
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0.2

Source Calhodc Changed
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0

• '

0

5000

10000 15000 20000 25000 30000 35000 40000

Z Count
Fignre 7. Electron beam polarization for the 1992 and 1993 SLAC runs (Ref.
[16]).

3 MEASUREMENT OF THE LEP ENERGY
Energy measurements at LEP made in late 1991 have been reported by Arnandon
et al [17]. The nominal energy was E = 46.5 GeV and thus the spin tune was near
v, = 105.455. To depolarize the beam a vertical kicker (radial magnetic field) with field
integral / Bdl = 3.7 Gauss-m was used. Note that
10- 4

(22)

so that depolarization will occur only after many orbits. Consequently the depolarizing
frequency correctly measures the average beam energy. The probability of spin flip by a
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depolarizing field was first calculated by Froissart and Stora [18], who give

P(initial)
with

[.U)MBdl)Gf
^

X

Here fo(dvt/dt) is the rate at which the depolarizing frequency is swept. Clearly for
X < l n o depolarization is achieved, whereas for x ^» 1 o n e CM* expect a reversal of the
polarization. Using the value of the depolarizing field given in Eq. (22) we find that the
sweep rate must be kept in the range of dv,/dt ~ 10~4 Hz/s.
Figure 8 shows that a 9% polarization was established and that it could be destroyed by a static resonance, (introducing a spin bump such that vg = 106). When the
bump is removed the beam polarizes again and tends to its asymptotic level P(t —> oo)
exponentially. The data are fit by using Eq.(l) but with P, r given by
P(t -> oo) =

r= .

— ^ T 1 + T/TD

r

°.

(25)

1 + TO/TD

where PQ and To are the Sokolov-Ternov values given by Eqs. (2,3).
Next the depolarizing kicker was swept and a series of depolarizing resonances are
shown in Fig. 9. Note that spin-flip is observed in certain cases. The details of a particular
run are shown in Fig. 10. It is important to note that depolarization is recorded within
a time interval of ~ 16 s. Given the rate at which the kicker was swept this corresponds
to an uncertainty in the beam energy AE = 1 MeV.
The relation between the beam energy and the spin tune was given by Eq. (7);
numerically we can write
(g2)E
v

_

£(GeV)
_

2 me2
0.4406486(1)
The beam energy is continuously monitored from a knowledge of the field of the bending
magnets and the r.f. frequency. The best estimate so obtained is referred to as EFD (for
field display). The results of the resonant depolarization measurements established that
Eo - EFD = (-37.1 ± 1.4)MeV

(27)

making an important improvement in the absolute value with which the beam energy is
known.
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Figure 8. Depolarization of the LEP beam by the introduction of a "spin bump".
Note the polarization rise when the bump is removed (Ref. [17]).
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4

THE EFFECT OF THE TIDES
In reference [17] the authors state that the precision of the energy measurements
made at LEP was ±1.5 x 10~5 but that the variability of the results was ±6 x 10~5
"consistent -with the expected stability and ieproducibility of the machine". The observed
energy spread was almost 10 MeV. Only two effects could cause such an energy change:
a change in the magnetic field, which was excluded because of the relative stability of the
excitation current, or a change in the orbit radius.
The required change in orbit radius is very small because of the "momentum compaction", (I/a), in strong focussing machines such as LEP
AE

fl\AR

1

U

Here Q is the betatron tune which for LEP is of order Q = 70, so that (I/a) ~ 5 x 103.
Thus if we take AE/B = 2 x 10~4 we find AR/R = 4 x 10~8 or AR = 0.15 mm ! However
for a fixed lattice, changes in the mean radius are directly reflected in the frequency of
the r.f.
A / / / = AR/R
(29)
8
since / = 352 MHz at LEP, AR/R = 4 x 10~ would imply a frequency shift A / = 14
Hz. Such a shift is at least an order of magnitude greater than the observed stability of
the r.f. One concludes that the observed energy fluctuations in LEP cannot be explained
by magnet current or r.f. instabilities.

Figure 11. Illustration of the tidal forces acting on the earth due to the moon.
The answer to this puzzle was provided by G. Fisher [19] who suggested that the
machine lattice is being deformed by tidal effects. To illustrate that this is possible we
calculate the relative change in local gravity, g, due to the attraction of the moon as
shown in Fig. 11. The tidal acceleration is given by
=

«—l-^l ~" *2) — ^ " ^ 5 — n —

(«JU)

or

—j

-5.7X10

(31)
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It is reasonable to assume that the relative change in the effective radius of the orbit is of
order Ag/g which reproduces the observed energy variability. Fig. 12 shows the results of
a careful measurement of the LEP energy over a 26 hour period [20]. The curve gives the
energy change expected from the tidal effects of the sun and moon, based on the above
arguments. Further lattice distortions due to ground motion are also observed.

LEP Tide experiment
11 Nov. 1992

46480

•• i • i ' i ' i • r

i ' i

Tide prediction

PRELIMINARY

Measurement by
resonant depolarization
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Figure 12. Data from the measurement of the LEP energy over a 26 hour period.
The solid curve is the prediction of the tidal distortion of the machine lattice
(Ref. [20]).

5

HAWKING-DAVIES-UNRUH RADIATION

In this section we review the possible manifestation of Hawking radiation [21] in the
limiting value of the polarization in an electron storage ring. This relationship was first
pointed out in a classic paper by Bell and Leinaas [22].
Hawking proved that the fluctuations of the vacuum at the horizon of a black hole
result in the emission of electromagnetic radiation with a Planck spectrum at an equivalent
temperature
2?r(4GM/c2)
where M is the mass of the black hole. We can illustrate this result by considerations
based on the uncertainty principle as shown in Fig. 13. We assume that a virtual pair
of photons is produced at a distance e from the horizon whose radius is r, = 2GM/c2. If
one of the photons enters the horizon of the black hole it can not any more communicate
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with the other photon which must therefore become real. Let A r and Ae be the lifetime
and energy of the fluctuation in its own rest frame, so that
AeAr = %

(33)

Figure 13. Sketch of virtual photon pair production near the horizon of a black
hole.
Because of the strong gravitational field the time A r needed for the. photon to
traverse the distance e to the horizon, is
Ar = (2/c)y/e{2GM/c2)

(34)

whereas the energy of the other photon when at a large distance from the horizon, is
E = &ey/e{2GM/<*)

(35)

Combining Eqs. (33-35) we obtain E = kc/(AGM/c2). If we identify E/2ir with the mean
energy kT of the Planck spectrum, we reproduce Eq. (32).
The acceleration at the horizon of a black hole is at = GM\T\ == c 4 /(4GM), and this
establishes an accelerated frame equivalent to the gravitational field at the horizon. On
the basis of this equivalence Davies [23] and Unruh [23] argued that a frame of reference
subject to a linear acceleration a, should be considered as a thermal bath at temperature
T, with

H
These ideas remain conjectural and have not been verified by experiment, because the
emitted radiation is very weak. For instance, ;the lifetime due to Hawking radiation, of a
black hole of one solar mass is r ~ 1054 years. Similarly, in the laboratory it is difficult to
produce accelerated systems with significant temperature according to Eq. (36). There
has however been a considerable theoretical interest in the subject [24,25].
Bell and Leinaas [22] pointed out that because of relativistic effects, the acceleration
to which electrons are subject in a storage ring is significant, to the extent that the
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influence of the thermal bath of Eq. (36) may be observable [26]. In the rest-frame of the
electron
where R is the orbit radius. For LEP the equivalent temperature is T ~ 1200 K.
Considering the electron spins in equilibrium with the thermal bath, the ratio of the
population of the two spin states will be given by the Boltzman distribution
p+/p-=exV(-(iB'/kT)

(38)

where B' = 7 2? is the magnetic field in the electron rest-frame. For the magnetic moment
fi we write fi = g\i = g(eh/2m) and note that in Eq. (38) we have assumed a spin-1/2
system. Furthermore R = ymc/eB, so that the Boltzman exponent reduces to
uB'
=
The above result is remarkable in that it is independent of the electron energy or of
the ring parameters. Thus for all storage rings the population ratio p+/p~ should be the
same. The beam polarization is a measure of the population ratio,

If we use g = 1 in Eq. (40) we find P = 0.9174. This is to be compared with the maximal
polarization PQ = 0.924 given by Eq. (2). Therefore, the assymptotic polarization in
electron storage rings derived by considering the quantum-mechanical spin-flip transitions
may be the first tangible manifestation of the Hawking-Davies-Unruh effect. The reader
will wonder why we used g = 1 instead of the known value of g = 2 for the electron; this
is related to the Thomas precession in the circular orbit. For this point and for estimates
of the time constant of the build-up of the polarization one should consult the original
paper [22].
6
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Plate 1 Nicholas C. Christofilos in 1960. At that time he was group leader in controlled
thermonuclear reactions at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. Courtesy LLNL.
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NICHOLAS C. CHRISTOFILOS: HIS CONTRIBUTIONS
TO PHYSICS
A. C. Melissinos
Dept. of Physics k Astronomy, University of Rochester, Rochester, NY USA

Abstract
Nicholas Christonlos is best known for his discovery of the strong
focussing principle in 1949. However he continued making important and seminal contributions to physics until his death. These
included the invention of the Linear Induction Accelerator, research
in thermonuclear fusion and on applications of physics to National
defense. A brief discussion of these accomplishments as related by
his friends and colleagues is presented in honor of his memory.

1

THE EARLY YEARS

Nick Christonlos was born in Boston in 1916 to Constantine and Eleni Christofilos,
who had immigrated from Greece to the US. In 1923 the family returned to Greece and
Nick grew up and was educated in Athens. In a twist of fate Christonlos would return to
the US and spend the greater part of his scientific career there. In fact he was extremely
proud of his origin and had not relinquished his US citizenship. Yet, it was while living
and working in Greece that he conceived and detailed the strong focussing principle and
his scheme for plasma containment, two of his most creative and original contributions to
science.
Nick Christofilos' technical ability was evident at a young age. He was a gifted
youngster who as a hobby built radios and repaired electrical equipment. At age 18 he
entered the National Polytechnic of Athens which at that time, was the premier higher
education institution in Greece. He graduated in 1938 with a degree in Electrical and
Mechanical Engineering and started working for an elevator maintenance concern, and
later established his own firm.
The work at the firm seems to have allowed enough free time for Christonlos to
immerse himself in the reading of physics texts - principally in German - in the area
of nuclear physics and accelerators. By his own account he was particularly influenced
by S. Fluegge's "Introduction to Nuclear Physics" (1942) and by A. Bouwers' "Electrical
High Voltages" (1938). The war years and Greece's occupation (1941-44) caused further
isolation but did not reduce Nick's interest in science. After the war he would use the
USIS (United States Information Service) library in Athens to regularly read the Physical
Review. Already in 1946 he had developed an accelerator scheme in principle similar to the
synchrotron. He was not inclined to publish but instead submitted a patent application
both in the US and Greece with copies to Berkeley. That proposal had shortcomings and
in the meantime "phase stability" had been discovered by E. McMillan and simultaneously
by V. Veksler.
Continuing his involvement with accelerators, in 1949 Christofilos discovered the
strong focussing principle in a bold departure from the then accepted technology. Again
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lie spurned publication, in spite of the urging of his friend the physicist Th. Kouyoumzelis,
and instead submitted patent applications in the US and Greece [1]. He also sent copies to
Berkeley where the paper was passed from scientist to scientist without being understood
or appreciated. In the next section we discuss in some detail Christofilos' proposal as
it appears in the patent application, a document of extreme clarity and covering a wide
range of applications. Nick always considered himself a "practical physicist" and in all
his papers the calculation of physical magnitudes and the technical feasibility of his ideas
are prominently presented. An example was his early proposal of flywheel excitation for
energy recovery in synchrotrons.

2

STRONG FOCUSSING

The application for a patent entitled "Focussing System for Ions and Electrons" was
made on March 10, 1950, and the patent was granted in 1956. In Figs. 1, 2 we reproduce
the first page of the patent and a figure showing the design of a strong focussing magnet.
The author considers a particle moving along the x-axis with restoring forces along the
y- and z-axes. He argues that in the case of ideal focussing it should hold
Fx = 0

Fy = -eyy

Fz = -ezz

(1)

The restoring forces will be electromagnetic and derivable from a potential, F = V<j>.
Since in the region of the beam the potential must obey Laplace's equation, V 2 ^ = 0, the
focussing force has zero divergence
^

ox

|

+

ay

|

( )

oz

It therefore follows that in Eq. (1)
ey = - e ,
(3)
Namely an ideal focussing system does not exist. Instead, one could alternate the focussing between the y and z axes. By definition in a defocussing region the displacement
is smaller than in a focussing region, and since the force is proportional to the displacement, the net effect is focussing.
In the patent a continuously varying gradient was considered,
)

Fz =

ezsm()

(4)

so that a particle injected at z = z0, with dz/dx = 0 would follow a trajectory

z = zo[l-nsm(—)]
where

•

(5)

eA2

and 7 = E/m, (3 = y/~(2 — I/7 have their usual meaning. Clearly, the stability condition is
0 < y. < 1. We recognize the usual formalism for alternating gradient machines simplified
by the sinusoidal variation of the gradient.

2,736,799

United States Patent Office

Patented Feb. 28,1956

Feb 28 1956

2,736,799

NICHOLAS CHRISTOFILOS IOR PHILOS)
wards the orbit In tie diverging section. Since the forces
are greater as tbe diitince from the orbit becomes greater,
the mean value of the converging and diverging forces
along the converging accUon is greater than the mean
2.7M.7M
5 value of tie forces along tbe diverging section. Tie reFOCUSSING SYSTEM FOR IONS AND ELECTRONS
sultant force and net effect of the mean value of these
alternating forces causes the particles in the path to be
Mcliolu ChritfolUos (or Fhjfoi), Atbros, Ctttc*
forced towards the orbit from all directions and focusing
Application March 10,1950,5trial No. 141,920
is thereby obtained.
lu In a focussing system based upon this principle the
• Claims. (0.250—27)
jr, y, z, components of the focussing forces arc

ft-0
The present invention relates to a new focussing lysfem
for Ions and electrons and application thereof in particle
accelerators.
A major problem in the deiipi of particle accelerator*
it lie provision of suitable means for focussing the accelerated particles towards a predei:rmicrd orbit and
compensating the mutual electrostatic repulsive forces.
AD ideal focussing syilem mini accelerate the moving
jttrtttles 10* aids a pit determined orbit fiom all direction
and the focussing forces must increase as the distance from
25
said orbtl increases.
If we consider ao ortho|onal coordinate system, jr, y, z,
and suppose that the panicle's orbit coincides with ihe
A-a\tj and considering as Pi, P>, p« tbe .t, y, x, components of tbe focussing forces, then, to ao Ideal focussing
system the equation* of the Pi, P-, p t would be
P.-O
(1)
*-~ t,.y
(Ifl)

(1*0

40

From the abo\e equations is shown that a focussing field
capable to accelerate ions or electrons towards a predetermined orbit from all directions simultaneously Is
impossible. Therefore the focussing s>siem proposed
herein is based In a new principle, namely:
If, (Jong a predetermined orbit of ions or elections an
electrostatic or electromagnetic field is produced by means
oi* suitably arranged conductors (connected to a high volt*
tgc source or energized byfaichintensity current) exert- ,
ir.g on tbe moWnp, along said orbil, panicles (Ions or
electrons) forces directed normally to said orbit and varying periodically, in direction fend magnitude along said
oi bit, and increasing io magnitude ss the distance from
said orbil Increases, theo ihe mean value of the focussing
forces is negative (directed towards the orbil) and ihe I
particles are focussed towards the orbit from all directions.
The focusing forces acting on the panicles resulting
from ihe field which is produced eleciroitatically or electromap,fictreally. Increase as the distance from the orbit Increases. The panicles mote at some finite distance from
the oibil and in a direction substantially parallel lo the
orbil by virtue of the periodically varying exciting focusing forces due to the field. The particle* undergo forced
oscillations and ore subject to the alternately converting
and dii-crfin; forces from the field. The electrically produced force field, electlomacnctic or clectiottatic, imposed
upon the orbil and the path of itic particles exerts forces
on the panicles within a plane whose normal is subsian*
lizily parallel to the \clociiy vector of each of the particles. Tbe path of the panicles becomes concave towards tbe orbit In a converging section and convex fo-

4 Shetls-Stieet 2

rilld K>rct> 10. 1950

(2)

«.yaln??

(2n)

S If Is obvious

.!£r
It

(W)

so that the Laplace equation is satisfied and therefore the
production of such a field is possible. If »e consider a
panicle moving parallel ro ihe x-aifs and at a distance
*«*«, vnO the force exerted on said particle Is

/»,-*• t-i,iln~

(3)

As the force Pi varies periodically as ibe panicle moves
along Ibe x-axis, said panicle undergoes forced oscillations of frequency

s-'i

Dut sunuliancously the Laplace equation Ay~0 must
be satisfied so thai iiroustbe

•»—«

i>.

F0CUSSIK3 SYSTEU FOR I0I1S AN3 ELECTRONS

«>

.ff

uheie pc tbe velocity of the particle.
The result of these oscillations Is that the distance
from the orbil oscillates around ihe mean value it accord*
ioelo the equation

*~f,(l-,.iln^)

O
cn

to

17'

(fi)
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where
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In the region where

l'2
AWiVk

f*
1

VWIAW^

ts oefaltve the meao value of the distance from the orbit
It greater than so while In ihe region where

?
is po si live the mean value of the distance is lest than :•,
so that the mean value of the force t'n Ihe tint region is
greater than Ihe mean vuluc in Ihe second region, »tih
the result that the mean taluc of I lie force in a length
X is negative, focussinfi the panicle toward* ihe a-axli,
fiom all directions.
If the maximum value of the force (s
(7)

then ihe mean value P« It
where

ATTORNEVJ
(9)

(10)

Figure 1: The first page of the strong focussing patent
issued to Nicholas Christofilos.

Figure 2: A figure from the patent showing the design
of a strong focussing magnet.
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To achieve the configuration of Eq.(4) a radially varying magnetic field with index
K is proposed
Bs = B 0 [l - (1 - R/Ro)K sin(n^)]
(7)
where RQ is the equilibrium radius. In the usual way this leads to restoring forces

Fx = -z(P2mic2IEl)Ksm(n4>)
Fy =y(P2mic*/Rl)KSin{n<l>)

(8)

as required by Eq.(4). The index K can exceed unity and is related to the periodicity n,
through

n = y/I/^

(9)

The betatron frequencies are given by

j

(10)

where
Kd = K2/2n = Kfi/2

(11)

and UQ = eBo/fm is the orbital frequency.
As an example, Christofilos calculates the parameters for a 6 GeV machine with
field index K = 250. He shows the important reduction in the beam pipe diameter and
the corresponding economy in magnet size. He is concerned about coupling of vertical
and radial oscillations and introduces the concept of the quadrupole lens.
Regretfully, Christofilos' discovery went unnoticed for almost three years. Since it
did not appear in a physics journal, it did not attract attention and those who received
private copies either did not read them, or did not appreciate the importance of the
new principle. In 1952 strong focussing was rediscovered by E. Courant and H. Snyder*
following a suggestion by M. S. Livingston to examine a lattice with alternately placed
C-magnets [2]. This was an independent discovery promptly published and immediately
applied to the design of the new accelerators at Brookhaven, Cornell and CERN. In
contrast, Christofilos' discovery was mile in isolation from scientific colleagues and with
only very limited access to the literature.
In 1953 Nick Christofilos visited the U.S. and while reading the Physical Review at
the Brooklyn Public Library came upon the Courant, Livingston and Snyder article. He
thought that his idea had been used without acknowledgement and rushed to Brookhaven
where he was shown around by John Blewett. After some excited discussion it became
clear that Christofilos deserved the credit for the earliest enunciation of the principle of
strong focussing but also that the Brookhaven discovery was completely independent.
Christofilos was immediately offered a position at Brookhaven where he joined the team
designing the 28 GeV Alternating Gradient Synchrotron (AGS) under G.K. Green. Eventually a settlement was reached with the Atomic Energy" Commission for the use of his
patented idea in accelerators then under construction.

3

"ASTRON" AND THE LINEAR INDUCTION ACCELERATOR

Nick Christofilos was an intense and colorful personality. He bristled with ideas and
loved to explain them and argue about them. At Brookhaven he contributed to the de-

Plate 2 Nicholas Christofilos, Paul Weiss (left) and Eugene Lauer in front of the 90 foot
chamber of Astron in 1964. Courtesy LLNL.
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Figure 3: Conceptual Schematic of the "Astron" containment vessel (from Ref. [4]).
sign of the drift tubes for the 50 MeV proton linac [3] but his principal interest was the
Astron proposal. Astron is the Greek word for "star" which Nick, appropriately coined
for his thermonuclear reactor project. Since all fusion work at that time was classified, it
was decided that the work on Astron would be carried out at Livermore (now Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory, LLNL). This led to many amusing incidents until Nick's
clearance came through. In one instance he was to present his proposal at a meeting of
the "Sherwood project" held in a rented movie theater in Berkeley. While the audience
could freely ask questions of the speaker Nick was frustrated since his queries could not
be answered. In 1956 Christofilos joined Livermore where he spent the rest of his career.
The fundamental idea of Astron [4,5] was to create closed magnetic lines by establishing a cylindrical layer of electrons at high energy and density. Since electrons and ions
would spiral around the magnetic field lines [6] they would remain confined. Furthermore
the ions would be heat«d by colliding with the energetic electrons in the so-called "Elayer". The magnetic lines would by necessity be closed if the field inside the E-layer was
reversed with respect to the external field that established the E-layer in the first place.
This is shown schematically in Fig. 3. Consider an external axial field Bo as shown,
so that electrons injected perpendicular to the field will follow a circular orbit of radius
R = m-fP/eBo. By appropriate field shaping the electrons can be made to drift axially so
as to form a cylindrical layer characterized by a linear density of no electrons/cm. The
field generated by this electron layer is directed opposite to Bo (Lenz's law) and is given
by
= 2irenouo = no(e2B0/fm)
(12)
Therefore "inversion" will be achieved when Bio, = — Bo or

no = 7 /(e 2 M

(13)

where e 2 /m = r e = 2.82 x 10 ~13 cm is the classical electron radius. Thus for 50 MeV
electrons (7 ~ 100) the required linear electron density is of order no ~ 3 x 1014 cm" 1 , a
rather demanding condition.
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Figure 4: (a) Ion density and (b) magnetic field radial distributions calculated
for "Astron" (from Ref. [5]).

A set of design parameters for Astron is given in Table 1. Note that the required
external field is an order of magnitude larger than the field seen by the E-layer; the
calculated field variation and the ion density are shown in Fig. 4. However the electron
density needed for inversion was never achieved because of instabilities in the E-layer, in
particular when stacking multiple electron pulses. This in spite of a large eifort by many
talented physicists who worked on the project. The project was terminated in 1973.

Table 1. Parameters for the Astron Thermonuclear Reactor
E-layer electron energy
E-layer radius
Bo
Length of E-layer
Plasma temperature
(D-T ignition)
Ion density
Net electric power output

50MeV
50 cm
3T
30 m
25 keV
8keV
6 xlO 14 /cm 3
0.5 GW

The lasting contribution that resulted from the Astron program was the invention
and development of the Linear Induction Accelerator. A high current electron source was
needed to establish and maintain the E-layer. Christofilos was aware of the inadequacy of
travelling wave linacs for this purpose and set out to invent the "induction linac". Again
the principle is simple: the electrons pass through a region of changing magnetic flux and
gain energy by Faraday's law [7]. A simplified schematic is shown in Fig. 5 where a time
dependent magnetic field is excited in a torroidal loop of area A\ electrons cross
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Figure 5: Principle of the linear Induction Accelerator (from Ref. [8]).
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Figure 6: Schematic of a 2-Cavity Linear Induction Accelerator (from Ref. [7]).
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Figure 7: The Advanced Test Accelerator. Photograph courtesy Lawrence
Livermore National Laboratory.
>

the center of the torroid so that the energy gained is given by the rate of magnetic field
change integrated over the torroid area
AE =

dB

AA

(14)

For practical values of dB/dt and magnetic core area one can easily reach AE ~ 100 keV.
Several such cores can then be stacked in series to achieve the desired energy.
Induction accelerators are often compared to transformers. In the case of the betatron, the beam is considered as a multiturn secondary which is raised to high voltage
by the changing magnetic flux threading the orbit. In the induction linac the beam is
viewed as a single turn secondary which can carry high current. In practice, when several induction stages are used to reach the desired voltage, the primary function of the
magnetic cores is to isolate one accelerating cavity from the next. This is shown 5,n Fig. 6
which is a schematic of a two-cell linear induction accelerator such as the Advanced Test
Accelerator (ATA). A 250 kV pulse is applied directly across the acceleration gap but
also excites the ferrite core. This places a high impedance between the pulse feed and its
return so that the current loop is closed through the beam [8].
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The first induction linac was that used as an injector for Astron. It delivered a 4
MeV pulse at 150 A and was completed in 1964. In 1968 the accelerator was upgraded
to deliver 600 A of 6 MeV electrons. A prototype for a second generation accelerator the
ETA (Experimental Test Accelerator) began operation in 1979 and was capable of 10 kA
of 5 MeV electrons. This was followed by the ATA (Advanced Test Accelerator) which
achieved 10 kA operation in 1984. The parameters of the ATA are given in Table 2 and a
view from the electron gun end is shown in Fig. 7. Both the ETA and ATA were capable
of continuous operation at 1 Hz and of 5-10 pulse bursts at 10 kHz.

Table 2. The Advanced Test Accelerator
Primary Voltage
Pulse duration
Repetition rate
Number of cavities
Length
Electron Energy
Average current in pulse
Energy in pulse

4

250 kV
35 ns
1-5 Hz
200
85 m
50 MeV
10 kA
18 kJ

NATIONAL DEFENSE

A significant part of Christofilos' activities at Livermore was devoted to National
defense.- He understood the military needs of the country at the height of the cold war and
was proud to contribute his vast scientific knowledge and mental agility to such problems.
Much of that work especially on directed energy weapons still remains classified. There
are today in excess of 200 declassified technical reports which he authored or co-authored
while at Livermore. Among the better known of these projects are the "Argus" experiment
and the proposal for low frequency communications code named "Sanguine".
In 1957 Christofilos proposed that one could create an artificial belt of electrons
around the earth by injecting at sufficient altitude energetic electrons into the earth's
magnetosphere [9]. The electrons would spiral along the magnetic field lines but would be
reflected at the reentry points due to the "magnetic mirror" effect. This is shown in Fig.
8 and follows from the (adiabatic) invariance of Ba2 where a is the radius of the spiral
and B the local value of the magnetic field. It follows that
2

2

2

-jj- = — ~ is conserved and = m-££
a
a
Bo

(15)

and therefore
*^v

2

2

2

2
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0
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/y\

\

)

Bo
Thus the axial velocity v\\ will go through zero and reverse direction for a suitable increase
of the axial field.

o

Plate 3 Nicholas Christofilos in 1958 discussing the "Argus" experiment. Courtesy LLNL.
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Figure 8: Mirror effect for a trapped particle in an increasing magnetic field.
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Figure 9: Approximate location of the electron belts produced by the "Argus"
experiment.

It is important to note that the Argus proposal was made before the discovery of
the Van Allen belts. The source of electrons would be a nuclear detonation and would
result in a very dense electron layer which could, for instance, be useful for defense against
incoming missiles. The experiment was carried out from August 27 to September 6, 1958
by detonating three small (1-2 kiloton) nuclear devices over the South Atlantic Ocean, at
a nominal altitude of 180 km. The radiation was probed by the Explorer 4 satellite which
was placed in a near earth orbit.
Minutes after the detonation the radiation could be detected in the Northern hemisphere. Figure 9 shows the position of the Argus belts in relation to the natural Van
Allen belts. In total 180 crossings of the sattelite through the artificial electron belts
were observed, the typical energy of the detected electrons being 3 MeV; a crossing lasted
approximately 30 seconds. The lifetime of the belts, in one case, was as long as 15 days,
in excess of the calculated effect. Argus was an experiment on a global scale, and pointed
out how vulnerable the earth can be to modern technology.
"Sanguine", was the code name of the U.S. Navy for its project of extremely low
frequency (elf) communication with submerged submarines. The idea was to use the
Schumann resonances for the propagation of these low frequency waves around the globe.
These resonances arise because the ionosphere and the surface of the earth form a waveguide in which TM waves can propagate as shown in Fig. 10. Neglecting the distance to
the ionosphere the frequency of the lowest modes is given by
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Figure 10: Excitation of a Schumann ELF mode in the earth-ionosphere system.

-1)

(17)

with a the radius of the earth [10]. The observed frequencies are closer to 8, 14, ... Hz.
The problem solved by Nick Christofilos was how to excite the resonances [11]. He
proposed a linear antenna shorted into the earth at both ends. Because of the reflection at
the conducting surfaces of the ionosphere and of the earth the antenna is equivalent to an
infinite sequence of dipoles and couples effectively into the TM mode. A site in Wisconsin
was under consideration for a long time envisaging a 150 km long antenna operating at
40 Hz. It would radiate 4 kW for a power input of 38 MW.
These two examples are typical of Christofilos' practical solutions to problems on
any scale. He was a scientific genius ahead of his time and would always seek a novel
approach to a problem. Yet he was widely read and had extensive knowledge of the work
done by others. The traits of his Greek upbringing stayed with him to the end, evident
in his supreme self-confidence, his occasional impatience and in his ultimate generosity to
all.

5

EPILOGUE

Nicholas Christofilos died of a heart attack on September 24, 1972 in Hayward CA.
Typically, the previous night he had worked late at Livermore. In his life he had been
honored in 1963 by the Elliot Cresson medal of the Franklin Institute and in 1959 by the
National Science Achievement Award of the American Hellenic Progressive Association
(AHEPA). Posthumously the ATA was dedicated in 1980 to his memory. Christonlos was
married twice: in 1954 to Elly Christofilos and in 1960 to Joan Jaffray. He left two
sons, Nicholas Christofilos, Jr. from his first marriage and Jason Christofilos from the
second marriage.
Nick worked extremely hard at his "physics" and was at the Laboratory every day
from ten in the morning to midnight. He asked a lot from the physicists, engineers
and technicians who worked with him. Through the force of his personality and the
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example of his own dedication he got extraordinary performance from his team. It is at
Livermore that he formed his most lasting scientific friendships and to this day his former
collaborators speak of him with great affection. I had met Nick Christofilos only briefly,
however it seems to me that his personality is best summed up by the closing paragraphs
of his obituary written by his friends, and which appeared in Physics Today [12]:
"... Many of his ideas were controversial and defending them would sometimes
seem to demand more ingenuity and unremitting effort than even his great spirit
and energy could sustain.
He was devoted to music, especially Beethoven, whose birthday he shared. He
had studied concert piano as a child and when he found time he still played,
as he did physics: fortissimo. Intensely preoccupied with work, he made few
casual friends. Instead he leaves behind many who admired him greatly and
a select group of loyal, close associates who will pursue his dreams. For them,
there can never be another Nick."

6
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MEDICAL APPLICATION OF ACCELERATORS IN TUMOR
THERAPY
G. Kraft
Biophysik, GSI Darmstadt, Germany
Abstract
Heavy charged particles are the most advanced tool of an external
subcutaneous radiotherapy of deep seated tumors. Small angular- and
lateral-scattering and the increase of the energy deposition with
penetration depth are the physical basis for a more efficient tumor
targeting. High biological efficiency in the tumor is the prerequisite for
a successful treatment of tumors resistant to sparsely ionizing radiation.
The possibility to perform target-conform irradiation and to control the
achieved actual distribution using PET techniques guarantees that
highly biological-efficient particle stopping can be restricted to the
tumor volume only. Although the physical and radiobiological
properties of ion beams are very favorable for therapy, the necessity to
produce these particles in an accelerator has restricted a general
application of heavy ions up to now. Particle therapy could be applied
at a dedicated medical machine in the cost range of conventional cancer
therapy in those cases where surgery and conventional therapy cannot
be applied. Presently many particle therapy units are in preparation or
starting operation. However, most of these activities are focused on
proton therapy. The use of heavy ions such as carbon or oxygen is still
restricted to a few locations, for example Chiba (Japan) or Darmstadt
(Germany) where heavy-ion therapy units are in preparation.
1.

INTRODUCTION

Every year one million humans in the European Union (EU) are hit by cancer.
Approximately 52% of these suffer from non-localized tumors, the remainder having a local
tumor. Because of improved diagnosis and irradiation schedules, nearly one half of all tumor
patients have a chance to be cured or at least to survive the next five years. To the survival rate
of 45%, surgery contributes with 22%, radiation treatment with 12%, and the combination of
both with another 6%. But this cure rate is concentrated on the localized tumors and only 5%
can be cured by chemotherapy acting predominantly on the non-localized disease.
Improvements in cancer treatment are urgently needed because of the large number of patients
that cannot be helped so far. The development of gene therapy is a great hope for the large
group of patients suffering from non-localized disease but also to some extent for patients
having a solid tumor. Gene therapy could also promote a better understanding of cancer in
general and its cure. However, our present knowledge is far from that point and all therapy
methods have to be examined to see whether they can contribute to a better cure rate in the near
future.
For radiation therapy, the better localization of the radiation dose applied to the target
volume yielded the major progress over the last decades. This was possible because of a better
definition of the target volume using improved diagnostics such as Computer Tomography CT,
Magnetic Resonance Imaging MRI and Positron Emission Tomography PET. In the treatment
itself, the transition from low-energy X-ray to Co-gamma rays and finally to RontgenBremsstrahlung of highly-energetic electrons allowed a more target-conform treatment.
Computerized treatment planning, and in consequence, more sophisticated treatment schedules
using nearly 4rc geometry increased the concentration of the radiation dose to the target nearly to
the maximum value theoretically possible for electromagnetic radiation. However, the limits of
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this selection process are clearly given by the physical properties of the electromagnetic
radiation where the energy deposition decreases exponentially with the penetration depth, at
least for penetration depths of more than a few centimeters. Therefore, for a deep-seated tumor
the dose to the healthy tissue in front of and behind the tumor is normally the limiting factor for
the tumor dose. Higher tumor doses that would lead to a better tumor control involve higher
complication rates that are not tolerable.
Further progress in external radiation therapy can be obtained by using different types of
radiation. In the last years two concepts have been pursued: First the improvement of the
physical dose distribution, or physical selectivity using particle radiation like pions, protons or
heavier ions [1], secondly the improvement of the biological efficiency using neutrons [2].
Pion and neutron trials have been started with great enthusiasm. In the case of pions an
increase in the physical selectivity, and also an increase in the biological efficiency, by a factor
of three or more was expected in the stopping region of the pions where the nuclear "star"
reaction takes place. In the clinical trials it turned out that only a 20% increase of biological
efficiency was found. The better physical selectivity yielded better clinical results but there
were great problems to produce high pion fluences. Even using high-intensity proton beams
and a very sophisticated pion delivery system like the superconducting Piotron at Villigen, the
overall treatment time is too long. For one patient a total beam time of nearly one day is
required. This time is split into 20 or more fractions but even then only a few patients can be
treated per month. Therefore pions are too expensive for a routine therapy, and at most sites
pion therapy has been terminated. A similar situation is found for the application of neutrons.
The first trials at the Hammersmith Hospital, London, yielded very good initial results with
excellent tumor control, that encouraged others to make further neutron trials. But the early
success of neutron therapy was spoiled by late effects that were so severe that most of the
neutron trials have now been terminated. Presently, it is believed that only a few radioresistant
tumors can successfully be treated with neutrons.
In contrast, heavy charged particles have proven to be very successful. Up to now
approximately 15000 patients have been treated mainly with protons, and 500 patients with
heavier ions, mainly neon. In both cases the clinical results are superior to the conventional
therapy. This is especially true for the treatment of melanomas in the eye but also for the
treatment of many other inoperable tumors in the brain or head and neck region. The great
success especially of the Harvard proton therapy has stimulated the first privately operated
proton therapy at the Loma Linda University Medical Center. Other proton therapy projects in
Europe are in preparation. In Japan the Heavy Ion Medical Accelerator at Chiba (HIMAC) will
start in 1994 with patient treatment using heavier ions like carbon and neon.
For physical as well as for biological reasons, the heavier ions should yield better clinical
results than protons [3]. These differences have so far not been confirmed by clinical
experience. Theoretically an enhanced cell killing should support the therapeutic effect in the
target region because of the increased ionization density of heavy ions at the end of the particle
range. However, it has not yet been possible to restrict the region of the stopping ions exactly
to the target volume only. Because of the limitation of passive beam shaping methods that have
been applied in all particle therapy units to date, a strict tumor conform treatment could not be
realized and highly efficient stopping ions are distributed to the tumor surroundings.
Therefore, particle therapy using heavy ions like carbon or oxygen is still at the stage of
radiobiological research and technical development, while proton therapy, not confronted with
changes in biological efficiency, is more a subject of clinical research.
In the following section the physical and radiobiological advantages of particle beams for
therapy will be presented and the role of active beam delivery systems using fast magnetic
scanning will be explained.
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2.

PHYSICAL AND RADIOBIOLOGICAL ADVANTAGES OF PARTICLE
BEAMS

Heavy charged particles exhibit a different interaction mechanism with matter compared to
electromagnetic radiation like X- or gamma-rays or bremsstrahlung. For electromagnetic
radiation the primary intensity of the beam decreases exponentially with the penetration depth
and the beam has no finite range. In addition, the lateral scattering of the primary beam due to
Compton scattering and the scattering of the secondary electrons is large.
Swift heavy charged particles when passing through matter dissipate their energy mainly
by direct interactions with the electrons of the target material. Because of the large difference
between the electron mass and the ion mass, the deflection of the projectile ions is very small
and only multiple collision processes can cause a net deflection of the particle beam. In Fig. 1
the lateral beam deflection by multiple scattering in water is compared for different ions having
the same range. From protons to helium ions the angular scattering of the primary beam is
reduced by a factor of two and decreases again from helium to carbon. A further reduction of
the angular deflection of heavier ions is beyond the precision of clinical diagnosis and
represents no further clinical improvement.
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Fig. 1. Lateral beam deflection as a function of penetration depth in H2O for different ions.
For carbon and heavier ions a precision of 1 mm can be reached for tumor depths of 15 cm.
Because the energy dissipating electronic collisions are very frequent, the energy loss of
the projectile is nearly continuous. The energy deposition increases with decreasing velocities.
For larger penetration depth it culminates in a sharp maximum, the so-called Bragg peak., just
before the end of the particle range [3]. Beyond the Bragg peak the energy deposition
decreases rapidly giving a finite range with a sharp cut off at the end of the particle range. In
consequence the dose profile of ions is inverted compared to electromagnetic radiation. Both
properties, the small scattering and the inverted dose profile are major advantages for the
application of heavy charged particles in radiotherapy. In Fig. 2 depth/dose profiles normalized
to the entrance dose are compared for beams with electromagnetic radiation and neutrons [4].
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Fig. 2 Comparison of depth/dose distributions of Co-gamma with neutrons, 7C-mesons and
nitrogen ions. The charged particles exhibit an inverted dose profile compared to X-rays and
neutrons. This allows a higher tumor dose.
The increase of dose with increasing penetration depth is characteristic for particles like TCmesons and nitrogen. rc-meson therapy has not been very successful because of the low pion
intensities and, in consequence, the limited number of patients that can be treated. Protons or
heavier ions can be produced with high intensity directly by accelerators.
For practical applications, the sharp Bragg peak has to be adapted to the tumor size,
varying the penetration depth by energy variation. In Fig. 3 a superposition of various Bragg
peaks corresponding to different particle energies-is shown to produce a flat dose profile over
the depth of the target volume. This figure also illustrates that in general the dose at a given
point of the target volume is produced by ions of different energies and, due to nuclear
fragmentation also by ions of different atomic numbers [5]. For the use of protons this is of
minor importance because fragmentation of the primary beam does not exist and the regime of
elevated biological efficiency is small. However, for the heavier ions the variation of the
biological efficiency depends strongly on atomic number and energy. Both parameters have to
be known precisely at each target point in order to determine the biological effect at any location
of the superimposed Bragg peaks.
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Fig. 3 Superposition of several Bragg maxima produces a flat top over the target area
3.

HIGH-LET EFFECTS

An increased biological efficiency is observed in the region of elevated energy loss or
linear energy transfer (LET) [6]. The different action of high-LET radiation, like heavy ions,
compared to low-LET radiation, like X-rays, is characterized by the relative biological
efficiency (RBE) which is defined as the ratio of X-ray to particle dose necessary to produce the
same biological effect. LET values of 100 keV/|im or greater are obtained for the lighter ions
like oxygen in the Bragg peak only. For protons the region of high-LET in the Bragg peak is
too small to be of clinical relevance. For ions heavier than neon significantly elevated RBE
values already occur in the entrance channel and saturate in the Bragg maximum.
The reason for an increased biological efficiency can be qualitatively explained by
comparing the local ionization density produced by the electrons around the particle track. In
Fig. 4 the calculated track structure of protons and carbon ions at 1 MeV/u are compared with
the size of a DNA molecule as the critical target inside the cell nucleus [7]. Obviously a larger
amount of DNA double-strand breaks can be produced by the traversal of a single carbon ion
than by protons or other low-LET radiation. For low-LET radiation, the electrons act mostly
independently producing isolated DNA lesions like single-strand breaks. Only in a few cases
do these single-strand breaks interact, forming a biologically more relevant double-strand break
[8]. Using heavy ions, the a priori probability for the production of double-strand breaks is
increased by the high local density of the electrons in a heavy panicle track. This yields an
increase of the relative biological efficiency up to RBE values of 3-5 in the Bragg maximum of
the lighter ions. However, in the case of heavier ions a further increase in local damage cannot
be expected to produce a greater biological effect because of physical, chemical and biological
saturation effects ("overkill").
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Fig. 4 Comparison of proton and carbon track structure, both at 1 MeV/u, with the dimension
of a schematically shown DNA molecule [7]. Carbon ions have a much higher probability to
simultaneously produce breaks at two opposite strands.
For radiotherapy the optimal ions are those for which biological high-LET action can be
restricted to the tumor volume while in the healthy tissue in front of the tumor mainly repairable
damage is produced. In Fig. 5 the relative biological efficiency of various ions is plotted as a
function of the penetration depth. For the heavier ions such as neon, silicon or argon the RBE
is already greater than 1 in the entrance channel. Therefore, these ions are candidates for the
treatment of superficial tumors only. For deep seated tumors, beams of carbon or oxygen are
more suited because they produce less damage to the healthy tissue in the entrance channel.
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Fig. 5 Relative biological efficiency of various heavy-ion beams as a function of the
penetration depth in water [6]. Light ions such as carbon have RBE levels close to 1 in the
entrance channel and more elevated only in the tumor volume.
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Up to now, the increased biological efficiency was treated simply as a factor independent
from the cell type and biological reaction under consideration. However, this is a very raw
approximation. The increase in RBE is caused by a reduced repair capacity and affects many
cellular reactions which depend on repair, for instance the response to fractionated exposure
and at different phases of the cell cycle, and probably most important the response of slowly
proliferating cells having an immense repair capacity against sparsely-ionizing radiation.
Some of the critical issues for a comparison of plateau and Bragg maximum are
summarized in Table 1. It is expected that the properties of heavy charged particles can be used
to restrict the damage to radioresistant (against sparsely-ionizing radiation) and deep seated
tumors. This concept infers that the high-LET part of radiation, i.e. the stopping ions can be
restricted to the target volume only.
Table 1
Comparison of the various biological reactions in the
entrance channel (plateau)and the Bragg maximum
Repair and fractionation
In the low LET region, cell survival is characterized
by high repair capacity corresponding to an extensive shoulder in the survival curve. The high LET
regime exhibits reduced repair and an exponential
or nearly exponential survival curve.

dose

depth

Plateau

Bragg peak

Relative Biol. Efficiency and Repair

w

dost
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dost

100
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V reduced shoulder
N ^ M e s s repair

Oxygen effect

RBE»1

At low LET values, the radiation sensitivity of
hypoxic cells can be reduced by a factor of three
compared to oxic cells. For high LET radiation,
these differences are decreased and for LET values
around 100 keW/im both types of cells, oxic and
hypoxic, exhibit the same radiation sensitivity.

10
RBE-1

Fractionation
dost

S/Se
.1

1
/S«
.1

.01

.01

In the high LET regime, a drastically diminished
fractionation effect has been observed. In a few
cases a potentlation of the radiation damage has
been found for fractionated treatment. At the present time, it is not clear whether the potentiation effect Is useful for therapy. However, diminshed
repair in the tumor volume combined with full repair
in the entrance channel will be of clinical relevance.
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In the range of high energy transfer, the differences
In radiosensitivity between the different phases of
the cell cycle are reduced and cells with a higher
DNA content like G 2 cells, are more radiosensitive.

O

Cell cycle sensitivity
Survival

In vitro cell cultures show differences in
radiosensitivity of more than one order of magnitude when exposed to sparsely ionizing radiation in
different phases of the cell cycle. This is true especially for cells in late S phase which are
radioresistant in comparison to G, phase cells.

( Survival

These changes in the radioblological action of
heavy Ions all act in the same direction: In the tumor
volume cell killing is enhanced while In the healthy
tissue around the tumor and in the tumor bed the
cells are spared to a greater extend.
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4.

ON-LINE CONTROL OF THE BEAM BY PET TECHNIQUES

A precise beam delivery (see next paragraph) needs precise control. Heavy ions can be
monitored using the production of radioactive isotopes that decay by positron, /3+ emission.
The ft* annihilation can be localized by the coincident detection of the two 511-keV gamma
quanta in two adjacent gamma cameras. Because the positrons are emitted isotropically with
respect to the beam direction, the center of the observed distribution of positron emission
corresponds to the stopping point of the radioactive isotope.
Originally it was proposed for PET techniques to produce a radioactive /?*" beam instead
of a stable beam and to measure its distribution in order to verify the treatment planning prior to
the therapy. This has been done successfully at Berkeley in cases where the treatment volume
was close to a critical organ like the spinal cord [9].

.units)

Meanwhile it has been demonstrated in phantom measurements that j3 + radioactivity
produced by a stable beam is sufficient to monitor the stopping points of the projectile ions
[10]. Beams of stable ions undergo nuclear reaction i.e. projectile and target fragmentation.
Most likely are stripping reactions leading to lighter ions, a fraction of which are /J4" isotopes.
In the case of target fragmentation these /?+ emitters are smeared out over the particle path. For
the projectile fragmentation the /3"1" isotopes have nearly the same range due to their similar
mass-to-charge ratio and the strongly forward-peaked reaction kinematics. In Fig. 6 the
induced ft* activity of a 20 Ne beam directed into a plastic block is compared with the calculated
range distribution and with the range of the primary 20 Ne. From the j?4" distribution the range
of the 20 Ne can be calculated with high accuracy. It should be mentioned that measurements of
the /?*• activity are not possible during the beam spill due to a large background. However, the
off-spill time intervals are sufficient for PET measurements.
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Fig. 6 Measured and calculated profiles of p*~ emission are compared with the range to the
primary 20Ne beam indicated by an arrow [10]
Figure 6 also illustrates another problem of dose localization for the heavier ions: with
increasing atomic number more and more lighter fragments are produced and which have a
longer range than the primary beam so causing a long dose tail behind the Bragg maximum.
Therefore, the excellent dose distribution of the heavy charged particles deteriorates for ions
heavier than neon. According to these findings atomic numbers around that of oxygen seem to
be optimal for therapeutical application of ion beams for both physical and biological reasons.
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5.

IMPROVED DOSE DELIVERY BY MAGNETIC SCANNING AND FAST
ENERGY VARIATION

In all particle therapies presently in operation, the beam is distributed over the target
volume using passive beam-forming elements like degraders, range shifters, boli and fixed or
movable collimators. These tools are expensive and inadequate compared to the properties of a
beam of charged particles which in principle can be controlled by magnetic fields. They are
more or less a straightforward translation of the techniques conventionally used in X-ray
radiotherapy.
In order to exploit the properties of a panicle beam, magnetic scanning [11] is now
introduced into particle therapy (Fig. 7). In this technique the target volume is divided into
several slices of equal particle range and each slice is treated independently by scanning the
beam over it. If one slice is treated, the beam energy and therefore the particle range is reduced
and the next slice is treated in the same manner.

polfaces of dipol-magnets
last
layer

layer
-max

Fig. 7 Schematic view of a magnetic scanning system
Depending on the geometry of the target volume, the proximal parts of the tumor will
have been irradiated when the distal parts were treated . Therefore, the additional particle
covering has to be distributed inhomogeneously over the slice in order to achieve a
homogeneous biological effect over the whole treatment volume. Two strategies have been
proposed to produce inhomogenous particle covering: pixel scanning and raster scanning.
In pixel scanning the area of a slice is divided into single picture elements, i.e. pixels.
The coordinates for each pixel are chosen such that the beam spots of neighboring pixels
overlap. For the irradiation procedure the scanning magnets are set to the coordinates of the
first pixel and the beam is turned on. The beam is switched off when the required number of
particles is reached. Then the setting of the magnets is moved to the next pixel, the beam is
turned on and the preselected number of particles is delivered, and so on. For raster scanning,
the beam is moved continuously in a raster-like pattern over each slice and the writing velocity
is controlled by the beam intensity and the required particle covering. Extensive theoretical
computer simulations have demonstrated that with both methods an optimal particle distribution
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can be produced [12]. However, the differences between raster and pixel scanning seem to be
academic when it comes to the construction of a magnetic scanning system.
In order to use a real particle beam from an expensive accelerator, and to reduce the time
the patient is immobilized in a very inconvenient manner, exposure time has to be short and
both scanning methods have to be optimized. For the pixel scanning, this means that a minimal
path from pixel to pixel has to be selected which is obviously a path from neighboring pixels to
each other. For technical reasons with raster scanning the path of the continuously moved
beam has to be divided into a large number of individual coordinates which can be stored in a
computer so that the beam can be moved in small steps from each coordinate to the next. The
basic difference between raster and pixel scanning finally reduces to whether it is necessary to
turn off the beam while moving from one point to the next.
In reality the beam has a finite diameter of several millimeters. If the distance between
two pixels is small compared to this diameter, the'beam need not be interrupted while moving
from pixel to pixel. Because pixels are dense, slight over- or under-exposure of one pixel, and
the exposure in the distance between two pixels, can be corrected to a large extent during the
irradiation of the next pixel. A digitized version of the raster scanning system, i.e. a hybrid of
raster and pixel scanning has been constructed at the biophysics cave at GSI [11]. In this set up
the beam is guided in the x and y direction by two magnets while the beam intensity is
measured by means of a transmission counter. The beam path of one slice is divided into
16000 picture points and the writing velocity (maximum 1 cm/msec) of the beam is controlled
by a secondary electron monitor employed as a transmission counter. The use of a
transmission counter to control the writing velocity has been demonstrated to be a very elegant
and efficient method to cope also with the intensity fluctuations of the beam as extracted from
the accelerator. First experiments demonstrated that particle coverings with a homogeneity of
5% or better can be produced. But in the same way any inhomogenous distribution can be
produced with the same accuracy if required. In order to fill a 3-dimensional volume the beam
energy has to be varied. In a modern synchrotron this can be done from pulse to pulse by the
machine. It is also possible to tune the beam line synchronously to achieve a stable beam spot
at the target position. In Fig. 8 experimental results using fast energy variation by the
accelerator and fast tuning of the beam line are shown. These experiments demonstrate that 3dimensional beam delivery is possible using fast energy variation by the accelerator and fast
beam line tuning by computer control. Meanwhile 3D volumes of simple shapes have been
exposed to an isodose (Fig. 9).
6.

TUMOR-CONFORM TREATMENT PLANNING USING HEAVY-ION
BEAM SCANNING

The novel technique of fast magnetic scanning combined with an active energy variation
by the accelerator opens a new area of target-conform tumor treatment. However, the progress
in tumor targeting necessitates a quantum ieap in the complexity of the beam control and
treatment planning.
In conventional and neutron therapy the beam has the same biological efficiency
of its penetration depth. Using suitable range-dose relationships, the tumor dose has
rregardless
<
to be maximized and the integral dose to the healthy tissue minimized either by using multiport
irradiation or cross-fire techniques. For proton treatment planning, the depth/dose relationship
has to be changed according to the increase of the energy deposition with increasing penetration
depth. The small region of elevated biological efficiency in the Bragg peak is taken into account
by changing the overall RBE from 1 to 1.1.
Heavy ions like carbon or oxygen have an extended region of significantly increased
biological efficiency in the Bragg region. Using magnetic beam scanning this region of highLET action will be restricted to the target volume only. But as shown in Fig. 3 the dose in the
various points of the target volume is a mixture of doses originating from plateau and from
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Fig. 8 Combining beam scanning and energy variation one can produce simple figures [11].
The energy in the accelerator and the settings of the beam line were switched within 3 seconds

Fig. 9 Recording of a 6 cm diameter spherical isodose volume produced by raster scanning in a
depth between 9 and 15 cm in a water phantom. The 270 MeV/u carbon beam entered the water
tank from the left. The volume was dissected into 30 layers of equal particle range that were
irradiated separately [16].
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Bragg peak ions. Because all these ions have completely different RBE values, the biological
effect depends critically on the composition of the beam in atomic number and energy [5].
Therefore, the physical properties of the beam such as energy distribution and lateral scattering
or nuclear fragmentation have to be known precisely in order to predict the composition of the
beam at each target point. In addition, the dependence of the biological effect has to be known
for the different energies and particles [8]. Because it .is not possible to measure all the
necessary data, a model of the biological action of the particles has been developed, which
makes it possible to calculate these data [14]. The deeper physical and biological understanding
of the properties of heavy charged particles is the prerequisite for using focused particle beams
in a similar way to a surgeon using his knife.
7.

FUTURE ASPECTS OF PARTICLE THERAPY IN EUROPE

The use of heavy particles is the last possible step in improvement in physical selectivity
and biological efficiency that can be reached for external radiotherapy. Up to now, accelerators
originally designed for nuclear research have been used in the explorative phase of particle
therapy. In consequence the advantages of particle therapy could be exploited only to a limited
extent. Tumor-conform treatment could not be achieved at these units. Furthermore, the
treatment at these machines is not cost effective. For the consideration of particle therapy as a
routine treatment in Europe, the costs at a medically-dedicated machine have to be compared
with the costs and the success of conventional radiotherapy. However, it must be stressed that,
it is not the purpose of particle therapy to replace the existing efficient treatments like surgery or
conventional radiation therapy. Particle therapy should be used in those cases where
conventional treatment is not successful.
Conservative estimations performed within the Eulima project revealed that in Europe
some 100000 patients a year could benefit from particle treatment. In a big radiation therapy
clinic 2000 patients can be treated every year so that 50 therapy centers spread around Europe
seems to be a realistic estimate for the future development. But it is not clear how this number
should be distributed between proton and heavy-ion centers. For cost efficiency, the Eulima
project showed that particle treatment can be performed in the cost range of conventional
therapy (see Table 2). However a patient that is not cured from cancer is much more costly and
from an ethical point of view it is not tolerable not to cure a patient who could be helped.
Table 2
Comparison of the average costs of the various cancer treatments
Conventional radiotherapy
Surgery
Chemotherapy
Heavy ion treatment
Not cured patient

Cost (kECU)
4
7.5
30
7.5
-35

The economic efficiency of heavy-ion therapy depends on the extent to which the
theoretically possible advantages of heavy particles can be verified in the clinical routine. The
presently existing particle therapy units as well as the proposed machines are given in Tables 3
and 4, respectively. In addition to the optimized treatment, the absolute investment costs play
an important role for the development of particle therapy. Presently, 10-12 MECU are realistic
estimates for a proton machine including a simple beam delivery system. If this price could be
lowered further, the addition of proton machines to existing therapy centers would be more
likely than separate installation of dedicated particle-therapy centers. In consequence, it is very
important to explore the potential of particle therapy at the existing accelerator centers and to
prepare for a widespread therapeutical use of particle accelerators in Europe.
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Table 3
World-wide totals (Jan 1994) of patients treated with charged particles according to Rei
Who

Where

Berkeley 184
Berkeley
Uppsala
Harvard
Dubna
Moscow
St.Petersberg
Berkeley
Chiba
PMRC,Tsukuba
PSI (SIN)
Dubna
Uppsala
Clatterbridge
Loma Linda
Louvain-la-Neuve
Nice
Orsay
N.A.C
Indiana Cycl.

CA. USA
P
CA. USA
He
Sweden
P
MA. USA
P
Russia
P
Russia
P
Russia
P
CA. USA
heavy ion
Japan
P
Japan
P
Switzerland
P
Russia
P
Sweden
P
England
P
CA. USA
P
Belgium
P
France
P
France
P
South Africa
P
IN. USA
P

What

Date
first

Date
last

RX

RX

1954
1957
1957
1961
1964
1969
1975
1975
1979
1983
1984
1987
1989
1989
1990
1991
1991
1991
1993
1993

1957
1992
1976
1974

1992

Recent
Patient
Total
30
2054
73
6010
84
2550
719
433
86
354
1363
24
34
463
682
21
216
235
6
1
2487
12951

Date of
Total

Jun-91
Dec-93
Oct-92
Jun-91
Jun-91
Jun-93
Sep-93
May-93
Aug-92
May-93
Jan-94
Dec-93
Nov-93
Apr-93
May-93
Nov-93
Dec-93
ion beams
proton
beams

Table 4
Proposed new facilities for proton and ion-beam therapy, from Ref. [15].
Institution

Place

Type Date
1st

RX
PSI

Switzerland
HIMAC.Chiba
Japan
TRIUMF
Canada
Berlin
Germany
Munich
Germany
Novosibirsk
Russia
Proton Development N.A. IL. USA
GSI Darmstadt
Germany
ITEP Moscow
Russia
Julich (KFA)
Germany
KVI Groningen
Netherlands
NPTC (Harvard)
MA. USA
TERA
Italy
Clatterbridge
England
Tsukuba
Japan
Krakow
Poland

P
ion
P
P
P
P
P
ion
P
P
P
P
ion
P
P
P

1994
1994
1994
1995
1995?
1995?
1996
1996
1996
1997
1997?
1998
?
?
?
?
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